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FOREWORD

Classified material has been removed in order to make the information
available on an unclassified, open publication basis, to any interested

parties. The effort to declassify this ceport has been accomplished
specifically to support the Department of Defense Nucleac Test Personnel
Review (NTPR) Program. The objective is to facilitate studies of the low

levels of radiation ceceived by some individuals during the atmospheric
nuclear test program by making as much information as posaible available to

all interested parties.

The material which has been deleted is either currently classified as

Restricted Data or Pormerly Restricted Data under the provisions of the Atomic

Energy Act of 1954 (as amended), oc is National Security Information, or has

been determined to be critical military information which could reveal system
oc equipment vulnerabilities and is, therefore, not appropriate for open

publication.

The Defense Nuclear Agency (DNA) believes that though all classified
material has been deleted, the report accurately portrays the contents of the

original. DONA also believes that the deleted material is of Little or no

significance to studies into the amounts, or types, of radiation received by

any individuals during the atmospheric nuclear test program. .
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PART ONE: GENERAL

l. This report is divided into five parts. Part ONE is a ceneral

deseription of the report. Part TWO is a discussion of the radiological

safety problems created by the CASTLE mission of the task force, and their

solutions as planned and executed during the shot phase of the eperation.

Part THREE is a discussion of falleout forecasting techniques. Part FOUR

depicts the Radsafe organization. Part FIVE is a discussion of conclusions

drawn from the execution of the CASTLES radielogical safety plan and recomen~

dations for future operations similar to Operation CASTLE.

2. The report is designed to cover the over-all CASTLE radiological

safety matters from the viewpoint ef those issues of direct concern to Head=

quarters, Joint Task Force SEVEN. Since each task group was responsible for

its om internal radiological safety as generally defined in CJTF SEVEN

Operation Order 3-53 (Tab A), no attempt will be made herein to amplify on

the details of the operations of the task groups except as they pertain to,

or directly support, the responsibilitios of the task force as a whole.

However, due to the basic reliance of task force operations on floating

facilities in the test area, the radiclegical safety portion of the TC 7.3

final repert has been extracted and appended hereto. The radiological

safety details of TG 7.1 shot atoll eperations are being published separately

as a WE report arm will be available approximately September 1954. The

TG 7.1 report will include full details on photodosimetry, radiechemics] work

performed on-site, shot atoll radsafe surveys and recovery operations.

3. ‘This report has been written for the express purpose of assisting

in the development of future radiological safety plans by presenting dctailed

discussions of the problems and solutions arising during CASTLE. is such,



tho report has a primary operational viewpoint, and frequently departs in

phraseology and precision from the normal standards prescribed for a purely

technical document. Since various independent technicel investigations

have been completed, or are in process, which closely examine the orny

facets of the radiological effects of the CASTLE events, the need for 3

coverage of the operational viewpoint appears vital for continuity and

development of better opcrational means of coping with the problems.

&. The following general information on special aspects of the C..STLE

Operation is presented as background for Parts TWO, THPREZ, FOUR and FIVE.

&. Seven detonations had been scheduled when the task force

arrived in the Pacific Proving Grounds. Five of the original seven, plus

one substitute, were actually detonated,

b, The planning date of 1 March 1954 wes established for detona-

tion of the first shet.

(1) The original shot schedule, probable yield and presuced

range of yield in magaton, wast

PROB..BLE PRESUMED RANGE DETONATION
 SHOE

OF

YIELD Late
(BRAVO) ae h-8 T Maren 1954

~ (UNION) $-10 1-18 1 Mareh 1954

XYKEE) . “«4 6-10 22 March 1954
“(Later revisedto
with yield 98 and range

of 7.5 = 11.5

(ECHO) .125 065 = 4275 29 March 1954

" (NECTAR) 2-3 1-5 8 april 1954

(ROMEO) 4 15-7 15 april 1954

(KOON) 1 0.3-2,5 (22 april 1954

(2) Because of adverse weather, the effects ef BRAVO end



defickencies disclosed in KOON and ECHO, actual yields (in negatons) » shot

locations, detonation dates and local times were as follows:

 
SHOT nCTUAL SHOR_SITE DETONATIONDaTZ LCC..L TIME
BRAVO 15 05 Land surface 1 Mareh 1954 C645

near Nam,
Biicind

ROMEO 1. 70.5 Barge in FRAVO 3927 March 1954 0630
erater, Bikini
t

KOON 0.11 £ 0,02 Land Surface, 7 april 1954 0$20
Eninman, Bilini

UNION 7.9 £ 0.5 Barge off Yurechi, 26 .pril 1954 0610
Biker

YANKEE ~~ 13.5 #1.5 Barge off Yurechi, 5 May 1954 0610

NECTAR 1.7 40.3 Barge MIKE crater 1 May 1954 0620
off Teiteripuchi,
Eniwetok

Ce. Cnesite Operations

(1) The onesite phase of C..STLE commenced with the esteblishnent

of command posts in the forward area on 17 January 1954. «rriv2l of cajor

components in the forward area was phased to coincide with the imedicte

operational needs. By 1 February 1954 all tesk force elements had arrived

in the forward area and preparations were begun for the conduct of the full

scale rehearsal, Extensive preliminary communications checks were cade ind

on 23 ?ebruary tho rehearsal, for the first shot was successfully carried out.

This was the onlyfull scale rehearsal conmiucted. Since all shots were

statically detonated sand operations were similar, each detonation served as

a rehearsal for the one to follow,

d. BR.VO was detonated on 1 March 1954, Prior to this shot all

personnel were cvacuated from Bikini .toll, oxcept for a small firing perty

which remained in a bunker on Null (Enyu Island), approximately twenty ailes



from zero point. .t the time of the detonation all task force ships in the

Bikint area wero located southeast of the atoll at least thirty milcs from

zero point. after the shot it became necessary to close the camps on Sikini

toll because of the radiological contamination 2nd blest damage, Subsequent

operations et Bikind were conducted principally fron afloat. Eeceusa of

unfavorable weather conditions dt Bikini, it wes not until 27 March that

ROMEO was detonated. The concept of the shot schedule was reviewed -nd

revised to incorporate more flexibility, NECT.R was rescheduled to be fired

at Eniwetok .toll. On 7 ..pril, KOON was detonated at Bikini, on Enincan

Island. Becauso of the poor results of KOON, ECHO was cancelled. at about

the. same time, the original Y..NKEE was cancelled and a modified version of

ROMEO was added as YANKEE |} On 22 april, the task force was capable

of detonating either NECTAR at Eniwetok ..toll or UNION at Biking .toll. This

was the first instance of such flexibility in U. S. testing history, However,

weather conditions were unfavorable, and it was not until 26 .pril that UNION

was detonated, Preparations for firing YNKEE at Bikini were completed while

awaiting favorable weather at Erdwetok to fire NECTAR. By § ‘lay, Y.NKCE was

readied and detonated. On1, May, the Eniwetok weather became favorable and

NECTAR was detonated. Except for rollup and redeployment, tho on-site phase

was cseentially completed with the last shet,

@. ns tasks were completod, units of the task force were redeployed

ert individuals were returned to parent orgenizations or were reassicned. In

accordance with previously prepared plans, reduced planning staffs and certain

troop elements were reformed 2s components of tho task force in order to

provide for contimuity of operations, and for economical, expeditious support

of future operations,



£, «$s in previous operations » weather was 2 major problen,

particularly with regard to winds aloft for fall-out considcrations, Oclays

were experienced because of unacceptable fall-out patterns. The tests were

carried out during a period of the year when the weather in the Uarshell

Islands area was reasonably favorable; it was not an unusual season from a

climatological point of view, Suture tests mist expect sindlar delays due

to weather unless flexible tiring techniques such as firing on barges in the

open ocean or sir drops are developed which will mininize the amount end the

activity of fall-out,

8. Raddological Safety

(1) Since six shots in the megaton range were scheduled for the

operation, the isdsafe Plan placed particular emphasis on the possibility of

fall-out on populated islands and trensicnt shipping. Forecasting ridic=

active fall-out for C.STLE wos initially seriously handicapped by the absence

of definitive data on the effects of very high yield (megaton) devices.

Information from Operation IVY (IIKE Shot) was extremely limited and as 3

consequence misleading in many respects, In particular, early C..STLE ,

experience indicated thet fall-out periods on the order of six to twelve hours.

while adequate for ylelds obtained prior to IVY, were insdequate for C..STLZ.

It wes spparent that pre-shet forecests would be required of wind conditions

for periods up to H plus 16 to H plus 24 hours with = high degree of accuracy

in order to ingurc that the significant fall-out would trke place in sccepte

able areas during this period of tise, Generelly, this requirement involved

the forecasting of the stability of wind patterns, or the expected limits on

the variation of the pattern during the period of fall-out. Further, it

required wind forecasting for several different tines end many seographical

positlenetnrowwbout the projected fall-out ares.tacmcr.tousunnort 3 caw.



dynamic falleout plot technique developed on CASTLE, This technique employed

the concept of a 2Lehour period of falleout and considered the effscts of

time and cloud displacenent factors on wind systerns within approximtoly 50C

miles of the shot site,

(2) .erdal cloud tracking flights were used 18 the prizery neans

of obteining a rapid evaluationvof the relation between forccast and actual

atomie cloud travel, dditional precision aerial surveys of land asses in

the Marshall Islands wore supported for studies being conducted by the New

York Operations Office, .£C (NYKOPO), These two types of flichts, together

with a network of (NYXOPO) cround monitoring stations, were used to consider-

able cutual and timely advantage by the task force and the NYKOPO representa~

tives in evaluatins the fall-out patterns on populated islands ani, by the

task force, in advising appropriate headquarters sharing responsibilities

for these arcas, °

(3) The maintonance of personnel radiation exposures at the

Lowest possible lowel was the third major task force iiadsafe problem, The

plenned Maximum Permissible Exposure (MPE) of personnel was 3.9 reentzens.

However, it was enticipated that this limit would be too low considering

the number and expected yields of the weapons and devices to be tcsted.

Consequently, the Rradsafe Plan, with the coneurroneo of the Surgeons General

of the three Services and tho Director, Division cf Biology and ifedicine,

aS, included provision for waiver of the MPE by the task force comusnder

in individually designated cases when circumstances indicated the need and

justification therefor, ‘This authority, exercised for a relatively few

number of individuals, was adequate for the completion of essenticl C..STLE

missions, Except for relatively high accidental exposures on 28 personnel

at the_task force weather station on iiongerik .toll. and a small nuzber of



other individual cases, none of the task force personnel: received doses in

excoss Of 7.8 roentgens. In fact, less than &% of the task force personnel

received 4 total exposure in excess of the established MPE of 3.9 rcentzens,

and less than 2% in excess of 6.0 rcentgens,

(4) Specific details pertaining to cach CASTLE shot: asa

general rule, the winds in the Marshall Islands area are east northeasterly

to easterly in the lower, or tredewind, lewols (up to about 20,000 fect), and

easterly in the high levels (above tropopause height, or about 60,000 feet.

In the general discussion of wind patterns for each shot below, the cid~

levels winds (20,000 to 60,000 feet) are the primary consideration, since they

are not only variable, but also involwe the most simificant portion of the

cloud fron a fall-out viewpoint.

(a) BL.VO

ke The BRAVO cidelewel winds were from west scathwest.

The trades wero shallow (approximately 5,000 feet) with light northwesterlies

to westerlics to 20,000 feet and the high winds were nore east northessterly

than eastorly.

2. BRAVO was detonated as a land surface shot on a

email eand spit near NAMU (CHARLIE) at Blicint

3. The task force fleet was at least 30 miles southeast

of grourd sere at Hehour, and steamed further south upon receivin, carly

fall-out,

&. Closeein ground contamin-tion on the shot atoll was

hich, and spread in a somewhat uniform elliptical pattern to the ezst. «t

H plus 4 hours, the airstrip on .IWEIJI (OBCE) was reading 10.5 r/hr; the

ENXYU (NiN) camp approximately 2.5 r/hr at 125 fcet and the DOGKGEO"GE chain

from tta SO.rfre at 100 feet.



§. The yield of “BIL.VO was three times the nost probable

predicted value and twice the predicted upper limit, Consequently, more

radioactive debris was carricd up and diffused over a uch larser erca than

was expected. HL.VO demonstrat. 4 that the origin of the fallecut pattcrn is

&@ large ares’ up to 25 miles in radius, varying accoriing to the yield. Uidicoe

active intensitics at specified distances, likewise, varies with the yicld.

& BaiVO produced high contamination on populate: areas

ismedictely to tho east of the test site which necessitat.d the ovecuation of

groups of Morshall Islands natives and certain U. S. military sersonncl,

Elements of the task force fleet and personnel were involved in early f2ll-out

which necessitated full use of navel atomic countermeasures and retirement

of the fleet to recions more distant from ground sero. The incidcnts assceiate

ed with this shot resulted primarily from the lack of fall-out information

from previcus shots of comparable yield, the unexpectedly hich yield of Hu.vo

and an average deviation of approximately ten degrees (in *n adverse direction)

between the observed and forecast winis for shot time. The net result was an

aggrevation of the adverse. conditions ordinarily predictable and acceptable

under operational criteris ani forecasting techniques in existence pricr to

the BRAVO event.

"J. all CaSTLE shots subsequent to BR.VO were detonated

sithoat sisnificant fall-out impact. This was duo to complete analyses of

the effects of Hu.VO, the application of this inform-tion in the development

of realistic and dopendable fall-out forecasting techniques and the devclop=

ment of better liniting wind pattern criteria within which the fsil-out

pattcrn could safely lic. °

8. 82 natives of Rongelap toll and 154 artives of

Utirik ware evacuated to Kwajalein .toll as a result of the f-il-out fron



B..¥O, Some of the Rongslap nitives received total exposures in uxcese of

100 reentgens, No fatalities or known simificant after-effects resulted,

The Utirik natives received approximately 17 rcentgens. Tho report on the

core and treatment of the natives will be presented in detail inthe final

report of the nilitary effects tests programs, |

9. The Utirik natives were returned to their hones in

May 1954. The 2ongolap natives wore moved to Hajuro ..toll in June 1954 to

occupy 4 now temporary village constructed with task force facilitics,

matorials and funds, dditional tesk foree funds will be furnished, ss

necessary, to reinburse the Trust Territories for necessary native living

costs while housed at Majure.

1Q. It is estimated that Gongolap .toll will be safe for

native re-cccupancy by about 1 Mey 1955. In tho interin, quarterly inspec-

tion trips will be mde to Rormelap .toll by specinl survey parties to

determine the progressive contaminstion status and the exact date of return

of the natives, .

ly. One Japanese fishing vessel was contaminated in an

area reported by the Japanese to be approximately 80 to 90 miles east north-

east of Bikini. The reported position of this vessel was within the pattern

of the search sircraft on shot day. Fseilure to contact the Japanese vessel

was due to severe aerial contaminstion of the search aircraft when approx-

mately within radar renge cf the ship. The replacenent search aircraft,

directed to pick up amd complete the search pattern, was unable to sweep the

. Closewin area miseed by the orisinal aircraft dus to the same radiolosicsl

ulffieulty,

32. Detailed information on the, evacuation ani rehatili-~

tation of the darshall Island natives and the Javanese fisning veseesl inciusnt



is contained in Tab H.

13. Detailed radsafe information, and pertinent weather

factors, are presented in Tab K,

(b) TOMEO

2. ROMEO midelevel winds were southerly except that the

tops of those levels (50,000 to 60,000 feet) were westerly at shot tice,

becoming southerly by H plus 2 heures. The tradewinds were easterly at shot

tine with a layer of southerlies between 6,000 snd 12,000 feet. theentire

tradewind level to 20,000 feet shifted to east southeasterly by H“pius 2 hours,

2. JOMEO was fired from a barge st Hi.VO GZ in water

approximately 110 fect deep, the first water surface shot in the history of

U. S. atomic testing,

3. ‘The task force flcet was located approximately 30

miles southeast of ground serd, .

& Closeein ground contamination from ROMEO was linited

to a radius of approxinately 10 miles, the values being somewhat less than

for BA:WO. | |
5. Lagoon contamination from iOMEO was limited cssene.

tially to a drift of radioactivity toward the south along the western reefs,

flushing alowly out the western channels.

. 4. No significent health haard resulted fron .0 50,

oither to units of the task force or to populated islands in the vicinity,

although appreciatle (but not hasardous) contamination was depositoc on

songelap and Rongerik.

Z. Preliminary reports from Project 2.58(Fell-cut

Distribution) indicated that the aerosoletype cloud from “OMEO tence. to

resist. fall-out off the shot atoll for at least 50. mtleadownuiod. but frat.

10



it deposited intensities comparable tt HuvO on chjects exposed broadside to

the cloud drift,

8. The longerange 2G4E0 cloud persisted for = considers

able tine, apparently transiting Nongelap and Nongerik .tolls on plus one

day. Effects of the cloud were also recorded at Bikini at about H plus 42

hours and at Eniwetok at about H plus $4 hours. Intensities at Bikini

reached values of 15 to 8% ar/nr. Intensities at Eniwetok ranged from about

5 to 15 or/hr; Kwajalein recorded 1 to 9 nr/hr at about the sane tine.

J. To evaluate the effects of the tradewinds on

Endwetok, one additional cloud tracker was placed to the west of cround zero

at 5,000 feet to augment the routine tracker at 10,000 feet, acrial intensi-

ties in the roentgen range wre detected to the north of an eastewest line be.

tween Blicini and Eniwetok., Eniwetok was especially alertud to this fact;

however, all contamination passed to the north. The seneral results of 20MEO,

and other water surface shots, indicate that, had the contaminstion passcu

over iniwetok, much of the intensity values would have resulted from 4 "shine

-effect",

16. Detailed radsafe information, and pertinent weather

factors are presented in Tab L.

(c) KOON

- . KOON midelevel winds were southerly to southeasterly,

becoming southerly to 25,000 and west southwesterly to 60,000 feet by 4 plus

3 hours, The tredewinds were very shallow, averaging about 2,000 to 4,0CO

feet in depth during the first three hours after the shot.

2. KOON was a land surface shot detonated on the western

tip of ENINM.N (T.2E) at Bikini.



3. The task force flect was located approxizately 25

“niles east of ground zero for operational reasons, with instructions to

steam south after H-hour.

& Due to the unexpected low yield of KOON, no sisnifie

cant contamination prebluns arose,. Closcein contamination was linited

essentially to the shot island, the ialand immediately to the west of srcund

zero, the anchorages just off the shot island, and across the lazoon on the

DOG=GEOMGE chain and BIKINI (HOW) Islands.

§. ut shot tine, a large rainstorm was present between

groumd zero and the task force ficet. No radiological damage resulted to

the fleet due to sufficient distance between the ships and the storn.

6 «a mall amount of contamination was deposited on

Rongelap ami Rongerik fron KOON, ‘This was believed to be due to either rain-

out from approximately the 25 000 foot levels, or due to a relatively

efficient transport of most of the debris to the cast and subsequent subsi-

dence and scavenging by rain showers known to be in the general area,

Z- Detailed radsafe information, and pertinent weather

factors, are presented in Tab M.

(4) UNION

ke UNION mid-lovel winds were west scuthwest. The trade=

winds were light ami shallow (about 10,000 feet in depth), and Licht ani

variable between 10,000 and 14,000 feet, Licht westerlies existed from 14,000

to 20,000 feet.

2. UNION was a barse (water surface) shot in the lagoon

(in approximately 120 feet of water) near YUROCHI(DCG) at Bikini.

3. The larger ships of task fotce fleet were Locte-

approximateiw-36 miles east southeast of ground zero for enosabional reasns.

12



put were instructed to steam south imediately after H-hour, Scaller ships

were located further, end more southeasterly, from ground zero at H-hour,

° 4. Due to the predicted upper limit on yleld for this

shot, the ROMEO falleout experience was used with considerable cauticn in

the UNION Tadsafe plan. Subsequent events, however, indicated characteristics

quite similar to \OMEO, 1.e, seroscletype cloud, Contamination from the mide

levels was not instrumented. |

5. Uongerange contamination from UNION was slizht in

comparigon with ROMEO, probably due to nore favorable winds in these levels

to the east of ground zerc.

§& The dynamic systen of fall-out plotting developed on

CASTLE was first used for this shot, and continued for all subsequent shots.

Z- Detrtled radsafe informtion and pertinent woather

factors are presented in Tab N,

(e) Y.NKEE

le Y..NKEE cidelevel winds were southwest to west south-

west, Tradewinds were shallow (10,C00 feet deep) with light northerly to

northwesterlies between 10,000 amd 20,000 feet.

2. YANKEE was a barge (water surface) shot in the lagoon

(in approximately 120 feet of water) near YUNOCHI (D6G) at Sikini.

; 3. The larger ships of the task force fleet ware located

approximately 30 miles east southeast of ground sero for operational reasons,

but were instructed to steam south immediately after H-hour, Saller ships

were located further, and more southerly, from ground sero at Hefour.

& «lthough YANKEE winds were sonswhat less favcrable

than UNION (lower level winds veering around counter-clockwise), ROMEO and

UNION exnarience were such that this factor could reasonably accented. .
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Posteshot experience indicated reasonable agreement with the fcrecast except

that the southern islands were not appreciably contaminated from this shot.

The bulk cf the contamination expereienced was confined to the northern and

eastern islands, including NaN.

§. YNKEE characteristics were completely within the

experience of (OMEO and UNION. .pprecdable air intensities were meesured

over NAN and LE and in the general vicinity of Rongelap, however, no

appreciable ground deposition was asscciatod with these observations.

& The ocean fall-out pattern was roughly <elineated

for this shct by the .EC's New York Operations Office program (usins acrial

surveys of styrofoam rafts ani the water itaclf) and by Project 2.5a (using

surface water sampling techniques). In addition to the documentation of

YaNKEZ, this work was extremely useful in organising the plan used by these

two groups on the last shot (NECTAR).

1. Lsngerange contamination from Y.NKEE was slizht at

Rongelap in comparison with 2G4EO, and, although aerial intensities in the

vicinity north of Bikar were measured in the roentgen range as late as H plus

20 hours, no significant increase in the ground readings (extrapolated fron

aerial survey at about H plus 36 hours) were noted at this atoll.

8. One isclated incident of interest involved two LST's

(one with wash<down equipment, the other without special gear) enroute (in

company) to Pearl, at approsdmately 700 nautical niles east northeast of

ground zero, These ships observed intensities of 40 and 96 ar/hr saximums

for the washedown and ncn-washdown ships respectively, Ccntamination started

at H plus 31 hours and continued until H plus 42 hours, ..tomic counter

measures taken by the LST's reduced intensities to approxinctely 8 te 10 =r/hi

maximums... Itis. conjectured that an appreciable cortion of the -bserveticns



by these ships was due to a "shine" éffect from the YANKEE cloud,

9. Detailed radsafe information ani pertinent weather

factors are presonted in Tab 0,

(f) NECTAR

L. NECTAR midelevel winds were southwesterly to south

southwesterly to 45,000 feet ant westerly to 60,000 feet. The tradewinds

were east southeasterly to 20,000 feet.

2. NECTAR was a barge (water surface) shut in the IVY

MIKE crater (approximately 100 feet of water) off Teiteripuchi at Eniwetck.

3. The task force fleet was south of the atcll at shot

time end re-entered aftor H-hour for an emergency evacuation capability,

& No significant radiological problems arose from this

shot. Close-in contamination was limitad essentially to the islanmis north

of YVONNE, °

5. Extensive weather (cloud cover and rain) preceded

the NECT.2 shot. «at Hehour « large rainstorm wes over the lazoon between

ground zero ani the southern islands; however, sround zero and the northern

islands were relatively clear below the bases of the low weather clouds (i.e.

clear from the surface up to about 2,000 feet).

& Weather and clouds extending in layers up t> abcut

50,000 feet persisted for at least the first six hours after shct tine.

7. Moderate continuous rain cecurred thrcushcut the

shot day, all cf the weather observed on shot cay was attributable to the

prevadling genertl weather situation, primarily the strong southerly wince

flow.

8. « unique feather of the NECT..4 Racsafe plan was the

stationing of a dustroyer at Ujeleng in the event an evacuation -f tnat wok
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became necessary, Since cloud tracking efforts at §,000 arm! 10,CCO fect

southwest of Eniwetok through H plus 6 hours indicated no concern fcr Ujelang,

the destroyer was ordered to return to base,

9. «a considerable effort was cade by the .£C New York

Operations Office fall-out program amt Project 2.5a to document the NECT.2

fall-out pattern along the lincs of sindlar work “one on YaNKES.

10. Detatied racsafe information and pertinent weather

factors are presented in Tab P,



PART TwOr RADIOLOGICAL SFETY PROBLEMS

1. Originally, Operation CASTLE involved four events in the very high

yield range. as plans progressed, the schedule was increased to seven events,

and thon reduced during the operation to six, «sg a consequence, the iadsafe

Plan for the operation required detailed re-evaluation to determine the

practicality of various assumptions and planning factors. Primarily, since

each extra event (insofar as personnel ratiation dcsages were concerned) was

additive, the permissible exposure per event for shot participants decrcased

as the number of events increased, Prior to Operntion CASTLE, the maxioum

number of events at the Pacifie Proving Ground (PPG) was four on Operation

GREENHOUSE. The maxisum number of high ylel< events was two on Opcratica

IVY, of wiich one was an air burst at 1,500 feet. It appeared that C..STLE

planning would have to be budlt around the samc personnel <osage allowance

as usod on these cperations regarilcss of tho number and yields of the events

for C..STLE. There was an obvious need for ways and ocans to cut dcwn on

personnel exposures per sh_t or to raise the permissible <cse for sone

individucis,

& In regard to efforts to cut down on personnel exposures, 4

number of factors were involved. Not all personnel would participste in each

event; however, it appeared to be a logicel assumption that the average number

of events for participation would increase. It was also assumec¢ thet the

total mmber of people involved in the operation would increase jue tc attecpt

to spread the permissible dosage over 3 sufficicnt number of participants ta

affect an over-all average dcse within acceptable limits, It was also ciear

thet some form of indoctrination was necessary in order to effect completicn

of work in contaminated areas with the maximum efficiency in order ths: the
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acquired dose represented radom conservation of persormel exposures, The

individuals prinartiy involved in this problem were axpected to be the

scientific project participants, Consequently, a special course of instruc

tion wes devised for the Tadsafe monitors of the verious projects. This

course of instruction stressed the practical applications ani field expedients

involved in the monitor's work, ‘the MPE of 3.9r for the operation was stressed.

in its relation to realistic planning by the projects, The basic problec was

the relation between the numbers of pecple capable of doing project work

(Aneluding Radeafe conitors) anc the burn-out rate of the project reccvory

teans, These factors depended upon the number and type of shots in which the

project participated, proxinity of recovery stations to groum sero, problems

of locating instrument sites after water wave ani blast~-indweed topographical

changes, ccoplexity of instrument site, expected time required to re-enter the

instrument site plus a factor of safety to cover expected damage to doors or

time to clear away coral or debris from doors. Since the project people had

only 3.9 to spend for their entire participation, it was emphasized that tc.

should make realistic plans to pass the recovery job arcum to ali members of

the project party ami to avoid having an "indispensable man” who alone was

capable of cocking an instrument or removing a record. It was pointed cut

that a critical problem would arise from burn-out of key project people and

thedr intense desire, shot after shot, to be the only ones to touch their in-

struments and records, The course stressed that the provision for CJTP SEVEN

waiver of the 3.9r MPE (para 1.b. below) would be used only as a last-ditch

measure and would require full justification and evidence of realistic pre-

operational planning, Monitors were requested to use IVE MIKE shot contamina

tion data, the number of shots on which each member would participate, tne

expected hoamader and time required to recover pacomiafeommeich a reascoahl



recovery plan could be devised.

“be In recognition of the mtuallyexclusive aspects of a fixed MPE

ser tne entire operationand the greater amount of work to be acc<mplished

ir sontamtinated areas, it was obvious that some form of relaxation of rigid

cos: Limits was necessary. Several sethods of relaxation of the MPE were

arparent. There was the possibility of assigningthe MPE of 3.95 to calendar

quactsrs and thus take advantage “of the fact that Operation CASTLE extended

cve> Swo such quarters, giving a total of 7.8r for the first six months of

~SSh. Some U. S. laboratories and industries now use this system. ‘Tre

orimary AEC objection to such @ generalized solution lies in the fact tnat,

sheteas on a field teat, dosage limits mst be flexible enough to all’w linits

se% without regard to the rate cf acquisition, such is not the case in iabora-

teres. In the latter case, control features are set up on & week- by-week,

yeamby-year basis to limit exposures to 0.3r per week, and to remove from

cedlation work those personnel exposed in excess of a maximum averaged pro-

gtassively on the basis of 0.3r per week. Similarly, a flat MPE of, for

example, 7.8F for the operation was objectionable to the AEC for similar

reasons and because of a general lack of long-term raciation effects informa

+ien on year-by-year acquisition of dosages at even the currently acceptable

rate cf 0.3r per week. The most promising averme of relaxation appeared to

be some sort ef watver provision to be exercised by the Task Force Commander

in exceptional casea where the technical import and the medical aspects of |

proposed work could be evaluated before the fact in conjunction with the

necessity for completion of specific missions. Provision for waiver of the

MPB was built into the CASTLE plan (Tab A and Tab B) with the concurrence cf

the Surgeons Goneral of the three Services and the Director, Division of

Blolegy_and Mcdicine, AEC, The waiver provision was used to an aprrciable
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extent to resolve special cases, the cajority of which were a mumber of scien-

tifie prejoct personnel and the crews on four major ships. The varicus

factors involved were weighed and evaluated in all cases, the technical and

nities] imp'ications and the ability and necessity for completion of missions

wie the major factors leading to the decisions to authorize a departure frea

te 3.99 standard for the operation,

2. Shot Conditions and General Results: The following dise. on is

lixited to shot locations, generalized indication of yield, plann issump~

tions and general results of the CASTILE shots, Detailed shot results are

peosented in Tabs K through P,

a. The CASTLE program included shot conditions net previously

sccvountered in test operations, i.e. shots on barges in relatively shallow

watcr, and one shot on a small sand spit. According to the latest schedule

prior to the eperation, the shots at Bikini Atoll weuld be located - one

on a emall sand spit in the wicinity of NAM), four on barges in the lagoon

near YUROCHT and ene on ENINMAN. One shot was scheduled fcr BEERIRU on

ENIWETOK, All shots were to be surface events, statically dotomated. AL

shots were in the wry high yleld range except the me at ENTWETOX. As

executed en CASTIZ, one of the four BIKINI barge shots was moved to a barges

shot in the IVY MIKE creter at ENIWETOX, and thc EBERIRU shot was cancelled,

b. The IVY MIKE shot radiolegical fall-out data illustrated a somen

what new feature in the fall-out phenomena associated with the detonation of

“high yleld weapons. Stated in its simplest terms, and insefar as the atoll

islands are concerned, there was little difference between upwind and down

wind conditions for a censiderable distance fron ground sere. This phenemena

was ascribed to a torroidal atmospheric circulation set up lecally and from

which the heactar. bomb and bomb site debris was force-fed to the ound oy.



the circulating winds. As a consequence, the up=-wind or cressewind distances

become critical, the lateral spread of tho early fall-eut being such that

relatively high radiation intensitics can oceur in these directions. For

Operation CASTLE, it was assumed that the problems raised by this phencmens

mad most likely cecur at HIXINI. This atoll, being relatively narrow along

<l@ north-south axis, with ground zeros along the northern reef, and camp

sites on the south (ENINMAN and ENYU), was assumed to be particularly suscep

rible to the crossewind and up-wind fall-out. It was assumed that with detona-

‘sLens along the northern reef, with ylelds on the order of MIKE ant fired

iwder the ground sere conditions of MIKE, fall-out on the ENINMAN camp ceuld

4e expected to reach a mocimm of 1.0 to 10.0 reentgens per hour within about

4s to three hours aftor H-hour, This could mean a delay of from one to.

two weeks in putting the ENINMAN camp back into full time eperation. Condi-

“ions on ENYU were assumed to be considerably better due to the greater

distances from cero points and its relatively up=-wind pesitien. For the

shots involved, the reef shot southwest of NAM) and the barge shots in the

vicinity of YUROCHI, it was expected that the NAMJ siot should give thse mest

trouble since its firing conditions would vary nearly approximate those

of MIXES. Here the conditiens for heavy fall-out, namely the u-take of a

large quantity of coral (to which the radioactive particles could cendense),

would be such that the coral particle scavenging action should be as efficient

as MIKE, resulting in considerable fall-out in the atoll area cross-wind and

Up=cind, Since the barge shots were tobe fired in water of a depth approxi-

mately that of the MIKE crater, it was expected that little coral cr bettom

material would be taken up into the "hot" cloud, Consequently, the scaveng~

ing action in the atoll region was expected to be greatly lessened. [t snuid

also be noted that the conditions for a highly radieactive base surge would



. not be present fer the barge shets, At Bikini BAXER, the water causing the

base mirge wes part ef the blast and fireball, having been carried up alcng

with Ond mixed with the highly radieactive particles, Fer the barge shets,

any water raised should be that which is sucked up into the relatively ecol

slaid stem, Past experience, particularly with dust drawn up in tower shets

ln Nevada, has shown Little radiegctivityte be present in the resulting

material which returns to the surface from the lewer cloud stem. Although

it seemed probable that a phencmens would eccur on the barge shets which

would have the appearance of a base surge (due to large quantities of water

falling back into the lagoen), it was not expected that appreciable radiation

would be transper. od in this fashien as was the case at Bikini BAKER. Sumar-

icing, it seemed that the local contamination preblem was most urgent for the

NAMI shot, and considerably less urgent for the barge shots, In this respect,

the ground seres were favorable, the NAM shot being most distant fram the

clesest camp site (ENINMAN), and the barge shots closer, but less likely to

highly contaminate the camp. It was considered that the chances were nore

against, than for, high radicactive centamination of the camp sites,

ce It was reccomended that personnel ef the ENINMAN camp site be

evacuated (less theese persons indicated in ¢ belew) for the NAMU and the

barge shots, At # plus three to four hours Radsafe survey work would allew

& positive determination of whether or net high contamination levels existed,

or would exist, at the camp sites. In the event of contamination at the camp

site, knowledge of the decay characteristics of tho radicactive fall-out wuld

be such that an accurate prediction ceuld be made for a favorable re-entry

time. Under the worst condition, task force personnel would be required te

spend about 24 hours for either "cooling off" ef the camp site er for a

return trin to Eniwetok in the event extended "ecoling off" time was necessary.

a
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’ This evacuation could be on an austere basis utilizing existing ships in the

area and with a "standing roan enly” philescphy,

- dd. At one time it appeared that it might become necessary or desin

able to leave small mmbers of emergency andutility persennel at the ENINMAN

site during the NAMU and barge shota, In this event it was recommended that

she plan include only a few peeple (on the order ef two er three helicepter

leads) to remain where their presence was necessary to man instrument sites,

camp utilities or airstrip emergency equipment. Should it become neccssary,

this small mumber ef peeple cculd be drawn off rapidly enough to prevent

accumulation of high exposures, Although it was recognised that even large

numbers could be evacuated within a reasonable longth of time and with perhaps

enly mild ever-expesures, gach an evantuality could conceivably hamper future

operations by using up for a large mmbor of personnel om ome shot most, if

net all or more, af the authorized radiation expesures for the entire epera-

tion.

e. As the shots pregressed it became mere and more apperent that the

Planning assumptions were justified. Except fer the yield of BRAVO (which

effectively aggravated ari exaggerated all the adverse features in the existing

wind structure) the assumptions were sufficiently valid to predict the end

result with a fair degree of accuracy, As a general statement BRAVO behated

to @ great extent like a highly contaminating surface burst over a wide plane

‘ef earth. The great amount ef sclid material carried up into the colum end

mushroom returned to the ground ferming roughly a circular iscdose line pattern

en the shot atoll. Leng range down-wind, this shet preduced intensities mich

higher than hitherte seen or expected in test operations to distances up to

300 miles ever a period ef approximately 12 to 18 hours. Contamination ef the

ENYU and_ENINMANcam sites was predicted from the.BavO.uind asttarn. alineuch
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resultant intensities, particularly on ENTU, were higher than anticipated,

The barge shota, on the cther hand, appeared to remain in a fine aercsal-type

clewt (without a base eurge phencaens) persisting fer leng poriods cf time,

Clese-in on the shot atoll, the barge shots preduced contamination couparable

t~ BRAVO, Long range aspects indicated high aerial intensities out to at

least 50 miles and appreciable (ut net dangercus) intensities out to 600

miles fer periods of 24 t3 48 hours after the detenation. This latter feature

of the barge shot raised a crucial prebles wiich should be considered en £

future operations, namely the necessity of evaluatingthe "shine dose" fran +

this type burst in particular, and high yield shots im general. (See para

4.4).

3. Tre development of the CASTLE Radsafe Plan revelved primarily arcunc

two basic criteria, i.e. the so-called Rule Ocoee and the Tactical Cese.

a. Rule Dose: This desage allowance is the legal Limiter Maximm

Permissible Exposure (MPE) ef 0.3r per week (gamm. ly) set sy the AEC upen

the advice of a committee of radiation experts, It is the industrial safe-

guard based an & continuous week by week, year by year exposure at this rate.

Since this 1s the legal lint, deviation from this standard may tend te place ;/

the Task Force Commander open to question. As 8 consequence, the Limit

creates radiation ecatrel, problems in each instance of work performed in

contaminated areas and becomes progressively more a problem as the yield, the

mumber ef atemic events and the rapidity with waich they are detonated ine

crease.

b. Tactical Dese: This desage allowance is that ameunt accepted

by DOD autherities in the radiation field fer use in tactical or emerger:7

situations as required. It is based upen the consideration that it will be



- received &8 an exception as epposed to the frequent and regular lifetine

expesure rate for the Rule or Legal dose limit. It also assumes that indivi

dusls20 exposed will be kept from any further exposure if at all possible.

The uppor limits cf the tactical dese (taken cver short intervals) were as

f-lLLowe: .

(1) Leas than l0Or: Little effect.

(2) Mere than 106r: Fessibie deterteration (nausea and verit-

ing), no deaths,

(3) 20@r: Same deaths might eccur, rapid deterieration.

(4) s5Ort Mean Lethal Dose (MLD), 1.6, expectation ef 5C% deaths

(5S) 6§0r: Lethal in most cases,

c, The CASTLE Radsafe Plan was necessarily dosigned to meet the

requirements ef the Rule Dose limits, Certain medifications were nade in the

rules as f¢llews (with the concurrence ef the Surgeens General ef the three

Serivces and the Director, Divisien of Biclogy and Medicine, AEC):

(1) The integrated exposure ef O.3r per week for 13 weeks (3.5r)

was authorised to be taken witheut limitation as to the rate of expesure and

without regard to the individual's radiation histery provided no ever-expesure

remained fer compenastion, The 3.9r wes further augmented by O.3r per week

fer each week in excess of 13 weeks required for Operation CASTILE, Operation

CASTLE, insofar as persenmel radiation expesure was concerned, was deaignsted

ta start on the first ewent minus 15 days fer al) task force personnel.

(2) Tae crew members of air sampling aireraft were authorized an

MPE ef 20r fer the entire peried of Operation CASTLE. All personnel so ex~

preed were te be removed from further werk in rediation until sufficient time

elapsed to bring their average exposure dom te 0.3r per week. It was planned
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to expose these people to about one-half the authorized 2Or, reserving the

remainder as a contingency against radiation accidents.

_ (3) The Task Porce Commander was authorized te revise the MPE

by waiver ir individually designated cases when circumstances indicated the

nitd end justtiication therefor. This waiver provision applied only te the

MCE -£ 3,S7ex did not apply to the special MPE of 20r for the air sampling

crew menzacr (Ted B), "

a. 4s stated above, the CASTLE Radsafe Plan was designed to meet

the ‘equiramcacs of the Rule dose as modified by agreements with the authori-

ties -n thu Si1d, However, due to the special nature of field tests such

as Creracioa CASTLE, it was assumed that a policy of strict adherence to

the vadto.zgisal standards prescribed for routino lacoratory or industrial

usu «ag net realistic, ‘The intent in the CASTLE ricn was to strive for a

roas2aab.e smi safe compremise considering conservat‘.oa of personnel exposures

tas anteruationel import cf tas tests and the cost axpo.ts of delays charge~

asle ~o excessiva radiolegical precautions. [In an effort to set up practical

er riards. -né still insure legal strength in the task force command poaitian,.

the ‘ntcn’. and spirit of the standards were interpreted in terms of “real

s.fety' vorsue ‘rule safoty“. At no times, however, were receaomendations madc

armLring a "tongueein-cheesx” epproach to real bodily sefety of personnel,

Rather thu offort established criteria and evaluation for waiver ef MPE to

rtZlest wascnable conservatism in"rmule safety”, i.e., radiation exposure of

‘ndsvicus within the intent u.d spirit of tha p>ascribed rules which were

-f primary concern to the AEC and DOD, and still bo consistent with the need

fer complutiur. of the CASTLE miseion. The one exception to the above philose

opny was the specification of the tactical dose as a. guide to be used in tncs

o
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situations .avolving tactical action against foreign intervention or emergency

rescue operations, The specification of the tactical dese as a guide was

in conformity with basic rules in such cases wherein a commander or officer~

inechavge mst mike decisions weighing the damage probabilities amd other

adverse effects of the possible lines of action in tactical or emergency

situations.

i, Orf-si+u Operations:
<

a, Sy JCS decisions dated 13 April 1951 and 14 april 1953, CINCPAC

was given -esp-onsibility for the safety of all stations and units of the

ares, suber th-n-JTF SEVEN, relative to the hasards introduced by the CASTLE

Operation, Sy these directives, CUTF SEVEN was specifically directed to

provide tor the safety of personnel and units assigned to the task force.

CJUTP SEVEN was additionally directed to advise CINCPAC of the special hazards

and canger crsas involved in the tests and appropriate precautions required

to insure the safety of units in the arca within tnc purview of the Pacific

Command other thin JTF SEVEN,

b. As a consequence (by CINCPAC Serial 0024, subject: Security,

Safe iy 2nd Meverant Contrel of Joint Task Force SEVEN During active Phases

+2 Cooration CaSTLE, dated 13 Jamary 1954), CINCPa: directed CINCP.CFLT

t? escums complete responsibility on safetymatters for CLNCPAC and to take

Sich sacticn as necessary to previde for the safety of all units and populated

arnas cf th: Pacific, except those attached to JTF SEVEN, incident to the

hazzrde irtretuced by Operaticn CASTILE. In connection with this respansibilit

CUMPACFLT wes directed to:

(1) Tako action on all advisories incident to all possible effort

ef CJTP SEVEN to minimte hasards to inhabitants of populated Pacific Islands.



(2) Canduet liaison with HICOMTERPAGIS, Cad other military and

governmental agencies and civilian authorities as appropriate.

(3) Keep CINCPaC and CNO informed of the provisions for safety

to be taken in the Pacific.

(4) Exercise for CINCPAC all fimetions of movement control except

as otherwise specified. <

3. In accordance with the JCS decisions, CJTF SEVEN advised CINCP«C

by lette>. ¢-3/'729.3, subject: Safety Measures During Operational Phase cf

CaSTLE, dated °1 December 1953 (Incl 4, Tab C), of special hasards involved

in the UsASTIE ‘ests and apprepriate precautions required to insure safety of

inhabited Aslands and units in the area within the purview of the Pacific

Commend oticr than JTP SEVEN, CJTF SEVEN also furnished CINCP«C by letter,

J=3/30C.4, subject: Schedule of Messages Concerning Detonations During CASTLE,

ted 3 December 1953 (Incl 3,.Tab C), 8 schedule of message advisories con=

cerning C.STLE deteonations in crder that CINCP.C could te kept informed of

developments. «although the schedule of advisories was originally set up for

CINCP..C as action addressee, a Later change (in accordance with 4.b above)

peww ded for CiNCPACFLT as action addressee with CINCP.C, COMHAWSE.FRON and

CUMM.WMARIANAS asinformation addressees, In addition to the above, an

exchange of correspendence between CJTF SEVEN and CINCPACFLT discussed in

considerable detail the specific feathres of the task .orce plan for mutual

discharge of JTF SEVEN/CINCPAC responsibilities under the JCS directive.

Since the above correspomdenca contains the basic thoughts behind the overall

cfr=site Radeafe Plan, the letters and wires involved have been attached in

Tab C for record purposes. .

d. In general, the radsafe off-site eperations were carried eut as



planned end were adequate for the CaSTLE tests. As the operation progressed,

however, Certain modifications were made as dictated by umusual circumstances

which_arose. These modifications are discussed below.

(1) Native populations: As indicated in the native populations

chart (Tab G), the bulk of the indigenes within 500 NM cf GZ reside in the |

southeast quadrant. Consequently, all atolls except UJELANG (and cNIWETOK

for BIXINI shots) were considered to be in a favorable location with respect

to fall-ov-. However, as indicated in Tabs K through P pertaining to each

event, there wes a general movement of air particle trajectories to the

east regardj.es:: of the initial directions of the winds near ground zerce.

This phenomena was associated with all shots, the mid-level air particle

trajectories turning toward the east as the cloud moved away from GZ, even to

the point of taking place from positions relatively close to ground zero on

the two shots (ROMEO and NECT..R) with pronounced southerly flow at ground

zero. The net consequence of this action was the eventual transport of the

most significant portion of the cloud (1.e., the mid-levels from approximtely

20,000 feet to 60,000 feet) to the east where subsequent subsidence of the

debris could place a considerable amount in the trade wind flow to be brought

back into the general area of the tests. The gross effect of this mechanisa

(as well as other factors) was profoundly indicated on the BRAVO shot. Its

effect was apparent to a mich lesser degree on the remaining shots. The

diminished contamination of the remaining shots appears chargeable to more

faverable initial wind conditions, the low yield of the one remaining land

surface shot (XOON), and to the fact thet all subsequent high yield devices

were shot fron barges. The pertinent facts and ideas which became epparent

as the shot schedule progressed, and due to the phenomena described above,

are as follows:
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(a) The native atolls in the southeast quadrant, particularly

those in-the northern portion of the quadrant, were in a less favorable

position for high yields than previously supposed, the degree of favorability

dopending upon the yield, initial wind conditions, shot site (barge, land,

air) conditions, and the proximity of the air particle trajectories to a

west-east Line, ,

(b) Shot decisions should be reached only after consider~

ing the impact of an air particle trajectory analysis over a period of tine

and space sufficient for significant fall-out to occur. Initially, C.STLE

planning factors in this regard were twenty-four hours amd500 nautical miles

as the upper limits beyond which no significant hasard should exist, ‘for the

hasardous phase of fall-out, the significant portion considered was the RET

plot. (using ground sero winds) anc the forecast air particle trajectories for

the first twelve hours, Subsequent to BRAVO the RiDEX was augmented by a new

technique developed to plot the fall-out pattern over a period of twenty-four

hours using the forecast air particle trajectory analysis revised progressivel

as the forecast cloud: segments moved cut of the vicinity of ground zero (See

TabD), © tere ee

(ce) Of the contamination arriving ot the native atolls in

the southeast quadrant, some fell on the islands, whereas seme umtoubtedly

remained in the moving air mass passing cover the idiants, This phencmens

appeared, from various observations, to be more persistent in time and space

for barge shots than for land shots,

(ad) Since the mean free path of gamma in air is something

on the order of 2,000 feet, an appreciable slice of the air mass is involved

in "shining" on the islends. This contribution, estimated to account for

as mich as 50 percent of the dose rate experienced by the inhabitents during
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the cloud transit, was not measured on any of the native atolls, but was

observed following ROMEO during light secondary fall-out at BIKINI.

_ (e} Although the deposition of radioactive matter on native

atolls from each shot subsequent to BR.VO was relatively insignificant,

contimuous additions of small amounts of contamination can eventually build

up an appreciable background of long-lived fission products, This conceivably

could result in prohibitive levels causing cessation of testing or permanent

removal of native inhabitants.

(f) Provision should be made on future operations to nessure

the effects of radiation "shine" on at least the inhabited northern Mershall

Islands .tolls. «jlso, to recordthe total dose for the operation, or fora

particular event, a representative mumber of film badges should be cached,

or worn by responsible personnel on these atolls, In order to maintain stande

ard conditions of dosimetry, task force film badges ami task force processing

of the badges should be used,

(g) In order to avoid delay in determining the occurrence

of fall-out on native atolls, and to implement paragraph 4.d(1)(f) above,

manned monitor stations should be maintained on at least the northern Marshall

Islands ‘tolls. These monitors should be equipped with two-way radic commini~

cations facilities, preferably of the CW-type for reliability and low power

requirements, 7

(2) Cloud trajectories end interference with air routes:

Definitive data on this subject were passed to CINCP.CFLT in terms of specific

recommendations against closure of routes or to close a specified route

for a specified pericd of time. Forecast trajectories were given in ters=s

of the geographical coordinates of the 24, 48 amd 72-hour forecast positions
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of eaeh Level involved, | Normally the levels covered were in ten thousand

feet increments; however, not every such level was given. Rather the attems

was ta cover those levels of interest up to about fifty to sixty thousand

feet, presenting the levels having a unique or significant orientation,

or those levels which bounded, or most nearly represented, the drift of the

tain portion of the cloud. althougy trajectories for significant levels were

passed to CINCP.CFLT (and revised if necessary) the decisions as to the effect

of each situation alse included consideration of the following factors:

(a) Flight levels within the first 20,000 feet were con-

sidered of prinary concern.

(b) The orientation of levels above 20,000 feet (from wiich

contamination could fall inte the lower i vel) were evaluated in terms of

time and geographical position of settling of contamination into normal flight

levels. .

(c) Recommended closure times and altitudes included estinat-

ed flight times between possible departure points and the forecast positions

of contamination,

(d) Forecast trajectory position beyond twenty-four hours

were considered to represent positions of insignificant contamination,

(e) Cloud tracking operations post-shot were analyzed for

poseible impact on the pre-shot decision.

(3) Protection of transient shipping: In order to provide pro=

tection for transient shipping in the region immediatelyoutside the ENTWETOK-

BIKINI Danger .rea, planning factors were established and a plen of action

placed in effect as follows:

(a) C.STLE clouds more than twenty-four hours old were not
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assumed to be hazardous. Twenty-four hours travel of a CaSTLE cloud wes

: assuned to be approximately 500 nautical miles,

(b) CINCPACFLT was requested to make advance diversions

of shipping outaide a sector area from southwest clockwise through north

to east, to 500 nautical miles from ground sero from d to H plus 24 hours.

This was accorplished on all shots; however, since the control involved

primarily only U. S. shipping, arrangements were mace subsequent to GR.VO to

effect maximuin coordination with other nationalities, «also, tbe excluded

ares was changed to an officially designated Danger area subsequent to ER.VO

and re-defined as the sector area centered on 12° N, 164° E, from 240° clock-

wise to 95°, radial distance 450 nautical miles, Within this sector an

additional area designated areca CREEN was defined as the region bounded by

10° 15' N, 16° 4O' N, 160° 10" E, and 170° 20' EB. (The significance of area

GHREN is discussed in 4.4(3)(c) below.) 4 further modification subsequent

to BRAVO provided for all U. S. shipping passing within 600 nautical milos

of BIKINI to come under the operational control of CTG 7.3 (for racsafe

diversion if necessary) while within this linit,

(e) P2V airereft were planned to sweep the significant fore-

cast sector of fall-out, using visual and search radar methods of sightings

out to 800 nautical miles on D mimes 2 days, cut to 600 miles on D minus 1

day and, if necessary, in front of the cloud on D Day, Since the reliable

range of the P2V search redar was taken as thirty to fifty NM, the effective

width of the sweep of a single P2V was (roung trip) 120 to 200 NM. ‘The P2v

airereft crews were instructed to report the presence of any shipping sighted

on D minus 2 day sweeps and to attempt to effect the diversion of 211 ships

Signted on D minus 1 dey and D Day. .lthough this plan was used on Operetion
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Ivy with success, ita serious limitations were not apparent until the BRAVO

shot. Oxi Operation IVY the fortunate circumstance of the absence cf any ship

ping in the actual fall-out area was not repeated on the GUVO shct, Further

the 120 to 200 NM strip within the search capability of a single P2V aircraft

was found not commensurate with the variations whieh could occur in the fore~

cast winds from D minus 2 days forward threugh shot time. More than one P2V

aireraft making parallel sweeps, eithough s scoswhat better solution, was

still not the answer. The dominant fact that became apparent was that a larg:

area was involved in order to be assured of cowering the variation in the

forecast winds, the diffusion of the cloud along its path of travel, anc

changes in direction of drift of the cloud at points cutside the influence

of ground sero winds. For this reason, subsequent to BR:VO, the search plan

was modified to intensively search area (defined above) with three P2Zv

aircraft on D mims 1 day, and-to make a paralfel search with two P2V aircraft!

out to 600 NM (and 240 NM wide) centered on the forecast dirsetion of signifl.

cant fall-out. The eapability was also maintained ani used on some shots,

to search on Day Day in advance of the clow. « further modification was

made for the one shot at END-ETOK to avoid excessive drain on aircraft avail-

ability due to numerous shot cancellations. .n area EVELYN was defined as a

sector centered on-the ZNIWETOK Lagoon, 270° clockwise through north to 90°,

radius -300 NM, plus w rectangular strip 60 NM wide and 600 NM long icmediateal

adjacent to the south. Since the normal air particle trajectories gonerally

moved toward the east as indicated in 4.4(1) above, the search of this smalle

erea, which could be secomplished faster (and therefore at a later starting

tine before H-hour) and with less aircraft, took advantage of the relatively

Clear easternmost portion of the 450 NM Oanger area without the necessicy for
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detailed searching, As before, the capability for searching in acvance of

the cloud on Deday was maintained.

_ (d) WB-29 aircraft on routine weather reconnaissance missions

were instructed to report all sightings of surface shipping encountered, all

such sightings (visual and radar) were relayed bo the radar center in the TG

7.3 fleet.

(e) P2V aircraft end destroyer security sweeps were planned

and ut4lized for the ENIWETOK-BIKINI Danger rea (i.e., the Danger .rea

originally established prior to C.3TLE for security purposes). Infcrmation

available from this source was channeled to the‘radar center of the TG 7.3

fleet.

| “(t) Information from all the above sources was relayed to

the task foree headquarters for evaluation and consideration at the Weather/

Radsafe Command Briefings. Consolidation of sll known shipping in the area

was maintained by the TG 7.3 headquarters eni summaries passed to the Radisafe

OFFICE of the task force headquarters pricr to command briefings, P27

sightings were passed to the task force headquarters and TC 7,3 jirect from

the search aircraft, Information on diversions of other shipping in the area

was relayed to the task force headquarters by CINCPACFLT (through CCMHNAWSEAPRC

and COMNAVPORMARLANAS a8 appropriate). 4 caster plot of 41] shipping reportsc

was presented by the Radsafe Officer at command briefings for consideration

along with the manyother factors involved in a shot decision, Except for the

one incident (a Japanese fishing vessel) on BE.VO, all shots were detonated

without significant effects on any shipping in the general area of the tests.

The case of the Japanese fishing vessel on ERAVO is covered in detail in

Inclosure 3 of Tabs H and K. Its presence was undetacted primarily due to
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the search aircraft running into contaminated air when approximately within

radar range of the reported position of the vessel,

_ (4) Evacuation of native populations: The plans for evacuation

of native populations were sound and well-executed, ami should be used as a

model for future operations. Certain aspects of the execution of the plan

(Tab H) did, however, highlight some festures which could help future opera-

tions. ‘These are as follows: J

(a) In the interest of safety andl planning, detailed naps anc

operational data should be compiled on all northern Marshall Islands atolls

amd placed in the hands of ship captins likely to be called upon to execute

an evacuation. The element of uncertainty ani risk experienced by the ships

involved in the C.STLE native evacuations could have been avoiced,

(b) Native populations could be prepared in advance of a

test series in mich the same way publicity ie given to the test in the U. S.

This would not only alert them to the fact that umusual phenomena would be

manifested et varicus times, but would also provide an opportunity to assure

them of the measures taken to provide for their safety.

(¢) Tre success of an evacuation once it becomes necessary

depends upon a rapid pick-up of the population; the task is made ccnsiderably

easier if the natives are centr-lly located. Sinco the most prominent mani-

festations of a test are the light and sour emitted during theo explesions,

it would appear that native populations could be bricfed to rcturn to home

islemis upon perceiving these effects. Should an cvacuction again becore

necessary, this factor alone could save considerable time. Such a condition

existed for the Rongelap evicuction with the exception that the natives

temporarily on AILINGINAE remained at that location. However, at ech ztoll
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the natives gathered together to discuss tho strange phenomena; the tize

required for the evacuation was consequently short.

- (5) Cloud tracking: The term "Cloud Tracking’, 2s used in the

CaSTLE Radsafe Plan, is probably oore likely than not, 2a misnomer. The opera-

tions could be more precisely considered as ‘aerial Surveys", being surveys

of sensitive areas to detect the developmont of potentially hazardous con-

<citions. carly in the planning stageyof C.STLE it was realizel thst a strietlL

cloud tracking operation at the Pacifie Proving Ground would be uneconomical

if not practically impossiole, Considering the availability of aircraft to

engage in such work, and the nature of the answers whieh were vital from a

safety standpoint, it was epparent that certain areas in thu vicinity of

the testing grounds were sensitive, whereas others were either not critical,

or of interest only academically, It was also apparent that a cloud tracking

effort of the type normally mounted for shots at the Nevada Proving Ground

had little chance of success due to the extreme differential in cloud heights

for the two proving grounds, also, due to the fact that normally there are

at least two major angular wind shear lewels at the Pacifie Proving Ground,

» considerable number of aircraft wuld be required to follow cach of the thre

or more cloud segmenta formed, whereas tnc normal situction in Nevaca is one

low major shear lewel and therefor only thc one mijor upper clu scgment to

follow, To be perfectly precise, considerablu angular shear is prescnt in

most Nevada clouds; however, relatively speaking, the sector of cloud travel

in Newada 4s wery narrow compared to the wide sector of travel csusei by

complete reversals of wind directions in the Pacific, The normal concitisons

at the PPG latitude is east-northeast trade wind flow up to ten to twenty

thousand feet, easterly flow above thc tropopause (i.¢., above appreximcteiy

fifty-Cive thousand fcct) and variable winds between. Since favorable shot
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conditions require southerly components in the winds between the top cf the

trades and the bottom of the high easterlies, the shear angle at these two

major shear levels varies from about 45° to 180°, In an effort to reconcile

critical requirements with available equipment to do the work, a plan was

devised as indicated in Tab E. ‘This plan was followed on each shot with some

modificetions as indicated below:

(a) In an effort %o improve the capability of assessing the

effect of the depth of the trade winds on the amount tmd horizontal spread of

contamination from this portion of tne elowd stem, and to improve the capabi-

lity of early fall-out warning for the EVIMETOK atoll inhabitants during shots
at EIKINI, an additional aircraft was utilised in the racetrack holding patter

downewind (tradewindewise) from ground sero. This aircraft was flown approx.

mately mid-way between the ground andi the racetrack aircraft at 10,000 feet.

The exact altitude was left to the diseretion of the aircraft pdlot in order

to clear all natural clouds. The results of this effort indicate that for

high yield barge shots at BIKINI, trade winds up to 20,000 feet have little

effect on ENIWETOK, 180 NM distant. Information to this effect was normlly

available by about H plus 3 to H plus § hours for each shot.

(b) On some shots the racetract aircraft were also used to

obtain aerial readings between the task force fleet ani BIXINT atoll and to

survey damage and intensitics on the BIXINE airstrip. -

(¢) The lowelevel racetrack aircraft was instructed to remaic

in ite holding pattern until released by the Redsafe Officer. Normally,

however, this aircraft was given another mission as dictated by the circum

stances of the particular shot. The additional mission, as a mule, was to

search a sector covering the northern Marshalls and to make low level passes
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over inhabited atolls in the sector. Since this mission took place at about

H plus 6 hours to H plus 12 hours, the readings taken during the low level

passes (at approximately 200 feet), when extrapolated roughly to the ground,

were sufficimtly accurate to justify early assumptions relative to the

presence or absence of hazardous contamination at these atulls, For shots

subsequent to BR.VO the readings obtained iniicated negative or insignificant

contamination for all such low level passes. Consequently, no further action

was taken for these atolls on shot day exeept to schedule a cetailed preci-

sion aerial survoy for D plus 1 day (NYKOPO KWaJ.LEIN Flight aalz, Tob C, Incl

6). (No NYKOPO flights were made on shot day in order that sufficient tine

could elapse for fall-out to cecur in advance of the flight and in orler that

the highly sensitive instruments used would not be rendered impotent due to

high aircraft background arising from flight through contaminated cir.) Use

of the WB=29 for low lewel passes cover tho northorn Marshalls was not made on

FR.VO. For this shot the effort 4s planned ani exccutcd used < manned ground

monitor station at the weather station on RONGERIK for early alert, and NYKCPq

Flight «BLE on BRiVO plus one day. Unfcrtunately, the intensitics experienced

on RONCERIK exceeded the limit of the instrument supplied to the weather

detachment (loo or/hr maximm). The dctachment's report of "instrument off-

scale" was not viewed with alarm duc to the fact that the task force fleet,

mich closer to grounl sero, was. experiencing intensities of 200 to 300 mr/hr —

at about the same time, plus the fact that clouc tracking operations in the

RONGERIK area did not indicate intensities considercd execssive in ccmparéson.

However, on the basis of the information known at the tine, a monitor was

dispatened by amphibious aircraft early the following ocrning anu the ‘YKOPC

Flight ~SLE aireraft was directed to make an in-flight report upon resching

TAONGI.. These actions resulted in positive information on the fall-out situa-
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tion by about noon on BRaVO plus one day. Use of the WB=29 es a Low level

aerial monitor cn the afternoon of shot days, as described above, wis cne of

the pést-BRAVO changes in the Radsefe Plan to improve the early f2ll-cut

warning capability of the task force. among other measures, 4lso taken, was

the instellstion of a direct CW link between the WB-29 airercft an. the Rad~

safe OFFICE in order that more positive and rapid radsafe control of the aim

craft flight ¢ould be assured. 7

- (d) although the capability of WB=29 covorege was naintained

for the pericd of H to H plus 48 hours, only the first 2h-hour periol was use

on all shots. This was duc tc the fact thet intensitics encountcr-< as l-te

as H plus 24 hours wero in no instances significant ard to the fact thet the

crews on normal woather reconnaissance flights (usually two separate flights)

on D plus 1 dsy wore instructed to meke half-nourly radiation reports, «sa

econsequones, cloud tracking coverage was maintained normlly by two “B-29's

flying from H plus 2 hours to about H plus 14 hours (i.¢., the special low

level racetrack and sector seareh, Plight #1 of Tab E), one ‘/B-29 flying froz

H plus 12 to H plus 24 hours (Flight #2 of Tab £), two WB-29's flying regula:

weathor recormaissance flights and rcporting radistion encountered on D plus

1 day, and NYROPO Flight ABLE flown on 0 plus 1 dsy.

(e} THe original plin for rediation reporting providec fcr

the cloud trackers tdgive reedings in block values (i.e., 0-10 ar/hr, 10-50

orfhar, 50-100 mrf/ar, ete.). This was revised by a change in the reporting

procedure to report the exact reading in mr/hr within the reporting dlock

value given. another change was made tc indicate the type instrument uscd ¢

make the reading, .« further chango provided for rosdings to be reportcc 3s

gross values with no attempt made by the aireraft crow to subtract aireraft



background. This was considered necessary in the interest 2f saf-ty in that

the Radsafe Office could better evaluate the total dose rate to which the aim

craft trews were subjected, In order to obtain true (4.e., net) realings, it

was 2 simple matter for the Radsafe OF“ICE to analyze a group of successive

reported readings and cetermine this infcrmtion by sbservaticn cf rite cf

decay cr increase, Hcwever, in the interest of flexibility in the repcrting

procedure, a further provision was made for the aireraft crew t. indicate, as

necessary, the value they considered aircraft background.

(£) Sinee the original plan for cloud tracicing considered

the early warning value of the ground monitor stations of the New York Opera

tions Office, aEC (NYKOPO), the “off-scale" situation on RONGERIK fcr the

GRavO shot dictated the placement of higher range radiac instmments at

eritical locations. «$s a consequence, roentgen-range instruments were placed

at all the outlying task force weather detachments (:(WURO, KUSAIE, PONAPE

and the temporary water-based facility at RONCERIK) to eusent the 100 ar/hr

NYKXOPO instruments, In addition, the WsKE Island station, operated by the

Weather Bureau for NYKOPO, ws provided with e rcentgen-range instrument

and requested to make special reports to the task fcree if end when intensitie:

paseed through 10, 50, 100 and 500 or/hr. alsc, the P2V squadron of T 7.3

based on KWAJALEIN was directed tc perform post-shot radsafe surveillance fcr

that atoll and report readings dircctly to the ‘ask fsrec headquarters. It

was emphasized on C.STLE that ground nonitcr stiticns arc 2 vital part of any

successful cloud tracking plain, primerily because of the fact that aircraft

surveys can only iniicate the intensities seen by a raciac instrument in the

air at some particular altitude, although certain extensions and analysis of

the totality of such aerial survey data can reughly indicate whether or act



the aircraft reading was taken before, during or after major fall-out, it

remains for the fixed ground monitor station to bring about the neccessary

precision for firm longerange decisions, The primary ind unique v-lue of

aerial surveys lies in the fact that large areas can bo covered rapidly with,

at least, order—of-magnituds precisicn, if such aerial operstions are properl

timed with forecast and observed winds, mich of the uncertainty is eliminated;

interpretation of the data cbteined can previde extremely vrluable and vital

facts for timely ind safe decisicns pending the outecme of any nscessary

detailed anid precisa serial or ground surveys. The BR..VO cireunstinces,

however, emmhatized chat fr-uss operrtions in the Paetf{Lé ehsovid make csaximun

use of fuliy equipped greund ocnitor stations to augment elont trasicns,

preferably manned stations with twoeway radio facilities.

(g) Although the relative insignificance of C.STIZ clouds

more than 24 hours old resulted in cessation of major cloud tracking efforts

at the end of the period of time, long-range intercepts of the cloud were

requested from UiF - »FC.T-1 to augment and complete the record of any

possible task force interest beyond 24 hours, These intercepts were usually

made approximatelyD plus 2 or 3 days anc indicated intensities considerably

leas than 1.0 orfhr.

(bh) Im summary. *h: cisud tracking cperetions {cr C..S1LE

were highly successful. ecnaiderin,; tha sericus limitations.cn such .ffcrts

in the Pacific, The sucecss cf ths operations was attributable t2 constant

efforts to isoreve the t-ciuniqucs ind alrcersft util zation Sy onsrzing

the difficulttos and cheuumstonses cf each shot ss the test atties ceogreass2t.

This spirit of "prefit o7 pase experience" was the dominsnt aspect cf the

relationship cetween the wecther reconnaissance crews “nd vne task force



Radsafe OFFICE. The eliminaticn cf even the most minute flaws in the systen,

and recommendations for changes based on 2erial tracking experience Juring

the CaSTLE shots, were the prime factcrs in the successful expluyment -f long

range aerial surveys on the test series.

(6) Support of Fall-out Program Conducted by the Health and

Safety Laboratory, New York Operations Office, -EC (HaSL NYK*7PC): In an

attempt to document the Long range’ fall-out aspects of high yleld shots at

the PPS, the Health and Safety Laboratcriss (HASL) cof the New Yurk Cperations

Office, »EC (in coordination with the task furce ind CINCPACFLT) spcnssred

a program cf greund, serial ami shis-board monitcring staticas in the Pacific

covering an area genertily bounded by the equatcr to the south, Japan to the

North, Hawaiian Islands ts the cast ani the Philippine [slands tc the west.

Althcugh this program was ticd in with permanent HSL NYKOPO staticns in the

United States, the discussicn here will be linited ts the effort made in the

Pacific. The detailed fcatures of the network of staticns is indicated in

Inclosure 6 of Tab C.

(a) In addition to the mejor support items listed in Tab,

the task force headquarters made space and clerical assistance available in

the Radsaf2 OFFICE for HiSL supervisory sersonnel, prowidei cocmunicaticns

facilities tc the many outlying ground stations, provide! trinspertcti-cn ts

all of the outlying task foreo weather stations, UJELANG 1nd W.KE, =m

prowided transportation assistance ts such <thu> sites outside tisk ¢.rce

control as was nocessary, In addition, the Radsafs Unit cf TG 7.1 s2ce soace

amd equioment ivailable for storage aml repaar of KASL instruments.

(b) In turn, the H.SL NYKOPO effort provided the tisk £ me

with current date on the rads=fe situation at the various ground st>ticns inc
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the results of the aerial survey flights, 2f primary value in this regerd

was the KWaJALEIN Flight ASLE which cowered all the Marshall Islanis atolls

north of KWAJALSIN. This flight was made as a matter of routine fur the task

force om the day following each shot. Since secondary fall-out (of neo major

significance to the task force) was forecast on scue of the shcts, Flicht ABLE

was frequently re-flown subsoquent to D plua 1 day for the primery benefit of

HASL documentation, KiaJaLEIN Flights BiKER and CHARLIE (Marshall Islends

Atolls southeast and southwest of KWaJALFIN) were not as a cateer cf ccurse

flown for task force interests except following ER«VO and during rcll-up fol-

lowing the last shot of the CASTLE series. in genersl, the principal value to

the task force of the NYKOPO flightsduring the operation Lay in the use of

the information collected ta confirm forecast fall-out and cloud tracking

results and to advise CINCPACFLT of the fall-out effects on inhabited Paeific

areas, "

(c) In addition to the flights indicated in Tab C, a special

flight KING was set up following BRAVO to cower the Gilbert Ialanis on the

aseurption that some ofthe BRAVO eontamination conceivably could hawe reached

this area, Since the Gilberts are under British control, CINCPACFLT was

requested to.arrange ¢ckearéncd for the U. S. aircraft to overfly the islands.

The flight was cleared:with the British through tho U. S. Naval .ttache's

office in London and flowm on KUuvVO plus § days; no significant intensities

were encountered,

(4) Prior to the fourth CaSTLE shot, the Division of Biology

and Hledicine, .iC, through HSL NYKOPO, initiated an effort to attempt docunen-

tation of the heavy dam-wind fall-out by the use of styrofoam rafts. Prepar.-

tions were completed in tize for the project to be used on the {aiNKEE shvt.



The rafts consisted of alabs of styrofoam approximately 5' x 5' x 4" fitted

with small radio homing transmitters and ballooneelovated transmitting

antennas, The rafts were cropped from transport aircraft starring several

hours before shot time, The area covered was a 90° sector centered on ground

wero, The orientation of the sector was determinec om the basis of the latest

forecast winds and forccast fallevat sone, Post-shot, two survey aircraft

with large, highly sensitive scintillation-type counters were used ts locate

the rafts and measure the intensities sf the ecntamination expected to be

trapped in the porous styrcfoam. although Locetion of the rafts prcved to be

the major operational problem (very few were found), the chief cause of failur

of the project was due ts the fact that intensities on the rafts were act

appreciably different from the intcnsitics read ower the water near the rafts,

Sortunately, however, failure of the raft program for tha latter rezson point=

ed the way toward a simpler and more practical methed of measuring the dcwn-

wind fall-out, namely, the use of lowelecwel aireraft flights to execute a

grid-pattern survey cover the fall-out area taking readings of the intensity of

the water itself. On the basis of the rclatively sketchy results from Y.NKEE,

the KiSL group set up amd exccutod a reasonably succossful aerial water survey

project for the last shot, NECTAR. (Note: CASTLE Project 2.58, having lost

thebulk of their open sea dan buoy fall-out collectors duc to operational

recovery problems and shot delays, also attacked the fall-out problem in a

similar fashion. In general, the 2.5a plan on the last two CaSTLE shots

consisted of gathering water samples from varicus depths to determine redis-

tion intensities and the waricus parameters affecting the mixing properties

of the ocean and the taking of vertical radiation profiles by means of trollin

& submerged radiac instrument.) The results of the HiSL NYKOFO effort anc the
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Project 2.5a work will be presented in their final reports. However, the

preliminary data from the work of these two agoncios indicates that a conbins-

tion of the two approaches to the problem will materially benefit previous

incomplete documentation of PPG fall-out patterns and shows a great decal cf

promise for future operations. In fact, it appears that the problem of de-

lineating the fall-out pattern for very high yield shots in the Pacific can

be solved on future cperaticns it‘aajor support is given to a project built

around the findings of the two water survey nsthods outlined above,

(e) The HSL plan of operation previded for one man to be

stationed at the task force command post as supervisor of the activities ind

one man (later two) to perform the necessary maintenance and setting up of

instruments at the many ground staticns. «as the operation progrossed it

becans apparent that tho workload wes somewhat mre than could be aecomlished

by the team, especially in the matter of traveling arsund to the varivus

sites to make repairs and adjustments to the instruments and in the matter

of clerical assistance at the command post. The net result of the former

was the necessity for setting up dome special flights on an enerzency basis,

or the loss to the HASL project of data froma station if a visit proved

impossible. The result'of the latter was a constant drain on the clerical

facilities of the task force. It appears that for the future, it would be

less expensive ani less disruptive of task force operations if more personnel

were assigned to the project,

5. Protection of Task Force Personnel: ‘The CASTLE plan of operation

generally speaking was built on the premise that ENIWETOK .toll was the

primary base of operations and BIKINI was a forward shot ire2. as 4 conse-

quence, the bulk of the personnel and equipment not directly concerned with >

particularshot.—plus the entire my and ir Forea TaskGrounsaccucies
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ENIWETOK for all BIKINI shots, At BIKINI the original plan to leave a firing

party in the firing bunker on NAN was discontinued subsequent to BRAVO for

safety reasons, No personnel were left on any other BIKINI site for any of

the BIKINI shots. The problem of protection of task force persennel was

solved as follows:

a. Personnel in the BIKINI area were completely evacuated (except

for the firing party on BRAVO). Disposition of ships was made such that all

personnel would be in the most favorable position with respect to the wind

pattern and fall-out area and sufficiently distant so as to be safe from

blast and thermal effects. Additionally, cleud tracking efforts were nain-

tained to detect, in advance, areas of potential radioactive hazard up-wind

of task force ships,

b. Since the ewacuatian of the primary camp at ENIWETOK Atoll as

a result of fall-out from BIKINI shcts would cause considerable expense, effor

and subsequent delay in the operation, the wind patterns for the shots were

carefully examined for possible adverse fall-out effects in the direction of

ENTWETOK, In addition, as discussed in paragraph & under cleud tracking, a

careful post-shet check was made of the air space between ENIWETOK and

BIKINI in order, if required, to give adwance warning ef hazardous contamina-

tion likely to drift amd fall-out on ENIVETOX. Lastly, a system cf collection

and reporting of Radsafe informatien from all populated areas of ENT.ZTCK

Atell was placed in effect from Hehour to at least H plus 24 hours, extended

as required by special circumstances. It should by noted that primary re-

liance was placed upom the examination of forecest and observed wind patterns,

plus the cloud tracking effort, inasmuch as these actiens provided the maxtoum

advance warning of potentially hazardous conditions up-wind of ZNIWETCK,
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e. For planning purposes it was assumed that some indication of

the development of adverse conditions would be apparent from observed winds

immedtately posteshet and that cloud traeicing should confirm the situation

by about H plus 2 to H plus § hours. Assuming an averago wind of 15 to 20

knots, the ENINETOK garrison could be given a firm evacuation decision apprad

mately four to seven hours prior to the arrival of contaminatien, Warnings,

had they been necessary, could haye been issued appreciably further in advance

In addition to the above, an Eniwetok evacuation plan was placed in effect {cr

BIXINI shots, with personel on alert status until H plus 24 hours. The

evacuation plan was designed on an austere basis to be accomplished rclatively

quickly with the minimum of personal equipment and aircraft and shipsoard

space. Levels of contamination requiring evacuction were not specifically sct

down inasmuch as each case would have to be considered on its own merits and

demerits, and would depend upon the stage of completion ef the oper:tion,

sites and yields of remaining events, and the average level of scquired

personnel dosages. In general, the levels which could be tolerated without

evacuntion would be higher for shots Late in the operation than they would be

for the first. shots. As a general rule, somethin: on the order of two to thre

tincs the established Wwe of 3.9r fer the rensining period ef the operation

was considered acceptable without resorting to the complexity, cxpense and

disruption of anavacustion.

6. Lagoon Contamination: A considerable amount of study was pliccd

on the problem of contamination of the shot atoll lagoon and the attendent

difficulties ef surface eperations as a result, The outcome of these studies

is presented in Tab F, Sricfly the studies indicated the follewing:

ae Both ENIWETOK and BIKINI Lagsons have "belt drive” current



systems, being wind driven on the surface and roughly against the wind frea

west to east on the bettom, The northern portion of the ENIWETOK Lagoon (as

demonstrated en Operation IVY) appears to flush independently of the scuthern

portion. At BIKINI, the entire lageon as 4a unit is involved in the flushing

mechanism, BIKINI Lagoon flushing at a relatively mich slower rate than

ENIWETOK.

b, Considering the shot gehedule and the flushing mechanism cf the

two lageons, the primary preblem of ship operation in such waters wis con-

sidered real only at BIKINI.

c. There existed a requirement that operations should be conducted

in the lagoons without the inordinate delay between shots that would result

from unrealistic contamination limits.

d. No health hazard was anticipated as a result of reasonable

Operations in the BIKINI LagechW. The problem was anticipated to be primarily

an operational nuisance.

6. The ships expected to ba involved were the Weapons Ship, CVZ,

LSD, LST's, AN, ATF's and small craft,

f£. The Navy Task Group was directed to initiate studies to determine

methods ef preventing concentration of activities in water evaporators,

distribution lines and microorganic growths on the bettom of ships. in

general, the prodlem of lagoon operation was 2s predicted except that the

bulk of the transpert, was horisontal and downward. Very little, if any,

up-welling of radioactive material cecurred, On all shots except FRAVO,

ships were able te re-enter the NAN anchorages by approocimately H plus 6

to 10 hours, Fellowing BRAVO, ships were kept clear of the lagoon until

B plus l day, Following YANKEE (the last shot at BIXINI) re-entry was delay-¢

(due to contamination at NAN Anchorage) until abow. H nlue 10 hours, Upon
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reeentry for YANKEE, personnel were re-grouped, following which, all ships

put to sea (some te EXIWETOK, others scheduled for BIKINI roll-up, to remia

overnight at sea due to water readings at the NAN Anchorage of appeacimately

20 mr/he). Relative te the apparent laek of up-welling of radioactive

material, some work was done early in the operation by Dr. J. Isaacs of Project

1.6 (Water Wave Studies) whieh disclosed a deep stratum of radjoactive water

which sgoved aocrthwest toward GEORGE’ and HOW, This layer was quite concentrated

just prier to KOON, Vertical sections were run at several stations using 4

dunked survey mater, The distribution was as expested with the astonishing

addition of a stratum of clean water at about 110 feet overlying the radic-

active water at 130 feet. Since no major storm wasexperienced during the

operation, there remains for conjecture the effegtof4 violent disturbance

of the lagoon. Whether or not this low-lying layer of radioactivity would

be brought up and distributed mére or less uniformly iadepth by sueh a dise

turbance is net mown.

7. Split Atoll Operations: ‘The onesingle feature of the CASTLE Opere-

tion which nade Radsafe somewhat difficult was the fact that coverage was

required at ‘bothBIKING|and ENTHETOR Atolls. These two sites are separated

by 180 miles; persone)_krensportation, betugsn, thety,sites way prinarily oy

Cmu7? -airoraft. Astheoperetion progressed@pointwisreached at which 4
_ swe wed

capability of firing & shot et erch atoll was simultaneously maintained to take

advantage of faverable winds occurring at one site and not the other, The

principle adverse effect of this situation was therequirement to split the

basic 1 7.1 Radsale Unit personnel and equipmentin order to be ready to

Operate regardless of which atoll became favorsble for a shot. During the

planning stage this unit was designed to sove from one atoll to the otner %<
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follow the shot schedule, Consequently, the total mumber of peeple in the

unit was such that only 2 skeleton force was set aside for the oppesite atall,

A further aggravating cireumstance arose following the BRAVO event, namely,

the requirement to rolleup the damaged and contaminated TARE earmp snd to

maintain all activities shipedased, This required that the Radsafe Unit of

T 7,1 further split itself to cover each major ship housing personnel who

normally worked ashore during daylight hours, Four najor Radsafe Centcrs were

required afloat at BIKINI alone, One of these was lccated at a kotel ship

met originally designed to eope with mass contre] of personnel working in

contaminated areas, The solution in this case was a barge (secured along-side)

equipped with two squad tents for storege of equipment ami office space, and

decontamination showers drawing off the ship's water supply. Problems of

dosimetry control became acute primarily due to the increased time required

to collect, film badges at a certtral laboratory, process the badges amd return

the results to the various ships prior to the next re-entry to shore installa-

tions. Personnel, equipment and instruments were spread thin in order to

cover the essential shore work, The further requirement to operate simuilta-

neously at doth atolls was a particularly difficult matter. This problen

was limited, however, to the TG 7.1 unit since the Radsafe units of the Amy

and Air Foree Task Groups (TG 7.2 and 17 7.4) required no shift in their base

of operetions, and the Navy Tisk Croup (1G 7.3) Radsafe unit was designed

around relatively self-sufficient individual ship units,
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PART GORE mcstos

1. Forveasting

as Weather, Ferecaste of retioaetivfall-out depend primarily

co foretaste of the wind field. Consequently, falleoe’ forecasts ean be

no better than thevdndforecaste themselves, Mirch is yot te be leamed

about the tropical atacsphere. Groat advances have becst made in this

field in the last two decades, but mush is still unimow: about the physical

processes whieh affect and contred the woather over the Marshall Islands

area and consequently which chango the wad pettornes over this aros. The

winds aloft ever this partieular part of the tropies have always been

considored verystablo, with fow variabilitios -this fact ts usually borns

out by elinatelogical statistics, bus scot by the diy te day changos in tho

wind feld,-upen whieh winds aloft and fall-cut forecasts must be made.

be Winds Aleft Obeervstions and Porodksts, Tho winds alofs |

foredasts themselves arc only as good as the accuraey of tho: wind cbescr-

vations. Obsorvational data of winds aleft are considered to bo very

accurate if made with GMD-lA equipmant. All ebscrvations in the Marshalls

wore madc with oust oquipment during Opcration CASTILE with tho oxcoptios

of ship cbecrveatvenr'made by the USS CURTISS. Scarch radar installo¢

aboard that ship used-fur malting the winds aicftcbsorvations; pro-

cedures vith thie-oquigmont: wefo sonsidoreg éf oqual accuracy to the GD-Li

equipnent. The cbeorvations and forccasts avaiable during CASTLE wore

as follewee ?

(2) Tre weather obscrvational network consisted of stations

at EXIWSTOK, BIEDNT, RONCERIK, MAJURO, KUSATE, PONAPE and KWAJALEIN, with

data from MIDWAY, WAKE, MARCUS, GUAM, IWO JIMA and JOHNSTON boing a most
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valushle edjunedy Nee daily winds alefy rons wore sade reutinaly, with

the runs being stopped up at selocted stations pricr te a set poricd te

ae many ae eight (8) runs por day. Mune te maximum cbtainable heights were

required; the averages wore above 65,000, foct; with aeny runs reaching

120,000 feet. .

(2) Planning forecasts as eriginally conccived woro issucd

forty-eight and thirty-oight houre prier to cach shet hour. Tho forecasts
theaselves conalatod of winds fer the shet site for cack ton thousand foot

lovel from the surface toe mincty thousand foot. Tho winds were forccast

to sixtoan paints of the compase and for an interval of speod to the nearcst

five knots. sO .

(3) Fellovdng the eclection of a specific shot tine, detailed

forecasts were issued at, twonty-four,thirtocs, eight and four hours price

to H hour, ‘the details of these forecasts wero far in axcess cf those in

the planning fervsaste; winds were forecast te the nearest ten degrees and

te the knot, fer twe thousand feet increments from the aurfaco ta twenty

thousand foet, for fivo thousandfeet incroments from twonty thousand te

seventy thousand fect, and for eighty and nincty thousand fost.

(4) The above forecasts were obtained by tho Radsafo personnct

at specific periods pricr te each shet. ‘The forecasts, along ith all

available pertinent cbecrvations, wore plettod as hodographs (wind voctor

diagrems) using a particle rate of fall of 5000 foct per hour te sormlisa

theplet fer further sonveniont computations. |

ee adr Particle Prajoctory Forecasts. In addition to the wind

forceasts thamolves, suxiliary air particis trajoctory forecasts wero
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issued at H minus 2h and H rinus 8 hours. Theseecnsistoé of trajottepice

fromthe shet site for the period H to M plus 72 hears, and were fop such

ten thousand feet, from ten te sinty theusané feet, Revised trajectories

for the same period were issued af E plue 6 and H plus 15 hours, fince

the trajectories represented movement ef air at specie senstant eltitudes,

they were act directly useable fer surface fall-eet forecasting. Instead,

the forecasts were used by Radsafe perecenel primarily te sesist in analysis

of the long-range fall-out aspects and te alert other units ef the Amed

Forcea relative te the probable locations and altitudes of areas of airborne

radioactive particles. The trajectories were prepared by censtructing

proqnostie charts for the period ef tine inwived and using these charte te
arrive at the trajectorice, The aumber cf prognostic charte varied ith

the simplicity of the eystene, fower being wed vith systems moving o
developing alody, and moe for eyutene developing rapidly. The trajectories

were derived mechanically by the superposition af ene prognostiechart over

encther ant making « sacoth transition from the flew and speedfield of one

chart to the Other, oom

4. ConstantAltitude Bellow Flights, During the planing phase
of CASTLE, it was proposed that « project be instituted hereby constant

altitude balloons wuldbeused to determine thefeasibility of tracing

radicsstive debrisat selected levels. This use of these ballconsas

predicatedca the assumption thet the movement of that part of the ratio

active cloud debris remaining in the air at a particular level eould be

deseribed ty a balloon flow at the same level, the balloon and radicactive

debris being similtanecusly carried along. Since these balloons could be



tracked for periods of 48 hours or longer, end could be pesitioned cask

hour, & good system would be avatiable fer tracking the detrie itself,

Unfortunately, the balloon project was wiewceessful die ts poor precleunshing
checking procedure, as ineufficient mumier of balloons te eever nore than

one oF two flights per shet and inproger typs balleuns for flight at the

selected 40,000 foot altitade. Tis type project however, has potentialities,

and should be reinstituted on a larger seale for future tests at the Paeific

Proving Ground,

@. Results from previous cperations. Die to the linised number of

serface shots detonated pricr to CASTLE, only a limited ancunt of data ws

available on the lang range fall-out aspeets of this type burst, and in

particular, caly the close-in phencmena were availstle ferthe one high

yield type. dz a consequence,the following gaierel tocls end assumptions

were usedin the plaming for C/STLE fall-out forecasting:

(1) The IVY MIXE early cresmdnd and uprd.nd iso-intensity

Linse were plotted as an cverclay on Budinl itall amd eseumed to ropresent

(eit allownnces nade for differmece in yield and ahot conditians) tre

close-in contamination that couldte expected from « high yield lant surface

shot. This information was reasorably useful, however, ag the operations

progressed, a new technique to define close-in fall-out was developed. Tie

method (Inelosure 3 of Tab D) developed by Dr. Thomas White, H-Div., LS,

appears promising, and is being further refined for future tests.

(2) Clese-in intensities fron barge shots in the lagoon (in

approximately 100 to 150 feet of water) were asgumod, due to the rolatively

small amount of solid material available, to be on the order of 1 to 10
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‘percent as high as these resulting from a simtlar land surface shot.

. (3) Tre long-range areas of fall-cut were assumed to be

reasonably represented by the method of vester summation of the winds (as

used previously at the NPG and the PPO) augnented by an analysis of the

forecast air particle trajecteries. This assumptias was modified following

BRAVO ty the development of s formal technique cf fall-out pattern plotting

taking inte account the passageccf the particles into different ind systens

as the particles drifted avey fras GroundZero (See pars bd (1) aB8uve and

Inel 2 ef Tab D).

(&) Since little was imow quantitatively about the long-range

variationin radiation intensities wth distanee andarea, certain planning

ssrumptions evolved from the mmercas dlecussions during the planning stage

of the operationand used as indicated below. Aithough the asemptions were

gmmeral and conservative approxisations, they were specifis encugh to be used

as operational planmin: fastors with & fair mount of confidence.

(a) CLSTLE clouds mere than twenty-four hours old were not

asouned te be hasarvcus. Tweshp-Cour hours travel of « CASTLE cloud was

assumed to be sppreximately 500 nautéeal sites. ' Teese assunptions proved

valid on the oparetion,- amege thab there appeared tobe relatively eigificant

intensities in savishregions beyond this tine fromthe barge shots.

Certainly, it could be assumed thet. the finely dtvided sercech-type clouds

from the barge shote would resist fall-cat and therefore persist longer. It

ie diffieult to assign. a number to the period of tins involved, although on

the basis of cloud: tracking operatiéne for ths barge shots, am’ considering

the natural processes of decay ard diffusion, 4t is not believed to be longer

than thirty hours.
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(db) Significant fall-out was expected to cocur duriag

the fires twalve hours. Past experienee inthis matter scened to fawr &

six-hour period for significant fall; however, since the off-site fxll-cud

aspects of IVY MIKE were not know, the value of twelve hours ws ssvuned.

for @ margin of safety. BRAVO and ROMEO experierse revised this essumption.

Tt became apparent that scmething om the order of at least eighteen and

possibly twenty-four hours wuld te more realistic, especially for surface

land burete. fs a consequence, the new technique was developed (Incl 2 of

Tab D) to approximate the significant fall-cot area (significant fall-out

area wae defined as that ares inside the lor infinity 1sc-dose Line) for
the first twenty-four hour period. No besie change was nade in the fall-cot

foreeasting techniques as planned and used price to BRAVO (Inel 1 of Tab D),

rather the new method was usedand presented et briefings to eugnent and

modify results from the original msthode.

(5) Tne method of plotting infinity dose envelopes ty

elliptical approximations (as proposed by ARIC Report "Radicactive Fall—cut

fram Atomio Banbe", dated Novesber 1953) wae plamed and used on the CASTILE

series. This method is an empirical solution to the fall-out pattern based

on the great amount of data from low yield shots at the NPG. Due to the

great differenses in yield and cloud heights for NPG and FPG shots, a strict

application of thesystem on C/STLE wes acecapanied by£1 ectrenely low

confidence factor, perticoular'y for the first shot. There «ry re no real

aseurances that ‘he vuyntem described the high yleli fol us cochanian

at all, For exemplu. the trapping characteristice of <ho tirnponause could

only be conjectured, and if it ws sssumed to diarsgau tise “ropopause
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as a barrier, there were no reliable indisstions of the height of super

tropopauas cloud to consider as significant. Further, ever if the ebeve

factors had been imown, the fact that the caly available long-range

information on land surface turete as lintted to one low yield shot, left

mich ta be desired in assigning reascnable mubers to isodove lines derived

from the system. Consequently, ag 8 general statement, it should be noted

that, although this system of fall-cut forecasting waeused of BRAVO to

auguent other dats, it was presented and Limited to discussions of the

relative merits ofthe aseumptions and sealing upon which it was based.

There wee no real basis for assuming it wes valid and as & Consequence

confidence could not be pushed to the point of owersriding the many other

factors involved in the shot decision. As the operstion progressed, and

the cbeerved fall-cat effects provided ome mecsure of answers to the nany

questions involved, the syrtenwas relied upon to a mahgreater extant.

The major aodification in the use of the method ws toassign Liniting

altitudes af .the eloud to use in applying the sethod. ‘th general, the post=

shot evidence of the finely divided sercecl-type Gloudfrom the barge shots

indicated @ probable significant’ eat-off height at the bese of the high

easterlies (i.e. approxinately tropopause height, or about 60,000 feet).

Tt appeared that the tropopeuse trapping astion probably has a sigificant

effect on very mali particles. Gn theother hand, it appeared from ERwVO

that cloud heights for land surface burste should be considered up to at
Least 60,000 feet and possibly to 80,000 feet. The fact that the ARVO

fireball iteelf went up to the tropopause say sceount ‘for the difference.

Many particlee could possibly have been formed at altitude as well as
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caeried to these heighte, and « large number of the total particles eculd

have been large enough to cvercride any tropopause trapping action that may

exist. In any event, use of this method more nearly describes the BRVO

results if altitudes up to 0,000 fees are considered.

(6) CROSSAOLDS RI was used to obtain an appresiation of

the lagoon contastnation which could be expected. This information together

with other studies (Tab F) gave rise to the assumption that the phenomena

would be more an operational cuisance than a hasard, It wee aseumed that

ship operation could begin in the lagoon (exsept within a few miles of

Ground Zero) by D plus 1 day, or at least by D plus 32 days. ‘These proved

to be valid aseumptions. Work began by et least D plus 1 day on ali shots,

and, emept for BRAY, re-entry to the Nill anchorages was not prohibitive

on the shot day itself, No appreeiable radiation we enscuntered at the-

anchorages, exsept following UNEEE, wien water intensities one foot fram

the surface were ebout 20ar/br at the 0 anchorage a6 plus 10 hours.

Nevertheless, the major ships were brought back’ in following thig shot for

re-grouping of perecanel, following ied ali ships departed the lagoor,.

eane to ENIWSTOK, the others to remain at sea cverenight, In general; it

appears that the lagoon ecntaminatian ensauntered was that due primarily

tofall-out and very little (except along western reefs) due to cireulation.
Prinsipally, there appeared to be Littre oF no upwelling of sontamination

vy eireulation, and consequently no appreciable spread of contamination by

eyolie re-cirmlation of the lagoon, (See fab J for further description

of ship operation in the presence of significantly ecntazined water.)
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(7) Partiele cise. Aa stated before, the hodographe (wind

vector diagrans) were crave: normalised te 5,000 feet per hour rate of fall,

i.e one hour wind vectors were draw: for ead §,000 feet increnert of

altitude, end vectors for increments of lese than, ce more than 5,000 feet,

were dravay vith a length proportional to the ratio of the increment heigit

to §,000 feet. This amounted to eonsidering the fall of particles of

approximately 100 microns in ddaneter. Using the normalised hedograp,

direct time and distante measurements could them be made in terme of 100

micron particles, and consideration made for any smaller sised particles

by takingthe distances doubled, tripled, etc, Pricr to BW.VO it ws

asgumed that particle sf{ses dow to 70 wicreris. should be considered; this

anountet! to-douBling the distances taken directly from the normalised

hodographt. After BRAVO, partiste eises dom to 90 microns were considered

to be stgnificant and appropriate adjustaents were made in the fall-out

pattern, /

(8) Diffusion. Prior to C..STLE the accepted factor applied

to the constructiontf fall-outRADEXES to acvcunt for widening of the con=

taminated aiwi wit! distancewas the addition of ten degree sector on eact

side of tre REE Por CLSTLE, this‘factor wesarbitrarily assumed

“to be fifteen‘Gegrese. Sines so little we knoves aboutsthe fall-out

neehenion of righ yieldeventes,: ant becauée of errorsexisting in other

parameters of the fall-out foresast, it was aseuned that some additional

faster of Saftywasnecessary, even though the value of the factor could

not be preeiselydetermined.



(9) Source sise, IVY MIKE indicated that the arrent sethods

of predicting fall-out on the assumption of a point source (or at best, 5

very small source) were not acceptable for high ylelds. Consequently, CASTLE

forecasting was originally made on the sasumption.cf 9 circular source

approximately 1§ miles in radius (i.e. the approximate radius of fall-cut

crosavwind and updnd from MIKE). BRAVO results indicated thie to be somewad

small, and probably more like an eilipee with a semi-eminor axis of about

25 miles. For the barge shots, the L5-aile eireular radius (actually nore

elliptieal than circular) appeared to be adequate. Tienet effeet of the

above was to consider the surface RiDEX constructed om a point source type

analysis as a generating elawnt. Shifting the point sarce RADEX arcund

a source area selected in accordance vith yield end type of burst generated

the complete area which shouldbe considered in the surface RiIDEX. 4

similar adjustment wes made to the Air RADEX forecaste with excellent

results in defining the areas of contamination waich resulted.

f. Construction of RADEXES and Fall-cut Plots, Generally

speaking, the RADEX ares (RiMiclogical BXelusion ares) ws considered to be

&@ limited fall-out area for the first six hours post-shet in the vicinity

of the teat aite amt for the primary use of test personnel and equipment.

Area fall-cut plots were conaideryd ta be the entire area of significant

fall-out, to’ inelude infinity isodcee lines of at least 50 roentgens, and

in seme cases dow to 10. rcentgens. The RADEX was used es a operational

devies to define dangercus areas and to deny entry of task force units into

Certain areas exsept under spesifie suthorisation, 2 a consequence, it

way given wide dissemination throughout the task forces for the information
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end compliance of all. The Pall-cat Plot, om the other hand, being mre

general in application, was considered, with the RADET, st Command Briefings

for the over-all long range fall-out impast on populated atolls in the

vicinity of the sho¥ atoll. 4 detetled discussion of the methods of con=

struction of hodographs, RiDEXES end Pall~cut Plots is Given in Tab D, The

-@iseussics below is limited to certain generalities and specifics which

apply tothe Marshall Islands ared generally, and to the C/STLE Operation

specifically,
(1) Nodograph Examples, As a general rule, the winds in the

Marshall Telands area are east northeasterlyfo easterly in the lower, or

trade-uind, levels (up to albut 20,000 feet), wdsasteriy in the high

levels (above tropopause height, Lras, and above, about 60,000 feet).

The levels between are not onlyvariable, bus involve the most sigrifticant

portion of the eloud from a fall-outWevpaint. Consequent{y, & diseussion

of favorable aid unfavorable hodographs is primarily concerned with the mide

levels between 20,000 end: 60,000feet. (See tab I.) Sines the C.STLE

- Operationinvolved two shot atolls,the discussion wrich fallow: mst

consider the afP68t of4 slot ca one atcll on the populated areas of the
other, Tie primary land masses inwlved in determining the relative

favorability of the pattersé arethe two shot atolls, UJELING to the scuth=

weet of EXIWETCK and the Marshall Islands in thesoutheastquadrant,

partieukarly tiiose to the east of BIXINT. (See Map: MativePopulations in

the Forwira .red; Tab G}. Generally speaking, wind conditions acceptable

at BIKINI, are actéptdtile at INIWETOK. The converse fs notalwaye true.

An additional sorisidsration is the fact that the two atollswill not alwys
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nave similar, or even acceptable, wind patterns similtancously, Further,

the relative favorability of any specifie wind pattern depended scanewhat

upon the factors other thm vind alone, sich as yield, similarity of shot

site conditions wth the two general types discussed (1.0. land surface end

lagoon surface barge types), stage of completion of the test series, prev cus

efforts to evacuste both native and test personnel and variations in the

height of the tradewinds (i.e. tradewinds appreciably in exsese of 20,000

feet place NTWETOK in an unfavorable position for BIKINI land surface shots

certainly, and progressively so for barge shots).

(a) BIMINT hodographs: Pattorns with mid-level winds

from the sector southeast cloeindse through southwest were considered

fawrable for all types of shots, with an extension of the sector to east

scutheast ami west southwest for barge shots; The sore southerly the com

ponents in these levels, the sore favorable the pattern became, with the

exception that mid-level winds moving strongly toward WiXE Island were

considered to be less favorable for a Lend surface shot, but reasonably

favorable for a barge shot. The limitations on the sector to the east ant

west were anrtirely due to the native atclis to the east and ENIWETOK to the

west. |

(b) MNIWETOK hodogragh: Por SWIWETOK, the acceptable

eidelewel wind direstione were acre flexible in tw najor respeets, First,

the limite on cloud travel to the east sould be “stretched" scmewhat to

allow west southwost mid-level winds for all types of shots. This was due

to the fact that the fall-out impact on BIKINI was not critical due to

flexthility in plans for moving any test personel fran that arca, and due
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to the fact that a shot on ENIWETOK Atoll added another 180 miles cloud

travel time between Cround Zero and the native atolls east of BIKINI.

second, the western limits of the favorable fall-out sector could be extended

to the point of accepting winds from at least east northeast, and with

reservations, from northeast. This was due to the absence of any land masses

to the immediate west of ENIWETOK except UJELANG approccimately 120 nautical

miles southwest. The primary additional advantage of ENIWETOK therefore

was favorability for "deep trades, i.e. easteriies throughout most levels,

including the mid-levels, a situation not at all wiccemon during the

operation.

(6) Other considerations: The net result of the above

was the relatively firm requirement for the mid-level winds to have direc-

tional components such that resyltant winds to the levels involved could

lay within the acceptable fall-cut sectors, 1.6. within the sectors west

northwest clociorise to east northeast for BIKINI shots and from about south=

west cloclrise to east northeastfor EVINETOK shots, Although it would

appear that the ideal shot atoll would be INIWETOK, having a auch wider
“tlw

acceptable faltegut séelsr, certain other factors entered into the decision,

which, in fact, mate thisatoll less favorable. The primary factor was a

consideration yield. th the basis of MIXE results, it was considered

hasardous to acewpt the relatively high probability of fallout, as well as

blast effects, on the highly developed and populated camp sites at ENIWETUK.

Although evacuation wotlld have resolved the fall-out probles, the problem

of attempting serial operations from a base likely to require evacuation

for beth fall-out dnd blast, was just one of the major problems raised.
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Further, although wind patterns could develep in whieh mid-level resultant

vindslay im the aceeptable sector, the vector summation of these winds must

have sufficient southerly comporent to carry the bulk of the mid-lowe] detris

far encugh north of Ground Zero eo that the crosewind ond upwind epreed of

comtemination over the atoll does act overlap the camp sites. 4 not wicomen

condition appeared at BYIWETOX several tines during tho cperntion in whic

the midelevals to afout 40,000 feet had southerly wind with westorlics above,

euch that the vector summation of ali the levals placod the bulk of con-

tamination within fifty miles to the north of Ground Zero. The proximity

of the eanmp sites to the fall-cut from weh patterns, plus the added me

certainty of ite stability (i.e. the uncertainty of the scutherlies holding

favorable) we the prine factor in not aecepting such « pattern for BITWETK.

Taxis problen was rolatively insigrificant for Biking “toll shots, atoll

comtarmination not being a problem due to eompletely ship-based operations

at that atell. ‘The only “real estate” risk taken on BIKINI shots wisthat }

on the airstrip and on stations to ba re-estivated for ancther shot,
Vortunately, the forner risk turned out insignificant; the lattor risk ws

overcons through efficient control of ro-untry rosovery and work parties.

La a generel statexenh, it would appear that the weight given to yield as 0

factor in the decision and cAhcise of « shot atoll, should bo revised. It

would now appear that barge shots with yields and vdinds on the order of

ROMEO, ONION om YiNKRS could be detonated in the vicinity of MIKE crator at

SHIWBTOK without undue risk from fall-out. It wuld eppsar reasonable

however, to neintain an evacuation capability in the event sueh becare

nesessary.
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(2) RADEXES:

_ (a) Surface REX: The forecast surface RUDEX ws

obtained fra: the besic forceast hodograph. In dotail, it was detormines

by the limiting bearings on the pattern cf rosultant winds dram fra:

Ground Zero to all significant lovels. To these limiting bearings, an

additional fiftees degree sector was added to allow for diffusion, changes

in the wind pattern from that foreeast and to allew for deviabion fron a

point scurve origin of fall-out. Usually the E.DEE ecnsisted of two seetor

areas, one defining the low-level tradoudad portion of the cloud, aid the

other, the midelevele. For all surface RDEXES, « radial distance for the

sestors was taken as that average distance representing six houre of f2l1

at 5,000 feet per hour. This encunted to ecnsidering the outer area limits

om the surface contarinaticn resulting from the fall of partieales of alt

aises during the six-hour period. The surfese RADEX was iseued for 5 valid

tine of H to H plust 6 hcurs, and was revised as necessary cue to changes is

the shot forecast wads.

(vo) ddr RiEK: The forecast iir RDEK was tawtrveted

in the conventttinel names (See (3 Mareci195-33). IN general, the nothed
used on C/STLE eonsiéered tus general regions, 1.6, the wolnme af con-

teminated air frar10,000 feet and up and tievolune from 0,000 feet oni

wp. The first volume wis defined for the prinary use ofall test and service

aireraft operating in the shot area fron H to H plus 6 hours, and ws

disserinsted for the purpose of assisting those aireraft in avoiding con-

taminated regions. ‘The seeond volume ws. defined for the primary use of all



cloud sempling aircraft operating during the same period, and was die~

seminated for the purpose of assisting these aircraft in finding the best

sampling srea. In general, tha construction of tn2 air RDEX consisted

of selecting an altitude at the bottom of the vile under consideration,

considering this altitude as a surface, and constructing a hodograph oy

this "quasi-surface" using appropriate winis above tne surface. Cone

taminated areas were then defined by the use of diffusion factors applied

time-wise to the resultant winds obtained, and modified te account for

deviation fram = point source origin of fall-out. The air ROEX wes also

issued for a valid period of H to H plus 6 hours, fevised as neceseary,

and disseminated to all test personnel with particular attentiat to its

availability and use by the (ir Operations Canter,

(0) New Teghniquee: J. new techrique te define the

close-in fali-cut was developed to explain the shot atoll phencaaitt, and

was wed partisularly to evaluate tho foresast effects oS MECRAR on the

DHIWETOK samp site, (Ses Incl 3 of Tab 5D). ‘This nethad, in general,

employs « methematical approach to the initial close-in distribution of

fall-cut,

(3) Pall-cut Plots:

(a) The primary fall-out plot technique planned and

initially used om C)STLE involved « jciut amilysis of the surface RDEE

and the 72-hour air particle trajestory fcresast to define the ares of the

first twelve-hour period of fall-out, end to formilate some opinion as to

the crplentation and extent of the area inwlved cubsequent to the first

twelve hours. Por BR:VO an attexpt ws made to employ the method of
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elliptical approximationa described in 1f (3) (b) below, however, its use

was extremely linited due to tho great uncertainty as to its applications

for high yield ovmts. 2 the operaticn progresa.d, 1t becams apparcnt

that a more meticulous mothod wie needsi to clecriy define ‘he fa}j-cut

from the high yields, The elliptical appreccimaticn set-od and 4a linear

extension of the surface R/DEX were woth limited by che fact that they are

built upon the ground cere winds. «. new and dynamic method was needed to

take into account the changes in the wind systcus as particles drifted

farther and farther from ground tero. ..t the request of the task force

Radsafe oftieer, Dr, Geelen Pelt of LiSL and 1 7.1, working directly

with Major 0. W. Stopinski, Meteoralogis* from the Task ForceWeather

Central, undertook the development of such « method. The ext resalt

(static end dynamie plots) 19 indicated in Inclosure 2 of Teb D as used

on the last three shots of the C.STLE series, It should be noted that all

mothods except the dynamic plot (Inclosure 2, Tab D), were used on the

last Ave shots, ent all methods on the last three shots. This ws dome

to evaluate each method in ite relation to othersand because no single

method waevuffietentiy tried and proved to the complete satisfaction

of all. Tn thie respect the Radseafe portion of the Camand Bricfings

becamesomevhah ecuplisated, although viewed in retrospect, it sppears

thata better appreciation of all the factors involved in the fall-cut

aechenion arose from this examination of the various different® spproechos

to the problem. For exemple, the limitations of same methods were high-

lighted by others, and the presentation of old techniques similtenecusly

with the new, served to exphasise the need for better answere and the



relative amount of effort which should be expended in ths future to get

such_enswere. =

(>) The method of elliptisal approximations of the

infinity isodese lines as nentgoned in le (5) above was used @m all

forecests fran abcut H minus 18 hours up through the final pre-shct

forecast. In goneral, the method consisted of eireumseribing ellipace

over the hodograph between major shear levels, The minor axes of the

ellipses were determined by the amount of angular shear in the intorval,

and the roentgen velues of the elliptical tsodose Lines and the over-all

envelopes were determined by sealing. The entire asthod is based on

eapirical data from the NPG, however its suseeseful use om the low yield

shots at that proving ground, gave rise to an increasing amount of

confidence in the ability of the system to prediet the fall-crt area after

wome of the difference between high and low yield shots had been pro=

gressively resolved during C.STLE.

2.RESPlots?
a. In general, RADEXES ant Pall-out Plots suffer from the

same “disease”, namely, thoir complete dependence om the forecasts of

the wind Meld. It is this ome factor alone which primarily precludes

the attaimment of high precision in fall-out forecasting, Much has been
" done on Operation C:STLE to define the significant cloud heights for fallq

out fram high yield shots and to put mumbers on predicted isodose lines.

There is now a better appreciation of the time involved for significant

fall-out to coeur. The effect of the conditions of the shot site are

better understood. Purther, a significant step has been taken to release
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fxllocet plete fies scuphete dependemse open the statis ground sere wad

cyetgh, Buf te fast vbhli remains thet ety system of fall-out fosverting
has eo maxizet: upper limit in efficleney defined by thts presision of the

wind field forecasting, ‘The discussion herein ip not intended te ienly

that CASTLE weather foresasting was por, To the ecntrafy, this service

during C/STLE was mech supericr to previous wrk st the FPO.

be Since any iaprovesent in the metecrclogisalfield will

ultimately reflect itself in improved ecnditious in fall-out forecasting,

it seeus imperative thet weather and radsafe pecple ecutinee to sepport

and assist each other and to meintain the close mutacl interest in future

operations as existed on CASTLE. Rewognining the limiting difficultice

verieh constantly hound the westRher forecasterin theyPacific, 4 scams
Gr

that the logical futures stepe for botk weather and redeefe forecasterewe

clear, nenaly, ~

(1) Ccertimmed researeh and study of tropical avtocrology,

(2) Continued devolopment of new techriques aid refinever®d

of the ecrremt fall-cut forecasting systems, particularly those developed

oa CLSTLBS a

~ "¢) “Continued evetios ef partiale-sise parameters anc the

aftout of thetropopmuse in the fali-cut sechanisn.

(h) ta recogiticn of the possitility for error in either

the weather cr fall-out forceast, the development of mutual weather/redsafe

techniques to "follow through" H-heur with complete post-shet forceasts

and observations tn order to obtain the earliest possible warning of the

development of post-ehot adveres fakl~cut conditions.
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Ce Steps were taken both during and after the CASTLE Operation

in line with the abowe. Many of the concepts of the role of weather and

ite effects on the cperation were changed. For example, the increasing

importance of the problem of deposition of radioactive debris in the test

area led to the beginning of a complete re-evaluation of the techniques

of forecasting areas of fall-out and greater consideration of the long-

range effects of the wind flow. It was found advisable to have a duty

forecaster work directly with radsafe personel during periods just prior

to the shot. It was necessary for this forecaster to be completely familiar

with the current flow patterns at all levels, and the forecast changes

through twenty-four hours after the valid time of the forecast in line with

the procedure for constructing air particle trajectory forecasts, In order

to take into account the effect of the wind, the forecaster was prepared

to give wind forecasts for levels as high as ninety thousand feet for a :

period of twenty-four hours over an area of approximately 500 miles in

radius. The problem reached such a magnitude during CASTLE that continuing

extensive work is to be done at the Loe Alams Scientific Laboratories

utilising the services of a qualified forecaster experienced in PPG

weather requirements and the talent and know-how of scientists presently

on duty there. It is felt that this problem is one of the most important

to be solved for future weapons test operations. Of equal importance is

the further research into improvement of weather forecast techniques and

procedures for the Marshall Islands area, currently being extensively

investigated by Dr. C. £. Palmer of the Calm Research Center at Wheeler

AFB. Hawaii. All of the above represents attempts to improve the systans
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of Weathew/Radnafe forecasting, Tiere remaine the last suggestion above,

namely, better use cf existing tochniques to "follow the shot through".

In recognitias of the fact that forecasts can fat, the system should

provide & measure of advance warning in order thet appropriste measures

emuld be taken oarly to avoid the sevwore aspects of unexpected fall-out.

On C.STLE the Weather Central maintained a continucus sehedule of post—

shot observations by ite network of stations, These were studied by

radsafe persommel in conjunction with revised air particle trajectorise,

cloud tracicing efforts and reports from memed growsd aonitor stations.

Continuing the complete pre-ehot type weather/redsefe foreeasting

techniques from H hour through about H plus 24 houre could considerably

iaprove the results of these efforts.



w

mohRADSAPE(Seo Charte 1 & 2)

1. HeadquartersOtganization: During the planning
stage of CASTLE, staff work required to set up the necessary services and

procedures tc cope with the Radsafe problems was well within the capability

of one officer and one clerk stenographer. However, once the shot phase of

the cperation started, the work-load became considerably greater.

a. In particular, the requirement existed for a Radsafe officer,

completely conversant with the entire Radsafe plan of action, and with the

developing Weather and Radsafe situation for the shot, to be on duty from

about H minus 24 hours to approximately H plus 24 houre. It was during this

period that the crucial Radsafe work had to be done. Prior to the shot, a

succession of commnd briefings (at least 4) required a considerable amowmt

of preparation of briefing displays for wind patterns, fall-out plots and

transient shipping information. ‘Along with the briefings, a string of ad-

visories and directives were required to go cut to various agencies doth

axternal and internal to the task force, some of whiah occasionally required

revision in accordance with significant changes in the wind forecast. After

the shot, the problem became one of recomnaissance to determine the close-

in and long-range fall-out aspects. Answers had to be obtained relative to

the safety of task force ships; the problem of aerial contamination drifting

toward SWIWETOK and UJELANG Atolls required early evaluation; winds aloft

observations had to be plotted and continually analysed together with both

observed and forecast fall-out information; constant checks were required on

the cloud sampling operation to assure the conduct of these operations in

accordance with reasonable radsafe precautions; advisories again were re-

quired to inform internal and external agencies of critical developments;
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cloud tracking eperations had to be continuously md glesely memitored and

analysed relative to populated areas contigueus te the tosts sites and neces—

sary adjustnants made according te the developing situation; informaticn oa

lagoon and taland contamination had to be analysed and reeentry plans made

accordingly. On a normal shot, the tempo of the Radsafe operations decrease

sed considerably by about H plus 12 Reours, however, the remaining activities

(limitedprimarily to cloud tracicing) required the continued presence of a

qualified Radsafe officer until Ps least H plus 2h hours. The net result of

the above was a shot-phase requirement for additional personnel to assist in

the required functions. For this purpose the task force Radsafe staff agency

was designated the Radsafe OFFICE during the shot pericd (as distinguished

fram the Radsafe CENTER, the primary operational and informational center of

the Radsafe Unit of TG 7-2). Additional personnel, were gathered together

in the Radsafe OFFICE on a temporary duty basis fer the shot pericd to per-

form portions of the various fonetions amd te maintain « continuous 2h-hour

duty status, These personnel and their temporary assigned duties were as

indicated in the functional chart of Tab G.

b. The Radsafe OFFICE for shot tines was designed to bo the primary

task foree ehot-tine agencyfer all radsafe natters requiring headquarters

staff action and for all radsate information having an Ampact on the various

operational decisions which were expected to arise, Ite sources and channels

of information wereas indlested in the Radsafe Cheek List, the functional

chart and the communication facilities charte of Tab G, These facilities

were, with minor exeeptions, completely adequate for their purpose.

e@. as stated above, one of the primary functiens assigned to the

Radsafe OFFICE was that of conducting the Radsafe portion of the Command

Me
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Briefings for shot decisions, This particular fimetion alone accounted for

a major portion of the Radsafe Officer's time. In general, the sudject

astter of the briefings covered not only the primary fimetion of detailed

forecasting of fall-out areas, but alse covered many operational problens

or plans upon which the radsafe situation had « greater or leseer impict

depending upon the wind pattern. aA detailed account of the factors consid-

ered during the redsafe portion of the command briefings is presented in

Tab G. Briefly, these consisted of the presentation ef the forecast and the

observed hodographs relative to the development of the wind patterna during

representative intervals prior to the briefings, the surface RADEE for H to

H plus 6 hours, the forecast outlook for various critical atolls in, and con=
tiguous to, the test area, and the outlocks for task force ships, transient

ships, air routos and surface routes. The presentation also included infor

mation recommended for the task force ccamander's routine advisories to CINC-

P\CFLYrelative to the mutual Task Porce ind CINCP.CFLT responsibilities for

populated areas in the Pacific end protection of sir ind surface shipping.

As anormal rule, a full briefing as outlined above was given xt approxt-

mately H minus 18 hours and H minus 6 hours. Abbreviated versions, consis

ting primarily of the forecastand ovserved hodogr~phs, were n-rmally given

at approximately H minus 36 hours, at H minus 12 hours and at appreximstely

H minus 3 hours.

d. The secondary fimetion of the Radsafe OFFICE, to maintain dis-

plays for briefing and record purposes, required an assembly of suitable

charts of such a sise to allow complete mobility. The mobility feature of

the displays was a critical feature. On the command ship, for ex-mple,

‘ briefings were held st some distince from the space alloted to the Radsafe
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OFFIC. The charts used for briefing pur-oses had te be of such sise to

allow thee to be carried through the narrow ship passages and up ladders,

and y6t large encugh for ths entire comand briefing group to read with ease.

Due to the spliteetcll operation, and the eventual eetahlishment of the ca:<

bility for firing at either atoll similtanecusly, some of the Radsafe brief—-

ing and display charte, files and pletting equipment had to be amenable to

quick pacicing and ease of transport. As a conséquence, all. charts were

mounted on 30° by 40" heavy carboard and covered with acetate. Posting of

information was done with ching sartting pencils. For rapidly cilanging data,

permanent records were made on separate emall forms during tlie progiess of

the shot. The remainder of the data was transferred to permanent record

charts or forms st the campletion of the shot. In general, the briefing

and record displays used were as follows (a detailed description of each is

given in Tab G)s °

(1) Briefing displays consisted of several polar charts for the

display of all pertinent. observed end forecast hodographs and the surface

RADEX, « chart (prepared by the Westher Central) for the forecast air par-

ticle trajectories, charts for fall-out plats for each of the methods in use

for the shot, a ahart showing the danger and search areas together with

pertinent contgeta made by search aircraft, a chart showing the transient

shipping in and near the Danger ire, and 4 chart indicating the locations

and pepulations of atolls in the general area.

(2) Radsafe OFFICE record displays consisted of the sbove

briefing charts plus the following: The Air RADEX, Cloud Tracking Operations

chart, Shot-etoll radsafe situation plota, Off-site radsafe situation plots,

and charts for the recording of radiation intensities on task force shipe,
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she status of recocery and critical weather and sea information.

‘@. AdditLonal responsibilities of the Radsafe OFFICE involved

Liaison with representatives of the Health and Safety Laboratory, New York

Sperations Office, AEC (HSL NYKOPO), with the task force Biomadical idvisor

and Staff Surgeon, with .FO\f-1 representatives, and with other special

advisors to the task force commander,

(1) The first respojsibility involved the furnishing of working

space, clerical assistance and task force Radsafe data to the H.SL NYXOFO

group. In turn, the HSL NYKOPO group made available to the Radsafe OFFICE

all data collected by aerial surveys, fixed stations and ship stations and

maintained pertinent eituation charts in the Radsafe OFFICE. -In addition,

the HSL group provided and maintained four aewly developed KASL sciatilla

tion=type gamma rate meters for use in WB-29 cloud tracicing operations,

(2) The second responsibility involved close coordination with

the task force radiation medical advisor on such matters 2a health hazards

on distant stalls, waiver of MPE, staff action om over-exposures, and health

aspects of special clow! sampling missions. The policy of maintaining on

the task force staff « medical officer specifically trained in the radiclogy

field and with Meld experience on nuclear tests was most profitable in the

proper handling of majer radistion incidents, Further, it provided 2 queli-

fied medical authority available during the test to preclude minor radiation

incidemte reaching absurd proportions or causing undue adverse reactions in

commands or agencies external to the task force, The officer selected was

aseigned to the task force on a TOY basis since his presence on the staff

was required full-time only during the actual shot period. It was agreed

that, during the planning stages of the operation, interim services as

ra



ne csaesary, could be accomplished on a consultation and coordination basis.

(3) The third responsibility involved the furnishing of per

“iront radsafe informatica to iPOAT~1 on initial cloud drift and ready accese

te facilities allowing early FO.T-1 evaluation of cloud sampling results.

Weather information was also made swailable to .FOiTe<l by the Weather Central,

directly in some cases, and through tho Radsafe OFFICE in other. The faver=

able physical location of the Radeafe OFFICE with respoct to coftimind post

facilities amd information sources, together with the Radsafe OFFICE/FO.T-1

mutual interest in cloud sampling, drift 1nd tracking was the primary basis

for the eventual liaison working status accorded the \FOit-1 representative

at the task fores command post,

(4) Other special sdvisors were integrated into the work of

the Radsafe OFFICE as necessary by the circumstances cf specifis shcts. In

particular, one advisor for Radsafe matters was assigned specific functions

for all shots as indicatod on the functional chart in Tab G.

(5) ie a result of the above arrangements, and considering

the personnel manning problems indicated in paragriph la above, the 4.5L

NYKOPO and \FOAT<1 representatives and the task force sdvisors were integra-

ted into the Hadsafe OFFICE as working members during shot tines. Specifi=

cally, the RASL NYKOPO representative was assigned responsibility for current

information and displays on matters of mitual interest. The sFO.2-1 repre-

sentative was assigned the finction of Radsafe Air Operations Officer with

the particular function of supervising the task foree cloud tracking plain.

The Biomedical Adviser was assigned supervision of the off-site surface rad-

safe situation, particularly in regard to the health basard aspects ind was

made responeible for staff action on waivers of MPE and over-exposures,.
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Thy Radsate id@visor was assigned specific functions primarily to assist and

sivise the task force Radsafe Officer. ALL personnel intograted in this

ruiner were considered under the direct control of the task force Radsafe

O*{icer during critical ahot tines only, In general, the detciled Radsafe

"Check List" items were assigned to the individual for whom the information

was of primary interest. In some cases, assignment was made to the indivi-

dual whose information from other sources had a direct impast on the iction

required. Inthe latter cases, it was the responsibility of action officers

to effect the necessary coordination on outgoing and inecatting information,

f. Project Book. In order to integrate thé various personnel in-

to the Radeafe OFFICE, a Project Book was issued to be used as the Radsafe

OFFICE Handbook during shot times, This bock contained detailed instructicns,

cheek lists, caps, example messages, reporting codes, communications facili-

ties ard voice calls, safety instructions and such other references 45 were

consideped necessary for frequent use during the shot. (Some of tha sajor

items contained in the Handbook are attached in Tab G.) The Handbook, coupled

with the mrtual interest and enthusiasm of 211 concerned, were the primary

factors in quickly arriving at an efficient organisatioa of personnel gather

ed together briefly from several sources and working toward a common goal.

@:. Special cocrumications facilities, Two special radio circuits

were brought into the Radsafe OFFICE for the sole use of Radsafe traffice.

The first of these was VHF voice circuit with the TC 7.1 Radsafe CENTER for

the interchange of information of mutual interest. The second, was a CW

station used primarily to intercept “B-29 cloud tracking reports and to relay

radsafe instructions direct to the wB-29's from the Radsafe OFFICE. These

two circuits were vital to the successful accomplishment of the Radsafe Plan.
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h. Tape Recorders, Considorable use wae made of tape recorders

“oO preserve the abundant verbal information available during the first few

neursafter shot time, Particular use was cade to record conversations cver

“he direct VHF channel with the TG 7.1 Radsafe CEMTER. In general, the tape

recorders served as a convenient method during the Radsafe OFFICE "rush hour

neriod® to preserve information util such time as the significant portions

could be extracted for the record.”

2. T G Radsafe Orgm on: Sdinee Radislogical Safaty, sini-

Lar to otter forms of sifety, ia a cocmind responsibility, each task group

was directed to set up its om self-sufficient Radeafe Unit. The delegation

of ‘tho major detailed radsafe responsibilities of the task group units was

contained in innex N to CJTF SEVEN Operation Order 3-53 (TAB A).

a. In general, each task group wit was directed to be self-suffi-

cient in terns of manpower, equipmemt, maintenance and training. E:ch unit

was designed to cope with the routine radsafe matters and those probless

unique to the particular service, agoncy or fimetions of tho task groups.

In additton, each task group unit was delegsted special functions to perforn

for the primary benefit of the task force as a whole and for which the parti-

cular groups designated either had a direct interest or were perticularily

adapted to the scoomplishment of the function. These were as fcllows:

~ (1) Task Group 7.1. The 7 7.1 Radsafe Unit was charged with

the major functions concerning on-site recovery oparations. Specifically,

it was designed to perform the radsafe control of all working partics in

contaminated areas regardless of the task group involved, The principal

problem in this function was the control of personnel engzged in recovery

operations, post-shet clean-up nd making-ready for the next event. Other
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special functions included the photodcsimetry program for tho entire task

turce, laboratory radiochemical analysis of water ind other type s-oples,

scrsmul of pickaging of radioactive sources md samples, provision of the

ac cursary personnel, plans and equipment to accomplish such spocial ind un

usual radsafe services as required during the operation, -nd the issunption

+2 TG 7.5 vadssfe responsibilities during the on-site phase of the spersticn.

(2) Task Group 7.2.. The unit of this group provided monitors

fur security sweeps of both stolls and miintained a pool of trained monitors

and decont-winstion cperators as required for emergency back-up of TC 7.1.

The idea of maintaining a pool of back-up monitors and decontamination operas]=

tors arose from efforts to reduce the tctal mumbsr cf personnel assigned

a0 the Radasfe Unit of TG 7.1. It should be noted that manning with a large

number of personnel whose only duty is Radsafe Monitor, is, to a great extent

& waste of nanpower. Personnel in this category have little productive

work to perform except in connection with plans for recovery trips amt the

performance of monitor duties during the relatively short period of the

recovery trips. Further, since the radsafe responsibilities of TG 7.2 were

relstively Light compared to the other groupe, and since there was a isfi-

nite need for TG 7.2 radsafe imew-how during the interim garrison phase as

well as during the relatively light operational phase, TG 7.2 was selected

to train the "additional duty" monitors and decontamination operators required

This solution assured coverages of TG 7.2 internal radssfe problems, ini, at

the same tine, provided TG 7.2 with the necessary emergency back-up within

the framework of a more streamlined and conservative-sised unit.

(3) Task Group 7.3. Thies group provided facilities afloat



for completely ship-based recovery operations together with the necessary

n-ldcopter services, It further provided for the basic radiological safety

cz eciBarked task foree personnel during periods afloat. in addition, 2nd

inasmuch as TG 7.3 had a prime intesest in the post—ahct contaminaticn

satus of the lagoon, the Radsafe unit of this group was dirocted to propare

hens for lagoon water sampling by helicopter and emall craft. Samplos

sollected in this mamer were analysed by the TG 7.1 radsafe laboratory and

the results used by the task force headquarters initially for re-entry do-

cisions, by TG 7.3 for continuing ship operation in the lagoon and by TC

7.1 in scheduling recovery ani make-ready operations.

(4) Task Group 7.4. The unit of this group, with the assis—

tance of interested scientific project perscanel of TG 71, was charged with

the radiological safety of the aircraft cloud sampling program. Over 5

period of operations both at the NPG ard the PPG, procedures and oquipment

hadbeen developed to cope with the wrusual problems involved in cloud samp-

ling. CASTLE, however, presentod a more ccaplex problem dus to the large

number of high yield events ami due to a plan for early (H plus 1 to H plus

2 hour) low level (10,000 to 20,000 feet) special sampling by W8-29 aircraft.

Further, since the Air RAOEX was of primary interest to the air Task Group,

the responsibility for preparation of this AADEX was given to TG7.4. Ace

tually, the TC 7.4 tecknician involved worked physically with the Radsafe

Office st the task force comand post, and with the TG 7.4 Air Operaticns

Center, in prepering the RIDEX which was ultimately put out to sll task groups

as a task force directive. In additinn to the above, TG 7.4 was charged

with the necessary aircraft operations involved in the conduct of the task

force cloud tracking plan.



(5) Task Group 7,5. This group was relisved of radsafe res

ponsibilities during the shot phase of the operation. Since its general

requirements for radsafe services were similar to those of TG 7.1, 1.¢.,

control of working parties in contaminated areas, ita responsibilities for

radiological safety were delegated to TG 7,1 during the shct phase. TG 7.5

was, however, charged with making plans and eonitucting on-the-job training

with the 7G 7.1 Radsafe Unit preparatory to assumption of radsafe responsi-

cilities for the entire PPG (Except ENTWETOK Island) during the interin

Operation period following C.STLE.

b. Personnel. With the exception of TG 7.%, tha bulk cf the rad-

3efe personne] for the extire task force were “additional duty” types with

& few "primary duty" staff ant supervisory people. Por exzmplo, the army

Task Group trained "additicnal duty® perscormmel in each activity of the group,

concentrating to scme extent on the Military Police. The Navy Task Group

placed radsafe under Damage Control] in acecrdance with routine Navy organi-

zational practices, The .ir Task Group utilised Might crew members as

‘monitors and maintenance personnel far aircraft decontamination since the

major preblems were enecumtered curing flight and during post flight sir

craft washedows and maintenance. Since the .5C Task Group's problems were

similar to those of the Scientific Task Group, the latter, as nenticord

above, asgumed overal] shot phase responsibility, with the understanding

that the former would aseuee therelatively light work loed during the in-

terim operational period using TG 7.1 equipment retained in the Perwarc «rea

and 7G 7.5 personel trained on-the-job. The oe exception to the "addi-

tional duty” policy was in the case of the T2 7.1 unit. Since this unit ws

designated the major Radsafe Unit for on-site cperations ami given the res~

ponsibility for specifie centralised ani highly technical redsafe services,

considerable monning problems had to be solved to sseemble the necessary
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eprinary duty® technicians, However, ever for this unit the "additional

duty" philosophy was utilised forpersonnel economy, For example, each

project had one or more working persons within the project specifically

designated and trained by TG 7.2 to perform routine radsafe recovery aonie

toring for the project. In additions, TG 7.2 had been directed to train 50

Sadditional duty® radsafe monitors and 10 deecrtamination operators for

energency back-up of the TG 7.1 unit if such a requirement prowed necessary.

Consequently, the TG 7.1 Radeafe Unit was able to reduce its radsafe monitor

section to approximately 10 people. This mall number of highly trained

monitors were used ta particularily critical circumstances or in fields of

unusually high radiation.

Ge Equipment and Maintenance: Each of the military task groupe

was dirested toa procure radsafe equipment fram sources of their am service.

TG 7.1 wasdirested to procurestandard military equipment from military

etocks, and the remainder (nom-setandard items) by purchase. In accordance

with previous agreensnts, the SEC had agreed to purchase all necessary itens

non-standard to the military services; stenisrd military items were to be

furnished as normal service support, In the mtter of maintenance and repair,

each task group was directed to provide its ow facilities, with the excep—

tion that the major repair fagility of TG 7.1 was made available to assist

if nepessary. TG 7.$ provlems in this matter were solved under TG 7.1 plans.

de. Training: Individual and group training was somdiucted by the

staff and supervisory personnel of each group, using task group schools am

the varicus service schools as necessary and available. Also, each task

gtOup was assigned at least one Radiclogical Defense or Nuclear Engineer,

together with appreciable numbers of other personnel with varying levels °f

a4,
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experience. In the case of the TG 1.3 shipe, much of the training of the

crews had been completed, om separate Adreetica, prior to the ships! ree

porting to the Navy Task Group. In each task group, training amphasis was

mace in accordance with the major problems each tssk group expected to en=

counter,

e. Personnel Dosage Records. «as indicated in Tab A, the responsi-~

bility for personnel dosage comtrel, including the supply and processing =f

film badges, was placed under the Radsafe Unit of TG 7.1. The reascns fcr

assigning this service to TG 7.1 were as follows:

(1) The primary users of the film baige would be the members

of the scientific task group during resovery cperations. Use of the fin

badge by other categories of personnel would be essentially Linttad te

representative distribution among groups of personnel in order that a

dosage could be assessedin the event of wmexpected contamination of the

Groups.

(2) The film badge is not a standard item of military issue

through-out the three Services,

(3) Although each task group has a conmand responsibility for

its ~m radiation safety, the setting up of a photo-<dosinetry supply ond

laboratery in each task group would not only be unecmmamical fron a workload

viewpoint, bys of far greater importance, wuld result in aconfusing lack

of waiformity among the task groups in the choise of the type of film badge

foe iseeue and in the processing procedures used. Considering the fact that

the fils badge types presently available for persormel dosimetry sre nor

mally susceptable to inaccuracy for a variety of reasons, the choice of ons

central supply supply and proceasing Laboratory remcves at least the two
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varia: of film badge type and processing procedures,

(4) Centralisation of highly skilled teemicians assures

standardised and reliable radiation dosage measurements amenable to ccnpari=

son of am 2Ver-al] military md eivilian basis.

(5) From the personnel maming standpoint, the centralisaticn

of highly technical Raisafe services results in the acst economical assign=

mere of the limited number of highly sicillei technicians available. Sinco

the major radgafe writing unit wad assigned to the scfentific task group,

the photodosimetry program was conaidered to be best placed in this wit.

2 Inels:
l. Organisation Chart
2. Orgenization Chart
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1. Conelusions

a. General:

(1) The significant fall-out ares from large yield shots was

a sone on the order of 100 miles wide and 300 miles long, Because of varia=~

tions in the wind forecasts, diffusion of the atomic aloud along its pzth of

f-ll-cut and changes in direction of drift of the cloud as it moves outside

the influence of ground sero winds, & meh larger exclusion area had to be

sonsidered associated with the forecast fall-out sone.

(2) The employment of large numbers of search aircraft to sweep

vast forecast fall-out areas was an expensive cperation. Successive daily

repetition of the sweeps was often necessary due to shct delays arising

from unfavorable winds and the difficulty in making accurate long-range

weather forecasts. .

(3) Although the sise cf the area set up prior to the operaticn

for diversion of transient shipping was adequate, is did act extend to all

natimalities,

(4) The adoption, after the first shot, of a large Danger srea

for the remaining period of the CASTLE Operation was the logical sclution

to the transiem shipping problem for two major reasons:

(a) The Danger irea applied to all nationalities.

‘(o) Due to advance clearanse of the entire Danger area,

serial sweeps of the mijcr portion of this area were basically in the cate=

gory of checking compliance with the Danger irea notice rather than attempts

t2 eomtact and effect time-consuming diversion of shipping. .s 4 consequence,

the sweeps were mie later in the pre-shot preparations ani with loss chance

of repeats arising from shot delays ius to weather,
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(5) The sources of information on transient shipping, soupled

with the Danger irea molification discussed above, were aiequate for orctece

tionof all surface shipping following the Arst shot.

(6) Advance plans for evacuation of the. ENTWSTOR camps ant

nitive stolla for fall-out were adequate.

(7) Ship operstian im ths alot atslL Lagcort was not a serious

somtamination problem, Setafled s-mpling of the lagcon water st critical

locations and countermeasures taken by ships! crews were ademiate bo cope

with the operational nudsance encountered. ivailable evidence indicates

_ that contamination in the lagoon waters concentrited on downwind reefe and

"in the lower levels of the lagoon. Since no viclent storms were enccuntered

on the operation, the effects of such disruptions in producing miform aix-

ing of the ccrtaminstion are wnknow,

(8) The relations and agreements develcopet for the mutual dis—

charge of CINCPAC (CINCP.CFLT)/JTF SEVEN responsibilities relative to tie

safety of Pacific populations were adequate. Minor exceptions are indicated

velow

(a) Native populations were not briefed is advance on the

general aspacts of the operation, to include approximate starting date of

the éperstion, gross phencmena waichwould be manifested, possibilities of

hazardous conditions requiring evacuation and general native premrations to

coatralise and anticipate evacuation.

(bd) Mative atolls were act provited with manned monitor

stations and fila badges.

(9) The 4RSH'LL Talands in the southwest quadrant were

originally considered to be in a favorable loeation with respect to fali-cut.
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However, the air particle trajectories for eact shot indicate a sinilority

in that, regardlesa of the initial (ireetioas of the winds, the mii~level

winds normally shifted to westerlies 2% varying distances from grows sero,

The not consuquence of this action was the: eventual transport of the most

aignificant layers of contamination to the east.. Upon subsidence cf the

43bris into the tradewind flow, contamination was brought back into the gcene-

o.% area of the tests and the northern Marshalls, The emount of fall—cut

a.iiving at populated stolls depentod upon the proximity of the air pirticle

tar jectories to a west—east line thr-ugh ground sero. Except for BR.VO, the

intensity 2f fall-out was low. The fact remains, Rowover, that the continual

deposition of small amounts of long-lived fiseion products builds up 2 backe

ground which ameeivably could result in prohibitive levels causing cossation

of tosting, or permanent removal of native inhabitants. |

(10) Due to mtual intorests and over-lapping responsibilities,

the close working relation batween tho Weather Officer and the Radsafe Offi-

cor of the task force was a majcr factor in the mecessful presentaticn of

sound interlocking data for operational decisions. To assist thie relation

and ingofar as the possible, the physical locations of the ~eather and the

Radsafe Secticns were adjacent.

b. Weather

(1) ‘The weather, primarily the mid-level (20,000 to 60,000

feet) wind patterns largely tectermines the schedule of cetonations.

(2) Realistic fallen’ predietione .or high yield weapons re~

quired reliable wind forecaste for tHe first 24. Bours following the ietcna~

tion in omtorto be assured that signifleant fcll-cut coal occur within

aceertable tine aad area limitations.
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(3) Frequent post-shot wind forveaste should be made daring

the interval H to H plus 2h hours in order that the actual orientation of

f-ll-cut pattern may be more accurately analysed in conjunction with the post=

sot weather and radsafe cbeervaticas.

(4) The frequency and aceuracy of pre-shot weather forecasts

wore adequate for realistic planning and fall-out forecasting following the

m iification discussed in paragraph la (4) above.

(5) Continued research and stuty of tropical artecrology is

saquired in order to improve long-range wind forecasts.

(6) The eaployment of constant altitude balloons as a fore-

casting tool, alttough nct successful on CASTIZE due to operational, supnly

and mechanical difficulties, is still considered a valuable adjunct to the

‘duather/Radeafe forecasting techniques.

(7) Rawinsonde balloons frequently “Leed" and burst at the cold

tropical, tropopause. As @ consequence, critical wind observations were

scastimes terminated prior to reaching the naximm significant wind levels.

(8) Base to the teniency of the winds to be westerly at points

to thenorth of ground sero, additional raviasonde sites in the northwest

and northeast quadrants would have been extremely useful.

Ce Pall-out forecasting

| (2) Assumptions:

(a) As a general rule, the aseumptions of 24 hours and 500

nautieal miles as the upper limite wigdin wiich significant fall-out could

oGeur were valid, Although air eontmination from water surface shots extencs

the tims to approximately 24 to 30 hourw, the sercscl-type clead from such

shots preeluded significant fall-out levels at such lata times. It appears

probabTan Bckevey, on the basis of avadlable evikenesr that .@ “seine affast.”
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could be significant for mre than 2h-hours. .

(b) It ppeare that. the altitudes involved in simificant

long_range fall-out from high yield weapons are 20,000 feet aa a lower limit

on atl, types of bursts, 60,000 feet was raasonable upper limit for water

surfice shots and, 80,000 feet should be considered for lami surface shots.

Tw ucst intense portica of the fall-out apparently comes from the 20,000 to

69,000 feat interval, however, 15 As noted that the selected limiting alti-

tuces 72 £9,COU or 80,COO feet may be a fiunetion of the atmospheric stability

a.’ altitude of the tropopause sone which is lLatitute—dependent.

(c) Particle sizes iow to at Least 70 microns, ani pos=}

sibly to 50 microns, aprerently contributed to the significant fall-out

observed.

(d) The assumption thet the fall-out intensities resul-

ting from « water surface shot would bo a factor of 10 to200 less than those

of a land surface shot was apparently accurate in part only. Noglocting difn

ferences in wind patterns amt the fact that three water surface shots wore

detonated in craters of previous shots, a direct comparison of close-in in-

tensities (within 20 niles from GZ), inddlested a rough equivalence for the

water versus land types. it greater distsnces, there was considerable evi~

dence that the asroscl-type elowd of the water surface shot was highly resia—

tant to fall-out and, as a gecnsequence, persisted primarily as a relatively

significant serial hasard for 24 to 30 hours. It is conjectured that the

Close=in fall-out from the water surface type shot was consiterably sided oy

the ecavenging astion of large quantities of liquid water, plus some heavy

bottom or suspended material, asscelated with the early close-in fallout,

(e) Prior to the operation, data on surface bursts wers
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extremely Linited, complete documentation of this type burst being confined

to we low yield shot at the NPG. The cnly high yield surface shot (IVY

MIX® at the PPG) had nct been documented except on the shot atoll itself.

C.cTIS Radsafe planning wae based on the information from these two shcts.

& the basis of CASTLE raifation measurements, the assignment of actual in=

tensity valussto long-range forecast fall-out patterns for high yield shots

e:m now be done with a great deal ‘nore conflience.

(f) IVY MIKE eerly crosewind and upwind iso-intensity val-

ucr scaled to a chart of BIXINT atoll reasonably representad (with allowances

f-y yiold nd shot conditions) the values observed close-in on C.STLE. Also,

a new techrique Jevoloped to determine the initial distribution mathanati-

cally was used to some extent and success ca the latter part of the series.

(g) The assumption 2f a cireular source of lS-aile radius

was adequate for the water surface shots, For the land surface shot, the

radius is estimated to have been on the orier of 25 miles. <lthough the

true source was assumed to be elliptical with major and aincr axes in 4 ratio

of 2:1 to 3:1, a cdreular sector adequately deacribed the upwind and crosse—

wind spread.

(h) Computed surface R.DEMES required a factor of safety

applied to the forecast regiondue to errors in the wind forecast, diffusion

of the elowd, initial sise of the cloud sourss and changes in the wind pattern

in areas cutside the influence of ground sero winds. Om C..STLE the aiditica

of a fifteen-degree sector on either side of tha computed area was adequate

for this purpose,

(4) The effect of yield versus crosewind ami upwind spread

of contamination over the shot atcll was such that, fram a fall-out viewpoint

J2



at least, sad aseuming equivalent winds, the high yield water surface shote

ROMEO, GTO amct YANKER could have been detonated in theIVY MIZE crater os

ENIMETOE Ment. .

(2) Wind Pattern Criterts

(a) As a general cule, the winds in the M.RSHLL Lelands

were east northeasterly to easterly in the Lower, or tradeewind levels (up to

about 20,000 feet) and casterlyin the high levels (above tropopause height

or at, and abowe, about 60,000 fect). The mit-levels between were not only

variable, but involved the acet aimificant portion of the clow! from a fali~

ow viewpoint.

(%) Use of two shot atolls imposed further restrictime on

shooting due to the effect ofashct at one atoll oa the ropulated areas of the

other,

-@) |The primary Land maares tavelved in determining ths

relative fsvorability of wind pattems were the two ahot atolls, UWEENG

southwest of ENTNETAK, and the MARSHALL Ielende in the southeast, quadrant.

(4) Wind pettems acceptable at BIKINE were acceptable st

ENTVETOK. The converse was not always tree.

(0) for BoKTNE edots, mid-level idinds from southeast élockn

wise to couthwest vere favorable for al} types of shots; ‘gidqlevel winds from

east southeast sjosindse to wegt southwest were acceptable fcr water surface

shots. The more scutherly the components in these levels, the more favcrabls

the pattern became.

(2) For ENTWSIOK sbote, mid-level winds from east north=

east cloekwise to west southwest were favorable for all types of shots; nid-

level winds froa approximately northeast elockeise to west southwest were
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acceptable for water surface shots.

| (g) Althoughvind patterns can develop im wiich mid-level

winds.are from favorable directions, the veetor summation of the winis mst

have sufficient ecutherly esmponent to carry the tulk xf the mid-level ictris

far encugh north of ground sero so that crosswindani upvind spread of ect

taminatica dces not overlap populated areas of the shot atoll,

(h) Trade winds act in excese of 20,000 feet for water

surface shots at SIKINE present no fall-out problem for ENTWETOK, amd probably

no serious problems in the case of land surface shots. Trades in excess of

20,000 feet could be sericus for the land burst, ami progressively eo for

water bursts.

(3) Fall-out Forecasting Systeme

(a) Forecast systems based on the ground sero winds were

useful for closerin fall-out predictions end for RADEX plots valid for pericds

up to about six hours.

(bo) The method of vector summation of the winds as used at

previous operep}iona et the WPG ami the PPG wag inadequate to cope with tha

significant longerange (beyond about Hf 6 to H 4 10 hours) fall—<cut encoun

tered on high yield sicts, The major inadequacy of this system, and -f all

other systems existing price to the operss{oa, 1s its complete reLimce on

the ground sero winds, 1,0. on 6 wind pattern for one gecgraphical locetioca

and for a spesifis tims. Originally, this system was extended by 4 general

analyadie of the forecast air particle trajectories. Subsequently, the dyna~

mic system of long-range fall-out plotting developed during CASTLE corrected

these defielencies by progressive forecasts ‘tor beth time and displacement

for the first 2hetwur period post-elct.
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(ec) Dynamic systems of forecasting fallow using air.

particle trajectory analyses ond progressive forecasts of wind patterns in

accorjanos with time and displacement aspecte of the cloud, were found to

be feasible within the tine limitations of an operational decision, Practi-~

cal methods were divised to apnly such « system to the last three CASTLE

ahcts for a valid forecast period of H to H plus 24 hours.

(4) air RADEX plotting for # to H plus 6 hours was used

to advantage to define exclusion areas for cperational aireraft and for de-

fining appropriate areas for cloud sampling,

(e) CASTLE data and efforts were sufficient to support

profitable interim studies on new forecasting techniques andi refinementa cf

current systeas for the development of reliable fall-out predictions,

d.. Dosimetry

(1) The routine Maximum Permiseible Expoeure (MP3) of 3.99for

the operation was inadequate, in some cases, for ths cumber and yieldsof

the shots detonated,

(2) The special MPS of 20m for crew osmbers of cloud sampling

aircraft wag adequate, .

(3) In recogniticn °f the inadequacy of the routine MPE, authori-

sation was requested from, and granted by, the Surgeens General of the three

Services emi by the- Director, Division of Biology and Medicine, AEC to revise

the MPE through waiver from the Task Force Commander in individually desig-e

nated cases when circumstances indicated the need and justification therefor.

This authority, exercised for a relatively few mumber of individuals, was

adequate for the completion of essential CASTLES missions.

(&) The primary factor in the maintenance of personnel dosages
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within established limits was the Righ degree of Radsate eertrol exercised

over working parties, aircraft ami. ships operating in contaminated arcas.

- (5} Personnel dosage contral wile conducting @ completely

ship-based cpefation was extremly difficult for the BRAVO shot, dus to the

necessity for wusually large mmbers of working parties to perform frequect.

sortiee into contaminated areas, the many ships used as Housing aflost and

the centralisation of the fila beige processing laboratory fasilitisce <a one

ship.

(6) thmerical values of limiting eriteria for evacuation cf =|

taak force populations depended upon the stage of completion of the opsre- |

tion, sites and yields of remaining everts, and the average level of person-

nel dosages already sequired. In general, the levels which could be tolera-

ted without evacuation were higher for shots. at the endof the series than

for earlier shots, ds a general rule, a dose rate which would result in two

to three times the MPE cf 3,.9r (andpossibly as high as 20r) for the remin-

ing period of the operation was considered aceeptable without. resorting to

the complexity, expense ami disruption of'an evacuation.. Similar values, with

a further consideration of Lifo-tine dosage aspects, were considered acecep-

table for native populations, |

(7)Considering the Aigh: resistence fe fall-cut exhibited by

the sercecl-type clouds“from water surfaee shots, and the wrususlly rapid

"apparent desay* of intensities off-site froa shots following BRAVO, 4 rea~

sonable conelusica sould be dram that a "shine effect" was present for all

such shots (and probably for the BRAVO shot as well). Since this effect was

hot instrumented, it was impossible to assign it a mmerical value. Based

on meager evidence, however, the "shine effect" waa estimated to account fcr
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at least SOK of the dose rate seer during the period of "shine" and fall-out,

@. Radsafe Survey

- (1) The plan for cloud. tracking to sweep critical areas rather

than to follow all segments of the cloud was adequate ant well within the

capabilities of the aircraft available. Continuous analywis of the raw date

received through in-flight reports was the primary method of rapidly deter=

mining the relation between forecast ami actual particle trajectories, This

information, combined with reports from ground monitoring stations, mde

possible rapid gensral determinations of fall-out patterns after each shot,

(2) Manned monitor stations on the several islands were very

useful to assist the post-shot evaluation of fill-ouwt and to augment the sys=

tem of aerial radsafe reconnaissance. In sams cases the scale range of the

radiac instruments was inadequate arxt was corrected. Although the BRAVO

event indissted that mre stations were needed, perscaneland self-sufficient

housing end commnications equipment were oct ivailable during the shot phase

to put them in operation. Also, the absence of critical populations after

BRAVO, made such stations less urgent. The existing ne@work of stations,

equipped with appropriate instruments and coommicstions facilities, provided

& valuable safeguard for populated areas within five hundred miles of the

shot site.

(3) The use of routine operational and test aircraft to assist

in the definition of Sll<out areaa on the shot atoll and between ground sero

and the task forve fleet was inadequate. It was found necessary to divert

WB-29 eloud tracking aircraft to make low-level sweeps between the ships snd

the shot atoll and to assess the physical amd radsafe damage to the BIKINI

airstrip.



(4) Although the cloud tracking plan included 10,000-f0ct
aerial sweeps upswing of populated areas cashot day and lowelevel precision

aerial sweepe on shot day plus one, it was found desirable to make low-level

passee over the northern MARSHALL Islands on shot day, For this purfose,

WE=29 cloud trackers were divertdd to dverefly these islands at approximately

200 feet from about H plus 10 to H plus 12 hours fora gmeral estinste of the

existing conditions, Since majof fall-out could cecur within 10 to 12 heures

after shot tim, the data obtained by these Mlighte gave reasonable ati tine=

ly assurance £q operational decisions relative to the existence cf 4 teal

hasard at the atells involved. “=

(5) Considerable progress was made by scientific projects.in
defining the fall-out pattern cver-water by sampling the water itself sod

by lowelevel aerial survey of the contamineted water using sensitive scin—

tilistion-type gums rate meters. The use of rift of bucyfall-out collec
tors to measure the overmall patter was generally unsuecessful, due to cpera-

tional difficulties ta locating the eollectcrs, and due to losses of collec

tors arising from failure to locate and from shot delays. The new methods,

using a few rafts-or bucye to tie in actual sumerieal values of intensity

shows great. premise:in solving the mjor fall-out documentation problem for

future operations ithe: FPG.

ft. Perecamel.

(1) The-shot phase of an operation of the magnitudes of CASTLE

requires at least two Radsafe trained officers, at the Task Porce level

preferably three, and at least three clerical assistants. A fulltime assis-

tant Radsafé Officer available during the 2,-hour period immediately preceding

and immediately following each shot would have precluded the requirement for

-
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one such officer remaining excessively on duty without rest. The necessity

for preparation of displays, advisories ani foreceste and maintaining a

perfodie Command Briefing schedule through about H minus 3 hours, fcllowed

by at least 2 twelve-nour post—ehot period of detailed analysis of the close=

in and longerange falleout aspects of the shot, ani the preparation of eddie

tional advisories and directives, were not compatible with the assignment of

one officer to this duty, Althodgh "additional duty" officer personnel were

available to assist during the critical shot days, these pecple were neither

available between shots to scarry through on documentation of the shots and

preparation of historical material, nor can it be expected that similar per

sonnel will be freely available in the future for even the critical shot days,

The amount of between=-shct work that, could be properly completed was limited,

Extensive preperation of documentary and historical material, while setiil

fresh in ths minds of the participants, could not be properly accomplished

‘with the available personel. Further, clerical assistance was aiequate only

through excessive ami frequent after-ticurs duty, -

(2) The shot phase stage of development of the dynamic fall~

‘out plot (par 1 ¢ (3)(e) above) was such that approximately <ne and one-half

to two hours work was required by ons man to complete the forecast. although,

this time factor can undoubtedly be improved, the fact remains that, within

the tins limits available for preparation of material for an operational

deeieion, additional responsible personnel must be available to prepare other

material needed for the decision,

(3) The preparatica of the dynamic fall-out plot requires the

full-time assistance of a weathor forucaster familiar with tho long range

air particle trajectories snd with at least tha general nature of the fall-
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out problems,’

(6) The task force Blomedical Advisor and Staff Surgecn was 0:

invaluable assistance to Radsefe due to his special training in raiiclogy

and previous field experience cn atcmic testis. |

(5) The principle of ccamand responsibility for Radsifety wit!

self-sufficient Radsafe Units in each of the task groupe wes sound. The

manning of these wits primarily with group-trained additdenal—duty person-

nel was not only a saving in total numbers of people, but entirely adcquate

for task group needs. In particular, the principle of project recovery neon:

tor as am additional duty of project personnel, ani the organisation of a

‘pool of amergency back-up monitors, were outstanding economy factors.

(6) Muclear Engineers, or equivalomt, were assigned to each

task group (exsext 76 7.5) in order to conduct general. md specialized grow

training ami to organise task group units capable of carrying cut task grou

radsafe responsibilities,

(7) Due to the unexpected requirement for a completely ship~

based operation for the roll-up of the contaminated T..RE camp and for sim

taneous split-etoll operations, the total mumbersof porsonnel in the Rad-

ssfe UndidofTG Pid‘wes Madequate, 7 -

:(@) ‘Tie muber of personnel assigned to the special fall-out

program conductedby the Health and Safety Lab oratory, New York Operations

Office, iBC was sidh that routine task force suprort was, at times, inade-

quate. Occasionally, special arrangements hai to be made with available

equipment anc clerical perscnnel in orier to support tho progran.

&. Communications

(1) The spectal voice ratio circuit between the Radsafe OFFIC
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at the Commamt Post sayi the Radsafe CANTER of TG 7.1 was aiequate. The

special CW station sst up in the Radsafe OFFICS and tied into the wB<29

Clow? Tracker anit the Weather staticn net to intercept in-flight radsafe

reports ind to rolay changes in flight track, was the key to the successful

accomplishment of the cloud tracking plan. Rapid amd accurate means ¢f com

mumication were the indispensible ingredients of all post-shot efforts to

asseee 2m anslyse the fall-out cepects ef the shots,

2. Recommendations:

a. General;

(1) An adequato danger area should be establishe: for fiture

operations at the PPG, Danger area notices relative to the establishment

shoul< be given wide dissemination,

(2) Native pepuletions within $00 miles of the test sits shoul:

be briefed in advance on the general features of the oreration and the gener:

nature of the safety measures to be taken for their protection,

(3) Studfes should be made relative to the concentrations of

hasarcous longelived fission products on the MiRSHALL Islands to the east

of BIXINT,

(4) Manned rsdsafe monitor stations should be rroviled for at

least tho northern MiRSHALL Islands. Stations shouli be equipped with

roentgen range instruments and with railo commmication facilitics, and shou

be in operation from H hour until approximately D plus 3 loys. The aricery

miseion of the stations should be to determine and repert significant inten-

sities, to obtain ths time variation of intensities, ani to evaluate "shine

effacts.

(S) Film baiges should be provited for a rasresentative cumber
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of inhabitants <f sll populated atolls within 500 miles of the shot site.

Responsible persons shoul be selected to war the badge, or the badges

cachod on the atolls an! as little. publicity as sossible given to the presence

of film badges on the atoll. For stantardization, task force facilities

should be used for supply and processing of badges.

(6) For lagoon surface operations, ressonable ani routine

radsafe precautions should be prescribed. In the event of violent storms

within sevoral weeks following a detonation, lagoon surface opersticns should

be preceded by an extensive radiological analysie of the lagoon water,_

(7) Space, facilities and personnel of the weather ani radsafe

secticns shouli be physically locatet to stress maximum cocperation ani coor

dination in the discharge of the mutually cver-lapping weather/radsafe funce

ticas.

be Weather: .

(1) The health hasard risks which can be introjuced by poor

falleout predictions, and the cost of maintaining the entire task force at

the PPG extra iays cue to inaccurate weather forecasts, should be emphasised

in their relation to the cost of supporting a amall metecrological research

staff,

(2) & better constant altitute balloon project should be plan—

ned and supported aspart of the weather/raisafe services for future opera-

tions,

(3) Better rawinsonis balloons, capable of resisting the effects

of the eold tropical tropopause, should be obtained for fixture operations.

(4) Frequent post-shot revised wind forecasts should be issued

covering the ceriod of H to H plus 24 hours,
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T..SK_ GROUP 7,3 (Continued)
USS PHILIP
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TASK GROUP 7,3 (Continued)
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TSK GROUP
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HEADQUARTERS
JOINT TASK FORCE SEVEN
WASHINGTON 25, D.C.

SPECIAL ORDERS 4 June 1954

mom SXTRAGTi-
1

3, Inaccordance with paragraph 4, Hq, JTF SEVEN SOP 30-2, 15 Feb 1954
and parssraph 2, Appendix I te Annex N of CUTF SEVEN Operation Order No. 3-53,
the raximum Permissible Exposures (gamma only) for Operation CASTLE of the
persennel listed selew nave been increased sy waiver from 39M! miilirocntgens
(ar) te the values indicated (in mr).. This acticn is in conforsance with the
intent contained in the authorities Listed below and confirms preeevzluaticns
of the technical import and the msdical aspects of specific work conducted on
Operation CASTLE which required a deparcure from occupational safety standards
in situstions where completion 2f missions was essential.

-. AUTH: 2nd Ind Office aC of 3, Geu, DeptaR file 24/D2=73C61, Subject:
Raiiolegical Safety Regulations, Opersti-+n CASTLE, dated 25 Jan 1954; Ltr CNO,
Op=365 S/em, Serial O8°8P36, subject: Radiolesical Safety Regulations, Opera-
tion CaSTLE, dated 13 Nov 1953; lst Ind Deptas, Hq USAF, file APCSGH15, dated
13 Now 1953; ltr DEM, GSAEC, dated 13 Nov 1953,

GROUP
aUTHORIZED AUTACRIZED

5f0O - 5u25
4520 5150
42L0 6125
§739 4185
7800 5539
4930 6000
6125 6000
5750 &000
4890 : 4470
5275 5375
7810 §710
5615 - &CO5
6000 6000

. . 5900 7500
SLO §000
5500 7500

6000 L655

5400. 5580
$000 6000
L400 5000

6000 7135
6000 5395
5550 5000
$000 . $155
6310 §4L5
6535 3755
6000 7502
7500 S205
6000 GO0C

a- 4



~——THEADING)

(DATE)

SUBJECT: Request for Waiver of Maximim Permissible (Radiation)
Exposure (IPE)

THRU:

TO: Commander, Joint Task Force SEViN
APO 187 (HOW), c/o Postmaster
Sean Francisce, California

1. Request is hereby submitted for waiver of the currently established
MPE for Joint Task Force SiViN on-site activities at the Pacific Proving
Grounds. This request for waiver of the WE is submitted on benalf of, and
has the concurrence of, the individual(s) named below. (Omit above statement
in the evert request for waiver is submitted directly by individual concerned.)

Nane Current Dose estimated Dose Increase Required

2. The following information is submitted in justification of this
recuest (Include pertinent statements in substantiation of the indicated
factors.

a. Technical import of the proposed work.

b. Pre-operatiénal planning for completion of the proposed work
within the established MPE.

Cc. Unforeseen on-site difficulties requiring an increase in WFE
to insure completion of the proposed work.

ad. Other individual(s) qualified as a substitute.

 

(Project Officer or equivalent, or Incivicus-

Q-3

Incl No. 1



Standing Operating Procedure 30-2 (Cont'd)

b. Forms and Routing.

(1) Requests for waivers of MPa will be in writing and on the
form attached hereto. Normally, requests for waiver will be submitted by
the project officer, or equivalent, of the individuals requiring waiver action.
The request will list each individual by name for whom the waiver is to apply,
however, the justification for the waiver may be general in application to the
eitire greup. Raquests for waiver by individuals other than the individual
for whom the waiver is to apply, will contain the following statemmt: "This
request for waiver of the MPE 1s submitted on behalf of, and has the concur~
rence of, the individual(s) named belbw."

(2) This SOP will not preclude verbal a,proval of a waiver in
the interest of axpediency, however, supporting papers will be accomplished
for the formal record.

(3) Requests for waiver will be submitted to CUTF SEVEN through
the Radiological Safety units of the respective task groups and this head-
quarters, Task Force and Task Group Radiological Safety Officers will act
in the capacity of recorders insofar as determination of the need and justi-
fication for the waiver is concemed.

L. RECORDS. For purposes of the formal medical record of individuals
authorized a waiver of MPE, appropriate special orders will be issued by CTF
SSVEN upon termination of Task Force activities at the Pacific Proving Grounds.
Theae orders will specify the maximm radiation dosage authorized for each
individual concemed.

BY CObdanND ur maAvUn Uiiielal CLABASON:

OFFICIAL: B. McGINLsY
Brigadier General, U.S. Amy
Chief of Staff

\ peebbesst/
~BOSERT CHESNEY
Major - .USAP
Adjutant General

1 Inel
Form ~ Request for Waiver of WFPE

DISTRIBUTION "C"



HEADUARTERS
JOINT TASK FORCE SEVEN ,

APO 187 (HOW), c/o Postmaster
San Francisco, Califormia

STANDING OPERATING PROCEDURE) 15 February 1954
NUMBER 30-2)

PERSONNEL
 

Waiver of Maximum Permissible (Radiation) Exposure (LPs)
“

« Paragraph
PUEPOCSO. sce cc cece es enecenes secceeed
Scope. eosneeoeeethe eeteoeapenaneeses ccceeerd

Polley. .ccscccccsccccsccccccsececesd

Records... soneeenteasee Coseccresesceesdd

1. PURPOSE. This SOP prescribes the procedure to be followed in the
ebaiesion of requests for waiver of Maximum Permissible (Radiation) exposure
MPE).

2. SCOPE. This SOP applies to this headquarters and to each Task Croup.

3. POLICY. ith the concurrence of the Surgeon General, USA; CNO and
the Chief, Bureau of Medicine and Surgery, USN; the Surgeon General, USAF;
and the Director, Division of Biology and Medicine, ASC, CJTF SEVaN will take
final action on requests for waiver of MP< for work accomplished at the Facitic
Proving Grounds for ail inaiviauzis assigned or attached to Joint Task Force
SEVEN... Requests for waivers will be considered and resolved in ascerdance
with the following:

a. Basic premises.

(1) authority for granting a waiver will not be re-delegated
except, in the absence of CJTF SiVaN, to individuals in the capacity of Acting
Commander, Joint Task Force SsVEN.

(2) Waiver of the kPs will be used as an emergency measure only.

(3) The need and justification for the waiver of KPE will be
determined on the basis of the technical import and the medical aspects of
the proposed work for which the waiver of MPE is requested. This determin-
ation will be based upon the recommendations of the Scientific Director, JIF
SEVEN, and the Biomedical advisor and Staff Surgeon or, in the absence of
the abowe, their designated representatives.

(4) Approval of request for waivers will be in terms of autnh-
orization to complete a job associated with one specific shot. Utilization

of individuals on subsequent shots where exposure to radiation will be ex-

pected, will require additional request for waiver. It is the responsibili*7

of the project officer and individual concerned to complete the work witn

the ainimum exposure.

B-1
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Headquarters, JTF SEVEN Special Operating

Procedure 30-2, Waiver of MPE

2 Inels:
1. Request for Waiver of MPE -, Porm
2. Para 2, SO 87, Hq, JTF SEVEN,

4 dume 1954

 



situation maps, the posting of areas of hazarc . cinimizing the
spread of contaminated material into uncontamics::: areas constitute
the active measures for reducing tne radiological nazard.

c. Personnel within an operational radius of ground zero who are to
be facing in the direction of the flash will be required to wear spe-
clal goggles to protect their eyes against excessive light. Person-
nel within the above operational radius who are not provided goggles

. will face, with eyes closed, in the opposite direction from the
— flash. After ten (10) seconds, such personnel may turn around and
observe the phenomens. ,

3. Anticipated Hazard Areas

a. Immediately under the boub burst there will be an area of intense
radioactivity extending downwind and, to some extent, crosswind and
upwind with gradually decreasing intensity.

b. Extending downwind, and to some extent, crosswind and upwind) an
airborne radicactive hazard will exist. Its characteristics will de
pend on the seterological influences such as wind speed and direction
at various altitudes up to the maximum height reached by the cloud.

ce. Contaminated water in the lagoon adjacent to the shot site may
be of consequence and will be analysed by the radiological safety.
unit of TG 7.1 immediately after ahot time and at other intervals.

ad. Unless care is exercised, individuals or objects entering con--
taminated areas may transfer radioactivity to clean areas, ”

e. By means of instruments such as Geiger-Mueller counters and ion
chambers it is possible to detect the area of contamination and to
measure the intensity of the radioactivity, Radiation intensity
will normally be measured and reported in roentgens per hour. Be-
sides those instruments, dosimeters and film badges will be used as
indicatora of the accumulated exposure to radioactivity. Only per-
sonnel involved in work near, or in, radioactive areas will wear
fila badges to provide a permanent record of exposure, excspt that
film badges will be issued to ten (10) pereent of ship crews to aid
ia estimating crew dosage in the event of heavy fall-out.

f. The intensity of the radicactive hasard tends to decrease with
time due to decay of radioactive materials and dispersion and dilu-
tion, depending upon climatic conditions. As an approximation, the
intensity of the surface contamination from the fission products
decreases by radioactive decay inversely with the time after the de-
tonation. As-a further approximation, the intensity of water con-
tamination decreases by radicactive decay and diffusion inversely
with the square of the time after the detonation.

4. This appendix has been desiged for reduced security classification
in order to permit wide dissemination to all personnel of the com-
mand and may be downgraded to RESTRICTED - SECURITY INFORMATION pro-
vided all references to Joint Task Force SEVEN and its subordinate
units are deleted.

Q AL P. W. CLARKSON

, Major General, U.3. Arny
° J Commander

 

Colonel, U.S. AirWorce,

Assistant Chief of Staff, J-3,..., A-17

||



Appendix Iit to Annex N .
Radiological Safety, CJTF SEVEN Operation Plan No. 3--53

a.

HAZARDS RESULTING PROM ATOMIC BOMB EXPTLOSTONS

Nature of Hasards

a. When anatomic bomb explosion occurs, tremendous quantities of
“energy in a variety of forms are released. This energy is propaga-
ted outward in all directions.

b. The iumediate reaction is intense emission of ultraviolet, vi-
sible ard infrared (heat) radiation, gamma rays and neutrons, This
is accsapanied by the formation of a large ball of fire. A larse
part of the energy from the explosion is emitted as a shock wave.
The ball of fre produces a mshroca-shaped nass of hot gasses, the
top of wiich rises rapidly. In the trail below the cushroem cap, a
thin column is left. The cloud and column are then carried downwind,
the direction and speed being determined by the direction and speed
of the wind at the various Levels of air from the surface to base of
mushroom cap. Part of the energy from the explssicn results in an
ocean surface wave which is considered of ainor nature directly to
the task force,

@. All personnel of the task force will be well outside of the
range of all hazard at the time of detonation, except for the light
from the fire ball. The light of explosion is so intense that per-
manent injury to the eye may result froma viewing the ball of fire at
close range with the naked eye or through binoculars. Ordinary dark
Glasses will not suffice and all personel who do not have the spe-
clal protective glasses, which will be iesued in limited mumbers by
% 7.1, mst be facing 180 degrees from the detcnaticn with the eyes
closed.

d. The emission of dangerous nuclear radiation can be separated
into two time periods. The orimary radiation which cecurs at the
time of the flash is composed of gamma rays and neutrons. Casual-
ties may result from this primary radiation if the exposure occurs
within a certain range of ground zero. Secondary radiation is due
t> activation of the soil around ground zero and to fall-out.

e. Follewing the detonation, personnel entering shot areas will be
exposed to beta particles and gamma rays coming from induced neutron
activity in the soil and any fiasion products which might have been
deposited on the ground. There may also be a potential alpha parti-
cle hasard. from the unfissioned fissionable saterials which may be
deposited on the ground.

Protection

a. Against the primary radiological effects, distance will provide
protection.

b. Against the seccendary radioactivity hazards from radicective fis-
sion products, induced radioactivity and unfissioned residue, detes-

tion and avoidance provide the best protection. Suitable instruments
indicate both the presence and intensity of radioactivity at a giver
place. Area reconnaissance, the maintenance of contamination
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(2) The RadSafe Center will provide information for <=: planning
of TG 7.1 radiological safety operations and for the disposition of
all working parties within the contaminated ares. It will establish
radiological safety check points. It will maintain an operations
table giving details for all groups who plan to enter contaminated
areas each day, including name of monitor, destination, general type
of mission (program or project number) and time of departure and re-
turn.

—- (3) The RadSafe Center will provide special clothing to preri-
ously designated recovery personnel, have cognizance over working
schedules of the radiochemical laboratory, photodosimetry developing
facilities, contaminated laundry, personnel decontamination facili-
ties, radiac repair, etc. of T2 7.1. Personnel decontamination faci~
lities aflcat will be coordinated with existing ship facilities.

(4) Physical Locations of RadSafe Center

a. Fer SIXTNT ATOLL ehots: The EadSafe Center will initi-
ally operate from the CVE facilities, At a later time, radiological
conditions peruitting, the center will provide a detachment at pre-
prepared pesitions ashore to cperate all its activities except radic-
chemistry and photodesimetry.

b. For ENIWETOK ATOLL shots: The RadSafe Center will cpers-

ate all of its facilities from the radiological safety building on
PARRY ISLAND (Building 57).

P. W. CLARKSON
Major General, U.S. Arny

Commander

OFFICIAL:

Ltbouif,
Colonel, U.S.Air
Assistant Chief of Staff, J=3 -



Appendix Ii _to Annex N
Radiological Safety, CJTF SEVEN Operation Plan Ho. 3.53

RADIOLOGICAL S. OFFICE AND CENTER

1. A JTFSEVENradiological safety office (RadSafe Office) and a 1 7.1
radiological safety center (RadSafe Canter) will be established for
each shot. The RadSafe Office, manned by personnel of the Technical

—Branch of the task force Operations Division (J-3), will operate as
the task force staff agency responsible for the dissemination of
task force radiological directives, the presentation of radiological
‘ghot briefing material and the maintenance of displays of radiclogt-
cal information having an impact on the overall task force mission.
The RadSafe Center will be established by CTO 7.1 and will serve as
operations headquarters for the radiological safety activities of TG
7.1. Pertinent data collectéd at the RadSafe Center will be for-
warded to the RadSafe Office at the task force command post.

2. Detailed Duties

a. RadSafe Office

(1) The RadSafe Office, in coordination with CTG 7.4 whe will
develop the air RADEX plot, will assemble the overall RADEX situation
and disseminate the air and surface RADEX prior to shot time (fore—
cast) and will originate messages from tise to time after: shot time —
armouncing R (Reentry) Hour, radiological clearances of previously
closed areas, radiological directives to task groups, advisories to
commands external to the task force and revisions of the airand .
surface BADEX as required.

(2) The RadSafe Office will be responsible for the preparation
of RadSafe forecast information for the shot briefings.

(3) The RadSafe Office will maintain displays of radiological
information pertinent to the test area and having an impact outside
this area to include radiation levels on atoll islands and lagoon,
RADEX information, cloud trajectories and their relation to occupied
atolis and air and surface routes contiguous to the danger area,
ship movements in the danger area, results of water sampling and
such other items of special radiological consideration as may be re-
quired by the cperation or the scientific projects.

(4) Phyeical Lecations of RadSafe Office

a. Por BIKINI ATOLL shots: Command ship

b. For ENIWETOK ATOLL shots: Operations Division (J-3),
STY SEVEN Headquarters building, PARHY ISLAND.

b. RadSafe Center

(1) The RadSafe Center will maintain radiological situation data
on Lagoon waters and islands of the shat atoll, based on air and
ground survey information, supplemented by monitor reports. This
information will be the basis of periodic situation reports or maps
and briefing information furnished to the task force and task group
commanders. |4 .
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and Medicine, AIC, indicating, in general, ‘the action taken to dis.
pose Of individual dose records, caments on over-exposures if appli.
cause and any pertinent remarks considered of interest to the above
° ces,

« The inclusion of radiological safety organisations through-
outthetask force will require two general levels of training; basic
indoctrination and technical training. The scope of iastruction with-
in each of these levels will vary in accordance with the requirements
of different operational and staff levels. Basic indoctrination will
include primary, non-technical instruction in radiological safety
measures and techniques. This must be imparted to all personnel of
the task foree to enable thea to perform their assigied duties effi-
ciently within the allowable low exposures, regardless of the pre-
sence of radioactive contaminants. Technical training will include
the training of the majority of the personnel who will be required
to staff the task force radidlogical safety organizations and perfern
the technical operations involved. This will be accomplished thra:gh
the utilization of existing Service courses and establishment of
suitable courses at task group level. This instruction will be de
signed to train radiological defense aonitors, decontamination per-
sonnel] and radiological instrument repairmen.

These regulations have the concurrence of the Surgeon General, USA;
the Chief of Naval Operations; the Surgeon General, USAP and the
Director, Division of Blology and Medicine, AEC.

This appendix has been designed for reduced security classification.
in order to facilitate wide dissemination and may be downgradedto ~
RESTRICTED - SECURITY INFORMATION provided all references to Joint
Task Force SEVEN and its eubordinate units are deleted.

P. W. CLARKSON
Major General, U.S. Arny

Commander

OFFICIAL:

EXlalfe$. COWART,
Colonel, U.S.Air Force,
Aseistant Chief of Staff, J-3



precautions are taken. Only under unusual circ: | ices will there
be interna’. hazard from residual contamination, “his eliminates the
necessity for masking and consequent reduction of tactical effici.
ency.

19. The RadSafe Officer, TO 7.1, will maintain standard type fils badge
recorde of radiation exposures for all task force personnel. Records

. will indicate full name, rank or rate, serial or service number, if
applicable, organization, home station or laboratory, date of expo-
sure, approximate duration of over-exposure in hours and minutes
(for Army perscnnel only) and remarks such as limitations on assign-
ment because. of over-exposure. Upon completion of the operation,
disposition of these records will be as follows:

a. A consolidated list of exposures listing ailitary personnel and
civilian personnel under military control by full name, rank or
rate, serial or service number (if applicable), crganization, hore
station or laboratory and exfosure in milliroentgens, together with
exposed film badges and control film badges, will be fcrwarded to
the Chief, AFSwP.

b. <A consolidated List of personnel and exposures as indicated in
paragraph 19a, above, including all AEC personnel, will be forwarded
to the Director, Division of Blology and Medicine, AZ.

ec. Individual records of Navy and Air Force military personnel and
civiiian personnel will be forwarded to their unit of cernanent as-
signment for inclusion in the individual's health record (Medical
History Sheets, NavMed H-8 and the Individual Health Recort for Navy
and Air Force personnel, respectively). Por these military person-
nel exposed to tonising radiation in excess of that defined in pare-
graph Sa, above, a statement will be included to the effect that the
individual is not to be subjected to ionizing radiation before a
specific date, the date to be computed by the SadSafe Officer, TS 7.1,
to allow sufficient’ time to elapse in order to bring the average
radiation dose down to 0.3 roentgens per week. Limitaticns on Navy
and Air Force civilian personnel with reference to over-exposures
will be as determined by the laboratory or agency having administra-
tive jurisdiction ower such personnel.

d. Individual records of Army military and civilian cersonnel «ill
be forwarded in accordance with 33 40-1025=66 dated 21 April 1553 to
their unit of permanent assignment for inclusion in the individual’s
field military 201 file or the civilian personnel 201 file (which-
ever 1s applicable). ‘These records will indicate date of exposure, |
amount of exposure in millircentgens, approximate duration of over-
exposure in hours and ainutes and 1 space for remarks such as limi-
tations on assignment (as indicated in paragraph 19c, above) because
of over-exposures.

e. Individual records of AEC controlled and administered civilian
personnel will be processed in accordance with special instructions
prescribed by the laboratory or agency having administrative juris-
diction ower such rersomel.

f. Upon completion of provisions of paragraph 19a, b, ¢, d and ¢,
above, letter reports will be submitted through channels to the
Surgeon General, USA; the Chief, Bureau of Medicine and Surgery,
USN; the Surgeon General, USAF a the Director, Division of Biology
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cadeubiting allowable exposures under beth tactical anc operational
-itions.

.5) All persons in aircraft at shot time or at subsequent times
when engaged in operations in or near the cloud or RADEX track shall
wear fila badges.

" 6) Crew members of aircraft in the air at sero hour will take
special precautions to avoid (for at least 10 seconds) the direct

~and reflected light resulting from the burst. At the discretion of
the airplane commander this could be done with protective high den-
sity goggles, by turning away from the burst with eyes closed, by
covering the eyes with the foreara, by turning cockpit lights up to
highest intensity or by any combination of the above.

e. In air and water the following continuous levels of radicactivi-
ty are considered safe fromthe standpoint of personnel drinking and
breathing (uc = microcurie):

Beta-Gamma Emitter
Water 5 x 10°) uc/ee (calculated to

H ¢ 3 days)

Air (2, hour average) ~4
Particles less than 5 micron diameter 10 ue/ec
Particles greater than § micron diameter LOm4 uc/cc -

18. In tactical situations the military commander mist make the decisioa
regarding allowable exposures. As military personnel are normally
subject to only randum exposure, health hazards are at a ainimus::
Current Department of Defense information on exposure *o gama radi~
ation in tactical situations 4s indicated below:

a. Uniform acute (immediate) exposure of 50 roentgens to « group of
Armed Forces personnel will not appreciably affect their efficiency
as a fighting unit.

b. Uniform acute exposure of 100 roentgens will preduce in occasicn~
al individuals nauses and vomiting but not to an extent that will
render Armed Forces personnel ineffective as fizhting units. Person-
nel receiving an acute radiation exposure of 100 or more rcentgens
should be given a period of rest and individual evaluation as soon
as possible.

¢. Uniform acute exposure of approximately 150 roentgens or greater
can be expected te render Armed Porces personnel ineffective as
troops within-a few hours through a substantial incidence of nausea,
vomiting, weakness and prostration. Mortality produced by an acute
exposure of 150 roentgens will be very low and eventual recevery of
physical fitness may be expected.

ad. Wield commands should, therefore, essume that if substantial
numbers of their gen receive acute radiation exposures substantially
above 100 roentgens there is a grave risk that their commands will
rapidly become ineffective as fighting units.

e. Internal radtation hazards caused by entry of radicactive sub~
stances through the mouth, through the lungs or through cuts or
wounds do not exist after an air burst. Internal hazards following

@ contaminating surface ola may be avoided if ordinary
7
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RadSafe Office, 1 7.1, amd will normally be accompanied by a RadSet
monitor. RadSafe clothing and equipment will be issued to the per °sonnel, .

9. Contaminated land areas of intensities less than 10 ar/hr (game
only) will be considered unrestricted from a RadSafe standpoint.
Areas coming within this limitation will be designated specifically
oy CJTP SEVEN pricr to unrestricted entry. .

10.— RadSafe monitors assigned to individuals or groups working in con-
taminated areas or with contaminated equipment during recovery opera-
tiLone will act in an advisory capacity to keep the recovery party
leader informed of radiation intensities at all times. The recovery
party leader is expected to accept this advice and act accordingly.
It is the responsibility of both the leader and the members of the
recovery party to adhere to the limits established in these regula-
tions. The RadSafe monitor will limit his activities to monitoring
and will not engage in actual recovery operstions.

ll. Film badges, dosimeters and protective clothing (coveralls, booties,
caps, gloves, dust respirators, etc.) as deemed necessary will be
issued to personnel entering contaminated areas by appropriate task
group RadSafe supply sections. All personnel dosage film badges will
be procured froa and returned to the laberatory of 1 7, T 7.1,
where all processing and recording will be accomplished. .

12. All personel within viewing distance of an atomic detonation who
are not supplied with protective goggles will turn away from the ~
detonation paint and close their eyes during the tise of burst. At
least 10 seconds should be allowed before locking directly at the
varst. .

13. The arrival and proposed use of radioactive sources at the Pacific
Proving Ground will be reported to the HadSafe Officer of T 7.1.

14. Transportation of radicactive material to and from the forward area
shall be in accordance with AZC regulations for escorted shipment of
such material. The assignment of couriers and RadSafe monitors will
be the subject of separate instructions. Mo radicactive material
shall be removed frou the test site except as authorised in experi-
mental projects.

15. All samples of radioactive material which are courlered in aircraft
will be packaged and loaded so as to reduce rediation to a minima.
Prior to departure of such aircraft, the RadSafe Officer, 1 7,4, —

- whl have a survey made of the aircraft cargo to determine if ade-
quate precautions have been taken. The following criteria will de-
termine space and packaging requirements:

a Prior exposure of aircraft crew, courtier and passengers.

b. Anticipated future expomires on trip, considering length of trip,
compartuental loading requirements and capability to isolate person-
nel from radioactive material.

16. All air and surface vehicles or craft used in contaminated areas «ll
be checked through the appropriate task group decontamination sec~
tion upon return from such areas.

A- 8
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4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

for routine work is not realistic. The regulations set ‘srth herein
have been designed as & reasonable and safe compromise considering
conservation of personnel exposures, the international import of the
test and the cost aspects of operational delays chargeable to exces.
sive radiological precautions. In all cases cther than emergencies
or tactical situations the ultimate criteria will be linited by the
MPBe for personnel. Special instances may arise such as in the case
of an air-seg rescue within the RADEE or in the case of tactical sit-
uation in. which operations will be carried cut without regard to the

~ MPEs and MPLs prescribed herein. For such emergency or tactical
operations the criteria prescribed below for tactical situations will
be used as a guide. Wherever possible, however, film badges will be
carried and RadSafe monitors will accompany such operations to de~
termine the extent of the actual radiation hazard experienced in
order that appropriate medical action may be initiated.

Task force radiation dosage.control will start on first shot minus
fifteen (15) days and terminate upon departure of individuals fron
the forward area or on the last shot plus fifteen (15) days, which-
ever occurs first. All personnel will be considered to have arrived
at the Pacific Proving Ground by first shot minus fifteen (15) days.
Prior and subsequent to this period, radiation dosage control will be
as prescribed by CT 7.5.

a. The MPE for personnel involved in this operation, as defined by
paragraph 4, above, is 3.9 roentgens ( only}. This exposure
may be acquired at any time during « thirteen (13) week period of
the cperation. Provided no previous over-exposure remains for com
pensation, 3.9 roentgens may be acquired without regard to the indt-
vidual's past radiation history. This MPE will be considered further
augmented (without separate action) by 0.3 roentgens per week for
each week in excess of thirteen (13) weeks required during the oern~
tional period defined by paragraph 4, above.

b. A special MPB of 20 roentgens (gamma only) is authorized for the
Cperational period as defined by paragraph 4, above, for crew nen-
bers of air sampling aircraft.

c. All exposure to external gama radiation will be regarded as
total bedy irradiation.

Those individuals exposed to ionising radiation in excess of the
value computed by paragraph Sa, above, will be informed that appro-
priate remarks will be included in their medical records. Military
personnel in this category will be advised that they should not be
exposed to further radiation until sufficient time has elapsed in
order to bring their average radiation dose down to 0.3 roentgens
per week. Civilian persormel in this category will be informed that
limitations on further radiation exposure will be as determined by
the laboratory or agency having administrative jurisdiction over such
personnel.

All atoll land and lagoon areas in or near which a detonation takes

Place will be considered contaminated until cleared for operations
by the task force commander. Entry to and exit from contaminated

areas will be via RadSafe check points only.

Contaminated Land and water areas will de delineated as such. Per-

sonnel entering these areas rs be subject to clearances by the

tet?
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1.

2.

3.

'~ I to Annex N
sal Safety, CJTF SEVEN Operation Plan No. 3-53

TOLOGICAL SAFETY’ RECULA

General

a. ‘Radiological Defense (RadDefense) cperations or Radiological
Safety (RadSafe) operations, short term RadOps, are general terzs.
They are used to dencte the means by which a unit can control and
confine the damage and radiological effects of an atomic explosion
or of radicactive material spread by other means, thereby preventing
and avoiding health hasards to personnel. They are interpreted to
include measures such as training, organization, distribution of
radiological personnel, development of techniques and procedures,
use of detecting equipment, Protection or removal of exposed person-
nel and decontamination of personnel, structures and equipment.

b. Following each detonation there will be aress of surface radio-
logical contamination and areas of air radiolegical contamination.
These areas are designated as Radiological Exclusion Areas (RADEX).
Prior to shot times, the forecast air and surface RADEX will be
disseninated by CJTF SEVEN in the target area. These RBADEXES will
represent a forecast from H Hour until dissemination of a later sur-
face and air RADEX at about H plus & hours. The later RADEXES will
be based upon the master radiological "situation map" maintained in
the RadSafe Office of CJTP SEVEN. Since the air RADEZ after shot
times will be based on aonitored tracking by aircraft over signifi-
cant large ccean areas, information proumlgated from the forecast:
air RADEX may have to be extended beyond the originally anticipated
& hour pericd.

c. The surface RADEX will be determined by actual survey with
Radiation Detection, Indication and Computation (RADIAC) equipment
after shot time. The most rapid method of accomplishing surface
survey in the early stages will be by helicopter flight in and aroum
the surface of contaminated areas. From the radiation intensities
measured at a known altitude, it is possible to obtain an estimate
of the radiation dosage rates which would be encountered on the sur-
face of the ground or water. Actual water samples from the lagoce
will alec be utilised. Ground survey will follow these guides to
determine definitely the contaminated regions and objects. PForsal
ground survey of the shot atoll, as feasible, will be accomplished
on HW plus-24 hours. - _

The Maximm Permissible Exposures (MPEs) and Maximum Permissible
Timits (MPLe) as stated herein are applicable to a field experimen-
tal test of nuclear devices in peacetime wherein numbers of perscon-
nel engaged in these tests have been previously exposed or will be
continuously exposed to potential radiation hasards. It may become
necessary from a study of personnel records to reduce the MPE for
certain individuals who have recently been cver-exposed to radiation.
Further, the MPEs and MPLs are subject to revision by waiver froa
the task force coumander in individually designated cases when cir-
cumstances indicate the need and justification therefor.

Due to the special nature of field tests it is considered that a
policy of strict adherence tothe radiological standards prescribed

c
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1. CGevelop the air 2ADET for eacn shot.

The Commander, TG 7.5 will:

a. Develop a schedule of requirements for radiological safety serv-
dees required from C7G 7.1 and assist CTU 7.1 in decontamination of
AEC. facilities and equipment as necessary.

b. -Provide key radicicgical personnel for integration into and
training with the radiological safety organization of TG 7.1 during
the overseas phase of the operation. The total number and qualifica-
tions of such personnel will be as determined necessary by CTC 7.5,
commensurate with the assumption of responsibilities indicated in
paragraph 8c, below.

ce. Assume residual task force radiological safety functions at the
Pacific Proving Ground updh completion of the overseas phase of the
operation. Required equipment and supplies will be made available
at that time to CTG 7.5 on a loan or sale basis from stocks provided
vy CT 7.1.

P. W. CLARKSON
Major General, U.S. Army

Commander

Appendix .

I - Radiological Safety Regulations
II = Radiological Safety Office and Center
III - Hazards Resulting from Atomic Bomb Explosions

OFFICIAL:

Eikvbaseed fi.
S. COWART,

Colonel, U.S. Air Fonte
Assistant Cile? of Staff,J-3 °



7.7

1. During the BIKINI phase provide for air to gr “ reporting of
approximate air radiation intensities encountered by all aircraft
operating between ENIWETOK and BIKINI from H Hour to H plus 24 hours.
It is not contemplated that aircraft should be’ scheduled for this
specific requirement alone. Reports will be routed to the fadSafe
Office at the task force command post by the most expeditious means.
Reporte will be prepared and coded in accordance with paragrapo 7L,
below.

The Commander, TG 7.4 will:

a. Provide own radiological safety monitors, including one airborne
monitor for each milti-engine aircraft crew assigned to TG 7.4.

b. Provide own radiac equipment and protective clothing.

c. Provide om repair, spere. parts and calibration facilities for
radiac equipment. .

d. Prowilde facilities for personnel decontamination on EXNIWETOK
ISLAND.

e. Provide decontamination crews and facilities for own aircraft at

ENIWETOK ATOLL.

£. At ENIWETOK ATCLL, assist TG 7.3 in aircraft decontamination with
TG 7.4 equipment, se required.

g. Provide necessary helicopter and liaison air service for radioc-e
logical rrers and posteshot recovery operations (monitors furnished.
vy 7.1 e -

o

h. Provide sonitoring services for the removal (by TG 7.1 personnel)
. Of radioactive samples or data collected by aircraft.

4. Provide cloud tracking aircraft for post-shot radiological safe-
ty "situation data® up to radius of 500 miles in the significant
quadrant for a period of 48 hours, starting at approximately H plus

hours, Reperts will be prepared and coded in accordance with

paragraph 7/, below.

j. Ouring the BIXTNT phase, provide for air to ground reporting of
approximate radiation (air) intensities encountered by all aircraft
operating between EXIWETOK and HIXDNI froa H Hour to H plus 2 hours.
It is not contemplated that aircraft should be scheduled for this
specific requirement alone. Reports will be routed to the RadSafe
Office at the task force command port by the most expeditious means.
Reports will be prepared and coded in accordance with paragraph 7/,
below...

kk. Employ simple codes (to be furnished separately by CJTF SEVEN)
in conjunction with the periodic weather reconnaissance reports to
report approximate air radiation intensities encountered on regular-
ly established weather reconnaissance or cloud tracking flights and
for reports required from aircraft operating during the BIKINI phase
between ENIWETOK and HIKINI froma H Hour to H plus 24 hours. Reports
will indicate the appraximate position, altitude and order of magni-
tude of radiation encountered.

A+
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will assist in this operation,

5. .the Commander, TG 7.2 will:

a. Perform all ground monitoring services associated with ENTWETOK
ISLAND except in those areas or attivities assigned to other task

_ Gps.-

" te Provide «ownr radiological safety monitors, fifty (50) of which
—will be "Q" cleared for energency monitor support of 16 7.1 if re-

.
o, *

CG. Provide ‘oar decontamination personnel, ten (10) ofwhich will be
~designated for emergency decontamination support of TG 7.1 1f requir
ed.

a. Provide ow radiac equipaent and protective clothing.

e. Provide om repair, spare parts and calibration facilities ‘tor
radiac equipment... “a

f. Provide contaminatedclothing laundry facdlities for 1G 7 be

gq. Provide contaminated equipment storage.areawith the necessary
security. .

6. The Coumaner, T 7.3 will:

a. Provide am radiological safety sonitors, {neluding one airborne
monitor for each multi-engine aircraft crew assigned to ™% 7.3.

b. Provide ow radiac dquipment and protective clothing.

c. Provide ows repair, spare parte and calibration facilities for
radiac equipment.

a. Provide monitors and decontamination crews aboard each ahip with-
in the task group.

e. Provide facilities for personnel decontamination on the CVE.

f. While thetask force is eubarked, provide space for use of the
radiological safetyunit (RadSafe Conver) of T] 7.1..

g. da Tecqntanination crews and facilities for all aircraft at
BIKINI ‘Idewited assistance ashore be furnished by CTG
7.1 in aqgordagce with paragraph aL, s6 required.

he Providedecontamination crews and facilities for own aircraft
aboard the CVE at ENIWETOK ATOLL. Limited assistance ashore will be
furnished by CT? 7.4, as required.

4. Previde necessary helicopter alr service for radiological sur-
veys and post-shot recovery operations (aonitors furnished vy TC 7.1).

j. Collect lagoon water samples.

k. Provide water spray equipment aboard all vessels likely to te in
the fall-out area. A-3
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(1) Provision of standard type file badges an. s:-cifled supple
mentary items of personnel radiological safety equi-aent.

(2) Laboratory services to develop and interpret film badges.

(3) Records of exposures from film badges. (Duplicates will be
farnished task group commanders).

‘(h} Laboratory services for the radicchemical analysis of water
~samples.-.

(5) Provision of primary facilities at PARRY ISLAND radiological
safety building for calibration, repair and maintenance of instrue
ments and storage of spare parts of radiac equipment. Similar linit-
ed facilities will be maintained 1t BIKINI during the operational
phase at that atoll.

(6) Monitoring the removal and packaging of radicactive sources
and samples except, as indicated in paragraph 4a above, removal
operations from aircraft will remain the radiological safety respon-
sibility of the task group to which the aircraft are assigned.

c. Provide radiological safety surface situation maps after shot
times to the task force and task group commanders.

d. Provide and issue special high density goggles to specified per~ ;
sonnel of the task force.

e. Provide and maintain radiac equipment and protective clothingas”
necessary for 1 7.1, 7 7.5 and specified recovery personnel. - ».

f. Provide technical personnel to assist task group commanders in
the inspection of radiologically contaminated items and the certifi-
cation of destruction, disposal or unserviceability of such items as
required.

g. Maintain a radiological safety center (RadSafe Center) for the
control of 1G 7.1 radiclogical safety cperaticons.

h. Provide personnel and equipment decontamination facilities for
radiological safety survey and recevery operaticans.

i. Perform limited fall-out studies within the Pacific Proving
Ground for radiclogical safety documentation only.

-j. Asomme radiological safety responsibilitiesof 7.5 during the
overseas phase ef the operation.

k. Integrate within TG 7.1 key radiological safety personnel sade
available by CT? 7.5. Such personnel will assist CT 7.1 during the
operational phase and will be asaigned duties amenable to training
in the fundamental radiological safety services to be assumed by CTC
7.5 upon completion of the overseas phase of the operation.

1. Asedst CTG 7.3 to the extent of providing equipment, personnel
and supervision for rough cperstional decontamination of aircraft
asnore at BIKINI ATOLL. Decontamination will be lixited to washdowm
of exterior and vacuum cleaning of interiors. Mo detailed decon-
tamination will be attempted by T 7.1 personnel. Aircraft crews

|
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Amex N to CITY SEVEN Operation Order No, 3-53

RADIOLOGICAL SAFETY

‘1. Badfological safety of all task force military and civilian persan-
nel is « comsmnd responsibility and radiological safety activities
will be performed through normal comsand channels.

2, “The Comender, Joint Task Force SEVEN will:

3.

a. Speeify the measures necessary to insure the radiological safety
of task force personnel and furnish technical advisory assistance to
task group radiological safety officers.

b. Inform CINCPAC of radiological hasarda which may exist in areas
outside the task force responsibility.

c. Maintain an information center (RadSafe Office) with displays of
current air and surface radexes, radiological situation saps of

atolls and peripheral serial and surface areas and such other allied
data as may be appropriate.

d. Arrange for the designation of monitors end couriers to accom
pany redioactive and special cargo shipments on sample return air
eraft and to monitor loading and unloading of such cargo.

Task Group Comanders will: om .

a. Provide. radiological safety units within their‘task groups: and -
ingare that these units are in the required condition of readiness.
te carry out the radiological safety missions of their: respectire
task groups.

b. Provide complete allowances of radiac equipment and special clo-
thing. The requirements of CT 7.5 will be included in the allow
ances of CTG 7.1 for necessary issue to T3 7.5 personnel during the
operational pltaseand for subsequent loan or sale to CT 7.5 for
post~coperatdonal use at the Pacific Proving Ground.

_ 38 u

c. PYter te thefirst shot afmus 10 days, forvardto: &70 7.1 (for

use of thuRadSafe Center in conjunction with film badgeradiation
dosage coutrel)"& listing of task group personnel to whom file beige
will be iseued during the cverseas phase of the operation. Within
five day¥following each shot, provide CTG 7.1 with additions to
previous lists. Lists will indicate full name, rank or rate, serial
oe service number if applicable and home station or laboratory as

appropriate.

The Commander, 16 7.1, having the major technical radiological safety
unit, will:

a. Perform all ground monitoring services asséciated with scienti-
fic miasions except those in conjunction with aircraft and airborne
collection of scientific data.

b. Provide laboratory services and technical assistance to all task

groups, to include: A

dee
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(a) Two Nuclear Ingineers

(bd) One clerk typist

(2) Qne weather forecaster should be mide available to the Rad=

safe Section of the task force from about H minus 20 hours to about H plus

12 hours to work directly on the preparation of dynamic fcrecast fall-out

plots
«

(3) The task force headquarters should be augmented Juring the

shot phase of the operation by one medical officer, trained in raiiclogy,

and with previcus field experience on atomic tests, This officer and the Rad—

asfe Officer should work in close coordination on matters of mitual interest.

(4) The policy of assigning Nuclear Engineers (or equivalent}

to each task group, and the principle of manning Radsafe Units with personnel

trained in radeafe as an additional duty, should be retained for future testa,

(5) A large sock (at least 100) ofemergency beck-up radsafe

monitors should be organised for the Radsafe Unit of TG 7.1. Personnel should

be draw fron all task groups or units not likely to enccunter contamination.

(6) Future plans to support falleout programa for the Health

and Safety Laboratory cf the ifC's New York Operations Office ahcul¢e include

a practisal and substantial oumber of personnel] to assure acccemlishment with-

in routine task force support capabilities, The plan should consider the

assignment of military persoanel to this program in view of the mitual Task

Yoree /CINCP:CYLEAfrust Territcry/iEC interests, especially in the category

of manned stations within 500 miles of the test site.

&. Commmications:



(3) Irrespective of other factors, centralised fila badge
supply and processing should be retained, and constant efforts made to maine

tain standardized techniques for the reduction of the many variables involved.

(4) The dosages acquired by native populsticns from the CASTLE

series must be considerod in setting up radiation dose criteria for critical

MRSHLLL Islanis on Suture operations. |

(5) The "shine effact" for itistanees upto 500 miles mist be

evaluated on future operations for its contribution to total dose and for ita

possible impact-and revision of doses asquired-diuring the C:STLE series.

e. Radsafe Survey:

(1) Tho C:STLE cloud trscicing plan (as modified below) should

be re-institutedfor future teste, and augmentedby manned ground stations

spread throughout the MARSHALL Islands. .

(2) 4 special Cloud tracker shouli be planned to perform exten=-

sive aerial recennaissance at various levels in the* vicinity of the task

force fleet ani the shot atcll. -

(3) - 4-spectalcloud teacker should be planned to perfor lowe

level. (approxinately 200 fect) passes over the northern M-RSK:LL Islands on

shot day. thetindajeabou be-euch: thet: edgnifioent fall~cut could have

occurred prier tothe-eurvsy. +

(a) Support of CiSTLE-developed methods of measuring the ccean

fall-out pattern by aircraft and shire, should be given high priority on

futuretests, ae —

ft. Personns!.:

(1} The Radsafe Section of the task force headquarters shoulc

be augmented during the shot phase by the following rersomel:

1,



(5) Rawinsonde sites ahouli be established in the northwees

and the ‘northeast quadrants.

- CG. Fallout Forecasting:

(2) Assumptions: The basic assumptions s# used and modified

by the CASTLE shots should be used for fitture PRG operational planning,

(2) Wind Pattern Criteria: The basic criteria as used anid mdieo

fled by the CASTLE shots should be used for future PPO crerational planning.

(3) Fall-out Forecasting Systens

(a) Pall-out forecast systems based on ground zero winds

ag used on CASTLE, should be retaine+ for furture operations, but limited

to a valid time «2 approximately six hours,

(>) Tha dynamic fall-out forecast system developed on

CASTLS should be refined for future operations and the construction tochnique

simplified to reduce its complexity and the time involved in its construction.

(c) The Air RiDEX construction technique, as mdified for

source sise on C{STLE, shoulit be used on future operations at the PPG.

(4) Qld and new fallout forecasting techniques in general,

should be studied and suprorted on the basis of CASTLE data, aid with con

siderations similar to those outlined abowe for setecrological research,

d. Dosinetry:

(1) “fhe Maxim Permissible Exposures, as modified by the waiver

provision, should be usei for fixture operations at the PPG,

(2) Personnel dosage control should be made a special subject

for task group and unit commanders, and positive measures taken to insure

compliance with necessary regulations ami controls.
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TASK GROUP 7,3 (Continued)
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TSK GCUP 723 (Continucd )
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TASK GROUP 7.3 (Continued )
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HEADQUARTERS
JOINT TASK FORCE SEVIN
Washington 25, 0. C.

5=3/903 729.3 30 July 1953

SUBST: Radiological Hazards in the Marshall Islands Area During
Operation CASTLE -

TOs Commander in Chief
U. S. Pacific Fidet
e/o Pleet Post Office
San Franciseo, California

1. References:

&. Report, "Radioactive Debris from Operation IVY," New Yorks
Operations Office, AEC, NYO=4522, dated 28 April 1953.

be Mscusaions detween Commander Joseph L. Hall, this heade
quarters and Captain Charles B. Martell, during February 1953.

2. Reference la presents basic information relative to the radice
legical hazards intreduced into the Pacific area as @ rasult of Oper
ation IVY. Reference lb involved a discussion on behalf of the cog-
nisant teehnical section of this headquarters relative to the desirz<-
Uility and need on Operation CASTLE for atomic cloud trecking outsids
the immediate danger ares, sampling of drinking wator on distant atolls
and evecuation of native populations.

3. AS & result of the discussions indicated in reference 1b and
on the substantial radiological documentation of reference

la, this headquarters docs not plan to mount spocial offorts ia sup=
port of the ahowe listcd safoty moasurcs during Operation C.STLE.
Ig appears that it woald bo unrealistic to assume health hazards of
& meiitade conjoctared or anticipated during thy planning for Oper
atioa IVY. In addition, sconemy of forces and oquipment, zespecis lly
im view of the recent reductions in fiscal yoar 1954 service budgcits,
Gstate a policy of austority in al] phasca of tha operstion. .6 a
consequence, al) CaSTLS Operations haves bean roduced oxcupt whoro pose-
itive evidence indicates a reasonable need for a mior effort.

ke Although tho itoms in question ire not progriamad 7a speciil
operations during CiSTLE, certain other aspacts of thu mdiclogienl
safety pion do provide a ronsonmable and esfe compromise. Specifically,
these are sa follows:

a. Keference cloud tracking, 20 effort will bo mado to

Incl 1 to TAB "C" Set



UNITED STATES PACIPIC FLEET In reply refer tc:
Headquarters of the Comander in Chief CINCPAC File

FFle-l
Abe}
Ser 001355

32 Oct 1953

From: Commander in Chief, U.S. Pacific Fleet
Tor Commander, Joint Task Force SEVEN

Subj: aeeet Hazards, in the Marshall Islands Area During Cperation

Ref: (a) CUTF Secret ltr J=3/903 X 729.3 of 30 Jul 1953
(b) US AEC New York Operations Office Report NY0-4522 on

"Radioactive Debris from Operation IVY" of 28 apr 1953
(c) CINCPAC Secret ltr FFl-1 alé=1 Ser 0035 of 22 Apr 1952
(4) CUTP 132 Secret ltr of 14 Jul 19523 Subj: "Safety Measures

Operational Phase of IVY.
(e) CINCPAC Secret ltr FFl-l Aun} Ser 0073 of 25 aug 1952

l. Reference (a) sets forth preliminary planning of CJTF 7 regarding
rediological safety measures pro, ,osed for Operation CASTLE in relation
to these iaplemented for Operation IVY, and requests CINCPACFLT comnants
or suggestions in order that task force planning aay be realistic and
oatually agreeable to all concerned. For convenient refercace, the task
force plan is summarised in paragraph 2 bulow.

a. No special efforts will be implemented by JTF 7 in support of
the following safety ceasures:

(1) Atemis cloud tracking outside the immediate danger area.

(2} Sampling of drinking water on distant atolls.

(3) Svacuation of native populations.

b. The conslusion to discontinue the above safetymeasures ( estab=
lished for Operation IVY) is based on the following factors:

(1) Olecussions between cognisant sections of both headquarters
during February 1953.

(2) Reliance on the substantial radiological documentation ob=
tained for IVY in reference (b).

(3) Apparent unrealism in the assumption of health hazards of &
magiuitude conjectured for IVY. .

e-3
Incl 2 to TAB "C"



J-3/903 72923 | 30 July 1953
SUBJECT: Radiological Hazards in the Warshall Islands Ares During

- Cperstion C.STLE

determine informtion rclative to the forecisting of heavy sccondary
~ fall-out om the shot site. This will be accomplished by s amll suse
ber of WB-29 flights up-wind from the ahet site to a distance of approx-
imtely 600 miles. Sinco the upewind direction will, in general,
be toward the populated atolls, minor mdifications in iLreraft tracks
should provide sufficient information on conditio.s in thoes xress
Also, certain specified aircraft operating in the arca of the test
after shot tine will be in peeitions to provide reason=ble indis-tions
of actunl cloud movements. In addition, as on Operation IVY, tho Task
Force Commander will issue pre-shot foreqaete of cloud trajcetcrit
and fall-out areas and will continues such advisories with post-sno
analyses of the sources of information avallabic.

b. Refercnce drinking water sampling 4t distant stelle,
isting equipment could, on a limited tasis, be diverted to such a

s

t

ox=
poste

shot effort in the event cogent and compelling rensons arcese requir
ing sach setion. Past experience indicates, howevor, that such sc
is necessary caly under extrome conditions.

tioa

@. Reference evacuation of native popul_tions, no task force
equipment will be aveilable for meh an operation. Consideration of
populated isinnds will, however, be onw of the asjor factors in the
Commander's decision to shoot, end will be considered in its ralntion
to forecast winds and fall-out predictions.

5. Taie command ise sonstantly faced with compromise dotween the
necessity for certain efforts and the linitations of forces and squip=
ment available to accomplish objectives. Your commonts or suggestions
ia ccasona..ce with the above are requestod in order that task force
planning may ov realistic and autuslly agreeable to all concerned.

FOR tHE CONANDER:

. - s/Rovert H. Cushing
t/ROBERT H. CUSHING
Colonel USA
netg Chiat of Staff?

_
—
—
—
g



CINCPAC FILE
FFle1
AL=3
Ser 001355

31 Oct 1953

of inhabited islands and of surface and air units of the Pacific other
than those of JTF 132. -

(2) Take all possible seasures to minimize hazards to inhabi-
tants of populated islands of the Pacific.

b. Reference (e). CINSPAC directed CINCPACFLT tor

(1) Assume completa cetponsibility for CINCPAC and take such
action as necessary to provide for the safety of all units and populated
areas of the Pacific, except those attached to JTF 132, incident to the
hazards introdused by IVY.

(2) Keep CINCPAC and CMO informed of the provisions for safety
te be taken in the Pacific.

5. Basic Safety Advisory for IVY.

&. Reference (d). In compliance with reference (c), CUTF 132 ade
vised CINCP‘< as follows:

(1) “ith respect to the probability of health hazards, it is
concluded that:

(a) The existence of such « hazard at Ujelang is a possi-
bility and therefore it is recommended that CINCPAC provide a capability
for the temporary evacuation of the native inhabitants.

(0) Air routes through “ake may be affected for short per~
fods of tim,

(2) Uolng weathor as a major safety measure, MIXE shot would de
dctonated at a *ine wheaa vind conditions present ainiasl health hazards
to inhabited islands, ai> and surface traffic routes of the Pacific.

(3) Parthar information relative to radiological hazards would
be dispatched *c CIMCPA: ln advisory nosscges is follows:

fe’ st kK nbus 9 hours = & summry giving the prognosis of
the atomis cloud ¢:niesscery for the initial 7eneas rortod, including
best estimtes of hazaras to air and surface routés wu onc mdsafs ocut-
look for Ujolang.

(bo) HM te M plue 8 days = a daily summary (2000 locil tins’
of radsafe information based on:

Food

w
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31 Oct 1953

\4) Polley of austerity in all phases of the operation dictated
by mt reductions in fiscal year 1954 survice budgets.

C. Spociffe aspects of the proposed plan, which are considercd to
provide a reasonablo and saf¢ compromise are &s follows:

(1) Cleud tracking will comprise:

(2) "B29 flights upwind frea the shot site out to approxt-
mately 600 allss for the purpose of forecasting heavy secondary f:ll-<ut
on the shot eite with deviations in aircraft tracks te previde informtia
on conditions in populated atolls near the upwind sector.

> Use of specified aircraft operating in the test area
after shot time to provide reasonable indications of satual cloud msve-
sents. -

(c) Prewshet forecasts of cloud trajectories and fall-out
areas with the continuation of such advisories by post—-ehot analyses of
information from available sources (sams procedure used for IVY).

(2) Sampling of drinking water at distant atalls will be con-
ducted ag a post~ehot effort only in the event of radiological condi-
tions requiring such action.

(3) Bwacuation of native populations is not planned for JTF 7
effort due to unavailability of task force equipment. However, consider=
ation of populated islands will be one of the aijor factors influencing
the decision te shoot.

3. Sinee IVY provides the sale criterion for the present determination
of adequate safety precautions fer the Pacifis area incident to thermo~
nuslear teste, it is considered appropriate to review the measures im
Plomented for that eperation. For this purpose, the basic directives,
advisories and precautions pertinent -to IVE safety are briefly outlined
is peregrephs 4 through 6 below.

be forIVY.
&. Referance (e). In consonance with the JCS decision relative to

responsibilities during future tests at the Pacific Proving Cround, CINCP.
directed CJTF 132 to:

(1) Advise CINCPAC at an appropriate time of special hazards in-
volved in the tests and appropriate precautions required to insure safety

ac -4.
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Ganger area, the proposal to munt no special effort in this benalf i
viewed with concern for the following reasons: ~

(1) On the basis of IVY reports received to date, no criterion
exists for assuming that significant fall-out hazards from atonic cloud
concentrations will arbitrerily limit such poseibilities to within the
confines of the relativelyemall danger area now established.

(2) During IVY, almost every atoll and island in the Trust Ter-
ritory was surveyed by airborne monitoring as described in raference (b)
even though negative or insignificant residual rediation was anticipated
for the most part. For CaSTLs, it is planned to provide the same capa-
bilities ostablished for IVY, but actusl aonitoring flights will be imile
mented only in regions where a probability of fall-out is bellavaed to
exist. Since the movoment of significant radioactive clouds is a osjor
factor in the definition of preeise areas where fall~out oy possibly
ocour, it is ovident that actual cloud tracking is essantial to dater=
mine appropriate aonitoring flights subsequent to each CASTLE shot.
Although it ie realized that similar information can be cbtained to some
degree by cloud trajectory predictions based on aetecrological observa-
tiona and continuous monitoring et fixed stations, such prognostic re
ports and those limited to predetermined locations will not establish
all possible fall-out regions in the Trust Territory. Consequently,
it would be necessary to repest the extensive serial survaye flown dur
ing IVY if cloud tracking beyond the imnediate danger area by task force
aircraft is discontinued.

(3) During prognostication of special hasards incidant to IVY,
interference with air routes through “ake was concluded to be a possie
bility. Although no interference actually resulted from that singular
instance, CINCPACFLT has no factual data which would eliminate the pos
sibility ef this potential hazard during CASTLE. Thorefore, it is con=
sidered that cloud trecking is the only positive asans of guarding
against this hasard with a view toward punctual initiation of sppropri-
ate safoty measures in the event of its asterialization.

(a) CINCPACFLT does not concur with the consideration that the
Plan proposed in subparagraph 2c{1) above provides @ reasonable and safe
compromise for the following reasons:

(a) In view of the fact that “B-29 flights will be conducte
upwind from the shot site and are for the purpose of forecasting fall-out
on the shot site, it is not apparent that this ceasure will aid in deter-
mining conditions in the significant downwind secter (predicted cloud
passage area). Conditions in the populated atolls near the upwind sector

& c-)
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1. Claud tracking to 1000 adlee in the significant
quadrant, probably|northeast from zero point.

2. Monitoring of water samples from certain inhabited
atolls to a radiusof epproximately 500 ailos.

3. Radiological reports from fixed weather stations,

6 Safety Nessuros in the Pacific Ares During IVY.
the:

a. Inm.order to provide for the safety of areas and units other than
those assignod to JTF 132, CINCPACFLT implemented ths following xecsures
for IVY:

(1) Teaporary evacuation of Ujelang by a PACFLT vessel.

(2) Airborne surveys of the Hawaiian, Marshalls, Carolines and
Marianns Islands supplomented by ground checks as practicable as outlined
in reforence (b).

(3) Pin badge survey of “ake and Johnston Islands.

(4) Reconnaissance flights (by security alreraft in 1G 132.3)
to clear itinurant shipping from the predicted cloud passage area cut to
800 miles on M ainus 2 and H ainus 1 days.

(5) Informod the CAA Ninth Region administrator about the poe
' giodlity of intorfarense with air routes through “ake for short periods
of time (6 probability concluded by CJTF 132) and msde arrangenents for
closing or modifying these routes on short notice in the event such actics
becans essential.

(6) On the basie of redsafe advisories from CJTF 132, the Kwaj=
alein-Gusa air route was closed froa H to H plus 24 hours for LOKE shot
only.

(7) For operational resacne as requested by CUTP 132, both Kwa}:
alein and Eniwetosk Air Bases were closed for short periods before and
after such detonation.

7. Comments on CASTLE Radiological Safety Plan Proposed by CJT? 7 (pars.
grapn_< above. .

a. "Mth respect to atamic cloud tracking outside the imnediate

ae CHE
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ia the Marshalls, units of JTF 7 would be required to accomplish this
emergency measure upon the requaat of CLICPaCFLT. -

@. Advisoriss issued by CUTF 132 during IVY (partgraph § sbova)
word entirely satisfactory and are similarly desired for CaSTLzE subicct
to the deletion of unroalistic zeasures by mutual agroomsnt. Altnhcugh
health hagarda of the magnitude surmised for IVY appear unwmrreantcd on
tha baais of that singular uxperiensco, it is cansidured that enz downe~
ward rovision of the safaty measures Leplamented for IVY should be jus-
tified with roferencs to scicatific findings tending to support tris
surrent radsafe concept. To determine sdaquate CASTLE precautions,
CIMCPACFLT deeiros recommendations from CJTF 7 waien include a full
evalustion of moseures instituted for IVY 18 sot forth in percgraph
6 abowe. In such analysia, it should be borne in aind that CINCPACFLT
has previously agreed to conduct airborne aonitoring (subparagraph 64(2)
above) in coeperation with the Atomic cnergy. Commission.

e. Reference (c) and (e) as briefly outlined in paragraph 4 above
constitute basic CINCPAC directives iasued for Operation IVY. It is
contemplated that the basic policies in these references will be retained
for CASTLZ and reissued as new directives prior to the operations.

£. Prior to IVY, CINCPACFLT requested information on the long range
detection program sponsored by the U. S. Air Force Office of Atomic Tests
(HQ USAF WASHDC (aFOaT-1) which could be used to advantage in the radio-
logical safety program during the operation. Thie request furthar pre=
vided for AFOaT-1 to furnish any information that might be obtained on
the lecstdons of the clouds from the IVY explasions and the calculated
intemedty in these various Pacific flights onde by aireraft aquipped with
air filter devises. In genoral, the intensitias rocorded were insigni-
ficant sand thease flights reflected no pattorn of correlation with the
actual stemtasclond tracks. In view of thu AFOaT=1 cooperation received
for IVY, is.ds- euggosted that aFOAT~l be roquosted to supplasent JTF 7
tresiking-da erder to provide information of 6 dugree essontial to CINC-
PACFLT for the discharge of nis responsibilities incident %o Pacific
safoty.

@ Under the proposed redsafe plan, the daily information summaries
for the post-shot weak (subparagraph $a(3)(b) above) would be based only
om radiological reports from fixed wather stations. Considoring tne
einute number ef such stations in relation to the vast uxpansa of the
Pacific grea, these roports will not be nearly as roliable 13 those dure
ing IVY and will havo no value in arcas beyond tho vicinity of th. woatha
stations,

C-9
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present least concern since they sre situated in a votentially safo -
ragion.

(®) Endiwetok and Biicini (shot situs) are the only populated
atolls inside the dinger are@. Units assigned JTF 7 will be tus only
forces operating inside the danger arse. Since tho safety of JTF 7 and
the shot sitca is the responsibility of CJTF 7, cloud tracking within
the dangor erca will not provide information useful to CIYCPACFLT in tne
discharge of his responsibilities for the safuty of other units ind pop-
ulated islands of the Pacific.

b. CIICPACPLT coneurs in the plin to sample drinking water only if
required by radiological conditions (proposal in subparagraph 2¢(2) above
A sampling program of th. degree mounted for IVY is act considered necss—
eary for CaSTLé.

c. In the formiction of radsafe necgures for CASTLE, every effort
should be made to eliminate the necessity for evacuation of native pop-
ulations. The temporary evacuation of Ujelang by a PACFLT vessel dur~
ing IVY was implemented by CINCPACFLT upon the advice of CUTF 132. In
reference (d), CJTP 132 Soncluded that the existence of a health hazard
at Ujelang was a possibility and recommended provision of an evacuation
capability. During a preliminary survey of Ujelang to study the situ-
ation and aske plans, the capability for evacuating natives on short
notice was concluded to be impracticable, and @ planned orderly evacu-
ation was considered to be the only logical solution. The decision to
evacuate Ujalang wes predicated not only on ruducing health hazards to
the indigenes to an acceptable ainimim, but also to protect than rroa
possible radiation hasards beyond the shadow of any adverse reflacticons
on the U. S$. Government. From the proposals and conclusions in the
CASTLE RndSafe Plan (subparagraphs 22(3), 2b(2), and 26(3) above, it is
apparent that IVY technical end oporaticnal expericnce indicstes real-

- detde planning may be based on the promise that no significant hoaltn
hasards will, exist in Ujalang or other populatod atolls. Accordingly,
it is considered that planning in this rospuct should include the fol-
lowing basie preuisos:

(1) ‘The decision to shoot should be reached with the under
standing that no health hazard to units and populated islands of the
Pacifie or radssfe conditions conducive to possible advorse criticisa
will onsue.

(2) CUTF 7 advisorias on appropriate safuty precautions inci-
dent to CaSTLE will not contain conclusions requiring evacuation of pop-
ulated islands. ’

(3) In tho remote circumstance that extrame postesnct conditions
develop a necessity for the tampormry svecuction of any popul.ted isionc

Cc -%
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HEADQUARTERS
JOINT TASK FORCE SEVEN
“ashington 25, D. C.

~J=37300.4 3 December 1953

SUBJECT: Sehedule of Nassages Concerning Detonations During CASTLE -

TO: Commander in Chief, Pacific ;
Navy No. 128, o/¢ Fleet Post Office
San Franciseo, California

lL. In order that you aay be kept informed of developments dur-
ing the operational phase of CaSTLE, operational pricrity messages
will be sent to your headquarters price to and subsequent to the detco~
nation of each of the weapons and devices in agcordance with the fol-
lowing scheduler

a. DeDey ainus § dayst

(1) anticipated time of detonation (GC),

(2) Information relative to closing of Eniwetok and
Bikini air bases.

b. HeMoar aiaus:12 hours:

(1) Porecast atomle cloud trajectory for the initial
72 hour period after detonation.

(2) Radfological outlook for native populated atolls.

(3) antieipated radiologiesl impact on air and surfsce
routce, ineluding recommendations rolxtive to closing routcs.

@. Hetiour plus 30 minutes:

(1) Exact time (GCT) of detonation.

(2) Safety of personnel.

dad. Daily at 2000 hours local starting on DeDay and continu=-
ing until significant informticn ceases.

(1) Verification or revision of atomig cloud trejectory,

Incl 3 to TAB "C* C<te
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h. It is understood that recent develo-sonts indicate that only
a@ very smll portion of tha radicactive enorgy ganaratod by the LIKE -
detonation has been rocorded in the process of continucus fall-out
monitoring extrapolated to tho present datu. As a result, two possible
conclusions have teen formd. First, residual radicactivity is still
scattured above the tropopauas. Second, major facleouts nave occurred
on the open sea which have gone undetocted. To gain more knowledgs of
the socond factor, the aC proposes to place gummed paper collectors
on various naval controlled ships transiting the Pacific during Oper:-
tion CaSTLS. In view of this devalo.mont, it is considered unwise to
place too strong a roliinca on ths substantial radiological docunenta-
tion obtained in reference (b). ,

8. Repreduction and numbered distribution in local saries are iuthor=
izod whan total additionsl distribution list is furnishsd the issuing
office.

s/H. G. Hopwood
t,/H. G. HOPFOOD

Chief of Staff

c-/%



HEADQUARTERS
JOINT TASK FORCE SEVEN
Washington 25, D.C.

_193/729.3 li Cecenber 1953

SUBST: Safety Measures During Operational Pnese of CASTLE

TO: Commander in Chief, Pacific
c/o Fle pst Office

.. San F , California |

~

l. References:

a. Gurr 132 Secret letter, subject: "Safety Measures Cure
ing Operational Phase of IVY", dated i July 1952.

"b, CUTF SEVEN Secret Letter, subjSct: "Schedule of Messages
Concerning Detonations During CASTLE", dated 3 Decanber 1953.

2 It is antleipated that theshot hazards introduced into the
Pacific arca during Operation CASTES will, with one exception, closely
perslie] tucee.gncountared eon the IVY-HIXS shot. The mception is
expested to. occur, due to reduced yield, on the ECHO shot at Eniwetok
Atel. Accordingly, the general inforsation prosented in above ref-
erence on IVY safety mcasurcs, and restated below with pertinent nodi-
fications, is conaidurod applicable to Operation CASTLE.

. Me. thth respoet to the probability of fall-out hazards, it
is concluded that the axistanse of euch at UJILANG 1s a remte possi-
aepianeer at, othur islands in the vicinity of shot sites

ergsidaped. vary yenots. Tho inpect offbli-dut on populated islands
wit poeofSoe ander factors in the task force commandor's decision

will be considered in its relation ta forvucast winds and
conditions. Intho event that cogent and compel-

tinepaost-ghot reseons arise requiring temporary evactstion ofnctives,
task fores security ships will, be aide available to CINCP«C for this

- parposea. Personnel with Trust Territory administration and interpre=
eee experienca would bo required froma your command to supervise this

ort. . ,

be Although various uncertatnticexist in prodetormining
the trajectory |of an atomic cloud with resultant radionctiva fall-out,
all possiblensasures to cinimizo health hazards will be taken dy this
commind. CJTF SEVEN will uso weather 1s 4 osjor safety coasure, dcton=

ating the encts at s tina whon wind conditions prosant ainima hozards

Inel & to TaB "C" e-413



J~3/300.4 3 Dececber 1953
SUBJECT: Schedule of Hessages Concerning Detonations During CaSTLs

(2) Verification or revision of radiological outlock
Sornative populated atolls.

(3) Verification or roviaion of radiokgical impact on.
air ind surface routes including recommendstiuns rolctiva to upaning
air and surface routos,

2. In addition to these schedulod messages, you will be infcrmed
as quickly as pessible of any” unexpected and significant dovelopacnts.
If this plen of notification does not appoar sdequate, £¢ is requested
that you indleste your dosires to thie headquarters.

a/P, *. Clarkson
t/P. %. CLARKSON
iajor Gunoral, U.S. .ray
Commander

C-/2



H3..DCU.REERS
JOINT T..SK FORCE SEVEN
Washington 25, D.C.

_9=3/729.3 | ll Docenbor 1953
SUBJICT: Radiolugical Hazards in tho Marshall [slenca .rea During C..STLZ

Oe Ccamander in Chief, U.S. Pacifie Fleot
o/s Floet Post Offiss
San Franeisec, Caif.emia

a

l. References:

a. CINC?..CFLT SSCRET letter, subject as above, datad 31 Cctc-
ber 1953.

. b.. CJTF SIVEN SICRET letter to CINC?..C, subject: "Schedule
cf ilessagea Concerning Detonati:n During C..STLE," dated 3 December 1953.

ce. CJTF SEVIN SSCAET letter’to CINCP..C, subject: "Safety
cleasures During Operaticnal Phase of C..STL&," datod 1) Docenber 1953.

2. Inforantion presented in your lettor hos beon considcred in
the rovised C..STLS radsafo plier (rofarencetc). C.omante cn critical
paragraphs cnd details ca oricory oatters of inturest are prossntcd
balow fer ycur infcrantica.

3. Reference parcgraph 2 cf your lettor.

_.. Se In ecnsdderati:n of your reapensibilities anc boccuse cf
othes-Naite force developments since July 1953, the cloud trreking effcrt
cn Opdrett.fGaSTLS Has been sugmented. It ischAsidsred thit the creas
of acet eunee®n, im sequence cf pricrity intorsst, are as fcll.ws:

- S*"(L) The dewnewihd (treds wind) rogicn fren Ground Z3rc0
(GZ). This ares would include bcth the task force canp at iniwotck
and the nativepcpulstead stoll of Ujelang.

(2) The up-wind (trade wind) regica froa GZ. This is
the region fica whidh seccndary faltcut could cceur “n tha task force
carp sito.

(3) ‘The up=wind (trade wind) rogi.o from the native pcpu-
lated atclis in the eutheost quadrant. This area is of ecncern fcr the

same reason ag 3a(2) abowo, but ecnsidered cf less pricrity cue to its
more fsver-ble lccatiica with reapect to GZ.

to norInel 5 TAS a
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SUBJECT: Safety Ucasures During Operaticnal Phage of C..STLE

to inhabited Lelands and air and surface routes of the Pacific. Dur
ing the pre-ehot and post-ahct phases, CJTF SEVEN will advise CINCP:.C
“of any unforeseen hasards, which aay develop during the operations,
and will recomnond appropriate precautions by dispatch of advisory mes
sages as indicated in reference 1b.

e. air and surface routes through Take and the Marshall Ia-
lands may be effected for shost pericds cf time. Pertinent information
supporting acticn relative ta closing and opening such routes will be
included in advisories to your heedquartere (reference lb).

d. Reconnaissance flights by security afreraft of TC 7.3 to
clear itinerant shipping from the predicted cloud passage area up to
600 miles on shot aoinus 1 to 2 days will be cunducted in the signifi-
cant fallout quadrant.

3- In the interest of aininizing hasards in arcas and units other
than those assigned to JTF SEVEN, it is recomasnded that the fclicwing
measures, similar to those inplezented ty CINCPACFL? for Operation IVY,
again be taken with facilities at your disposal:

a. nirborne survey of significant Pacifie Islands, supplecented
by ground checks as practicable, in coopemtion with the Atoais nergy

b Pile badge survey of “ake and Johnston Islands (extended
to inelude significant native populated atolls).

@. Advance coordination with the C... .dministrator on possi-
ble interference with air routes through Yeke and the Marshall [Islands
for specified perinds of tine, and arrangements for closing or adify-
ing these routes on ehcrt notice in the event such actiia bco.mes essen=

It is also anticipated that, for cpemticnal reasona, both Eni-
and Biicing air bases will be closed fur short periods befcre and

er each detonmaticn. Jppropriate adviscries to your headquarters
inelade informaticn supporting these actions.

de advance coordination fcr Headquarters, USAF (:FOAT=1) sup=
of cloud tracking by supplying radivlogical data fron various Pacifi

e separate commumicstica thie support has been requested
CIC?.CYLT.

be CINCPICFLT will be informed by separate ccmmmicsation of de-
ails pertinent to the abve infcrmticn. -

ES
TP

j :
<
<

a/?. W, Clarksca

t/P. "le CL.RESON
Haojor Guaeral, U.8. way

Ccanander
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SUBJECT; Radfological Hazards in the Usrshall Islands .resa During C..STL>

8 Reference paragraph S, your letter, similar adviscriea (ref-
erenew 1b) are planned again far Opernticn C.STLS. Particulzr attenticn

~is invited tc the H minus 18 huur message. Dus tc sh.t tires in the
early arning heures, and the necessity for final shit decision brief-
ings to take place after 21) daylight woather infcermtion has baen col-
lected and analysad, it is considered that a tentative YH minus 18 hour
planning furecast ie necessary. In the ovent the H ainus 18 hour fore-
cast ie signifisantly in error, @ acdificaticn advisory will bo dispatchn—
odaftar the e-mnonder's final ahot decisica briefing st abcut H uinus

Ours. . ‘ ‘
a

*

6. asference paragraph 6, your letter, tha fullewing ccansnts
and reccamsndaticns are mader -

&. Toaporcry evacuatiun of artive populated islands is act
recvamonded 48 3 preeshct coagurs.

b. airborne survay of ths Hawaiian, ‘farehall, Caroline ind
-larlanas Islands, supplomontcd by gruund chocks as practicabla, in cc»
operati.a with tho...tcmis Mergy C.mieeicn is ennsidered o valucble
adjunct to the radesfo plan. Overlap cf infcranti:a in suppert .f this
effort. will be furnished by CUTF SEVEN tu the .EC reprosontative in the
Porward .r3a sach thit actual survey Slighte will bo nocess ry only in
the ovont fall-out is fcrecest. cr known to oxist in the -rea in ques~

oAe It is ansidored that such coverage is practicable ind will be
oxtremoly useful t. *l1 c-mminds ond igancies ¢.aserned with cloud tree
joctcry anslysis in tho Preific ..rca.

Ce Fila badge survey of ‘‘aks anc J.hnst-n Islands. This type
survey isc.nsidered degimble if for m thor rosa. a than tc previde

~pesitive evidence that nc ccntaninaticn was enccuntored, Since thy fila
badge-is.@asidered tho coly. legslly acceptable rverrd ¢ radizticn ax-
pusure, Lt Le suggested that such a survey shculd be extendec tc signi-
ficant. aatimepopulated atclis,..Ifdesizrgd, task forgeS1in badge sup~
pay end pri@uscing facilities canbe andsavailable ts assist.

wt80h te mA

@. Reecanaissanse flights by socurity aircraft of TG 7.3 to
clear itinerant ebippiogfr-a thepredicted aloud passage area up tc
600 ailes onamt ainus 1 to 2 days are c.nsidered a valuable radicl gi-
cal safety precauticn. Such flights ere ,lanned again fcr ¢..STi. It
ie suggested that, in the interest <f reducing the number <f snips t-
be cleared frm the area, CINCP..CFLT effoct appripriate advance <iver~
siuna of surface ahipping wherever practicsble. .2 a first asprexica~
tiuny it 4a. masidered that the sectcr trea centerod un ground serc
clockwise frum 225” true to 90° true, saxioun distance 500 nc, shculd
be avoided un shit day. Task force advisories aay ba usec by CINC?.C
tu infirm oporati.anl ccatrol authcritios of further wuuting ocdific«=
ticns as required.

e. It is anticipated that roccamendati.as will cgain be mace
by this headquartars reference closing uf air rcutwa. C.nsequantly, the

Gun .Godnistratcr shuld bo inf.rned -£ possible interference with alr

gcc}
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SUBJECT: Radiclegical Hasards in the darshall Islands ‘rea During C..STLE

(4) air and surface routes through “ake and the Yarshall
Islands. These sreas sre cunsidered cf least pricrity because of sep-
“arate advence plans tc close ur swaep the most questi-nable sroas,

bd. Cloud tracing Ans been plinnad cceerdingly 1@ fclicws: ~

(1) In support of 3a(l) abevu, starting at H Hour, cne
aireraft will mcintain a holding pattern for approxiastely 5 hours ¢cwn=
wind from GZ to establish the drift uf e.ntaminati.n toward iniwetck
and/ur Ujelang. In additicn,~the cloud sanpling team will reprt cn
drift and intensity of 111 segnants cf the cloud fren H tu H plus 6
hours. Further, it is planned that all cperati:.nal and test airemft
will repert any enccuntar with rodiaticn while ungcgod in their assigned
flight missi-ns. The totality cf inforneticn abowe, togutnher with the
forecast tr-jectcries, shculd be sufficient to prosent a roas.nibly
clear indicaticn <-f future cevelcpmants uf the cloud, ind in sufficient
tine to werify decisicns relative t= safety of personnul outside the
stct area. This informati.n will aleo be used to formulate a decisicn
relative to ths air and surface r.utes through the uorshalls.

(2) In support of 3a(2) above, from appreximately H alus
§ hours to H plus 12 huurs, one rirereft will search up-wind in a 30
degree sector,. apex on.GZ, and centered on the average trade-nwind for
approximately 500 Nl. .

(3) In support of 3a(3) above, from approximately H plus
12 beurs to H plus 18 hours, cne aircraft will search upwind in a 30
degree sector as acuve, with apex on Rongerik .toll.

(&) In support of 3a(4) above, from approximtely H plus
18 hours to H plus 24 Roure, one afiroraft will be vectcred alcng the
routes through “ake, or through the area forecsst tc be upewind {rea
these rcutes, as appropriats.

(5) Two additional aircraft sre planned to search froa
H plus 24 hours to H plus 36 hours, and froma H plus 36 heurs to H plus
48 hours, Tho flight tracks of these airercft will be detormined after
the shot and ..i11 de based upon the results of the first 2honur pericd
“and forecast metecrological cunditicns,

CG. Other features of the task force plan remain unchanged
exsept that appropriate ocamonts relative tc native evacuaticn ire pro-
sented below as they apply to pertinent paregraphs cf your lottor.

be Reference parigrarph 4, your letter, action has been taken t

inform CINC?..C by reference le of the huzards to bu intricuced intc

the Pacific ..rea during C..STLE.

a e-/6
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SBT: Radiological Hazards in the iarshal) Islends ures Suring C..STLE

probably be engagod in <anger area evacuation efforts. In tha event
cogent and compelling posteshot reasons arise requiring tenporiry evacue

“tion of any popul-ted island in the iarshalis cutside the danger area,
the task force security ehips would have tc be used. .

“f£. Reference parsgraph 7d, an evaluation of CINCP..CFLT IVY
measures is included in paragraph 6 above.

@ Reference psra 72, action has been taken to request
Headquarters, USaF (..f0..To1}) to furnies thedesired informaticn on
C..STLE. Thid request contained a recamendution fer direct ecntact
between your headquarters and afOaTeol to arrange the details.

he Reference varngreph 7g, augmentation of the e¢leud tricking
effort “should alleviate the difficulty: oresented,

4. Poragra,h 7h, noted in its relation to paragraph 7. 2buve.

s/?, W Clarkson

t/P. . CLARKSON

“T>- iLawer

TTaAyROe

F
R
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SUBJECT: Radicicgical Hazards in tho Marshall Islands arca During C.STLE

routes through Wake and the Marshall Islands for specified periuds cf
time and that arrangomonts shuulé be sade for elosing cr adifying these
cutos on shcrt actice in the event such acticn beccaes essantial. It
is alsc anticipated that, for operaticnel reasons, Scth Zaiwotik and
Bikini air bases will be closed for shat perdids befcre and sfter each
detonaticn. appropriate advisories to CINCP..C will incluce tnforeition
supporting such activa.

7. Refsrence paragraph 7, ycur letter, the commonts below refer
to the numbered parsgrapha of your letter:

a. Reference parrgr=ph 7a(1), inf: rmation from atcaic sn-ts
in Nevada indieato that clouda which reach the trvpcpouse ¢creop cut a
unique ind maj -r porti.a of the fall-out at a distance -n the order
of 100 miles cr lose froa GZ. Om the assumticn (as on IVY) that the
tropopause acts as a trapping barrier for all ccntaminiti a at cr abeve
this levol, it is expected thit high yleld shuts should similarly react,
extending perhapa to a slightly greater horisontal distance due to the
fect that the Pacific tr.ppause height is higher by approxinatily
15,00) feet. On the assumption that the trapping actica of the tropee
pause 4a net se acaalete as to prevent a gredual sifting of mterial
from above it, the wide and distant area coverage ty NYOO of ..20 is
considered essential. The weak point of the first argument lies in
the fact that, due to operational difficulties, none of the high yield
ehots in the Pacific have been sufficiently documented in this resp::ct.
Consequently, our operational planning anticipates a romote pcssibility
of adverse conditicnas cut te populated atolls.

be. Reference parngraph 7a(2), 1£¢ is suggested that the aug-
mented cloud tracking effort cutlined above should alleviate the iiffi-
culties presented.

@. Reference paragraph 76(1), the decisions to shoot will be
reached with the understanding that no health hazarts to units and popue
lated islands of the Pacific are forecast. It is not baliowed the de-
cision can be reached with the uiderstanding that no racsafa conditions
condusive to pogaible adverse criticisa will ensua. The differontiation
made hore is due to linitations on weathar and radsafe forecssting tacn-
niques and due to the many and diverse interpretations of radsafa con-
ditions which are adverse,

a. Reference paragraph 7¢(2), CJTF SEVEN pre-shot advisorics,
(based on forecasts) will act contain conalusions requiring evacuation
of populated isliacs to avoid « hoalth Basard. Information will neces-
earily be insluded relative to the probabilitioa of something less tran
& health hazard occurring.

@. Raference paragraph 70(3), Sniwetok and Ujelang ire ccn-
sidered thu aost critical sitas, and sinco contamination of these sites
will likely be « collateral cccurrence, all task forse shins will

& Cc-/8
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be Goneral, Flan.

&@ ..erdal monitoring of the Paeific ..ros will be cgain conducted
by aircraft oporsting from Kwajaluin, Guen and Oahu. Support of the
aission at Kwajalein and Guas will be provided by patrol airersft fron
WP-29, end rit Oahu by aireraft from Viel..

b. Basie flight pattsrns adapted for IVY (reforance (b)) cre un-
changod and hav; bien reproduced by the .20 in tne SOPs ceantioned in
parngraph 3. avove. Deviations from these ¢ ttearns ire authorized if
desired by the ..x Project Officer.

Ce nc represcntatives for this progran have beon assiged to tere
porary duty with Joint Task Force SEVEN in tha Eniwetok/Bikini ..rea.
u® indicated in reference (a), these rsprosent.tives aro:

(1) Mr. a. J. Breslia Project Officer

(2) ia. Me B. Cassidy assistant Project Officer

@. During aerizl conitoring operations, radiation ooasurenents
will be mde by aircraft crews rather than by 20 representatives.
This change is justified by the ral.tive case of soasurements denon
strated during IVY, nd further simplification of this equipaant fer
C.STLI. These uordial scintilltion instruments (SCINLCETER) are being
assigned to participating squadrons by the .20 Project Officers who
&re instructing squadron personnel regording their use.

e. Honitoring flighte will be requested subsequent to aach C.STLE
detoantion by the Project Officur on the basia of post shot cavelopnents.
after cach dutonation, sertain survwy flignte asy be elinincted if d-ta
frog ground installations confirm ~stoorological predictions tnat fall-
out in a given area ia unlikely.

£. Groand monitors are being installed at Truk, Yap, Ponape, Kusate,
dajure, Rongerik, Ujelang, “'ake and iiidway. ..t these stations, suto-
antic recorders will continucusly aonitor gamma radiation snd count
any concentraticn of airborne radioactive dust. arrangements havi Seen
ande for the attondance of this oquipment by ‘’eathur Service or Tssk
Force porsonmwl 18 appropriate. The ameption to this arrangencnt 13

ifidway where it 1a desired th-t navil station pursonnel supervises the

instellrztion. In addition to ths abovo network, tha U. S. .ir Force

(,.F0.T=L) has bean requested to augment gemm monitoring by reporting
from stations st Oahu, Guam, Luzon, Tokyo, end possibly Okinowa, Srenya

and .nchorage.



UNITED STATES PACIFIC FLSET IN RIFLY S=FER TO
HEADQUARTERS OF THE COMMANDER IN CHIEF CINCPACFLT FILE

FFlel
All
Ser 00113

. ll February 1954

~

From: Commander in Chief U.S. Pacific Fleet
Tos Commander Joint Task Force SEViN

Commander Naval Forces, Marlanas
Commander Fleet air Hayail
Commanding Officer, Naval Station Kwajalein

Subj: Support of Atomic inergy Commission ‘iorldwide Fallout Monitoring
Program during Operation CaSTLE

Ref: (a) CINC>ACFLT Secret mag 190221Z of Jan 1954
(bo) CLICPACFLT Secret ltr FFlel Aum} Ser 00849 of 3 Oct 1952
(c) CI:iCPaACFLT Secret msg 2400082 of Sep 1952
(ad) US AZO NYKOPO Secret Ltr HSt!® of 8 Sep 1953
(e) CUTF 7 Secret ltr J-3/903 undated
(£) CINCPACFLT Secret ltr FFl-1 aS6 Ser OOL2L0 of 28 Sep 1953
(g) CINCPACFLT Secret asg 3022212 of Jan 1954
(nh) CINCP..CFLT Secret msg 2204312 of Jan 1954
(4) COMAIRPAC msg 2220202 of Jan 1954
(3) CINCP:CFLT Secret ltr FFl-1 all Ser 0073 of 28 Jan 1954

1. Reference (a) advised cognizant comnanders that Pacific Fleet support
of the subject program will be generally similar to that previously ren-
dered during Operation IVY as outlined in ruferences (b) and (¢), oxcept
for a reduction in the atroorny monitoring effort. It further directed
COUHASEnFRON to assist .80 Project Officors in preparitory aissions
pertinent to the Hawaiian area.

2. Purpose. This letter sumarizes tho details of the program and out-
linss the support required from cognizant commandors. It further con-
firns carlicr planning and agrocaonts.

3. Background.
a. This progrem is a continuing project suportud by tho U. S.

Weather Buresas and other governnent igoncios. as in IVY, wore dofinitive
coverage in tho Pacific during CASTLE tests sarvos the duol purpose
of extanding a0 knowlodge of worldwide fallout pattorns and issist-
ing CINCY..CPLT (as agent for CINCP..C) in dischirging his responsibility
for safety in the Pacific urca. .

b. Tho aircorne and ground monitoring techniques previously dos~

eribed in roferonca (b) have not basically changed since IVY. Since
the nX Nuw York Operations Office haa developed Standard Opersting
Procedures (SOPs) for tho use of participating ictivitics, descrictiors

of monitoring tuchniques are omitted in this lattar.

Inel 6 to TAB "C" q+ 30 :
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&. In the event of special circumstances such as extensive fallout
in @ single area or cquipment failures, .D Projoct Officers may ¢esire
high priority air transportation to that lecation. Such requests should
be approved whun foasible.

he. if. Breslin, =s Projegt Officer, will keep CINCP..CFLT informed
regarding the progress of the progrin through normal service comsuni-~
eation channels. Reports from ground monitoring stations -nd squadrons
making airborne survoays will be transmitted to the Project Officer for
evaluation. ‘fessags reports from the Project Officer te CINCP..CFLT
should include the following type of informtion:

(1) Proposed schedule of roquesite sirborne monitoring flights
subsequent to each shot.

(2) Completion of airborne monitoring flights including a2
brief dascription of radiological conditions. Under normal circumstances
where readings are genomlly insignificant, this report should indicate
the highest reading (ar/hr) noted and a statemant that no significent
radsafe conditions wore encountered.

(3) Unusurl conditions, if any, recorded at ground aonitoring
atations.

(4) «any spocicl cireunstances of interest to the safuty cission
in the Pacific ures.

S. Program Details for Kwajalein.

& Roferences (d) and (e) pertain to cocplated arrangements between
the .EO and CUTF 7 concerning JTF 7 support of the subject progran. Ref-
arance (£) adwised CJTF 7 that:

(1) For C..STLE, it is planned to provide the xircraft capability
for airborne fallout monitoring both at Guam and Kwajalein for short in-

tervals after each shot, utilising socurity circraft (VP) as in IVY.

(2) For airbor.e survey in any sroa of tho Trust Torritory, it
is planned to utilise 1 tc 3 patrol aircraft (VP-29) opernting from Guan

and/or Kwajalein as needed to fulfill this mission.

be. It is requested that Commander Joint Task Force Sivan:

(1) Support the program outlined for Kwajaloin with task force

aircraft and fscilitios in accordance with previous arrangements acn@-

tioned in subparagraph 5.8. above. °

C-g2
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- (2) Relcase requisite security ifreraft (VP=29) after cach shot
from Task Group 7.3 to the tamporary oporational control of SOLIN.W. /ADNAS
for post shot airborne survays in the /@rianas and “estern Caroline Ise
lands (1f required).

(3) ° Conduet post-shot airborne surveys of the iarshall and
Eastern Caroline Telende with VPu2yeirorest as requested by the .5C
Project Officer.” -

(8) teaddert vdquisitethforeattin trea’ the nat Project Officer
to CINCP..CFLT. .

ec. I La desired:thst the.e Comanding Ofricer, Naval Station Kwejae
lein provide PH flights as practicable to outlying grcund conitoring
install-tions in the iiarshall Islands. Since the instaliction at Ujo-
lang will bo battcry cporated and unattended, it is expected that at
loast one flight totitis site wilt Be required after each shot. The
vemining installations in tho darshall Islands are loccted at Task
Force Neather Islands and arg ettended by Tast-foree personnel. Thore=
fore, flights to these sitos my bétombined with norm PEtrips
echeduled forvoaultply of’weatitér stations.

6. Ppogrsa Detstts for Guam: It is desired that Comannder Naval fcrees,
Marlanas supp @ eubject program for Guam in a oanncr sinilor tc
that rendered during IVY. Specific requirements for CASTL=. are:

&. The conduct of posteshot airvorne“gurveys of: the Marianas and
Western Caroline Islands with VP=-29 atreraft (from Task Group 7.3) aa
requested by the AEC Project Officer,

bd. Posatble-atr-transportation-fertheaBo-Assistant Project Officer
to Trak’Yef6r repatr of asintaidneéof“eqdimsent at ‘ 250 ground
monitoring stations. Reference (g) provided for preparator, requirements

- at these sites.

e. The possibility that survey flights my be desirable in ireas
beyond the cognisance of CO:NAVHMARIANAS. If this eventuality saterial-
4ses, the Project Officer will request aorial surveys in the Phillip-
pines and/or Japan. If so, it is desired that COLN.ViARLANAS iaplement
these surveys, with VP-29 aircraft if feasible, and make roqucsito
arrangoments with cognizant comnanders of the areas involved.

7. Progra Jetatls for Oahu.

a. References (h) and (4) provided the capability for airvorne
monitoring in the Hawaiian/Midway ires using aircraft from Squadren

c23
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Wel which fulfilled the IVY misaion. Requisite instruments and in- _
structions for squadron personnel were providod by the all Projact
Qfficer during his recent preparatory visit.

be. It ds desired thet Commander Fleet alr Hawaii support the pro-
gram for Oshu using Vitel circraft as outlined in reference (h). sere
dal surveys, if required, should bc implomented upoa direct rocuest
from the nEC Project Officer.

8. Referance (j) pertains to features of the subject program which
are useful, only for documentation purposes. Since the results of this
feature are available only after labor=tory analyeis, it surves nc
use for immedinte evaluntion of local radiological conditions.

H. Ge HOPHOOD
Chief of Staff

Copy tor
CNO (Op 36) .
CINCPAC
aS ™:.SHDC (Di€,)
nE NYKOPO (2 copios)
CJTF 7 (for AEC Project Officer)
CTG 7.3
COUN.VPHI,
COUN.VFE
COA.Se,.FRON
FO/.T1 1.SHDC
CO NAVSTA Midway
COASTESTSEAFPROS
VPo29

Vel

AUTHENTICATED:

s/h. Be Olsen
t/a. Re OLSEN
Flag Secrotary
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| INCOMING. WESSAGE

PROM: CINCPACFLT DTG 1202382 FEB 1954
JO: CUTP SEVEN ENIVETOK

“1. Subject is aFOAT=1 CASTLE Participation, AFoaToL Letter OPNS
370.009 dated 23 Dec 53 and CJTF SEVEN letter Jo3/729,3 dated Ll Dec
53 refer. In accordance with ay concept ae stated in paragraphs 7.8.2.
and 7.f. CINCPACPLT lettor serial: 001855 of 31 Oct §3,-consider best
use AFOsT services can be obtained ty extending JTF tracking capabili-
ties in downrind sector. . Such use will provide acre information to
following sources for purpefes dadicateds -

a. To CJTF SEVEN- in capseity of. advises.to CTUCPACFLT on
special hazards and danger areas incident CASTLE.

b. to JT? SEVER fadsafe evaluation center :for detinition of
predicted cload trajectories in areas outaide the test site.

G. Te ARS Project. Officen in JTF SiVEN. for mere affactive
coordination of worlduide. fallout aondioring. progres. .

Ct

2. For above reasons propose following AFOaT participation:

a. Cloud track in downwind sector beyond termination of
JTF SEVEN offort as dirvetad by CJTF SEVEN.

b. Time duration and region based on ‘post shot developaants
as reviewed by CUTF SVEN.

Ce Preoision similar to efforts of JIF SEVEN sircraft.

ad. Message reports of aigificant intensities to CJIF SEV=y.
Readings below 10 mr/hr considered insignificant and will be expressed
ae negative ruports. Such reports should include information which
confirms or othorwise aids CUTF usVaN forecast atomic cloud trajactory
for initial 72-hour period after dotonation.

3. Foregoing pursuant ny concopt tht all roports pertinent to
hasarde and dangor aroas incident CaTLi will be ovalu.ted by

CJTF SUVEN in formulation of appropriate safcty advisorics to CINCPsCFLT.
Soparate ruports fron FO.T or other agancics to CLYCP.CFLT not desired.
Propoeo CUT? SUVEN coordinate details with .f0.T.

be (Maw but realited subject) Intcnsitius below 10 ar/nr recorded
by aFO..T sirermft during normal routine aiseitons aay provics vilucbla
doeunentation for oxtending all knowlodgs of worlenids fallout pattems
even though insignificsnt for Redsafe purposus. If aX Project Officor
desires such informtion consider he should arr.ngw handling vin ~il.

5. Raquost messages coanant.

Inel 7 to TAB "C" ¢-37
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| INCOMING ESS.CR

FROM: CINCPICFLT DTG 1902252 FB 1954

TO: HICOMTPZRPLCIS

INFO! CNO, CINCPaC, CJTF 7, CTG 7.3 _

lL. During forthcoming tests at Eniwetok and Bikini, 40 desires
automatic monitoring equipsent be placed at Ujolang. This equipment
will be battary operated and unattended. Purpose is to continucasly
record intensity of radioactive partisles if any fallout cecurs inci-
dent to stonie detonations. Occasisnal Ujelang visite by Navy PEL
aircraft will be neccssary to check and read equipment.

2. Preliminary safety advisory from CJTF SEVEN indiéstes followe=
ing predictions on probability ef fallout hazards in Trust Territory:

&. Remote possibility at Ujelang.

b. Very remote at other islands in vicinity of shot sitcs.

3. Consequently no evacuations of any populated ialande aro
planned. In evant post-ehot ‘developments indicate desirability of
certain health and safety ceasures for native inhabitants of certcin
islands, sssistance of ilarshalese interpreters and administrative
personnel from .iajuro District Office or sey would be required by
CJTF SEVEN on short notise.

4. Request your concurrenes in implementing Ujelang installation
8@ outlined abowe, Further request planning arrangements be once for
provision of assistance by Distriet .doinistrotor in cvant reqiirescat
materislises,

'§. CINCPLCPLT will keep you informed regarding any musual do-
velopacnts requiring any action by Trust Torritory personnal.

Incl 8 to TAB "C"



TICOMING WESS.G5

FRO! CINCPACFLT oe DIG 2018572 ¢b 1554
TO: CONAMARLNsS, COLHAOSEWFRON

TRO? UTR 7 ENTPETOK, CTG 7.3, CINCP..C, CNO

Shortly before coach CASTLE detonation, CUTS SZViI will issue
message advisories concerning anticipated radiological imect on air
and surfaceroutes-ineluding recemmendstions relative to elosing routes.
During two days:preeeding each shot, TG 7.3 Security Aireraft will
make reconnaissance flights in significant fallout quadrant cut to
600 miles to clear itinerant shipping from predicted cloud passage
area. xXessage advisories for information. On basis this information
implement action to divert shipping from possible hazardous areas
and assist aission TG 7.3 aircraft as practicable... ~

vt . ac a - Ayr tes

Incl 9 to TaB "C"
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INCO-ANG ‘E5Sacz

FROM: CIUCPACFLT DTG 2502LL2 FEB 195,

TO: CJTF 7 ENIVETOX

INFQ: CINCPAC

1. Subject ie safety measures and radiological hazards in vare
shalls during CASTLE. Your lettera both marked J=-3/729.3 of 11 Dec
53 referance. ‘

-~

2. Following comsents pertain safoty letter to CLICPAC on para-
graphs indicated:

&. Reference 2a. In tha event comelling post shot reasons
require teuporary evacuation of natives, desire CIG 7.3 retain copera~
tion control of ships and delegate mission to unit commander or shis
commanding officer aa appropriato. Limited additional assistance in~
cluding Pad type aircraft can be nade available by NAVSTA Kwajalein.
My 1902252 also. refers.

b. Ref. 2c, 2d and 3c. dy 2018572 refers. Have also noti-
fied CAA Administrator of possiole interforonce with Wake air routes.
Expect your advisorica will allow sufficient interval for notification
CAA and hia subsequunt dissemination to effected air linas for requi-
site action.

e

c. Reference 3a, my serial 0013 of 1 Feb 54 provides for
airborne survays of significant Pacific Islands.

a. Reference 36. Following messurus available at ‘’ake and
Johnston vice film badge survoy. A=0 NYKOPO has continuous ground
monitoring equipment at “ake for transmission daily reports to ASC
Project Officer your staff. Johnston within Vl airborne survoy capa-
tility established for Hawaiian aroa. For significant populated ‘i2r
snzll Atolls desire caxioum coverage 49 necessary be mde with W-29
airborne surveys, If such survays indicate slightest adverse condi-
tions, desire you supplemont with ground checks utilizing appropriate
moans available. For this purposo consider Kwajalein sircraft aug-
mantod by JTF-7 unite wmiurvvur necessary.

e. Reference 34. Tr accordance with ay 1202382 desire aAFCaT
assistance only as coordinated through you.

3. Following comments pertain your usrshall wodsafe lottar to
CINCPaCFLT on paragrcopns indicated.

&. Raferonce 6c. In view of numcrous populited etelis in
Marshalls consider impractical to conduct fils badgu surveys to pro-

vide nogative documentation. Consider ay paragraph 2d above is orly

acceptable solution.

Incl 10 to TAB "C" C¢-36



DICOMING WESSAGE OTG 2502LL2 FEB 1954 FROM CINCPACFLT CONTINUED:

b. No additional comments on this rofersnce axcept notation
Shat osch item ay paragraph 2 above also applies to corresponding
itecs.

4. New but rolated subject. Request you address safety advise
ory mossiges action to CINCPACFLT ind infe to COICFAC COLNAV.ARIANAS
and ColdinSanFAoN,.

2 ¢-3-



“OUTGOING MESSAGE

FROM: CJTP SEVEN ENIVETOK ATOLL -L DIG 2600102 FEB 1954

JO: CINCPACFLT PEARL TH REFt CINCPACFLT (SECRET) !'SG:
- DTG 1202382 FEB1954

1. Your OTG 1202382 FEB received 24 Feb 54. Consider AFOaT=1
reports for evaluation health hazard Pacific area no practical value
since inforaation based on aerial contacts at far distances. AEC
Project Officer will furnish CJTP SEVEN actual ground readings. These
are considered only reliable ‘basis JIF SZVEN advisories to you. Jour
concept that CUTF SEVIN only Radsafe advisor to CINCPACFLT is accept-
able. Understand this concept cancels Radsafe report required para-
graph 4h your letter, serial 00113, dated lL Feb 54 te this neadquar-
teres reference support ADC fallout pregram. Ai Project Officer ad-
vised of contents your message and will take separate action to obtain
information from aFOaT-]1 as required.

2. (New subject) Reference paragraph 5b above letter, JTF S=V=N
ia supporting ABC Project Officer as requested except as modified by
your substitution of VWe3 for Marianas and ‘’estern Carclines in lieu
of VP~29.

Incl lL to TaB "Cc"
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INCOMING “ESSAGE

PROM: CINCPACFLT DIG 270033Z FzB 1954

0:  CJTF SEVEN ENT-ETOK ATOLL

Coneur your 2600102 Pip 54. Desire you inelude sumzary of aim
borne monitoring flights subsequent each shot in your schedulad rad~
safe advisories.

Inel 12 to TAR "2" c- 33
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OUTGOING LESSAGE

FROM: CJTF SEVEN ENDTETOK ATOLL DTG: 2807002 FEB 1954

JO: CINCPACFLT PEARL TH

Your 2502442 received. Paragraph 2a your message relayed to
COINATSTAKTA\S for info and to CTG 7.3 for confirmation previous
verval agreenonts.

w

w

U/Rs CINCPACFLT 2502442 rofore to msg to CUTF SEVEN commenting on
CJT? SEVEN Letters, one to CINCP.C and one to COICPHCFLT, both subject:
"Safoty iessures During Operational Phase of CASTLE", both dated ll
Dec 53. Para 2a aubject letter to CINCP:C statos that JTF SzVii: ship]
ping will be made available to CINCPIC if necessary for nativa evac~
uation. CINCPACFLT 2502442 states CINCP..C desires cocmander or ship
commanding officor 18 appropriate. CINCPACFLT's msg also covers sev-
eral minor detaile of previous plan as cutlined in above letters to
CINCPAC and CINCPCFLT.

Incl 13 to TaB "C" c-3 9



| TNCOLEING. IESSAGE

FROi!s CINCPACFLI DTG 1903562 “AR 1952
TO:_ COLPHISPACFLT, CRUDESPaC, CO:Ha SEAFRON, COLSERVP..CFLT, CO:SUBPAC,

. COLT!PaC, COU AF FaCFLT, COLNAY FORCES ARIAS

INFO: CJTF SEVEN ENTVETOX, COLSTSP..C SFRAN, COLSTS “ASH OC, CNO
COi STSICDP,.CSUBREA, CTO SEVIN PNT THRIE

Untdl furthse notice all PACFLT vessels except those assignad to
JTP SEV2N, entoring the circular area within 450 nautical miles from
& point 12 de corth latitude, 164 degrees anst longitude will
inaurd “€h-¢, ea taltyToa badgdd “and/or phosshor glass dosincters
(OT. ) age worn by 5 percent of the sorsonnal an beard until ths
vodsel | eparte pm the aforementionad arca. “hot not being norn,
badgeg and,Wesiquters will bo rturriod to shipboard storage without
proeéSsing: ?Pfocossing will only be sccoaalishedwhen Specifically

_ Ghrected BYCINCP.CFLT. Purpose of 8 precoutioniry measure is to
permit”Gyoumentationfor negative or Psitive fhformation incidont
fo fallout phen and’does not tintoxpéwure is axpected.
Operation control authorities have separate instructions to offsct
advandss 4hardCfon pora@itially Hazardous arvas. CINCP.CFLT
instructions 06470, dated L, Hireh 1953 basically refors. Instructions
for veseuls cseignod JTF SEVEN a8 proscribed by CJTF SSV2N. For
COSTS, ruceagend”‘application to ‘your [STS efipé as prectisable.

otFT
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BiSIC TECHNIQUES ND FUTURE STUDIZS

“The-basic fall-out forccasting technique used cn Operation C.STLE
was an adaptation of the methed outlined in ippendix FP of the Effecta of ._
itomic Weapons, revised September 1950s Essentially, this method e-nputes
the rectangular coordinates on the surface at which particles will fall
from a saries of hoights, provided the winds ot these heights are inow
and the time of fall cen be approximated from « consideration of -aerticle
sise distribution. The method was simplified to a considerable extent by
the successful application of graphical vectorial solutions to tha equaticns
and the aseumphion of workable empirical values of particle size (i.c. tins
of fall paromoters) following the DOG Suct of Operation GREENHOUSE, ..
descrirtion of thetechnique was contained in the GREBUOUSE Meteorclozical
Report. Morerecently, a detailed grariical solution based on the CREENHOUSS
method, was published in .ir Weather Service Manual 105-33, "Radicactivity
Ground Fall-out.Plot", datod 1 cugust 1991, revieed.ae (HSM 104-33 "Radio~
activity Fall-cat end RDEZ Plote", dated 2 dune 1952 and being currently
revised again. 11 of the above are essentially the same method, <iffering
primarily in technique. of applicationand in pefinenent of geaputati-ns and
assunptiome. iLL gave reasonably accurateresults, pricr to CASTLE, including
an aprarent conpetabllity with the shots ofOperationIVT. Elaewherc in
this report, there are discussions devoted to assumptions, theorics and
apparent procfw relative to the validity of pre-C..STLE forecasting tochniques
to cope with large yields. Seme of the factors have been resolved on C..STLE;
others have not. The predominant unimow, thathas been af leest partially
resolved m C.STLE is that arising from questions of the variation of the
efficionsy of thie tyre offall~out forecasting with increased yields. Prior
to C/STLE, theonly shots were thoae fired under rather umsual
circumstances. the first, ,was fired on the trailing edze
of a typhoon with aconsequent extremely favorable wad pattern, with all
levels of theqhoud moving to the northeast. but with ac mecns whatsoever of
assessing the aataal fall-out pattern on the watcr.. The second, IVY Me

systen. being: that a1), fall-out. wag. errarentiy in the northwest quadrant
froa the ERSWEOK grammed sero... cgeinprnomanny 6f the actual
downdnd fabbeut pethermwareavailable, Ths, was an aim
burst at approximately 1,500 feet, and, alth-ugh detonated er a wind
system considered unfavorable for « surface shot at EXCVET, was cherecter= ~
ised ty theusual small’ ancunt of fall<out asecclated with air bursts.

ia cheery, there_apreared price to CiSTLE n> reason why tho system
shuld not be adequate to cope with the scheduled shots, exept that the
efficiency of the system to rredist fall-out beyond about siz hcurs was
seriously questioned and the entrapment characteristicg of the troropause
level were not. understocd even in general terms, Por C.STLE it was assumed
that the period of fall-cut significant from a test and industrial stendard
point of view would be on the order of twelve hours. It wae alac assumed

that confidence could not reasomably be placed in significant trepring -f
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debris vy the tropopause unless definite proof of such a mochanism was
aveilable. 4s e consequence, the techniques described above wore used
with”comfidonee up to about six hours, and examined in their relation
to the longerange forecast air perticle trajectories for times bey-ad
six heures. This employment was later expanded ints o mre detailed and = -
formal, technique developed subsequent to the third shot and employed
thereafter in the series. (See Incl 2)

The method of elliptical app tions developed following the
TU SUPPER series in Nevada (and wed with remarkable success on
UPSHOT, OLE) was used on C..STLE for «better aprreciation of the dezree
of contamination and the extont of the forecast fall-cut aress. Due to
yield scaling considerations, amd the unique meteorclogical differences
between the Nevada and the Pacific proving grounds, confidence in this
methed for the first shot of the C..STLE series was low, In addition,
although this method has certain practical and aprealing features, in its
delineation 2f a picture of the fall-out pattern on the ground, it is no
less restricted to the ground cero wind system and the stability of these
winds, than the methods described heretofor.

C.\STLE use of the existing fall-cut forecasting methods wes sub
stentially as follow:

a. Vector solution, This method was apriied by the vectcrial
addition of winds from the surface t ooxicum height, all vectcrs normalized
to 5,000 feet per hour for convenience in ccnputatione, and «ith the
vector lengths ~roportiocnal to the wind speed in imcts. Since tho surface
wind and the arcas ccntizucous to GZ in the PFG are essentially at zcro
elevation, no correction was necessary for the asc-callod “average fall-out
surface" elevation. Winds were normally rlotted for each 2,000 fo7t
levela fr-m tw thousand feet to twenty thousand feet and for every five
thousand feet levels up to seventy thousand feet. (Dove sevonty th-usand,
due to the relatively stable wind directions, ten thousand foot levels
were plotted es a normal rule. The 2,000 foot intervals were used in the
lower tradewinds primarily to smocth cut the wind wector dlegr=m fcr these
levele which are critical fram a close-in fall-out viewpoint. For this
purpose, the 2,000 foot weters were normalised by pictting vectors of 4
length twoofifthe of the wind speed im invte (1.6. 2,000/5,000 of « full
hour wind vwocter). Ten thousand fect levels were similarly treated,
plotting 10,000/5,000 or twice « full hour wind veetor, Im this technique,
the 2,000 fort level was aseumed to represent the aversze wind Sctween the
warface and 2,000 feet, the 4,000 foot leval was assumed to reprosont the
averase wind between 4,000 feet and 2,000 feet, ete. The addition of clesin
vectors between the ground sero (initial point of the first voctur) and cach
succeesive altitude rrovided the necessary resultant winds from oach lovel,
and consequently, the line on the ground on which fall-out shvuld cecur from
the levels involved. Computations of time of arrivel of foll-cut end ires
of fall-out followed the same pattern as presented in NSM 105-33, ecnsistin
basically of dividing the resultant winds into hourly inercments <cerencing



upon the altitude involved and the delineation of a2 sectcr by tha liniting
resultant wind voctors. .. fifteen degree sector was added to each side of
the falleout area to provide a factrr of safety for diffusion, instability
of the pattern and wind variation with time and distance from dedour end
Gi. Since the wind vector diagram (or hodograph) was normalized to §,006-
reet, per hour, the value of any resultent wind in hours was detormincd by
the altitude for which 10 was plotted divided by 5,000. Since equi-tize
lines teken directly from tho hedograph represented a fall-rate of 5,000
feet rer hour (approximately the rate of fall of a 100 micron rerticle),
this distance was increased by doubling, tripling, etc., %t5 consider
particle sizes of lesa than 100,microns, For the Miret sh«t, rarticles
down to 70 microns were assumed to be. significant. Tris amcunted to
considering populated areas at. distances @ total rosultant «dnd
vector at each altitude, Subsequent to the first shot,eichtoen to twonty-
four hour fall-out periods and 2istences reproseted by tripling and quad=
ruplinz tte total resultant wind vector were considered. Considerations of
land surface and water surface shot sheracteriatice asterially mocified
these assumptions subsequent to the second shot, the m-dificaticns tonding
toward a reducticn to distances revrasented by not more than twice tha
total resultant tind weetor for simificant health hasard fall-out, =nd at
least twenty-four hours for fall-out of simificance to test an¢ induatrial
standaris, It should also be mntionod that the hocdograph, or wind voctor
diagrem, Seing the besie framework of both the ak aprr-ximaticn
method of fall-out forecasting andthe rectiniincar vector method, wis found
extremaly usefulin the zraphic presentation of the progresaive «ind .
observations cmd forecasts mice daily during the operation. Consoquently,
“raw hodograrhs were centinucusiy used by Uadsafé as c measure 2f the
"pulse™ of the daily tronda in the wind patterns and. in the grachic ore-
soncation of tho wind picture curing csmmand briefings. « complete scories
of daily hedograrphs has been proparod cnd reproduced covworing the reriod
February thr-uch May 1954 for documentation and future convaiiont study of
interested personnel. (See also Tab I.)

bd. The method of elliptical approximation of the fcll-cut pattem
mentioned above is twred in USP DC Report No. C3-36417, November 1953,
Radicactive Fall<cut from ctamic Bombs, as amended by USF “RIC lepcrt No.
Cho16098, Mareh 195k (relative ts C.STLE 3u.VO Pall-cut and allied in-li-
cations). Essentially the method starts «ith the "raw" fcrecast hodozranh.
With thie es « basis, ellipses are dramwith the portions of the hodosram
between major shear levels as approximate major axes. Minor excs <re
determined in acecrdance with the engular shear existing between mejor
shea levels and.in secordance with the following empirical rulos:

_ (1) If the wind shear is leas than 10 degrees for tho levels
in question, the minor axis is 1/8 tc L/b-of the masor-axis.

(2) If the wind shear is groater than 10 dogrees but lsss
than 120 degrees, the minor axis of the majcr axa.



(3) Ig shear is zroaster than 120 degrees, the ellipse becomes
a circle with dlametor equal to the avorage axis of the hedograrh Setween
the shear levels.

(4) Perturbations of the ellipses aro determined by the share
of the hodesraph, 1.0. dependent also upon the ansular shear,

“m1 overall onvolope 4s placed amuhd the collection of internal ellirses,
ite dimensicns and perturbeticns determined essentially by scalinz of yicld
and ammilar shear respectively. Intermal, ollipses are slaced within the
lsrear intcreshear level ellipses, asain in accordsnco with expiricel rules.
The nat result is an approxiszation of the infinity doses dercaitad ot the
centour poinsa cutlined by the eili:ses and their onvelope. Numbsr velues
aro placed cn the contours by yield cond area scaling of empericel velues
ohsesved om cast shots,

Other work:

2. .. tethed, more suitec to mlitary and civil dofonse tarzet
analysis studice then to test operations, is delinestod in Tachnical .nalyadys
deport, <- aPSWP No. 507, iladioactive Pa‘l-out Hesards from Surface Sursts
of Vary high Yield Nuclsar Weapens, May 1354, This report is based on groun
gsarvoys nede following the Bi.VO skst., end is en oxcellicnt stacy of the —
reletinly siaifieant long-rongs effects of fall-out. However, eimrlifying
assiayticos in th: aplication cf the systum, aiithough arrerently acequate
from the hoalth hesard or iat of view for which the rerort was written, ars
not compatable with 2>rocasting with test ind industrial. wtarndtards as
limiting criteria. in axtension «ff .FSWP 507 43 conisined in .FSWP 603,
4 Sommary of the “forts of Weapons in the hogetun trage, dune 1954, coverin
the er.tire field of weap-na effects including frs1-<ut.

ob Future studies: Studies of the whole acchaniem of fall-out
ana moans of forecasting its decroe and extent are boing ccnducted by the
hand Cornoration under scomtract with the USP end 20, the Matecroloical
Branch of the Army Signal Corps, .FSWP, the ‘F Cambridge ilese=rch Center,
in conjuncti-a with Detachment #1, FCC, PO 953, unter Dr. C. 2. Pelncr,
and jointly vy Dr. G. Le Pelt (J-Oiv LaSL), Major O. We. Stopinski, (to be
assimed to L.SL), and Dr. T. N. white (H-Div LiSL). <n indication of the
scope of the studies being conducted by the L.SL rersomel are indicated
in the preliminary rerorts (Seo Inele 2 and 3 hervtc) on the Sasic wri
done at the PPG during the last three shots -f tho C.STLE series. .. report
on the Rand Corporation etudy was published in July 1954. « report on
the irmy Sigel Corps study wes scheduled for completion by 15 -ucust 1954.
Studies of the remaining groups are expected to bo more or less contincucus

for enne time; no reriodic report schedule has been established. In

addition, @ clotting device ant mamual based essentially on the ..NSM 105-33
technique, is in preraraticon by the Naval sarmlogiecl Service,
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antroduction t

Tua problem of longeraenge,fall-out fran very large devices (megatons)
wes fiset axmined pricr to Oparstion IVY. it that time the methods of
analysis were cased on a simple theoretical acdel devised to evaluate the
hozards fram the Janglo shcts and on the ampirical results from lowyicld
tests in Nevada, Noither source was truly aprlicable in detail to MIXE,
& factwell-imow at the tine, wt the ceneral result, as we imow from

waa correct; 1.6., fall-cut fromMIKE under adverse conditians
couldhave been very severc at distanses of200 to 300 miles. The actual
conditicns on MIXE-Day wero, cf course, favorable tut at the same tins
rather urrusual in that the location of the main fall-out waa well clear
of all populated areas.

The rare .courronce of ideal conditions, the length of the C’STLE
oeration, aml the very evident ‘asards from the devices made necessary
@ re-eximinaticn of the problem of fall-out. In the field such a ree
examination could be very crude :t best, geared as it wa to the immediately
practical aim °f operational forecasting. It was necessary to devise «
system of forecasting simrle encugh to provide results besed on the latact
possible weataer information, beth observations ani forecasts, conservative
enough to guarntese no repetition of the unfortunate results cf _ and

differvnt from those know to be ideal (no serthern components frou surface
to 100,070 ft and axis of fall<cut between abart 315° and 045°).

The treatasn= generally used in Mevada with acderate success ws pretty
clearly nct-well suited to fall<cutforecasting at the Pacific Proving
Grounds axeept poesthly under the conditionof “deep easterlies", wien all
‘dnd vectorsfram the surface up are cagtefty (an alternate “ideal” situatia
incidentally for Bxiwetek Stoll but not for Bikini). The basic difficulty
with ualag the Nevada system for analysis of the effects of larze devices
in the Pacifie is that the wind structure im the Pacific is not primarily

ticnal in the pertinent altitude ranges. The ueual fall-out pattern
» orcadened at tines by the presence of Licht and |

veritable winds and by the cecasional presence of abnormally creat directioa-
al shear bub still confined to a mall sector. This general sharacter is
net often found in the P. » Mere the directional shear is alncst
Always very sreat just above the east-northeast flow in the low altituces
and again a& the tropopeuse (usually about $5,000 to 60,000 ft). In the

e ch includes all.the distant fall-out is very
frequently 180°and cecasionally evon greeter.

3 s % f



Wadle the sector is very larce in the Pacific it is not true that the
falleout 4a uniformly distributed within it, end it therefore becomes
necessary to look closely at the angular distribution of fall-cut aswell
as-the-radial, It is this new factor in the enalyeis which makes the
C.STLE-system differ fundamentally from the Nevada system, It dses not
necessarily follow that the Nevada systam should not also havo thts feature
since there are evident failings there which may serhaps be removed in
this ways

Dose “

The first step in the new system of analysis was to calculate the
relative dose at various points about the origin for a given wind stracture.
The mecharmies of preparing the isodose plots will be decribed in the followis
sections. Here we shall discuse the aseumptions and general principles of
the method. The assumptions used in the caleulations aro listod below:

(1) The activity is uniforaly distributed in height. ‘This
assumption is obviously a poor one and was subsequently altered to eaxhasizce
the aiddle region of the cloud and to depress the stem and the top. In the
firet plot this acdifieation was aprlied at the plotting stace rather than
at the calculaticnal stage.

very amall particles is

is

_ (3) Tie amountof activity deposited by an active particle is
onal, ta: {ts area. One say fairly argue that in some cases the

astivity should be proportional to the particle wilums. The choice of
is based on. the idea of vlating on molton salids end on theares

idee of seavenging by water dropicts.

, {b). The total activity is rroportional to the total yield and
decays. a& Q°**“,



- (5) The particles settle by Stoke's law,.. This assumption is
‘always challensed but no suitable substitute has yet been suggested. [In
the range of particle sises of interost it 1s prebably as good s lew as any

S&tion of it.

(6) The arca at the surface covered typarticles falling from a
givon height 4s proporticnal to the square of the time of fall. This
assumption exmreeses the fact of divermnce which oy arise from any number
of reasons. No mumerical value is: aselimed to the divergence,

(7) The net radial distance that a particle travels is proportional
to the time of fall, “

With tho abows essumtions one cbtaines the dose index in the follcwing
inelegent wy. «$ & given point "P* on the surface (Fig, 1) activo rar-
ticles can arrive fran certain discrete altitudes of the cloud determined
by the intersection with the hodograrh of the radius vector from ground
sero through the point... In the example these are the altitudes 79,000 ft
at "2" and 39,000 ft at "B". The hodograph is customarily draw for a
fall rete of 5,000 £& per hour so thet particles with that fall rate which
start from 39,000. f& at nominally sero time will land at "B* in 7,4 hours,
These particles will havo a definite diameter "4". We have said that the
activity broughs down by any particle igproportional to its area; 1.0.,.
the dose index "0D" contains a factor *a%, .

The remainder of the argunent concerns the tims. . Two other aseumytios
contain time terms, the natural decay and the area of deposition. ow tis
dose rate is expressible in activity per unit area. For examls, cme mega-
curie rer square mile is roughly equivalent to 3 r/hr about 3 f above 4
fission fragment deposition. . The dose rate is therefore expressible as

rateee A wc It q)
“ t

and the integratod dose, apart from other factors, is expressible as

2.2
dose«<= ¢ :- (2)

We chowe to define the dese index as

D2 (3)
t

Do?



vhere "d" {8 the particle diameter in aicrans and “t® is the time at wrick
it arrives in hours. In the ever’ thet partigles arrive from two heichts
as “indtcated for paint "PY in Pig, 1, one merely adds the two indices
arithmetically,. We have felt, in view of the erudeness of theese arsiments,
that very little wuld be achieved by keeping the power of "t* at «2.2 did
have used -2.0 instead.

One will note that in this form the dose index does act yet contain
Stoke's law but states meraly that pertieles of sise "<4" arrive at tine
"ee, The use of Stoke's Law and some of the other eseumptions permits
the dose index to be written in a wide variety of alternate forms, Stoke's
law states that the terminal rate of fall is proportional to the area of
the rerticle. In our case the terminal rate is reached so quickly that one
may write

are (4)

shere "h* is the starting height, "t* is the time of fall, "4" is the
sarticle diameter and "K" is a constant of proportionslity sontaining
the density, the viecceity, and mmsrisa] fastors. Tae viseceity, in-
cidentally, is temperature dependent, but the variation is amall canpared
to the other uncertainties in this system and we have chosen to keep the
viscosity constant, Substitution of equation (4) permits ome to write
the dose index as

pees (3a)

and further use of assumption (7) above permite the form

Se .+- . (3)

whore "K'* is some new constant and “TI is the radial distance along «
bearing from ground sere.

Wamerical values of the dose index can be ccmputed from ery of the
forms of equation (3) vith the proper selection of write.

We defined the mmorical velue of the dose indexas the ratio of the

square of the particle diameter in microns to the square of the tine of

fall in hours. In those units the dose index is cf the same order 4s

tha dose from a lOwmsgaton yield as determined by a roumh

match wi ta. The adjustment to other ylolds in the meraton
range is ect proportionality es indicetod in assumption (4).

D8
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Plot:
~ We proceed now to describe the method of constructing the isodese

contours for the simpler case of the static hodograph. The static hodograph
presents a plan view of the vertical structure of the forecast idnds at-
zero tine and at the origin. Pig. 1 is s sample hodograph constructed
fran data in Table I, The criticiens against the static hodograph are that
4t shold not be expected to persist unchanged even at the origin throuche
cut the time of fall-out, end that it does not in princinle aprly at all
ta points displaced fram the origin. These criticiems become mre imrortcnt
as one attempts to forecast thd lowleval iscdose lines which are estahlished
at considerable ¢istances: from tho origin and many hours after shot tins.
The static hedograph does, however, provide 6 useful suide ond has the
virtue that 2 plot can be prepared from it very quickly indeed.

Using the sample hodocraph of Pig, 1 let us compute the dose index
for point "P* at 40° and 60 nautical miles from ground sero. There will
be two componente for "“P* and all other scints along the redius fron "Z*
through *P". From the hodograph the intercept heights ond distances cre
79,000 2 and 45 miles at */.", and 39,000 %% and 73 ailee at". is
nentioned above the total index for"FP" is the aum of the indices computed

Let us consider first the index free intercept "/.".. Particles wiich
fell at ".." on the surface start at 79,000 ft above Zero... «2 they fell
tc 65,%O rt they travel westward approximately 75 miles... In fallins the
next 5,000 f% they travel approximately 10 miles scuthwest; Thereafter
‘ner swing arcand through the scuth, travel castward between 50,000 and
a£,1100 ft, gradually turn to the northeast, ond at about 15,000 ft settle
ints the surface trades for the last 20 miles of westward travel to pcint
“3, Sdnee the hodogreph is draw: for the convoniont rate of 5,000 ft per
hour the particles arrive at %:." 15.8 hours after sero. Particles arriving
at "P® from 79,000 ft mist spend a slightly longer tine in ecch altitudes
layer; their trajectary is similar to that for the faster~falling particles

The relative time for particles to arrive at *P* camparadbut is expended, e
to "2" is given by the ratio of the vector sums or by the factor 60/45 =
1.33. The time in houre is therefore 21.3 hours.

aNow we have aseumed rolationshir between fall rate and particle
Ciameter given by Stoke's law. Srecifically, for land shots et the Pacific

Proving Grounda, we assume that 75-aicron particles settle at 4,000 ft rer

hour. Particles arriving at "P* from 79,000 ft settle at 3,740 ft per hour

ond are therefore slightly smaller than 7§ microns. Stoke's law cives

T2eb wicrons., Using equation (3) with the sumerical values 72.4 cicrons
end 21.1 hours coe obtains a dese index at "P* from tha intercept 7." <f

approximately 12.
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computation of dose indices the nonogran in Pig, 2 was constructed from an
altornate form of the dose index equation. Tho most suitable form is

In order to speed up theofpeinte in the Meld in the wy just deseribod,
It ds obviously time-consuming to compute the index for a large number

(3e)

_—_:

& eluilar computation for the
the mich higher value 206, The
means that for 10 negatons one would exrect an intezrated Lifotine dose of
220 roentgene in the vicinity of point "P*,

dose index fran intoreert "5" zives
total index at "P¥ is therefore 200, This



Q @ e Case.

~- For operational use a 10 2 dose is a handy dividing point between
"dangercus® and "harmless® levwals. .. dose index of the ordar of 10 is
therefore perhape the most important of the family of lines, in index—
of 10 is however established at rather lcte times — it is camleted for

- the 90,000 t& Level at approximately 23 hours — and its extreme point
may be a considerable distance fram the origin. Consequently it is in
general desirable to makes appropriate corrections for time end espace
changes in the tnd structure,

The method devised is based on the same general aseumpticns es for
the statie case and is arvain simple encugh to permit the preparation of a

- plot. im a short time, The ecaplieation hero was that @ complete weather
analysis of the entire area could not de made every few hours by the lim-
ted crew at the Eniwetok Weather Central, Ccmsequently it ws necessary
to have a forecastor present to make appropriate corrections as tho alot
devaloped, aE

by o simle application
the conmtrituticn at

te the sum. To take

 
. The mechanies of locating the 10 2 pcints (defore any adjustments)

‘ neee emoagh. The dose index equation (3) gives the dose
= ‘Yor 1Omegatons. For a prodieted yield different fram 10 negatons

“  Ck® MYWrite @dose equation
«

r



Te He. (5)

where "I* is the dose in roentgens, “W* is the yield in megstons, and. -
"a" and "t* are defined as before, - This equation follow, of course,
from aseunption (4). The form (5) is not convenient for calculation,
since in the construction of a trajectory for « falling particle onc is
concerned only vdth the tims the partielle spends in a stratum character=
ised by a fixed wean wind, It is ecnvenient then to introduce Stoke's
law and to solve equation (5) for the fall rate "v", ‘The result is

3
rAf 2 = (5a)

where "K_" ia the constant 4000/5625, "h" is the starting heipht in fect
entthenut of "y* 1s feet per hour. The tims spent in a civen stratus

«a

Stz An 7 (6)

 

wad etructure were never very 312-
ered little frem those mide from the

static hedorragh. The dynamic system does, however, have the capatility
of handling a rapidly changing situation should it appear.

The fall-cut forecasting systems described above have a larco mumber
would Bope to rapove by tho next

ude a good representation
shots. The

whether area or volumes of a particle is sore sigificant for the
Geposition of astixity should be investigated. 4 careful estimato of
the heizht distribution of the activity should Se made. Same attenticn
should also be given to the effects of finite lateral cloud dimensions
and to the spreading of the cloud. These cre points which will refine the
syutonm,

{



Dr. Tom Waite of LSE began to make such refinements during C.STLE
in an attempt to remove ons outstanding defect of this system, ites ine
herent, inability to reveal any detail near the origin, His method ig
described in a separate appendix,

Two difficulties with the system cannct be removed at all. The case
where the hodograph passes directly over the origin is not unlikely and
gives enberrassing results, sinse it, 2 0 and the dose index vanishes except
at the origin. This result is a6 least sireularly symmetric, The cther -
aviceward case {a that in whieh, one or sore elemental wind vectors is radial,

one then has a contimioys altitudes range castributing to the dose
index along a bearing in place of one or two discrete altitudes. This is
in reality precisely the Icind of wind strusture wiieh leads to very intense
narrow bends, but the system es eet up cannot estimate the macmitude of
the dose index along such a bearing, Ore could perhaps hanile this
situation by revising the nethod such thet each 5,pooiyaltitude interval
made a contribution as determined by the nsan height of wietorre alcng
@ bearing line through this mean height. sah@shange wuld introduce
difftioulties in evaluating the sontritu casatona point from several.
hei¢hts since the bearing lines through the heighte would not in
general coincide,

Qne diffieulty will contime to plague us even with any sort of
refined system. ut this tine it is wry aittioultto obtain a weather
forecast precise enough to ‘juatify the effort which mst be put inta s
good fall-out forecast. Bocause of the inherent uncertainties. in weather
forecasting one is tanptod to conclude that a refined system of fall-cut
forecasting will for the time being be meat usefui for post-shot analysis
and that a detailed fall-out forecast based on a normal weather forecast
would be misleading, The wather forecasting prosently available is of
the highest quality but the cumulative errors resulting from small vearia=
tions about the forecast mean vinds ¢an result in a pronounced chenge in
the fallearh pattern. It appears desirable at thia tine to retain a2
crude system wrich is relatively insensitive to small variations in
weather structure and wrich presents conservative upper limits to the
fall-out hasarde

Del3
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Thomas N. White

Loe -lamos Seientifie Laboratory —
July 195

1. The method of caloula loeal fallecut, as described here, is
the hasty cutgrowth of a more ex method that had been unexrectadly-
successful in accounting for the Mu.fO fall-out pattern in the ilinzinse.
nongelap-icngerik ares. «8 the tine of the last shot (on Eniwetok ..tol1)
approached, the problem of foreeastine loeal fall-out became more acute.
Sinso the method attempted to take account of the initial sise end share
of the cloud, it seemed that it should be suitable for local forecasting.
With the aid of Dr. Gaelen Felt, the method was simplified to the extent
that am atoll pattern could be estimated within about an hour. The
simplified method was tested egainst the Bikini satterns produsad by
ROMEO, UNION and Y/NKER ani found satisfactory, and the moticd was used
in forecasting for NECTAR.

2. The follewlng descripticn covers the simplified method only. The
more complex method wrrante further studywhich will be reported olsc~
where. °

3. aseumptions:

(a) The initdal cloud (efter risc is. practically scamrlotad) is
divided into horisontal slices, cach of 10,000 f% dopth, with cmtors at
10,000, 20,000, = - = = 70,000 f& altitude, with tho contral concontration
(radlowactivity per unit volume) independant of altitude.

(bd) In cach layer all of the astivity lies in a horiscntal
Plane thru the canter.

(0) In each layer, the concantration falls off latorally
according to the law of normal distribution of errors

¢ (7) #Coe Tae
&

. wnere 6, is the initial contra] concentration, r is distanco from cuntar,
and fs the initial spread parametor (analogous to standard deviation).
For altitudes 10,000 thru 40,000 ft, a, 21.9 miles; 50,000 thru 70,000 ft,

& 3 5.8 niles.

REL
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(4) Thruout the whole cloud, all radioactive particles are of
the sane aise, am fall at 50,000 f& per hour,

- (eo) In each layer, the central particle falls, without diffusion,
ce directed by the winds, witle other partieles diffuse horiaotally away
from the center equally in all directions so that, when the layer arrives
om the surface, the distribution about the conter is zivon by

2 ” 2veiot
where p = $0.45, a2 r/a,, 3 = total horisontal distance travelled by the

Seo
central particle, So 35.2 48.. (The last quantity my be rictured th
horisontal distance beck to & Metitious point source of the cloud Layer).

(£) The dose rate et any point is proportional to tho sum of the
concentrations from all of the layers as estimated from tho procecing
ormila.

bo ‘part from the assumption of a single partiels sise this formlatic
has a rember of other obvicus defects, e174

a. The sum of the quantities Coa? should be made proportional
to the total radicactive yleld of the"bomb." In practice, the final
ceotinates were adjusted sanowhat on account of expected yield. This,
in effect, allowed for the influence on C,, tut not on a.

be The estimation of S$ as total distance ig rather
unsatisfactory in local, fcreezsting wiere tho at dimensions are not
meh greater than the heizht of the eloud.

elso, there was no tims to find cut whether better results could be
Obtained by ehedee cf some cthar values for parameters such as rato of
fall for the particles. From the test of the method asainst the Bikini
patterns, it we clear that it was good encuzh for the purpose at hend.
qt that differenses between foreeast ond actual winds would to

to produee much larger errors than those inheront in the cssumrticns.

S. Tl apriication, the sethod is not as tedicus as alcht aproar. The
standard hodograph plot, ziving the loeation of central perticles falling
et §,000 f% per hour, is prepared for the Camand Briefing as 4 matter of
course. It can be superimposed on a ten times magnified atoll map,
allowing for the 50,000 ft per hour fal) rate aseumed in the meth. “ith
a suler of corresponding scale, the distances $, along the siz-tag path
to eash of the height points on the hodograph ean be quickly moasured or

DakG



this can be dane by summation of hodosraph winds if these are more readily
accessible, Likewise, tho distances fram the altitude points on the
hodegrapa to points of fall-out interest con bo quickly measured with the
ruler, giving the values of r. Knowing $ end r, ome can easily camute
paondq. With the aid of a family of curves of ae ams oa

(rp)?

(ece Piz. 1) for several values of p, one ean rapidly interpolate the
values that mst be added up at any lcoection, The expomential factor
drops off very rapidly with q, and after wriing out 4 few cases, one can
tell, fram en inspection of the hodograph-cmeatcll plot, some of the
altitude peints that can ba neslected in the eanputaticn.

6. Pig. 2 and Toblo 1 illustrates the application of the mathod to
NECT.2 shot, using the observed at shot time, The points on Piz, 2
marked 10, 2, xX, are the 10,000 ft, 20,066 t%, o- @ altitude points on

the hodozragh for particles fallin; 50,000 ft per hour. «4. particle
starting, for example, at 30,000 ft above ground sero, and falling undor
the influence of winds tut not diffusion, would land at the point marked 90.
The value of S$, the horiaontal distence travelled, is estimated by summing
the distance between the suceessive pcints from ground sero to point 30.
In caloulating q in Table 1, some values are omitted as beycnd the ranze
of Piz. 1. More values are dropped, as too small to bother with, in
entering the quantities ay (a5. the are the surface

oncentrations that would be produced if the initial central concantraticns
C,) were all unity. When the method was tried cut on Y.NKES, it was found

if the resultant surface concentrations were multiplied by 100, they
well with the dose rate, in rcoentgms per hour, neasured

the ehot. This factor was used in making up Table 2, and it
ve fairly zood results for Bu.vO, MOMEO, end UNIGN clso,
ie some to oversestimte the lower dose ratos at

distances. In Table 1, however, it is clear that the azroencnt

ee was teasthaneSerwas lees than that o o in 2, not by a
o & presomt time the oly explanation that can be

ie the hoavy rein that cecurred op NECT... “os.

good reason to cmtieipate that the eurrent cetailed
complex method will yield a better aimlified technique
Yor this m, there is little justification for s acre

on the at tine.
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So $8

Goo (m2 (24) Cm)
HEIGHT

70 5.8

60 5.8

50 5.8

40 1.9

x 1.9

20 1.9

10 1.9

he 2.

2.0

60 1.8

50 1.6

40 2.2

x” 1.9

20 1.6

10 1.3

TOTLL
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10
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CLOUD TRACKING PLAN

le JTF SEVEN Operation Order No. 3-53 indicated in general terns
the radsafe serial survey responsibilities assigned to T 7.4. These
were 98 follows:

a. Provide cloud tracking aircraft for posteshot radiological
safety situation data up to a radius of §00 miles in the significant quade
rent for « pertod of 48 hours, starting at approximately 4 plus 6 hours
(Note: Later changed to stast at H hour);

bs During the Bueind phase provide for air-to-ground reporting
of approximate radiation (air) intensities encountered by all aircraft
operating between Eniwetok amd Bikirt from H hour to @ plus 24 hours,

2. The three general types of aerial survey coverage were:

ae Spcctal 8-29 missions were scheduled specifically for
cloud tracicing purposes using in-flight airetoegroumd reporting procedures,
These missions started at H hour and ran for 48 hours, with a requirement
for a maxiaum of one aircraft to be on station at any one time. Flignts
#. and #3 as defined in Incl 1 also satisfied the requirement for one of
the two weather reconnaissance fliighte’sequibed cn each day of the poriod
involved. Normal woather roconmnaissance metecrological reports were
required on ell cloud tracicing flights performed with WB=29 cquipaont.
In a similar manner it was rcquircd that all WE-29 flights scheduled
during the 48-hour poericd for specific weather rocormmaissance missions
include reports on radiation encountered.

be In-flight air-toeground reports wore requircd from all
aircraft (other than the cloud sampling team) operating between Eniwetck
and Bicini from H to H plus 24 hours on other than specific radsafe
missions. The requirement was designed to use existing aircraft operas=
tional schodules and was not to involve schoduling of aircraft for the
radsafo aission alone, (Incl 5)

Ge Radio interceaption of sequence reports from and dctwoen thc
cloud sampling afreraft, cantrol aircraft and the Air Operation Centcr
was mado at the Radsafe OFFICE from H to H plus 6 hours, {Incl 6)

3e The clowi tracking plan was designed around a considcration of
econcarical uso of the available aircraft to survey only the critical arcas
rather than to follow tho drift of all scgmonts of the cloud, The primary
consideration leading to a requirement for cloud tracking was the safcty

of task fores eloments, contiguous populated areas and the users of the

air and surface routes in tho general srca,

- ga It was considerod that the areas of most concern, in

sequenee of priority intcrost were as follows:



(2)region(22).
This arca included both the task force cam at Weta native
populated atoll of Ujelang, It was considered first ortority due to the
fact that the dewelopmont of potentiajly hasardous conditions off-site
weuld, from the viewpoint of fall-out rate and time of arrival, be first
detectable in this general area. Consequently, it was planned that the
tracking sfforts ahould first be devoted to s patrol to the wost of GZ_
in such a way that the task force camp at Eniwetok and Ujclang toll
would be placed in tho "shadow" of the search aircreft. This was accazp=
lished by sctting wp a racetrack holding pattern to patrol generally
north and south across a sector limited by boarings from GZ to Eniwetck
and Ujelang, with sufficient additional spread on the sector to assure
complote coverage of any contaminated air likely to drift to thcse two
locations (Flight #1. See Inch 2), Since conditions developing during
the first hour or two after shot tins wero assumed insufficiontly stable
to warrant @ dotailod analysis ani too closewin for rvasonable safet7
of the aircraft crow, Plight #1 was designated to begin its patrol at
about H plus 2 hours and 50 milos west of GZ. Ten thousand feet was tho
altitude selected as the most reasonable compromise for the data desired.
It was aseumed that a patrol of about 3 hours should bo suffieicnt to
obtain tho answers ncoeded, however, tho plan provided for a longer period
of patrol if specific shot circumstances required such 8 modification,
On several shots this action was necessary,

(2) . Tads was the
region froa which seco: cecur on task force shote
atoll camp sito and fleots Since fall-out from this rogion would arise
fram the settling of contamination inte the trade winds from higher lovels
(which had transported debris to the cast), @ consideration of fail rata
and time of arrival dictated patrol of this region latcr than 3(1) above
but within about 6 to 12 hours posteshot, an "E" type search pattern at
10,000 fect was specificd for the aircraft described in 36 (3) above, to
be flown following the racetrack holding mission (Flight /1).

   

 

Grant » arca was of ¢

above, but considered of less urgency om shot day duc to
its more favorable location with rospect to GZ and duc to the greatcr
distances from GZ and tho longor period of time roquired for dctcctablc

  

  

  

. Contamination to reach goographical positions potentially hazardous to
those atolls, 4n "E" type search pattorn was designated to be flown at
10,000 feet (Flight #2. See Incl 3)..

(6) I. the Marsh
LALBEELE> - Thoee areas were ¢ of least priority duc to scparato

action taken to close and swecp the forecast questioabls sectors

and routes. The last half of Flight was scleeted for this requirement

to be flown at 10,000 fect ami through the rogion north of G2 doterminod
to be representative from the forecast air radex and the air particls

trajectorics.

($) Two additional afroraft (Flights #3 and #4) were planne
to scarch from H plus 24 to H plus 36 hours and fram H plus 36 to 4 pius

e-3
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48 hours, The flight tracks of these patrols were to be determined after
the shot and based upon the results and circumstances of the first 2,—
hour period and tho forccast and observed metcorclogtcal conditions, A
further augmentation of tha over-all cloud tracking effort was planned to
coma from periodic radiation reports from airersft on primary missions
of weathor reconnaissance out to appracinstcly 1,000 miles from H to H plu:
48 hours, 7

be Although the prime cloud tracicing effort immediately post=
shot was plannod as indicated in 3a above, certain other initial actions
to assess development of the long~range fall-out potential of the shot
wore also taken at this timmy It was plannod to intcreept the rcports
of the clowd sampling tcam to dotermine heights, initial drift and ine
tonsitics cf all segments of the cloud from about H to H plus 6 hours
(Incl 6). FPuarther, 14t was plammod that all operational aircraft othcr
than the cloud sampling team would roport any oncounter with radiation
while engaged in their asaignod flight missions (Incl 5), Since the
latter group of aircraft, as a rule, were attomptying to avoid contaminatior
information from that source was basically "negative" and served primarily
to define "clean" areas, The totality of all information gathered during
the carly post-shcot phase, togother with the wind observations and fore.
casts, was asmmed to be sufficiont to present a reascmably clear indica-
tion of future dowelopments of the clow, and in sufficient time to verify
decisions relative to safcty of personnel in the shot area.

CG. Although no specific patrol was designed to search air and
surface routos through the “Marshalls, the rvlatively favorable positions
of these areas, couplod with wind forecasts and observations, advance
action to close routes if necessary, "bonus" results from the efforts
doscribed in 3a and b abowe, amd the presence of fixed land momitscr sta~
tions at several points in the area, wero considered sufficient to forme
late decisions relative to the hasard potential for such routos.

6 Inclss
i, Details for WB-29 Cloud Tracicing Flights
2. WB=29 Cloud Tracicing Flight #1
3. WB=29 Cloud Tracking Flight #2
he WB=29 Radsafe Code
§. Details for Radiation Reporting by all

Aireraft (Except the Cloud Sampling
Team) Operating Between Eniwetok and

"-Bilcind Between H Hour and H plus 2b
Care

6,. Sequonee Claud Report for Contrel 5=36
Sampling Opcorations with 1 Appormiix



)
\

Wi-29_"GHTS

“Le Participation: ALL shots,
~ _% Durston! LZenour coverage starting at H hour with a requirce
ment for a of one aircraft to ba on station at any onc tim.

36 % t Four twelve-hour periods are designated Flights
#1 through #1, as fo g

a. Flight #1 (H to plus 12 hours). This flight is to deter.
ming in sequence the characteristics of the radiclogical hasard likely to
drift and fall cut om Eniwotok or Ujolang Atalls and the hasard upwind
from the shot atoll, The first portion of the flight will consist
essentially of @ 10,000=foot racetrack holding pattern of approximately
five hours duretion and extending 70 nautical milos from north to south,
The H hour position of the castorn edge of the pattern will be at 50
nautical miles west of ground sero. Upon encountering radiation, the
ontire pattern ts to be shifted westward to follow the leading edge of
the radiation ficld. The search upwind from the shot atoll will bo made
in a 30 degree sector with apex on ground sero amd centared om tho average
prevailing easterlies. "EZ" type search pattern at 10,000 feet will be
employed, Specific instructions for this mission will be forwarded by
CJTF SEVEN to CTG 7.4, ATTN: Commander, Tost Servicos Unit, not lator than
H minus @ hours.

be Plight #2 (W plus 12 hours to H plus 24 hours). ‘This flight
is to dotermine the characteristics of the radiological hasard cxisting
upwind from the native populated atolls in tho scutheast quadrant and the
hasards existing on, or near, air routes of interest to comands external
to the task foree arca of responsibility, Upwind for the native populated
atolls is defined as a 30 degree scctor (as in Flight #1) with apex on
aongerik Atoll. "“E*" type search pattern at 10,000 feet will be employed,
Search of air routes is to be at 10,000 feet and along the routes, or
through the area forceast to be upwind from suciz routes, for a representa=
tive distance determined by the cstimated limits of accuracy of the Air
RADEX, The attempt here will be to determine the contamination status of
the air on the routes or the potontial hasards likely to drift zcross the
routes. The air routes of interest are those through Waks and thc
Marshall Islands, Specifics instructions will be forwarded by CJT? SEVEX
to CTG 7.4, ATINe Commander, Test Services Unit, not later than H plus 4
hour.

Oe Flight #3 (H plus 24 to H plus 36 hours). This flight will
attonpt to detormine the axtent ami drift of other major segments of the
atomic cloud as practicable and as required by existing mtcorclogical
influences. Arcas and altitude of scarch are to be specified later and
will be contingent upon the above influcnces and the results of Flights

#l and #2, Flight #3 will be planned and cxscuted by the operating agcnc;

upon directive (issued not later than takonoff minus 8 hours) from CJiF
SEVEN.as for Flights #1 and #2. It is expected that this directive wis.

indicate a vectored mission, The nocossity for schoduling this flight wi

be dotermined by CUTP SEVEN on tho basis of the results of Flignts #1 and

#2 ard other sources of information,
2 a &



d. Fitght #4 (H plus 36 to H plus 48 hours), The necessity fer
scheduling this flight will be detormined by CUJTP SEVEN on tho basis of
the results of Flights #1, #2, #3 and other sources of information,

. Qe Othor Flights: WB=29 flighte scheduled at any tino during
the LB=hour pordod for specific weather reconnaissance missions will xake
routine roports on radiation encountered, -

he Dircetives: Mission directives from CJTF SCVEN will be
routed through normal commnd and communications channels. However, to
insure that adwance details get to the operating agency sufficiently in
advance of the missions, an informal mission directive will be transmitted
directly to tho WB=29 squadron through “Weather Contral-Weather Station’
RATT charmols by Mission Take-off time mimis 8 hours for each flight.

5. Data to de Subakned The basic requirement for those flights is
to establish «@ @9 ta of sufficiont accuracy to support conclusions
and decisions relating to health hazards and means of avoidance and to
confirm or modify forecast cloud segment drift. The data will also be
used to advise specified agencies having interests contiguous to the task
force arca of responsibility. In gencral, the missions are to be flown
on the tracks specified with maxim emphasis on complete coverage of the
designated areas, It is not anticipated that ineflight analysis of the
overwall situation is ncecossazy execpt that tracking aircraft crews should
recognize cloud bourxiries and leading odges. Normally, panetration of
the highly contaminated areas will not be nocessary or required unless
specifically dirceted under musual ciroumstances. Doviatios from the
prescribed track and rcporting positions should be made only upon entry
into highly contaminated arcas. For scloud tracicing missions, turn-out
will be exceuted at intensities of not more than. 3.0 r/hr, Pollowing suck
turneout, appropriate in-flight adjustment of track should be mado by
tho aireraft commandor in the interost of maximm coverage of the desige
nated areca, The Radsafe monitor is to exercise discretion on turn-out
from highly contaminated areas and to consider crew personnel dosages and
end anticipatod duration of flight through the radiation ficld, The limit
of 3,0 r/ne is specified as o naxicum rather thon a limit to which penesrs
tion ‘must de made,

6. eaeens: Since highly procise mcasurcments arc not
rogized, equipment and scporting codes are specified
accordingly, Each flight will have on board suffictont instruments of
the followirig type to insurc rcasonable expectancy of proper functioning
of at least cme of cach types

Ae AN/POR-TLB

be MES or any cquivalont military instrument such 2s the AN/
POR=27, capable of dircet reading in millircontgens pcr hour.

Ce An additional survey instrument of the scintillation counter
type will bo mado available to the task force op a loan basis, This
instrument appears promising, and will be furnished to tho W=29 operation
porsonnol for additional iwoLi’ backeup.

e-7
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Te IneFlightRcports: Ineflight reports on radiation ll ce mado
in conjunetion with the halfehourly standard weather roporting nossages
used for weather reconnaissance flights. (See Incl & of Tab £ for radia
tion reporting code.) Special r.ports are to be tranamitted for any
positions where radiation intensity rosches a maximm along s scgment of
the flight track regardless of whethor or not such positions coincide with
points of regular half-hourly weather reports, dAdditional special reports
should be mado at any critical position in the flight track such as posie
tions which define a cloud boundary, 4 turn-out point, or any unusual
situation.

8. Poste 2° Posteflight reports will nct be required
by CJTF as, in Sudgment of any of tha persormel involved,
one-time roports are considored necessary for clarity or for improving thea
cloud tracking operation, Plight Radsafo logs maintained by WE-29 crews
will be forwarded to CJTF SEVEN post-ehot,

Fe _ladiation Reports will be routod as normal
woather rec sanco roports to the Weather Central. The Weather
Contra] will rclay the roports to the RiDSAFE OFFICE,

a) S
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RADSAFE

"1. The code for inflight reporting of radiation will be used in
conjunction with the fiveedigit groupe normally devoted to AFOATe] report=
ing. Position, time and altitude will be as normally reported on weather
rocoMaissance flights. Tha first group of the fiveadigit aFOATwl groups
will be used to encode the radiation observations. cadings and gencral
observations are to be coded in saquence and in conformance with the cide
below. Should the first fiveadigit group not adequately dceseribe thc
report, miccessive fiveedigit groups should be used, To indicate such
amplification, the first digit of the first fivoadigit group should be
codod accordingly. The numbers indicated for coding the desired informa
tion below arc examplics only. Formal random code numbers will bo assiged
by CJTF SEVEN prior to each shot for successive thresencur periods start-
ing at H hour and terminating at H plus 48 hours, Coptes of formal code
numbors will, be furnished to the Weather Central and the operating agency.

CODED NUMBERS FOR PEaIOOS

AFTER HADZATZONINFORMATION,
Hhr 3 & 9
to to to

2, 6 2 32 Diets (Roport tdentitication)
4 6 b No detcetablo radiation above background.

9 2 6 . Radiation (gamma only) report follows,

7 0 4 Raddation (gamma only) report followswith one
amplifying fiveadigit group.

@ b&b 7 L Raddation (gamma only) report follows with two
amplifying fiveqdigit groups,

3 9 8 é Radiation (gamma only) report follows with three
amplifying fiveadigit groups.

x
o

o
g

s
n

Lo< F. =3 8 Dummy. .

5 2-9 3 Dummy.

6 & 0 5 Dusmy.

2 3 5 9 Dummy’.

0 7 2 L Dummy’.

Sesong

Digit

(Intonsity rea''xg above cstumate
aircraft back, und)

2 6 5 3 Lass than 10 ar/hr, but above background.

7 2 8 6 10 to 50 mr/nr,

Inclosure & f_-7
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5° 7

3 4

9 - 1

6 5

8 9

1 8

4 0

0 3

8 9

5 7

2 5

& 2

0 3

3 4

1 6

» 0

7 8

9 1

5 7
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 Sesond Odes (contdmued)
50 to 160 ar/hr

100 to 500 or/hr

500 to 1000 ar/nr .

1 to § rf/he

§ to 10 r/he

More than 10‘r/nr

Dummy

Dummy

Digit (Pertinent additional information
on readings reported)

No comment on reportod readings, or this is ar
amplifying five-digit group,

Instruments (RADIAC) malfunctioning

ateadings fluctuating

‘Sgotty radiation levels encountered.

cadiation levels in the area are higher out fly
ing on fringe ind talcing observations at lower
radiation levels.

Having passed through rain shower, background
is definitely higher.

Readings fluctuating because of intermittcnt
showers,

Radiation intensity approximatcly constant since
last roport.

sladiation intensity steadily increasing since
last report.

Radiation intensity stesadily decreasing since
last report.

Fourth (Gencral trends of alssion and cthe2
pertinent informetion)

Radeafe aiseion progressing satisfactorily.

nD.
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PourthDigit (continued)
lok 5 2 Changed track (for ladsafo reasons) to that ine

dicated in the clear at end of this xcssage,
_ Cndicate track change in approximate full

degrees of latitude and longitude from present
position, ) -

2 1 3 0 Having mechanical difficultics which affect lade
safe mission or designated track, (Amplify at
end of massage, in the clear, if ¢csired,)

Cloud is visible,3 0 4 9

6 2 0 3 Cloud is not visible,

Q 5 6 7 Yo commonte

, 49 8 5 Dummy.

7 3 9 8 Oumny.

9 8 1 6 Oummy.

8 6 7 2 Oummy,

Digit (For amplification of previcus
information)

5 7 1 No comacnt.

e n o > Executed turn-out at intensity indicated in
socond digit of this report.

1 9 4 2 Operating position relative to cloud is umimowm,.

7 1 9 0 Working leading edge of cloud,

9 6 5 4 Working cloud boundary,

0 8 6 § Dumay.

3 4 8 § Dummy.

3 7 2 9 Dummy.

6 Q 3 8 Dumnye ®

8 3 2 ? Dummy.

EXAMPLE: (H plus S-hour message)

* ceccccce eee5u9 34126 64322 BIET9. ceccccceces”

"Radiation report follows with, ome amplifying fiveqdigit grour,.
a . ~« — oe——_ - =
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100 to 500 mr/hr, radiation levels in the area are higher tut
on fringe and taking observations at lower radiation

levels, cloud is visible, working leading cdge of cloud, dumy,
dummy, readings fluctuating, iadsafo mission progressing

- satisfactorily, dummy, plus two dummy five-digit groups."

2. Post BRAVO medification of above: =

& Reference paragraph 1 above, and in order to riport actual
values of the intensity reading instcad of the blockevalues given by the
second digit, a change was made whereby the successive digits of the first
available dummy five digit group was used to indicate tho specific valuc
of the reading within the blockevalue given. Thus, [ff the block-value
were 500 = 1000 mr/hr, followed by the group 75022, the true reading would
be 750 ar/hr. This change also made use of tho last t of the group
to indicate the type of instrument used, 1.6., 1 for aN/PO%T13 and 2 for
Seintameter, 75022 thereforw would completely designate a reading of 750
or/hr by scintametor,

be oferones paragraph 1 above, the second digit was desimed
to indicate intensity readings abowe estimated background, ‘This was
changed to indicate groes roadings in order that tho true intensity of
exposuro on the aircraft crew could be assessed. in the interest of
floxibility in the reporting procedury provision was made for the aircraft
crew to report estinatod aircraft background vy using the first digit to
indicate "no dotectable radiation abowe background,” the second digit to
indicate the blockevalue of the estinated background reading and the
successive digits of the next five digit group to indicate the actual
intensity reading in or/hr in accordance with paragraph 2a above,

@en
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1. Shot Partichpation: All shots.

2. Dura : 2hehour coverage starting at H hour.

3. Respenss of Flights: There is no requirement for special
flights sole or this roquircment. The assumption hcre is that wherever
practicable, aireraft schcduled to be in the region between Eniwetck and
Pikind ,tolls will be equipped to measure and report ratiation cncountered.

Lk. Data to Obtained: The basic requirement for these flishts is
to establish a fille of data of sufficient accuracy to support conclusions
Telating to health hazards likcly to drift ant fall out on Eniwetok and
Ujeleng atoll, and to support decisions rclative to the necessity for
evacuation. Since highly precise measuroments are not required, suitable
naDIaC equipment and reporting codes are spacificd below accordingly, It
is intended that, whore practicable, aircraft crows encountering radiatisn
attempt to determine the approsximato size of the affected srca and the
position of th. leading edge of the cloud, This information is basic in
determining the probably fall-out sffect on Ujelang and the Eniwetck atoll
Cam site.

5. Saud~

a. Sach mitieonginc aircraft should have on board instruncnts
of the following type to insurc reasonablo expectancy of proper functicn=
ing of at least ome instrument:

(1) aN/PDR T1B or similar type.

(2) MX=§ or any equivalent ailitary type instmment, such as
the aN/PDi-27, capable of dir.et reading in millircentgens per hour.

BS ‘MitFoadings should be gamma only ind the intensity csosorved
in cxeses.cf, estimated aircraft dbeckground,

. & i - orp on Aire : The operating agency monitcrs
required for eengins airc crews,are to be used for this rcquire~
mente. These monitors will be responsible for determining the frequency 2f
and the maicing of radiation measurements, coding the informaticn «wd
inguring thatthe information is placed in the airetoeground ¢ocmunici-
tion systen.

7. Codes: The following code for rcperting redistion hss bcen

designed primarily for voice airetoeground tronsniesion, It is intenced

that, where necessary snd if feasible, reports bo; Ci sre 1so to be usec.
In the event distance is a factor and only voiee transmission equipsent

Ls availabls, dclayed rvports aro to be made when the sirersft is witnin

woice rang: of oither the Eniwutok AOC or the Bikini ACC as applicsc.:.

The report should be formulzstcd and ruport-d in the following scyunce:

z-/9
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a, Aiveraft Call Sign, | .

-'  &, The report will be identified ses "Sweat-sour iepore",

¢. Approximate local time, position and altitude of aircrart
will be given in the clear.

d. Code for radiation intensity reading (ebove estimated airs
craft background), (Codo numbers will bu reedasignated by CJTF SEVEN
for each ehot., The numbere indicated below arc for example only.).

5§ Wo detectable radlation abows background.

Loss than 10 ar/hr, but above background.

10 to 50 mr/hr.

50 to 100 ar/hr,

100 to 500 m/hr.

500 to 1000 ar/hr,

1 to § rf/hr.

5 to 10 r/nr.

More than 10 r/hr.

Dusmny.

q
F
R
S
B
S
F
B

SG

e. The contaminated area is to be designated as "GILDA". The
size of the area is to be designated in approximate nautical =ilcs in the
northeecuth direction followed by the approximate nautical miles in the
east-west direction, i.e. "50 slash 20", The approximate center of tne
contaminated area should be given by nautical miles in relation to 2 fix,
If tho area is unimowm, tranamit "GILDA Negative’. The leading edge °f
the clout is to be designated GILDA «GLE and located in nautical ailes
in relation to a fix; if unknown, transmit "GILDA ABLE Negative’. [7 the
contaminated area has been campletoly defined above it will be assuced
that the leading edge is also defined concurrently.

f. BEL:

"Tals i9 SAND BLASTE: TWO/ Swee-sour iaport/one six three
" gevo/ four sero west of (fixz)/ ton thousand/ one one/ SlLoa
six sero slash four sere slash five sero northwest <f (‘fix)/
GIZDA ABLE six sero west of (fix)."

for

"SAND BLASTER TWO radiation report, 1630 local, 40 NM west

of (fix), 10,000 feet, 100 to 500 ar/hr, area of clcud 60
NM north-south by 40 NM east-west,centorod at 50 iMf ncrtn-
west of (f1x), leading edge is at 60 NM west of (fix).

|
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Reports:

&. Occasional negative reports should be nade during partods of
comparatively light communications load, These could be added to other
routine reports, such as "......Sweet-sour negative’, Such reports not
only @ssuro proper functioring of the reporting systom, but also serve to
positively identify non-convaminated areas, -

o Postefiight reports will not be ‘required by CUJTP SEVEN unless
in the fucgmr+ of any of the personnel involved, onc-tima type reports
aro cons.ides.¢ necessary for clarity or for improving the “adsafe opera
tion,

9. Rowing of¢Roporss: Expeditious relay of the in-flizh* reports
to the QDSAIE OFFI-m at tno Command Post of CUTP SEVEN is essential.
Consequont , voice contacts with tha sOC aboard the Command Shin (or
through tae "Fniwetok .0C-Hot Line) are preferred. All reports should
contain instructions im ghe sessage for oxpeditious relay to the UDSAFE
OFFICE.
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l. This sequence report has been designed to provide information an
tire initial bovak up and radiation intensities in the cloud during thse
period H to 4 plus 4 hours. Infcrmation to be reported includes approxt-
mations of the aliitudos of tops of each of the major clouds segments and
an estimate o2 succorsire positions and diameters of thuee segments,
Further, portinom information will be obtained on penetrations by sazp=
ling aizermatt, Tots latter information will be directly interceptod by
the JTF CiVEN MavSwE OFFTCE cn sampling aircraft VHF Easy channel reports
to the Contv0;. B-36.

2. Tre veport will ‘« formulated by the scientific dircctor in the
Control 3-56 ard reperted in tne following sequence:

Tet

a

Inelosure 6

MATOS

Local tims of reported conditions

Manber <f major.clsad segnente ‘

Top of first (highest) segnent (Est Alt
in thousands)

Top of second scgacnt (Est alt in
thousands )

Top of third segment (Est Alt in
thousands)

Top of fourth segment (<st it in
thousarsis)

Top of fifth segment (Est. in alt in
thousands)

Setimated position an’ =ctent of first
(Highest) scgmens (in MM vith respect
to GZ, in degrees from GZ and diameter
in

Estimated position and extent of second
segment (in NM with respect to GZ, in
degrees from GZ and diameter in NM)

Estimated position and extent of third
segment (in NM with respoct to 0Z, in
degrees from GZ and diameter in NM)

5 E&-

THROLE (Exanple)
0800

4

100

30

Negative

80 by 90 by LO

75 by 45 by 30

§0 by 00 by 40



ed

K Estimated position end oxtent of fourth
segment (in NM with respect to CZ, in
degrees from GZ and dlanster in NM) 4O by 250 by 30

L Estimated position and extent of fifth
- segment (in NM with respect to GZ, in
. degrees from GZ ard diamster in NM) Negstive

3. Neports should be made aa often as is feasible under cperstionsl
conditions, If nuceesary, the report may be followed by a verbal dcs=
eription toclarify essomtial features of the cloud,

EXAMPLE: "This is GIMDA REPO..T/0800/b/100/60/30/20/Negative/
80 by 90 /75 by 4§ by 30/$0 by 00 by 40/LO by 250 by 30/
Negative/verbal description if necessary/Over".

be The attached format will be used for intercept (on VHF Zasy
channel) of airoraft penetrating information. Intercepts will
be made on F784, 5-36 Featherweight and Hoavy Nucliide Sampler reports to
the Control B=},

—_

Appendiz:

L - Sampling Aircraft Penesreting eport
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Pilot Control A/C

Sampler Call Sign Alternate
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CORRESPONDENCE RSLATIVE TO

STUDIES OF EXPSCTED L.GOON CONTAMINATION OM OPERATION CASTLG

3 el
Jt? SEVltr 725.3x903 te

CTG 7.3, Sabj: Lagoon Con-
teamdvation and Hzalth Has-
ards Daring Operation CASTLE,
ata / May 1953.

a. Ler 0169461, TG Tel, Subjs La

goon Contamination and Healts

Hasards During Operation CaSTL5,

dtd 22 apr 1953, w/2 Inel.

3. M/R, JTP SEVEN, dtd 29 Apr 1953.



HEADQUARTERS
JOINT TASK POBCE SEVEN
Washington 25, 2. C.

- 46/729.32903 4 May 1953

SUBJECT: Lagoon Contamination and Health Hazards During Operation CASTIE

TO: Commander
Taek Group 7.3 .
“Ashington 25, D. ¢.

1. References.

a. Letter, J-16941, TC 7.1, subject ag above, 22 April 1953
with twe inelosures (Inel 1).

b. Memprandua for Reserd, JTF SEVEN (Ine. 2),

6. Draft of Madlologieal Safety Annex to JTP SEVEN Operation
Order 1-33 (Inel 3).

2. Reference la outlines technical details expected to influence
surface operations in the Eniwetok and Biiciad lagoons following contasie
nating nuclear events; referenee lb outlines some of the operational sa=
pests of such activities dnd indicates the scope of discussions mich
have taken place to date. Referense le delineates proposed opersticnal
clearance limits for Operation CASTLE and is included for its particular
iapast on ship and boat opcretions.

3. The above roferences indicate the current status of suveral
preliminary etadies of the problem of wator surfaac operations in tne
presonee of radiclogical contamination. I8 is desired that your nead
quartere takes astioa as follows: aw

@ Roview rofaronee ls and eubait coments or rocomendtions
consistone with the philoecohy of “operational necessity" and "caleulate
riek* inherent in the over-all aission of tne Joint Task Force.

Be Initiate studies to determine acthods of provanting coneca:
tration of radiological contamination in water ovaporators, distridutios
linos and aisrcorganie growths on the boctoa of ships.

@. Reccamend a date for a con srance with this hocdcuartcors
on the owermall aspocts of tho lagoon ecntamination problem This ccn=
forence should take plaee as soon as possible after the issigient aft

Inel 1 to TAB RS fg
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4G/729.3x903 4 day 1953
SUBJECT: Lagoon Contaminsticn snd Health Hosards During Operation CASTLE

CTG 7.3 and will include representatives of Bullod, BuShips, Op-36, 1
~ 7%. and AFS'? with sufficient stature in the madiologteal field to land
assurance and practisality to the ultimts solutions of this problan,

a. Following tho shove conference, initiste an indoctrination
program for operational parscnnel of your organisation to injoct tna
recommanded solutions into operational probless.

BY COWAND OF LinJOCENERAL CLARKSON:

s/Robert H. Cushing
3 Inel ¢/ROBERT H. CUSHING

1. Ler, J-16941, TG 7.1 Coleael USA
22 apr 53, subject: Aste Gaief of Staff
"Lagoon Contamination and
Health Hasards During
Operation CASTLE” w/2 Incl

2. WAR, JTF SEVEN, dtd 29 apr 53

3. Graft of RadSafe annex to
JTF SZVBI OpOrder 1-53

Copy Paurnished:
Deputy Commander for Scientific Matters
CTG 7.1



HEAD.UARTERS
TASK GROUP 7.1

JOINT TASK FORCE SEVEN
Los Alamoe Scientific Laboratory

- J Division, P. 0. Box 1443
: Los Alams, New Mexico

-

Jo1L696L 22 April 1953

TO: Commander
Joint Task Force Seven
“Nashington 25, D.<C.

FROM: SeLentifis Deputy
Joint Task Force Seven
Yasningtoa 25, 0. C.

SUBJECT: LAGOON CONTALINATION AND H&aLTH HaZARDS DURING OPERATICN CASTLE

1. Hecent studies of lagoon contemination snd health nazards frog
radioactive fall-out of Castle have indicated that although tne lagoons
of Bildini and Eniwetok will be contaminated no serious health hazards
will be experienced at tine of re-entry. (inclosures 1 and 2)

2. In all provability, ships that re-enter the lagoon following
detonation of atomic devices on the surface or near tha surface will
become contaminated with radioactive materials. The problem that re
sults from this action is the decontamination thet my be naccssiry
at the end of the operation. ‘ater evaporators, wator distribution
aines, and microorganisms adhuring to tho bottom of the snips wil. tend
to concentrate the radioactive asteriale to a degroe tnat U. S. N-vy
shipe my require ecae decontamination at tha complotion of oporations
in order to aset the final clearance standards of 15 atliiroentgens per we
day cs specified by the J. S. Nawal Radiological Safcty Regulaticns cof
1951. (Por. 8.3)

3. Pinal Clearance'" as defined in paragraph 25 of the Yandbook
of atomie Voapons for Uediorl Officers (Nav Med Pe1330) “indicatos tnsat
etips, aireraft, and other naterial require no furtner control fro the
etandpoint of radiation." "'OCperational Clearance’ implies tnit con-
tamination exists and special opemting procudures are requircd. “perm
ational cloaranse for ships, aircraft, or heavy oquinmont aay be granted
ty the eommanding officer wien he is assured by the Radiological Savety
Staff that the personnel tolerance Limit will not be exmeeded Sy tneir
ase," In the past no time limitation has been placed om tne rate of

accumulation of the total dose (3900 millircentgens per operaticn, since
under this concept, the Scientific Task Group was able to taxo advantage
of tho time intensity factor of radioactive doeay of fission procucts
and ainimisa the tins necessary for the preparation of succouding <coton=
ations. Under sueh a concect, the Naval Task Group may anter ccntacin=
ated lagoons of sevorel hundred mlilroentgens shortly after <stcnat. oA

|
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Commander, JTF 7? 22 April 1953

without exceeding the Task Force tolerance limit, and without the ine
“ordinate delay betaeen encts that would reeult from unrealistic contan
ination liatte,.

bh. Navy veesels exposed te “operational” eentamination will be
naturally desentaaiaated by radisastive decay and dilution by the open
sea so that extensive decontaaination should net be necessary upon thelr
return te the Uaited States,

5. Ia eonasidsration of the above and with a view toe eeonomy and
minialsation of radiation exposures, it is resoasonded that:

a. QJTF 7 estadlieh operational elearanse lisite in eccumied
spaces abeard ship that will permit onxiaua working periods
within radielegically centaainated waters for vessels under his
eontrel.

b. The Commander of Task Grow 7.3 ve advised ef these liaita
and ef the requirement te eperste in radiclogieally centaainated
watere.

G. Studies be initiated te determine asthoda of preventing
consentretion ef activities in water evaperstere, distribution
lines, end aleroorganie grewths on the bettam ef abipe.

ACG/JDS/ele s/iivin C. Graves
¢/ALVIN C. GRAVES

Ens. 1. Lagoen Contamination Seientifie Deputy
Dartag Operation Castle, JTP=7
J.D. Servis, We?, 7% 7.2

ét¢ 2 res 1953

2. Extreets Health Hazards of
Operation Castle, 7.L. Sipma,
1.De, HeDiv., LASL, dtd 6
Maret: 1953



OFFICE WMORANILY

Ul Maren 1953

TO: Dunean Curry, Deputy for Administration
- Taaig Group 7.1, JTF 7

FROUs John 0. Servia, Coamander TU}7
Task Group 7.1

SUBJECT: LAGOON CONTAMINATION DURING OPERATION CaSTLZ

SYMBOL: J-14513

REF: 1) Digfusion ia Biicini Lagoen, W, H. Munk, GC. C. Deing and
Re R. Bevelle. irepagtnions, American Geophysical
Vation, Vol. 30 No. eo. 1949.

2) Prelininary Report on the Oceanography of Bikini Atoll.
Operation Crossroads.

3) Radiological Decontamination of Target and Non-Target
Vessels, Cirector of Ship saterial Technical Inspection
Report, JTF1, Operation Crossroads.

b) Hadlological Safety Regulations, Bureau of Liedicine
and Surgery, U. $. Mavy Departaent, “ashington, 0. ¢.

5) Radivisten memorandum, Health Hasards of Operation
@. .

1. [ntredection
The eencept of Operation Castle has peinted out 3 requirement for

ships to re-enter Bilcini scagoon following detonation of atanic devices
on the surfaes or near the surface of the lagoon. These ships would be
limited in number, but would be required for shop and laboratory work
4a preparation for susceeding shots. This study is therefore undertaker
te evalunte the health hasards and sontagination probleas tnat caignt

_ result from ship reeentry inte centamineted lagoons. Technical infor-
mation was ebtained from Scri,pe Institute of Oceancgrapny, La Jolis,
Califermia; Health Division, LASL, Los Alams, and the laboratory recor
ef Task Unis 7. It is felt taat this study aay be of assistance in
Ciejperetienal planning of Castle and therefore is presented at this
time.

It my be expected that less than LOZ of thu total quantity of
fieeion preduets will de deposited in ths witers of the ligean. At
Us i hour, the intensity <t the surface ia expucted to axseed 400

2h hye. Radioactivity will be present in the area from fission pro=
dusts trepped in the Liquid fall-eu&. The neutron flux rvsulting fraa
the bemb, especinily in thu barge shots, will induce activity in water
and bottom sediments. The three iapertant neutron absorbers in sea
water are hydregen, sodiua, and ehlorine, but the only alement of con-
eern is sodium 24, which is of Little concern after three days.

Inel 1 of Inel 2 to TAB “P¥ eS
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2. Leccona)
- The cireulation of Sicini Lagoon is doainantly wind driven. During

the spring sonths wien winds average 20 incts free the east—nortneast
the surrent astien is vigorous, 0.5 mots in the surface and 0.3 inthe
bottom currents. The surrents set downwind on the surface and roughly
against it on the bottem. The surface current is free to ave with the
wind bat the bottom eurrent is restrained soaswhst and tends to align
itself with the aajer east-west axis ef the lageon. The sone of up=
welling along the esetern reefs is thus a permanent feature under al)
winds having an easterly componect,

It is prebebl. that the fully develeped surface current is produced
within 1000 asters of the east reef but dees not obtain full develop-
ment until the feteh is greater than 2200 meters. The tone of upwelling
ean be defined ag the region of rising water over which the surface
current ie loss than five feet thick, in whieh case it extends froa
the northern tip of Bikini Island to the southern tis of yw Island,
having @ width of from 2200 asters oppesite Rokar Island to 3000
meters bebind Slicini and Enya Ielands. The bettom current surfacing
within this sone ia found to split into tws components at Bikini Island
and flow parallel te the reef in cppesite dirostions.

After Baker Day, Operations Creoesroads, the fleet was forsed to cov
from ita anehoruge in the les of Enya [sland by the arrival of radio
active water from the upwelling sone. The fleet took up positica soir
the center of the aouth of Enyu channel where, dus te southurly winds,
the surface layers were compoeed alacst entirely of cceanis mtars cad
the radiocagtive water was by then so thoreughly cixed with large volumes
of clean water that it no longer held any threat to the safety of the
ships.

Oceanis water flows into the lagoon continuously over the eastarn
and nerthern roefs. The total volane of flew is about three parcont
of the welume ef the lngoon per day. Coatinucus outflow occurs through
the western part of nyu chonnel. disewhere, channels, passes, ind
the weetern_ reef, the current reverses with the tide, As the oceanis

' water flows in, it is abeorded into the rotary cireulition of the ligoor
thus gracuslly renewing the lagoon water,-wiile at the sce tice the
Latter is being flushed out of the southwesturn passes at a rste of

302% per day. at this rato of flushing, any given mae of wator in the
lagoon will, on the average, be redused to onemhalf its originil roluce
in 22 days and to one t.ath its volume in two and a half oontns.

3. Radfonctivity
In lagoon surfase detonations it is likely that radioactive srodust

will be distributed from surface to bottoa with higher concentr-ticns

7@



Duncan Curry ll Maren 1953

being expected in the surfice layers, The pitch of eontsminated watar,
originally more or leas ellipsoid, will be elongated rapidly by currents
flowing weet at the surface and east at the bottom. The contaminated
water at the surface will be diluted by vertical axing with underlying
water at an estimated rate of 25% per hour. The reduction in the cod=
centration of the bottom water moving eastward from the target area is
about 8f per hour.

Therefore, part of the radioactive products will be carried away
from tne target ares, but gart will be transferred by vortical dis-
fusion to tha other currant and will ba carriad back again. Thus a
strip of contaminatod watur is developed whieh lLungthens westward with
the sp.og of current flow, but with rapidly diminishing coneuntration,
and eastward with the apeed of the bottom current. The saximua con~
centration will romain castward of the targot aroa.

At the ond of the first day the strip of contaminated water should
be about sevon milcs west-scuthwost of the targ.t arcs. The concentra-
tion at the western and of the strip is expocted to be about 0.01%
of tha initiil valuo taking into tscount vortieal ond horizontal dir-
fusion but n.gloacting radioactive deeay. At the sastern end of the
lagoon tho .vorago concentration should be ‘bout 1€ of thy initial
value, but some patches my hiva 3 consontration of 10% OF more.

During the socond dfy, contamin.ted witor will begin to luavo tha
lagoon by a serios of ebb tide pulses through the southwosturn passus.
Tho amount luving tho l-goon will be very smli it first and will
increase during tho first wook or se to =< aixigum value of ibout 3%
of the total contaminsat inc diy's tine. Thervaftor the r ta of loas
will be idout 3% of tha romcining contradnant per diy.

4. Endwetok Lagoons] Circulrtion

The cireulation of Eniwetox Ingoon is similir to that of Bikini
in that 1% i9 deminintly wind driven. During the spring mntns tne
current motion is vigorous from the northenatern reef to the western
reef ind through the southwest prsesge. The surface current is free
te move with. the wind but the bottom current is restrained -nd tends
to ~lign itealf with the mjor esst-wsst axis. Thoro thus is foracd +
sono of upwelling long ths casterm reof. Dotails of Eninotox cce~nc
graphy further thin comp-rison with Bikini ore not aviilaol;.

S$. Dpffusion of Radionctivity in cniwctok Loon

In ligoon surfico dutonations, or nar l-goon surf-co deton-tions,
redtoactiva products will be distributed from surf.co to bottom wita
the higher conceantrtions in tho surface loycrs. {thin tno first
twalvo hours radiction lcvals will bo oxtrumuly hign, t-t radioictive
decay accomp-nicd by norizonts.. «nd vorticsl diffusion will tend to

F:-O



wunean Curry Ll march 1953

distribute this activity both to the cist and west. Under previlling
_wind conditions for the Castle conoupt, the grast aajority of Lagoca
contamination should be contained in the northern half of tha lagoon.
Chango in wind eonditiona can cause small amounts of north ind scutt.
diffusion as wns exemplified during Operation Ivy.

During this operation, the lageon was samplod for radiocctivity
at the surface and thirty fet below the surface on a dcily basis.
Station a was loestod at the ligoon side of tha deep entrance, station
B was located at the Lagoon’ side of the wide passage, station C was
located on tne lagoon side of Rigili Island, station D was 4s lagoon
location three miles northeast of Rigili Island, station EB was a sid-
lagoon location half way between Rigili and Runit Island, station F
was @ lagoon location three alles weet of Runit Island, station G was
& lagoon location two ailes south of the detonation, and station H
was an anchorage loeation at the Rendova buoy. Sxamination of the
Sampling resilts indicestes that the southern portion of the lagoon
remins relatively frees of contamination, the southwest passags tands to
remove contaxination from the western seator, and tho bulk of residual
contamination tends to remain in the northesasturn sector of tha lagoon.

6. Contaminstion
Ships that are reqaired to re-entcr the Bikini Lagoon or northern

seator of iniwetok Lagoon following tha surface detonations will become
radioactiviy contaminated. This dows not mean that personnal «board
the vessels will be subjectod to serious health hasards, but rather
that wator evapors.tors, water distribution lines, ind microorganisas
adhering to the bottoa of the ship will tand to concuntrate the radio
active sirtieles of tho ligoon to 1 degree that extensive decontasins-
tion procedurse may be nucussitatod st the campl.tion of tho oper-tion.

During Operation Crossrosds, the roontry of the non-targst vossele
to tha contnminatad lagoon was fallowed oy 1 period in which mdic-
Active mtcrials tanded to sdhore to tae outar enell below the wet or
line. The conditions here were ideal for lon-exmhange and although tne
water iteelf showed 4n intonsity of radioactivity 1% or cesr thc sur
faeo of only. about 10 millircontgms per day (far bolow any tolurance
Lieit) the active mttor wns sbecorbded so afficiantly fran thu l:goon
waters that within a period of thre. diys several of the non-target

vessels began to show readings of greatcr thin 100 miliircentgens per

day of gaum radiation inside the hull in the vicinity of the witurline.

In addition, salt wator lines and salt wot.r systems continuously

eireulating water in fire mins, condensers and evnpor-tors, Sugin to

show increasing gemma mdistion readings on exterior surfaces to the

cxtent that curtain sroas adjscent to thesa systums ware in axcass of

tolerance,

E¢
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This sums phunomena was notud during Operation [vy on the anders
~8urfaces of the USS Lipan and in the condensers of tha USS Randova.

Under our present limits of tolerance, an uifouled ship could _
remain in waters of 10 ar/day indefinitely, but snips with micro
organic growths, rust, and adsorptive paints could be limited to three
days per weex for continous operation.

Our contamination problem would then be considered of nuisance
value rather tnan a real bealth tezerd.

7. Decontamination

For operational decontazination it sees feasible to sugzsat tne
nationally, accepted tolerance limit of 300 miliiroentgsens per week
as a guide to decontamination lavels for innabited areas. Areas
exceeding this linit wuld require decontamination before continuous
habitation would be permitted.

U. S. Naval Radiological Safety Regulations (1951) specify that
final clearance for vessels is set at 15 aillircentgons per day (105
apr/week). In genural thie licit will be rusched by tho tine tho
contaminated veesals have completed roll-up operations, with tha
possible excoption of concauntrated contacination of water systams and
underwater growths. The concentrated contazination aay require do-
contamination by disassembly of water systames and removal of sine
scale.

8. Health dazards

Radiological hazarda ofO,eration Castle will be sinilar to tnose
of previous Eniwetok operations but more extansive due to tha nature
of the detomations. The axtont and intensitica of radioactive fali-
out will be dependent oa the cotecrological conditions at the tine
of detonation. Tiere can be no assurence tnat sano of the fall-out
will ast land oa inhabited areas or on ships of the Task Fore>. If
this does happen, it crsates an annoying situstion, but in all procs~
bility not one which can be regarded as truly hazardous, dszards fron
radiation Both external and intornal will be confined to imoedi-ta
areas of detonation. Radiation tolerance Linits will Licdt working
tine in some othur orcas.

Radiation levels st grxumd level within a mile of the detcnation
will be extremely hazardous during the first twelve hours.. sadiatisna
decay aay be expected to. follow an approximte 1/T relationsnip.
adLoactive lagoon dilution can also be expected to follow an approxi-~
mate 1/T relationship. This would mean that lagoon contamination at
a single spot on the second day would be 1/k tnat of the first day,
on the third day 1/9 thit of the first day,
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9. Conclusions

_

10.

"Be

b.

ad.

Bikind Lagoon will become contaminatad throughout 18 a result
ef cirrent movements ond diffusien «f redioactive particles _
beth horizontally and vertically.

Eniwetok Lagoon will becomes pirtialiy eontemincted 1s + result
of current movements and diffusion of radioactive prirticles.
Soutnarn portions of tne lacson are expected to remain cler
of contamination.

Radi s.etive contaminstion of the la goon will be disperscd so
rapidly that sorious ovalth hazards wlll not axist aftor +
reasonable time. (Re-entry hour)

Ships that re-enter Bilcini Jagoon aid the northern portions of
Snarstok Lagoon will become radioaccively contaminated and my
re, ire decontamination after completion of the operation.

Recommer.Jations
a.

b.

All agencies of the Task Force should be informed of the
Tes< Group requirement to work in contaminated areses following
the prelintiaary .dstonations.

ALL personnel of the Task Force should be informad of the
natcre of the health hazards ~shile in tho contaminated lagoon.

Efforts should be asde by all ship comnanders to cinicize
possible concentration of contamination so that s aini-cal
amount of decontamination work will 63a roquircd upon tne
coaplutian of the operstion.

Jehan 0. Sorvis
Cowzander, TW-7

10
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Extract: Health Hasards of Operation Castle, fT, L, Shipman, u. D.,

-~ . Health Division, LASL, 6 Mares 1953

This ie in somewhat belated reply to your seam of 13 February 1953. Cf
have purposely been slow in answering in order that I aight have full
opportunity to discuss the astter thoroughly with those people whos I
consider the best authorities on these probleas. '‘y comments will be
gmeral rether than specific and will pertups cover a good deal sore
territory tran was actually required by your request.

ae far as actual health hasards at Operetio: Castle are coneerned, there
is net auch one can say except that they will be sisilar to those at
previous Eni+setok operatione only more so. The possibilities and the
dangere of fall-out should be no greater thea has been the case in the
pest. With cetonations of high yieid it becomes extremely difficalt
te predict the a..oe and location of the fall-out pattern. Seas
material otvicusily is coming down somewhere, and thors can never be
any positive aseurance that some of this will not land on inhabited
ielande or on ships of the Task Foree. If this does happen, it creates
an annoying situatian, but in all probability not one which can in any
way be regarded as truly hazardous. It mist be admitted that sose
uncertaintics regarding thie astter etill exist, and if all conditions
were just right, it aight be poeaible to preduse a situation aore than
annoying, at least in the immediate vicinity of the shot islands.

Ome situation which will be somewhat different from previous tests
involves the necesaity of having ships of the Task Force enter contani~-
nated waters. It ia difficult to assess the amount of trouble this
aight cause, bub examination of the pertinent data from Operatian
Croesreads indicates that the contamination which will be acquired by
snips operating in sueh waters ony be a nuisance but will not approach
haserdoas conditions.

.
Inel 2 of Inel 2 to TAB "F" e /o



29 April 1953

—L2E DRANDUL FOR RICORD

SUBJECT: Ship and Bost Operation in Radiologically Contaminated Lagoons

A

1. Over a period of the last 24 months, considerable discussion
has been given to the possibility of radiological contamination ceing
trapped im an atoll lagoon te such an extent ap to hasper Naval act:vi-
ties and thereby indirectly cause delays in the operation. These dise
cussions involved representatives ef JTF SE7EN (Lt Col House, Cdr Hall),
TG 7.2 (Dr. iraves, Dr. Ogle, Iir. Curry, Major Servis), 1G 7.3 (LtCder
Carlson, Lt Gill), Buled (Capt Tipton, LtCdr Etter), BuShips (Cdr Hoff-
man, LtCdr Coates), Op=36 (Capt “alker), WRUL (Dr. Theapson), APSUP
(Capt Maynard, Or. Scoville, Lt Col itDennel), Serippe Institute of
Oceanography (Dr. Revell), aad University >of “ushington.

2. For the purpose of this record, the followkng dessription of
the Bikini and Eniwetok lagoon cireulctions is prosented (condonsad frea
reperte on scveral onm-eite and model studies of the Alidat ligcon cade
in connest.on with Operation CROSSROADS, and from experience with mi-
wotek on Operation IVY).”

a. Both lagoons aro essontially "boltedrive" syatems, currents
driven with the wind on thy surface and roughly sgcinst tho wind on the
bottom. Upwelling scones appoar in the easturn l.goon wmters and sink-
ing sconce in the westorn portions. bottom currents tend to rensin
aligned with oast-west axce, roughly independent of the dirsction of
the wind.

b. The rate of Mlushing of the Bilcini ligcon ie such that it
is nearly a closed bagin insofar ae the inturval Ostwen CASTLE snot
dates is coccerned, requiring 22 days to change half of the water and
75 days to change 90%. The orimary flushing route is through Eayu
Cusnanel, The scuth-weetern passes account for 4 considerable but Lesser
amount of eaptying. Very little, or name, of the emptying takes place
over the northern and eastern reefs.

@. The Eniwetok lagoon flushing system is auch sore rapid,
and has two asjer routes, i.e. through the eastern and weatern reefs
for the northern lagoon waters and through Deep and Wide Entrances for
southern waters. As demonstrated on IVY, contaainaticoa in the northern
waters was flushed out without getting into the southern portion. For
this reason, and considering the shot echedule, all that folicwe below
ie applicable only to Biiini lagoon operations.

Incl 3} to TAB "Fr F-12



d. Ouring the spring acaths wes winds average 20 ots tron
the easterortheast, the current action was vigorous, 0.5 mots in the
aurfage and 0.3 in the bettoa currents. The eurrents set downwind ca
the surface and roughly against it on the bettas. During the sumer
~wits lighter mre variable winds, the surface current sets dowwind
still but auch mre slowly (less than 0.3 knots) and the bottoa current
(0.1 mots) opposes it insofar as the geometry of the bottas of the
lagoon permits. & sone of upwelling develops on the eastern edge of
the uigecn and a einking sone predominates over awide area on the west—
ern side.

o. The surface current (40 to 50 feet thiok) is free to nove
with the wind Out the bottom current ia restrained somewhat and tends
to align itealf with the major east-west axis of the lagoon. Thus even
in times of utherly wind inpulse when the surface current is setting
north-west o1 north-northwest wits eufficlent vigor to flow out to sea
over the norihern reefs, the bottom current is turned only east~-south-
east altering the more profound transport characteristics of the lagoon
very little. For this reason, the sone of upwelling along the sastern
rcofs is a permanent feature under all winds having an easterly compon-
ent.

2. The sone of uswelling can be defined as the region of rise-
ing water over witich the surface current is lose than § feet thick, in
ahioh case it extends from the oorthurn tip of Slicind [sland to the
southorn tip of Mnyu Ieland having a width of from 220 meters opposite
Rolar Island te 3000 meters benind Bikini and Enayu Islands. The northerly
setting commxcant is weak, joining the drift along the northern reefs
which can be dotected as far west as Amen Island. The sontherly setting
component is both stronger and acre veluminoas, flowing with a sean
velocity of 9.3 mets southward to the Enyu Island eddy where it ia
deflocted uprard by the sill at Enyu Channel under the inflowing cceanis
water from the southeast. This geometry causue the two currcnts ta
epiral horisontally in a combined westerly setting current oxtanding
from surface to bottom which can be detested as far wost as Rukoji
Chaanel. Tho path of this spirel is deflected by the tides inward on
Lleed and osward at edd.

g- From the above, it is apparent that contaminated areas will
elongated east and weet. Due to settling of contamination and dif~

in the water, both horizontally and vertically, the bottan current:
tend te spread out the elongated ares, throwing up contamination

the eastern upwelling tone. Previous studies indicate an approxiaste
7 aay cyele of tarmmover in the lagoon. It has been determined tnat tne
contagination at the end of one day will have buen reduced by currents
and diffusion alone to the following: ‘festern sinking sone, 0.01% of
original contamination; eastern upweiling sone, 1.0% of original con-
tamination, with patches ep te LOX,

3. Without going inte great detail, and as a result of the scove

discussions, the following conclusions are apparently acceptable to

those directly conserned with ship and beat operation in the presence
of radiological water contamination:

c
F
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3. Little lagoon contamination should result from the deep
water surface shot. Something on the order of 10% of the total radioe
activity from the remainder of the shots should eventually be deposited
in the lagoon. Using this assumption, a 200 KT shot should give about
thesame results as Bikini BAKER; or 2 UT about five tines 3AicR, etc.
Thefollowing BAKER results are presented for cocparison:

™* _

    

 

 

Dinensio Sxposure Rates of Contaminated

Tine After Contaninat Yean Olameter Vaximuc Exposur
Explosion (hours) Are (miles) Rata (r day)

4 16.6 4.6 75

38 18.4 68 Lo

62 LB.6 7.9 5

86 4.8 8.9 i

100 70.6 9.5 0.6

430 107.0 11.7 0.2

200 166.0 4.3 C.c1

b. No health hasard should exist after any shot; tne princisal
adverse effect should be limited to an operational nuisance. Freon tne
above SAXZR results, cone could expect to operate in the lagoon at tne
end of 24 hours for reasonable lengths of tine, with the situation rap-
idly improving daily.

ec. -«fter a verind of a faw days, diffusion and currents should
have spresé contamination frou tae shut sites to Bll paris cr “ne .agoon.

d. Reduction in the intensity of radiation in the watur snowld
take place at @ rate governed by at lesst 1/T¢, with the probability tnat
the rodustion will be more rapid (based 1/T for radioactive decay and
lft for diffusion in the water).

e. Critical ships and beste: CURTIS, LSD, LST, Au, .7F and
emall craft of the boat pools.

f. Residual contamination resulting from intako of lagoon

water and discharge upon complution of its funstion (such as taxes place

through conduasere) should leave little redloactivity except «nore trap

ped in pipo fittings at bends in watar lines. It is expscted that such

"hotespota” should not be hasardous and could be mrkod off for +so.s-

tion; also, flushing occasionally with uncontaminated water snou-s “a.7

ruaeve soma of the trapped sodiaont. ’

Fe /
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6. Some contamination will stisk te the sides and bottons
depending upon the condition of cleanliness, mith clean vessels picking
Up very little in this annor, An effort to nave ships report for tne
eperation as clean as possible would help here, Also the best possibla

-dry_dock side and bottom paint work would be @ great hatp.

h. Some contamination will reain behind in the evaporators,
although some of this should be flushed through. This source of contamt.
nation could be reduced by aking water outside the Ligoon. No ippresi-
able amount of contamination should come through the ovaporator to the
fresh water side,

i. Tha relative costs of a mjor deconteaination oporation
(several thousand dollare) should be weighed agninst the cost of a delay
in the operation. also, tho value of opportunitios for suthentle fLeld
teats of o ship's crew in decontamination operations ehould 53 consid~
ered.

j. The Operstions Orders should spull out clearly a set of
aore reclistis operational standards applying for atazis tests 18 op-
posed to those dosigned for routine operations. an ittacpt of this
kind has been mde in Operations Order 1-53,

kk. danp of the radiation standards published to date are
particularily cver-cauticus, having large factors of safety built-in.
This was partieulariy true of standards for ship operations during
CROSSROADS, some of which were carried to such extremes as tc cause
costly delays or extrezely difficult and cumbersome aethoda for getting
the job done. Since that tins, the realities of the situation have
Secome more and sore apparent and efforts have been mide to facd indoce
trination treining inte cporational mthods. The fact remains, however,
(ae evidenced an IVY) that operational commanders and staffs sre axtrene
ly hesitant to proceed with assurance in such matters. This is perfect=-
ly understandable in vicw of the fset that the radiological defense fiel
is relatively young and since many rediation standards and asscciatod
predicted effects have yet to be sorted into their real values or rela-
tionships. Mach of the letter has bem done; however, considerable im
provement eould be ands toward injecting this kmowledge into operational
probleme. It is bulicved that indcotrination as proposed bolow could
gO a long way toward paving the way for @ sapoth cporation through a
more realistie approach to tne true nature of the operational nuisance
expested to exist in the Bikini lagoon.

& Ia view of thu primary depundenec of thy Blidni shots on watar
transportation, it is prepossd to hold &@ conferencs with CTC 7.3, ris
Chdef of Staff, Operations Officer and Radiological Defense Staff as
secon as possible aftcr thusa people can be assenbicd. This confurcnee
would be esllad for tho exprese purpose of acquainting CTG 7.3 and his
staff with tha realities of the nealth hazards facing a commander cper-
ating in econtaginatod watore, together with portinent adainistrative
and logistic implications arieing from such oporations, The Naval
porsonnul indisated in parsgraph 1 above rvpreeant the policy-mxars lL



HE.DQUATERS
JOINT TaSK 7ORCE SEVEN

APO 187 (HOW), c/o Postmaster
San Francisco, California

J=3/72953 19 February 1954

ENORANDUM FOR: See Distribution

SUBJULT: Protcetion of Pood and Water from Radfoactive Contaaination
Resulting frem Fall-Gut

l. It is not expected that radicactive material will bo deposited on
food, cooking end cating utonsils or in the drinking water supoly in quan-
tities sufficient to create an internal hasard in areas wiere occupancy is
acceptable from an extornal hazard standpoint. However, in kecping with
the concect that exposure should be prevented where possible, sm in view
of good housekeeoing, certain steps should be taken to prevent or mintdze
contamination of food, weter end sess eq:iipment.

2. Methods of creventing contamination will vary somewh:t depending
upon whethor cr not there is-pre-shot evicuction of the crea.

3. The following steps to schiewe non-comtamination will >be t-ken:

a. Evacuated arcas.

(1) Water supoly.

(a) Prior to cvacustion, all openings into the we.ls or
storcge tenks will be cowred by a suitiblo aetcrial such as canvas to sre-
vent fall-out from entering directly into the system, but not tight enouzh
to nrevent cump operation. If possible, stornzge tanks for drinking purposes
should be isolated fron tho aystem and coaplctely buttoned up. This letter
method is oreferable as upon re-entry, weter for drinicing and cocking pur-
poses can be obteined imadi-tely which will be frec from comtaminetion.
Uncovered storage in collapsible tanks should be dreined, the tonk co._icsed
and covered.

(o) Upon re-entry, if fall-out hes occurred, tie buttons.
up tenk will bo diverted into tho weter system cnc the lines flusmcu. «ater
sarples will & enalysed b: fore use for drinking or cooking is *utnorized.

Tf no fall-out has cecurred, restrictions will not bc a clied and s- sling

will net be done.

Inelosure 10 28



5-3/729.3 19 February 1954
SUBJECT: Protection of Food and Water from Radioactive Contamination

Resulting from Fall-Out

~ (2) Mees factiities,

(a) Prior te evacuation, utensils, dishes and silvervare
will be placod ep packaged in guch 4 way 60 te minizise breakage and scatter—
ing due to blast. Unpackaged asterials will be covered to prevent fall-out
from set%ling om them. Perishable foods will be kept in refrigerators, and
dry stores and camned goods will be covered. Wimiowe om windmard side acy
be closed if there are windows on opoosite sides at right angles sufficient
te equalize pressure from blest to prevent, building collages.

(pb) when the emergency utilities crew re-enters the eres,
it will cloee al) meses hall and dispensory windows and dccrs.

will, be washed «ith hot water ami cetorgent soap. Yadiological safety eure
vey wil) dctermine whether cortamination exists price to foci preparrtion.

(3) Ddepensertes will be buttoned up prior to «vecuation.

(b) Clearance cf drinking water, mess facilities and dispen-
seviee will be required from the Staff Surgeon and Radeafe Officer price

of theses facilities. .

b. Nen-evacuated areas,

(1) Water supply. ‘The day before the sict, cpamings into
the water system will be covered. If fall-cut cscurs, the covers will remain
unedl the Staff Surgeem and Radsafe Officer consider the fall-cut stabilised.
Tf fall-cus does not cecur, the covers my be removed.

(2) Mase Pacilities. Preparations will du andes te cover fecd,
dry stores and canned gecds which ere nct in closed buildinys pricr to snct

the firet detection of fall-out, the messes will be notified and
budldings will be closed, and all food covered until fall-cus has stopced.
Survey will be made of mess facilities price-te senting food after fall-ait.
If survey indiestes contamination ef food, dry stors, canned goods, or uten=
sils, all be washed prior to serving. If fall-eut dows not eccur, 10
stristione will be spolied.

(3) DOdepensarive will be buttoned up diring the fall-out period.

(b) Clearance by the Staff Surgvon and the RadsafeOfficer will
be require for sontinuing use of al] facilities after fall-out has occurred.

BY COMGWND OF MAJOR GENERAL CL.ALSOM:

/e/ROBERT CHESWEY ©
DISTRIBUTION /t/ROBER? CHESNEY

ncn Major USaP
adjutant Generel

Gnd .

| |
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HEDGU.RTERS
JOINT T.SK PONCE SEVEN

aPO 187 (HOW), c/o Postmaster
San Franeisco, California

J-3/729.5. 19 February 1954
—_

SUBJECT: Safety Instruction

TO: Commander, Task Group 7.1, .PO 187 (HOw)
Commander, Task Group 7.2, «PO 187
Camandier, Task Group 7.3, APO 187 (HOw)
Comander, Task Group 7.4, «PO 187
Commander, Task Group 7.5, «PO 187 (HOw)

1. Reference is made to paregraph 10a, annex a, JTF SEVEN Opcration
Order 3-53,

2. attention is directed to the attached CJTF SEVEN Special Billetin,
dated 19 February 1954, Subject: “Safety Instructions", which outlines pere
some] safety measures to be taken during shots at BIKINI and SNT-ETOK utolis
amd establishes the siren warming system applicable to ell persermmel on PaaRkt
Island. CTG 7.2 and CTC 7.4, in coordination, will institute similar warn
ing systems for their personnel on CNIVETOK Island to cower at least the con
ditions listcd in the Special Cullotin, In like mamor, CT 7.3 will insti-
tute a warning system for all naval persomel afloat. Por ECHO, CTG 7.4
will adopt a comparable warning system at SUCNI.

3. Commanders will insure that sefety instructions contained in the
attached Special Bilictin are given widest dissemination in the form of hand-
out leaflets and via public address systoms, concurrently with the official
time-eignal count. Using organic communication fscilities, CT 7.1, CTG7.2,
CTS 7.3, CT 7.& and CTG 7.5 will obt-in the official time-signal count on

126.18 acs. or 152.99 acs.

he Commanders will make local reporduction of the attached Special Bull:
tin for each ehot, with oodifications dictatcd by specific shuts, locol ccer=
ational requirements and by their internal warning systexs.

- §. When so notified, personnel in Category I (as defined in tne attacna
Special Bul.etin) will report to the air base operations by the ost expcdi-
tious means possible. CTG 7.4 will provide airlift for such personnel to
KnoJaLZIN. Porsonmel will remain a+ (iw..LEIN until further advised.

=30
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5=3/729.3 19 February 1954
SUBJECT: Safety Instructions

6. The attached Special Bulletin will be handled as CONFIDENTIAL
infarmatjon until after the particular shcot for which it is issued. There
after, it may be downgraded to UNCLASSIFIED.

-~

BY CO@GND OF M.JOR GUNERL CLARKSON:

*/e/ROBERT E. BOHNE, Capt, US?
1 Incl (for)RCEERT CHESNEY

CJTG SEVEN Special Hajor USS
Bulletin, "Safety adjutant General
Instructions"

d

x
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HE,DGUARTERS
JOINT T..SK FORCE SEVEN

APO 187 (HOW), ¢/o Postmastor
San Francisco, California

SPECIAL BULLETIN 19 February 1954 _

SiFETY INSTRUCTIONS

1. The following information must be passed to cach persona who will
be in the Pacific Proving Ground om Del of any shot.

2. Am atomic explosion wild take place at the Pacific Proving Ground
at a location, date and time to Se announced separttely. It is possible
that the shot may be delayed cor re-schoduled for ancther day. The safcty
inatructions in this bulletin will apoly regardless of tho exact firing
time. The siren signals indicatod below will be used on °.nt Island.
Similar audible signals will be scunded on ENTHNETOX Island and aboard ships
of the task force, In the event of failure of siren warning signals anc the
time-count, it will nevertheless be assumed that the shot will take picce
as scheduled unless otherwise notifiod.

3. For all shots, two categori:.s of personnel are defined for innabi-
tante of other then the sot atoll:

8 Cetegéry I: Individuals who cxpect to entcr radioactively
contaminated areas on subsequént events of this series, or cersomel whose
current rediation dascge exceeds j.5Sr.

b, Category IZ: Individuals who normally will not be expected to
enter radicactively contaminated ereas on future events of this series pro=
vided their raciation dosage is less then 3.5r.

4. BEFORE THE SHOT.

2. minus all persons on or in the vicinity
of the snot atoll will b- <wake
bofore the shot until +fter tho
shot. Long slevve shirts and long
pants are not necosssry for pro=
tection against thermal raiiation.
Personnel remaining on SIXINT
islands during BIKINI shots will
stay inside the bunker iuntil after
the shock wave has passed

Be

SIGSie

St

5aang

In the event of siren failuro,
5 » COUNT DOWN fire ongine whistle will be used.
(Direct corgmnication or Porsomnel on, or near, the shot

count-down will be asintained atoll will not climb builiings or

with occupied lend sitos of other structures to observe tne

BIXINT atoll for shot at shot. Gusts of wind aro expected

this location.) at cecupied sites of thc shot ato.

exercise normal precautions to s4-

cure light objects nearby.

| |



SPECI.L BULLETIN CONT'D:

- @.

Shottime

minus

)shouts

} SIREN BL.STS, COUNT DOWN

19 February 1954

On or nuar the anct atoll: Pere
some) having high Jensity goggles
will put them on at this tice. all
personnel will face cway from shot
site. Personnel having high density
goggles moy turn ani view the fire-
ball after the initial flash. Goge
gles will not be removed until at
least 10 seconds after ths burst
and then gr durlly to allow accomo=

dation. VPersonmel having no goggle.

will not view the fireball until at

lvuast 10 seconds after the burst an
will do so thon with caution. Do nm
look at the firebell with binccue

lars at anytime. Sun glasses give
no protection am will not be used.
in lieu of high dcnsity goggl:s.
Tac shock w've will travel to cho

servation sites at a speci ~f ap=

proximately 5 secuncs per neutical
mile, timed from first fizsn of

Light.

1 contdmous blast indicctes the

ehot has been delayed. If there

te 2 delay, warning blast will be

repeated at SHOT minus § ainutes

and SHOT minus 1 cimte before

the new shot tims.

5. s é (Inhabitants vf other than the shot atoll will remain

on fall-out alert status fram H to H plus 2% hours).

a. 5 STEN BLASTS

>. LSTEEY BLASTS

Ge31-I(2)

If § consecutive blasts «re heard

onytine after ths soot, taxes cover

in the nocrest builcing wm close

all doors and windows.

If 3 consecutive blasts ar. heard

anytine afte shot, prepare to

go abocri ship for 1 temporary evac

uation. Report to your master offi

cor or superior at designated beack

arvas for further instructivns. Su

evacuation will be for versenncl

jafety -nly ine will net imvlve

natoriel or person] belongings

other than toilet articics wri a

bare minimum of clothing change



SPECTaL BULLETIN CONT'D: 19 February 1954

-@, Category I personnel a8 indicated in Ja above will be alerted
through normal ccamand channels in the event redicective fall-out on the
order of Ser/hr or more occurs or is forecast to cceur, Such personnel shoul
be instructed to assemble at a central location in ordcr tran their evacue
ation to-KW.WJ.LEIN by air my be effectod as soun as practicable, Pre-ahct
arrangements mist be mace by task group ccmmarcers with the air base cpera-
tions to schedule necessary space and pickeup cetails in tho event an aerial.
wvecuation of Category I personnel becomes necessary.

d, Evacuation of Category II persomel, if required, will be
accomplished by all practicable means, including eir lift.

6. Personnel are cautioned against discussing cperations activities
at the Pacific Proving Cround in letters home. It is imperstive that infor
mation connected with the detonations cecurring here not be relezsed or
transmitted until so auth-rized by the .tomic Energy Commission ani the
Department of Defense. Specifically, this SpecialBulletin, or any of its
contents, will not be included in persnal mail or ctherwise transuitted for
personal use. Subsequent to shot plus 1 day this Jdocumant will be destroyod
oy burning.

BY CQ4L.ND OF MJOR GeNERnl CL.UKSON:

/e/ROBERT B. BUHNE, Capt, USar
(for) ROBERT CHESNEY

Major USaP
jutant Ceneral

G=31-1(3)



TAB “H

CORRESPONDENCE RELATIVE TO EVACUATION AND
REHASZUITATION OF MARSHALL ISLAND NATIVES

6 Incls:
l.

2.

3

be

5.

6.

Copy JIF SEVEN ltr J-3/729.3, Subject: “Radiological
eels Several Marshall Island Atolls’, dtd 18 Mar SA,
w s
Copy Hq JTF SEVEN ltr J-3/37C.05, Subject: "Reports on
Evacuation of Natives znd Survezs of Several Marshall
Island Atolls!!, dtd 9 apr 5%
Copy Hq JTF SEVEN itr J-3/370.25, Subject: ‘Miscellaneous
Reports Related to the Atomic Detonation on 1 Mar 1954'',
étd 1 May SL °
Copy Ha JTF SEVEN ltr, J-3/1u1.8, Subject: ‘Survey of
Rongelap and Utirik itolls':, dtd 1 May 54
Copy CINCP..CFLT ltr Serial 2.339, Subject: “Survey of
Rongelap and Utirik \tolls'’, dtd 17 Jum 54
Copy Hq JTF SEVEN ltr J-3/725.3, Subject: “Responsibilities
for Care and Disposition of ‘ative Inhabitants of Rongelap
and Urirdk .toll!, dtd 6 Jul 54



HEADQUARTERS
JOINT TASK FORCE SEVEN

APO 187 (HOW) c/o POSTMASTER
SAN FRANCISCC, CALIFORNIA

403/72903 18 March 1954

SUBJECT: Radiological Surveys of Several Marshall Island Atolls yf
”

we ew

TO: Distribution aye

l. Attached herewith for ydur information and retention are ccpies of
radiological surveys made on certain Marshall [sland Atells. The surveys
were conducted as a result of contamination deposited on the affected atolis
by BRAVO Shot, Operation CASTLE, fired from a reef approximately one and one
half nautical alles southwest of Nam, Blicini Atoll, BRAVO Shot tine was
1845 Zebra, 28 February 1954.

2. “ater and soil samples were shipped to the Health and Safety Labor -
tory, New York Operations Office, Atomic Energy Commission (Attention: Lr,
Merrill Elsenbud) for analysis.

FOR THE COMMINDER:

ry « ’

D 3 YeSAARAL
aae - Qpy 1-30) E. MGINLEY
CTG 7.2 - Copy 31 Brigadier General, U.S. ‘ray
CTG 7.3 = Copy 32 Giief of Staff
CTG Tou - Copy 33
Ct 7.5 - Copy 3h

CINCPACFLT = Copy 36

Sarre = or 3AVSTARIU' =- Copy
Dit:/AEC = Copy 39 fo
DEM/ABC = Copy 40 / :
Ch APSR . = Copy 4d (oy
CGFidCond(DWE?) = Copy 42 ~
C/S USA, Beigt = Copy 43
LASL & Div. - Copy 44

HSL, YOO (¢/o Mgr Opns) - Copy L546 a
USS RENSHAW (DOE-499) = Copy 47 -
USS PHILIP (DDE—496) - Copy 48
USS NICHOLS (DDE=4b9) = Copy 49 _ _-
3 inelss

le «pore on ofl wc xterm uapling
“Lssiles by H Re Ve TM

2. epert on . ad ater .spling
~Soalon by “Re Te ie Rite, Leb

3e cade urwy of -oaniad ‘oll; contaainsted
oy Mi: vy -e. .ertert corille



HEADQUARTERS
JOINT TASK FORCE SEVEN

APO 187 (HOW) c/o POSTMASTER
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA

COMPT 8 Mareh 1954

SUBJECT: “Report on Soil and Water Sampling Mission

TO: Commander
Joint Task Force SEVEN .

APO 187 (HOW) ‘
c/o Postmaster
San Francisco, Celifornia

1. In compliance with your oral instrustions, the undersigned visited LIKI
and AILUK Atolls, JEMO Island and MEJIT Island in the Eastern Marshalls between
the period 5<8 March 195 for the purpose of collecting soil and water samples ;
cccsuring level of gamma radiation present at these places in connection with
SRAVO. The aission, consisting of the undersiged and a Marshallese interpreter,
Lan Lakapun, embarked on the USS BENSHAW (DOEA99) at Kwajalein, visited the four
sites and returned to Bilcini, where the reminder of the trip to Eniwetok mas per
formed by PEM. There follows a detailed discuseion of the findings at each loca-
t 8

& - The samples were taken on Liclep Island, wich had :.
largest native po tion. Access to the lagoon was gained through South Pass.
Poor light at the end of the day and numerous coral heads necessitated anchoring
about 4 miles from Lildlep Island. Trip in was onde by whaleboat the following
morning. A water sample was taken from a large cistern fed frem the roof of tha
Cathelie rectory, and earth saaples were taken from random spets about the is.-
which were unsheltered by trees or other growth at approximtely 0800 M6, i--
1954. Radiation readings were tam with a Mf-5 instrument betwean O6CO Mand CH.
Wf and showed o maxianm of 3 millircentgens per hour. Neo variations from this
reading were noted on clothing or bare feet of individuals. According to accounts
receive: by Bishep Feeney, S.J., the population was greatly exeited by the Light
and blast wave, the latter which reportedly arrived abot 30 airutes subsequent
to the light flare, According to Bishep Feeney, church attendance wis greatly
stimlated on the day of the test.

be e This location ms reached at 1100 M, 6 March 1954. -*
consists of a heavily weeded islrnd, surrounded by a ling coral reef ith
heavy surf on three sides. Thers being no place for landing a whaleboat, personr
and equipmont were transferred froa the whaleboat to the reef by a ono man mubter
raft. The undersigned transferred himself by swimming. The island proved ‘o be
uninhabited, and reportedly is a sea turtle preserve, Turtle hunters erected
several houses, a rain barrel of which provided a wator snaple, Earth sacplcs
wero gathered at random fre@ opcn areas, including one pf beach sand above *ho
hish tide ark, The party wis lod strnight across the island and back to the L-.

ing aron via the beach, in order to verify its uninhabited state, Sanplcs wre

2
< oT 3 Se

4 2



alPT
SUBJEC dort on Soil and “htor Sampling Misston

collected at approximtely 1200 M, 6 March 1954. Instrument readings with the ux-*
showed a maximin of 3 ar/hr, however this ma not considered relinbla, since 4
higher scale showed o lower reading.

Ge A » Tho ship roachod this atoll at approximtcly 1400 MU, 6
fareh 1954, and s moved to an anchorage off Ailuk Island, tho mest heavily
populated. Tha lagomn bss net been swopt, and numcreus cornl hoads and pinnscks
provided considerablo hazard to ship movoment. The landing party moved ashero by
whalobent without difficulty, -nd ag-in obtained mter samples from the aost promir.
ant edstorn and seil samplos frea random wisholtcred spots. Rcadings with the WX;
showed appreximtoaly 3 ar/hr (off the 2 ar scale). iin AN/PDR@27E showed a high
roading of 7 ar/hr, however, on a diffcront sealo a reading of 12 or 15 ar/hr vas
obtained, The MX-5 roading is probably noarest correct. No significant variatia -
wero dotcetcd on bare fect or clothing of individunls. Samples and readings wor:
takon at approximtely 1700 M, 6 March 1954,

a, « This singlo coral island is also qurrownded bya recf,
73 ts JEM, but wis possidlo with a whaleboat, dic to an arca protsctod fr_
tha surf, The island was found to bo hoavily populated in viow of its siz, the
votal number of people boing 327, according to tha island anagistrata. Soil and
wator samplos wore takon as in tho previously dcoscribod manncr, at approximtoly
1300 M, 7 March 1954. Roadings with tho MZ-5 showod maxtamm of approximtsly 3
or/hr tore the 2 scale, but appreximately 1.5 on tho 2 sealo); the mucime read.
with « POR 27 Ewas 10 or/hr. Tho truo figuro was probably somowhore botwoen the
LNOe

2. « Low levol (less than 10 ar/nr) radiation acasurcact s with
ficld instrumnts of the typo usod aro highly unsatisfactory, Ono M%-5 and *--
AN/PDR 27 B instrummts all showod widoly variant readings on different scalc-
and varied among cach other whan cxposed to tho same radiation. An jN/PDR 11-8
proved complotoly useloss not holding to sore oven aftor an hours warmeup, and
also showing widoly variant roadings on diffcront scalos,

3. REDATIS landing partics in islands such as JEMO and MEJIT shoul
be provided with a 6—man oF S-nnn prcumtic boat, to provide greator safcty
to porsonnel and oquipmort. This will pormit landing directly on live coral reefs
with loss dangor of the boat baing stove in. Ships assigned to such aissions
should draw euch oquipmcnt prior to dcparturc.

ke Tho suscossfal accomplishaont of tho alssion ms greatly facilitated by
tho interest and cnthusiaem of tho Commanding Officor of the USS RENSH.4, CIR L, 5.

lford, USN, and his officers and mon, Thoir matorial contributions were noccssary

to the aissicn, however, tho many valuablo suggestions and assistance in slitions
of problems proved invaluable.

/s/ BR. D. Croa
R. D. CREA
Mas, USA

_
™



the radiation field of Navy Operations. Moet of the personnel indi-
cated in paragraph 1 above have indicated either a deaire for such «
conference, or 8 willinguess to present pertinent viewpoints if called
upen to do so.

a/ Re Ae House
t/ Be Ae HOUSE

Le Col, USaP
Chief, Tech Ops Branch



TAB *°Q"

RADSAFE OFFICE ~

The information in this tab 1s presented in support of the discussions
om the Radsafe OPFICE in the text of the sain report andas 6
pertinen® mscellanecus information cortained in the Project Book and not
elseuhere in this report.

lL Incls: ,
Ll. Mece vritical Shot TMmes Operations Stations and Instructions -

20
RaATSATE OFFICE .
Greanisation and Punctional Chart, Radsefe OFFICE for Critical
Shot - ss. -.
Rasleos Commmications Pacilities oo Phase)
Radops Communications Facilities (EMIWETOK Phase)
Description of Radsafe OFFICE Operations During Shot Times
M/R Radsafe Factors Considered at the Command Briefings
K/a Radeafe Briefing and Radsafe OFFICE Display Charts, w/7
A cee

Special Radiation Reports, w/3 Appendices
M/R Protection ef Pood and Water Prom Radioactive Contamination,
19 Feb 1954
CUTY SEVEN ltr J-3/729.3, eubject: “Safety Instructions", dtd 19 Feb
1956



MEMORANDUM FOR: all Concerned

SUBJECT: Critical Shot Mes Operations Stations and Instructions -
Radeafe OFFICE

-

l. The following is a general description of the stationing and
instructions for personnel, connected with Radsafe operations on task force
lcvel at critical shot times.

2. all personnel, whether ittached (YOCO) cr assigned, will be con
sidered rader the direct control of the TP Radsafe Officer (Ch, Tech Br)
during cri\ical times. Duties assigned will be the sole responsibility of
the designated individual unless special temporary arrangements are made
on particular actions. ll outgoing formal correspondence (including
written msnoranduzs for internal TF consumption) will be coordinated with
the Ch, Tech Branch amt AC of S$, Jo3, pricr to dispatch. Since mich of
the informatien on actions during critieal times (in particular just pricr
to, ard subsequent to, Hehour) will be in werbal form, tape recorders will
be uscd ..¢ necessary. Direct line transmiesions such as ESTES to Radsafe
CENT. 1: WATROKO will be conducted in accordance with standard communica~
tiona inst.uctions. It is incumbent upon all nembere of this unit canning
stations to familiarise themselves with ialand code names, key unit voice
calls, communications network for RaDOPS, ete,

3. Stations will be manned as indicated. Commonsurate with space
lizdtations im the Radsafe portion of the Operations Center, personnel in
liaison or advisery capacity are expected to use Radsafe facilities, ine
cluding clerical services, when required. Station locations for the BIKDE
hase will be in the JOC aboard the ESTES; for the BIZKETOK phase, stations
wll be in the Je$ wing at the Hq Bldg on PARRY Island.

3 eae
Generel Situa (adiy and Surface) LtCal Rea. House, USAF (Cuief Tech Br,
Command Briefings, and Superviscry JT? SEVEN, and Radsafe Officer) and
(Includes advisories to commands Capt R.H. Maynard, USN (Hq aFSwP)
external to TF) (Radsafe advisory!

Oumeite Surface Situation Data and LtCol Rede House (On-site officer)
Recovery Operations (Ineluding and YML J.a. Mevling, USN, JTF SEVEN
Tranamiseion and Reception)

Offeeite Surface Situation Data “a1 C.S, Maupin, USA (Hq PidComd
( Tranmission and SaP) (Off~eite and Biomedical
Reception Officer) |

air Situation Dete (Including Trane Col PLR, Wignall, USP (F0s71}
Eission and Reception) (Radsafe ‘ir Operations Officer), Set

D. Jones, USAF (73 7.6) (air RADEX and
Rec ca ) (ass't Radsafe ir

Opas), and RE. Potter (.fFO.7-1"

Gal

Inclesure }



\

idminietrative issistance and INL Janefe (Cadet Clerk)
Chronelogical Log of Eventa and Col H.3, Tokheiz

Liaison = CINCPACFLT/NYKOPO Fall- Mp, 41 Brealin (HaSL NYKOPO uO Liaison
out Program Officer)

k. In general, "Cheek List® itens have been assigned to the individual
for whom the information is of primary interest. In a few cases, this
arsignzent has been made to the individual wicee information froa cther
sources has a direct impact on the action required, In these latter cases,
is is tho responsibility of action officers to effect the necessary sccrdina—
Sten on mrgoang and incoming information. Wherever possible, action officers
ashewlic pers eiwance informal notice of directives «itch will be forthgoming.

£, S pareate files for each ehct will de set up for the use of all
methers of the Radsafe OFFICE. «ll appropriate dosuments or memoranda having
a bearing on the shot will be preserved in order that the files may reflect
& Complete histery of the event,

oe
-ert
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DESCRIPTIONOF Eyestor Tags
DoS

lL. - The epitical shct phase of Nadsafe cperations will begin on or
avout C-§ days, Prior to this time seliminary planning will have incluied
sich arrangements as those for the ;«.eipt of coded Nadsafe data on the
ectatoll and the etomic cloud, wide area iiadeafe flights and fixed station
dvia, details of the heavy nuclide sampling, and 5 tion of charts _
~1 the Radsafe OFFICE for the display of pertinent Information, Orinking
water samples will have been taken from the weather islands (and at quer
ciher locations ae possible) for background count and to evaluate fall-out
ia these areas, Administrative arrangements will have beon made to record
t.13 events during the shot phase for historical purposes. Special require
mts of projects or unite will have been assembled for use in briefings
c> in providing required services. Special instructions will have been
isoued relative to alert and evacuation of ENIWETOK atoll following SIKDT
sncts. Task force rehearsals will have been ccmpleted and the varicus
functions of the office will have ecmmlsted exercising all. circuits to be
used, including the transmission and reception of drill messages,

Dut

1. Om or about D=§ days, CJT? SEVEN, upon consideration of the weather
and technical aspects will announce that the shot will be turned on. This
action is the tasie decision upon which the tizing of many task force actions,
ineluding Radsafe, depend, CINCPACELT, ¢/S, USA ani Chairman, «EC. Will be
notified that a shot is proposed in five days ant
“4st hour, These advisories (as well ae subsequent advisorise to these

eireuits to ensure delivery, In addition to the sh:
Le advised that the ECIWETUK and EIKINE airstriss will
mately 24 hours for operational reasons. «a special pre-shct advisory will
be dispatched to EMAJALEIN as required.

2. On shots subsequent to the first, the necessity for evacuations
will ve re-examined in light of the experience gained, Also, the need for
waiver of MPS (Meximas Persiseibie Byomre) for specified personnel will be
resolved st abqus this time (D-5 daya). .

Mwial ew |

3. By this date, TU 7 of 16 7.1 (designated fadsafe CENTER during
critical shot times) will have published a detailed recovery plan. This
pla will, ee anticipate all poscible circumstances witch may arise

in order that alternate recovery operations may be put into effect as

required by the redsesfe situation.

be By this date, the lagoon water sempling plan dll be complete.

sampling ‘dll be done by 127.3 (the task group having
primary interest in the results), Sampling devices will be lowersd cn &

line from e helicopter to take samples at the eurface ani at about 96 feet

(4.0., in doth the surface and the bottom lagoon currents). The sampling
have been chosen to provide the saximm information of interest

Incl 5 Gm5



foe & 2 beats anchoh x9 co oferating 1m The Lagoay and are further
posit. .w@ to check the lagoon flushing and eireulation mechaniam, Lagoon
samples will be turned over to the radio-ehemistry labdoratery of the Radeafe
CENTER fer analysis.

§. At about this time, TU 7 will publish an emergeney Radsafe Plan to
go into affect in the event of & lowecrder detonation, op the extremes condi-
tion of a detonation of the high expleaive only, Thia plan is primarily
a defense against the Alpha contamination resulting from the wide spread —
of the unfissioned material and of other Alpha emitters used in conjunction
with certain shots.

BATS
i. Semple return plan details will be completed and personnel and

equipment checked for readiness. @ will be complsted to maintain
records on the status of contamination (early and secondary fall-@Qit) on
task force shipe. The radiation reperts system fram multi-engine aircraft
will be checked for readiness and adequate information placed in the hands of
7 7.3 and TG 7.4 persomel,

DAYS (Move aboard AGC for BIXDM Shets)

1. PEM operational personnel will be alerted to the possibility

nece . Area GREET was that area

l. Arpangements will be ccupleted for the reeeipt of constant altitude
balloon fines, The balloons will de set to fly at about 45,000 feet (i.s.,
abeut, 10,000 feet below the expected tropepause hetght). Using differential
ballast/helium release to contrel pressure flight altitude, the balloons
should spell out the air particle trajectory (and the expected cloud tra-

jectory) fer the flight altitude. ‘The balloons trangmit an HP elgnal
capable of HF/DF fixing, Fixing for 72 houre per balleon will be done by

Gu



—

CINCPACFLT, the results forwarded to the balloon unit on FRED and relayed te
the Weather Central and Radsafe OFFICE. .

2. Transient shipping information (position, speed and heading) will
be obtained fram 1 7,3 sources (Hq 1 7.3 and CIC of CVE) and plotted for us
in cOmmand briefings in order that it may be considered in relation to the
forecast fall-out, A request will be passed to CTC 7,3 reference the signifi-
cant sweep sector for the P2V on D mimis 1 day, (See Note above reference
change in search plan.)

. The proposed position of the YAG's (drone liberty ship fall-aut
at will be obtained in order that all possible services nay be rendered
to this pruject. Although project personnel will determine the desired
position for their ships, position information is necessary in ordsr to
evaluate the effect of subsequent cRanges in forecasts.

be At about 1SCCH the first command briefing will be held. (This brief-
ing may be scheduled for D mimus 3 days as well, and may etnsist of a THX
recap of the situation.) The briefing will consist of an analysis by the
Staff Weather Officer of the weather situstion expected for sict tins, snd
an enalysis by tho Staff Radsafe Officer of the expected fall-out implica
tions of the woather forecast. These factors will be weighed by CJTF SVE
in relation to the Scientific Ofrecter's evaluation of the technical readiness
of the devices and the scientific projects, ami task group ccemanders' evalua
tions of task group preparations, The weather end radsafe forecasts will be
general in nature, but of sufficient detail te confirm or modify the schedula
shot date, In view of the detailed progrwesive planning schedule followed _
by technical and atlitary units preparing for the shot and due to the depend
ence of fall-cut on the forecast wind strueture, the key factor to be conside!
ed by the ccoamand briefings will normally be weather,

DAL

1. The plet ef transient shipping will be made current and will include
the results of the D mins 2 day P2V . u above reference

take place at abowkchange in . fing
LOCK ane will consider the sams factors (in greater detail) as the first

2. command bricfing (at abdowt H minus 18 hours) CINCPACFL
will be advised of the forecast cloud trajectories for H to H plus 72 hours

te tropopause height, ef the Radsafe outlook for native

populated: atolls, and will be given recommendations reference closing of air
cleud drift. Also, a similar special advisory

3, The C/S, USA (Exscutive Agent) and Chairman, AEC will be advised of
the scheduled firm shot hour and date,

Ga7
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be The forecast air and surface RADEXES will be passed to all task
group commanders with special copies going to CTU 7 and the Air Controller
in the AGC of the command ship. These RADEXES will cower the period of H to
H plus 6 hours and will be modified post-shot as required. In addition, the
forecast OZ winds up to maxims significant altitude will be passed for ine
formation-to CTG 7.3 and TU 7 (Radsafe CENTER).

5. The sample return plan and communication channels will be checked
for readiness, Sample return aircraft will be checked for readiness,

6. The transient ship plot will be brogghbup to date based on reports
from the D minus 1 day P2V sweeps. idditional P2¥ sweeps will be requested
for Deday if required, ss

7, At H minus 8 hours, CT 7.4 will be directed to conduct Flight #1,
WB=29 Cloud Tracking from H plus 2 to H plus 14 RKours. This flight will
attempt to determine the hasard likely to drift and fall out on ENIWETOK and/
or UJSLANG and the hasard up-wind from the shot atoll, and the northern
Marshalls,

8 At about H mims 12 hours, 4 skeleton briefing (winds and weather
only) will be given for the camander.

9. The final detailed command briefing will take place at about COOK
hours and will cower the same factors as the LILO D mime 1 day briefing,
except that the basic weather data (and resultant comand decision) should
be more reliable than on previous briefings,

10. In the event of significant modification of the forecast weather
(as transmitted in the H minds 18 hour CINCPACFLT adviecry) a modification
advisory will be dispatched accordingly, CINCPaCFIT will be advised of the
basic radiological information at H mimis 18 hours due to the fact that a
delay in this type advisory until after the midnight cannand briefing might
result in receipt of the information by CINCPACPLT too late for practical
purposes, On the other hand, a forecast as early as H minus 18 hours has a
good chance of being significantly in error. Consequently, an H aims 18
hour forecast with an H mims 6 hour modification (if required) was considered
as a suitable compromise, IWAJALED! advisories will be treated in a similar
manmer,.

ll. At about H minus 3 hours and H mims $ hour pertinert communication
cirenits will be checked for readiness and a final Weather/Radsafe check
will be ade for thé commander.

HoHOVR
1. Beginning xt H-hour, the VHF or HF intercept of the Contral 5-36

will be ymitored for eloud reports (1.0., heights, positions andi sise of
segnents).

2. At about H plus § mimtes the safety of any groups occupying 7.55 or
NaN will be checked, Damage (if any) at this time would be the result of

| |



thermal, blast cr water wave, Radiation damage (fall-out) should act occur
until about H plus § to % plus 1 hour and should not extend beyond shout q
plue 3 te H plus & hours. However, comtimious checks will be made starting
at about H plus 30 minutes,

3. at H plus 30 mimites, CINCPACPLE, C/S, USA and Chairman, EC will be
ot date and time and general safety of task force por-

sonnel. The advisories going to C/S, USa and .EC will contain perlininary
technical information (approximate yield, etc) as is imown at this tins.

be At about H plus i hour, the pertinent data pertaining to the heavy
ruclide sampler will be obtained from the airborne Seientific Director
together with the proposed penetration tims, This information will be used
to make am evaluation of the health aspects of the proposed cperaticon.

§. At about H plus 1 hour (and songtmuing) radeafe information telenster-
ed from critical stations (including TaRE camp) will be obtained for evalus~
tion,

$6. During the period from H-hour to about H plus 6 hours, cload {nform
tion will be collected from the sampling team (and Control 3-36 GILD. Reports)
to establish the initial break-up intensities and drift of or segnents of
the cloud, During this time the WB-39 clout tracker (Flight #1) should con
tact any segeent likely to drift and fall out om DEWETOR cr UL. lsc,
proviaion has been sade for all miti-engine aircraft to report radiation
encountered ("Sweet-Sour Reports"), aside from the on-eite value of this
information to evaluate re-entry astion ani to werify or modify the 2.DEXES,
the cloud informtion collected during this pericd will be used primarily
to assist later decisions relative to the need for evacuation of ENIWETOK or
UJElaM (or any other populated atoll). Pricr to shot day EXTWETOK «toll ant
the task force fleet will be covered by a representative mumber of film badges

_

7, dt about 2 plus 2 hours the radsafe aspects of the heavy muiclides
sampling misaion will be evaluated. also, at about this time, air and surface

be modified if necessary,

populated atolis in the southeast quadrant and
likely to drift on) the air routes through Wik.

9 at about plus 3 or 4 hours, KWiJaLEIN will be advised, if necessary,
e

may be

Si-S008826-12
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showers and areas of high contamination (1.¢e,, areas reading on the order -£
Y rfnr). It is anticipated that the bulk of this early Radsafe survey vill

' gonsist of aerial readings extrapolated to the ground for most of the hot
islands. at about this time lagoon water samples will be taken in the
anchorages near TARE, This information will receive rapid evaluation for use
in the re-entry decisions, Lagoom samples in other regions will be acecrp-
lished as. scom as possible, about this tins alr sampling equipment pre- _
viously set up on site T.RE, the CVE and ENTNETOK will be checked for
positive imiications, Data received up to this time will be rodused to a
formal Radsafe mumary to CJTF SEVEN for his information. ‘This smmary
will contain a recommendation relative to the evacuation of ENTKETOK/VJEL.IG
or any other populated ialanis as required,

li. about H plus 6 hours, damage survey, lagoon water sampling and Rad-
safe survey results should be available from the Radsafe CENTER, Sased on
the above, a recommendation will be made to CJTF SEVEN reference the designa-
tion of Rehour (Re-entry hour) amd the designation of the unrestricted land
and water areas, This reecmmendation will makes particular reference pertain-

- dng to lagoon traffic ana to wiloading of ships at site T.RE and on the feast
bdlity of limited or fulletime cecupaney of site TAKE. It is anticipated
that, should conditions be favorable for unloading et TARE, TG 7.3 ships,
after unloading, should plan to move outside the lagoon for about 48 hours.
Tais ia due to the fact that the aireulation and flushing mechanian of SIXT
Lagoon is euch that the arrival of contamination at normal anchorages could
be delayed for as long as 40 to 4§ hours (cr more). In the event TARE is act
habitable, the Racsafe CENTER will operate from pre-prepared positions on Nw
if possible, ctherwise from afjcet.

12. In the event that fall-cut on populated islands becomes, or is
forecast, to be critical, or trade routes are affected for more than 24 hours,
CIMCPACFLT will be advised accordingly at about H plus 6 to H plus 12 hours.
Pertinent off-aite date will be passed to the Radsafe CENTER amt decision
reached ag to the need for drinking water sampling at populated atolls cut-
side the danger area,

13. «+ about H plus @ hours the status of the first ani second sample
return aircraft will be enecked and released cr delayed contingent upon
the status of sample collection ani recovery operations ani the approval of
the Scientific Director or CTG 7.1.

le at abous H plus 10 hours ancther summary of the Radsafe sutisation
will be prepared for CJTF SEVEN, with particular reference to ENTWETOK/UJELUO
(or other off-aite atells),

19. Ouring the period d plus 6 to about H plus 18 hours, a check will
be made of the weather island fall-cut situation,i.e., during the time cobris
could arrive at theese locations.

16. at H plus 16 hours, CTG 7.4 will be directed to comtuct Flight #3,
WB-29 cloud tracking fraa H plus 24 to # plus 36 houra, This flight will
attempt to determine the ultimate drift of high segments of the clow! and
+he extent cf any contaminated area in the vicinity, It will be a vectored
type flight plan, the determination of which will depend greatly on the
results of the H to H plus lé-hour opersticns, (This flight may nct be
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necessary dependent upon conditions prevailing at the tine, )

LTe At 2000 local time a routine advisory will be paseed to CINCP.CFLT
covering the sane informstion as in the H aims 18 hour messages, but
modified by current data if necessary, Also, at thia time, a preliminary
techRical and operational advisory will be dispatched to C/S, USs and AEC.

18, A summary will be prepared for CJTP SEVEN, ani the Radsafe CENTER
will be advised on the latest situation off-aite,

DFS
1. Normal recovery operations begin, The first detailed Bedsafe

survey will be cade early in the sorming of this day. 4 list of personnel
over-exposures will be obtained for study of the contributing factors to the
over-doss,.

2. «at H plus 28 hours the need for Flight #4, WB~29 cloud tracker (H
plus 36 to H plus 48 hours) will be ewaluated ani CTO 7.4 notified accordingly

3. Ouring this day a contimring offers will be made to obtain ant
analyse all offesite radiation data available from euch additional sources
as NYKOPO serial survey flights ani NYKOPO fixed stations. The Radsate
CENTER will be notified accordingly, as the informatica has an impect on
driniing water sampling.

bh. Lagoon water sampling will continues in order to maintain a continucus
cheek of the radiation intensities at critical points and to serve as a ch:
against the circulation pattern for mubsequent shots,

§. additional islands will be released from Radsafe restricticns as
they get below about 10 xr/hr.

6. at about H plus 36 hours the status of the third samples return sir-
craft will be ohecked amt released or delayed as required (subject to tae
approval of the Selentific Direetor or CTO 7.1).

7, at 2000 local time routine CINCP.CFL?, C/S USA and IC advisories
will be dispatehed,

2. Wormal recovery operations contime, Pricr to scheduled dcoparture
of the .0C fram the BIKINI ares, persamel over-exposure records will be
checked and the D plus 2 detailed Radsafe survey results obtained frog the
Radsafe CENTER, ‘The remainder of tho day will be essentially a repeat °f 2

plus 1, all of witch can take place regardless of position of the oC. In
the event umusual circumstances arise, selected members of the Radsafe OFFICE

will remain at BIKINI as required. The fourth (last) sample return aircraft
will be checked at about 1600 and released or delayed as necossary (subject

to approval of the Seientific Director or CT 7.1).
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D_ PIS 3 Days

1. -Normal recovery cperationa continue. This day will essentially be
a repeat of D plus 2 days.

2. Preliminary technical reports will be obtained where possible ant
fcr use in appropriate advisories, -

4

1. Reecvery continues, essentially « repoat of D plus 3 days.

5
1. Data recovery cperations will be assumed completed on 0 plus 4 days

insofar as they pertain to Radsafe cycling’ for the next shot. Results of
the open sea fall-out. collectors will be ewaluated for possible use on
subsequent fall-out predictions.

(NOTE: The above description will apply on all shots with appropriate
modifications on the EYIWETOK phase and on the last shot.)
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Tague cloud tracicing code flimsies and booklets to WB-291 Dd
iS

us

Taclosure 6

D=10

DealLO

DLO

DelO

D-10

D=-16

squadron, weather stations, CTU 7 and Weather Central _
(House).

Tague Comtrol Bao36 and Multioengine Radsafe cates to CT
7.4 and CTO 7.3 (ecpies to CTU 7) (House).

Brief WB=29 Radsafe officer reference details on cloud
tracicing (House).

Assist in briefing of heavy muclide samler crew (in
aoe with Dr. Planks amd Col Houghton) (House—
Maupin).

Cheek status cf task group film badge lists for CTU 7
(House).

Prepare system for preserving all. shot tims ccrresponie
ence, TAX's, verbal infcrmation and tape recorded inform
tion (Newling).

Radsafe CENTER operational on CVE by OZ mims 2 days
(Servis).

RiDS.FE OFFICE operational on «CC by OF minus 1 day
(House),

Pase drill advisory messages to CINCP.CFLT (Maynard), and
exercise Radsafe ccamumication circuits (.11). Check
voice intercept cf Control B36 (Wignall).

Complete Listing of special requirements for projects for
use in briefing (House).

Cneek distribution of high density goggles (House).

" Based on § day forecast, CJTF SEVEN orders execute for
shot (Rouse nnitor).

First CINCPACFLT advisory (info CINCPsAC, COMH.WSE.FRON
and COMAVMARLULS) on proposed shot time (cual op
messages); include reccumentation for closing ENTHETOE
ani BIKINI air strips for cperational reasons from abcut

1300M Del to about H plus 7 hours, (Maynard)

First Special idvisory to KdiJ.LEIN (House-Wignall).

Gm
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First C/S USA and Chairman ABC advisories on proposed
shot time (dual cp messages) (Cowan),

Check status of codes and flight briefing for WB=29's—
(House).

Re-examine need for coaplete evacustion for U,Y,N, 8
based on results of previcus shots (House).

Evaluate waiver of MPEZ for next shot (Maupin).

Get detailed recovery plan from J-3, TG 7.1 (House).

Cneck lagoon water sampling plan with Radsafe officer,
Task Group 7.3 am 7.1 (House),

r
e
x
e
k
e

DuS Get plan for "low order” cr "HE only“ type detonation
from CTU 7 (House).

Du§ Review heavy nuclide samling plan with 10 7.4 Operaticna
and Or. Plank (House=Maupin).

Dek Cheek status of sample return plans (Cowan),

Deb arrange for reeeipt of 1 7.3 ship intensity reports
(House).

Dek arrarige for "Sweet-Sour" report system with 40 (Wignall).

De3 Brief Sample Return Project Officers (Conan).

Da3 alert JTF SEVEN cyeraticnal personnel for possible PEM
off~etoll, water sampling prodlens (Maupin),

De3 20000 Pase forecast fall-out information to J& reference
significant sector for P2V sweep on D aimus 2 cays (House)

D=e3 2060 Mowe aboard aGC (BIKINI shots ealy).

T2 caco Radeafe OFFICE cperational on 406 (Hq Compoulkd for
ENTAETOK shot) (House),

Bed NU Radsafe CENTER operational on CVE (Bldg 57 for INTWETCE
abot ) (Servs).

De2 1208 arrange for receipt of constant altitude balloon fics

from Weather Central (Wignall).

D-2 1200 Get transient ship plot from CIC of TG 7.3 thru CTU 7
(House).

GaLin
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»

35

36

39

43

bh

D2 1800

De2- 2000

Dez He3éhr

De, 090

Del Hel? be
(about
1200)

Del Helse

Del Helghe

Bel Heléhr

Del Helse

D-l Heldhe

D3 H-l®,

Del 4-14th

Ll leo

Get latest information from CIC of 16 7,3 thru CTU 7
reference psction of YaG's (Maynard),

Pase forecast fall-out information to JOC reference the
significant sector for PZV sweep for D mimis 1 day (House)

Pirst command briefing with axisting hodograph and tran~
sient ship plots (may be TWL briefing cnly). Execute
order confirmed (House),

Get, transient ship plot from CIC of TG 7,3 thru CTU 7
(House).

Second command briefing with existing and forecast nodo
aph, 72-hour trajectories and transient ship picts,

Exscute order confirmed.) Confirmation made reference
tan cores ship and Control DOE poeitions (See below)
ASS Jo

Second CINCPACFLT advisory (‘nfo CINCPAC, CCMLAWSEsPRON
and COML.VMARLAMLLS) (dual cp messages). Includes 72-hour
cload trajectory, Radsafe cutlock for native populated
atolls and reccemendations for air ami surface routes
(Maynard).

Second Special .dvisory to EWaJALEIN (House-Wignall).

Second C/S USa and Chairman aEC advisory (dual sp
messages) (proposed shot time) (Cowan),

Pass forecast fall-out plot to JOC reference the signifi-
tos sor for P2V sweep in conjunction with Area GiZEN
House e

Forecast H-hourwinds passed to CTG 7.3 amd Radsafe
CENTER (Maynard).

Forecast air and surface ZiIRXES (including circular
@arface RADKX around GZ) for Hehour to H plus 6 hours.
Pase to Task Group Commanders (special to CTU 7 and .©
ESTES). Ravomend task force ship ami Contre] DDE pcsi-
ticns to T3 7.3 ‘th prior concurrence of, and inf: cry
%o, AOC an? CTU 7.4 (Maynard).

cheek radio eireut with CTU 7 (House).

Cneck sample retirn aireraft for readiness (Cowan).

GH15



52

35

56

ge

Helzhe

1800

Del Heche

tafe

De, 2006

KeThrDe]

Be

Del Heéar

H-Sar

Dl HeShr

Dedey H-Jar

D Be-Shp
(and
Bephr)

- +

parensby)

Get trensient sip plot from CIC of TC 7.3 thru CTU 7,
and ammary from T 7,3 (House),

Final check cf "sweetegour" report system through the—
ESTES 20C (Wignall).

‘Third comand briefing (veinde and weather only) (execute
order confirmed) (House

Pass direetive to CTC 7.4 reference Flight #1, WB-29
eloud tracking (Passe informal notice through Weather
RAT? and ACC voice channels) (Wignall).

Caeck radio clreuit with Radsafe CENTER (House).

Pase forecast fall-out plot to JO reference significant
P2V eweep for Deday if necessary (House).

Fourth command briefing with existing ami forecast hodo-
graph, 72-hour treajeetories and transient ship plots.
Eeseute order anfirmed (House), Confirmation passed to
CT 7.3 and CTO 7. referense task force adtip anid Control
DDE positions if required (Maynard).

CINCPACFLTmodification advisery dispatened (snetuding
info addees) (dual op messages) if required (Maynard).

Special KWAJALEDN advisory acdified if necessary (House=
Wignall).

Modified foreeast air ant surface RADEXES for H-hour to
H plus 6 hours if required, Pase to TG Commanders
(Special relay to Radsafe CENTER via direct radic) (.1s0,
special to ESTES Acc) (Maynard),

Modified forecast Hehour winds paseed to CTU 7.3 and
Radeafe CENTER (re-nodify as required)(Maynard).

Cheek voise intercept of Control Be36 (Wignall).

Final informal, check of weather and Radsafe situation
and final execute confirmation (info Radsafe CENTER
(House-Maynard ).

D He2Qnin Turn off all. radics.

D HéSmin

Do HfSexin

Turn on radios and monitor Control B=36 intercept (wignall)

Cheek safety of ENYU group (House),
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D RALOnis

Hf3Oni

HA3Omdn

H¢3Oadn

Mondtor Control B36 and sampler intercept, Contimucualy
record information to about H plus 4 hours, Transeribe
all GILDA and Sweet—Scur reports as they are received
(Wignald) ° -—

CINCPACFLY (and info addees) advised of the exast shot
time and general safety of personnel (dual cp messages)
(Maynard).

C/S USA and Chairman ABO advised of exact ahct tine,
approximate yield, grese technical information and
general, safety of persormel (dual op messages; (Cowan).

Cheek radiological safety of ENYU group (House).

Get Radsafe information end proposed heavy nuclides
sanpler penetration tins from airborne sontroller (Houss-

Get information from Radsafe CENTER radiation telexnetere
ing equipment. Reecheck at intervals (House).

Cheek results of heavy mielice sampling (House-Haupin).

As information permits advise JOC reference Crash Crew
re-entry to airstrip (House).

Mendtor YG (drone) reports (Maynard).

Dispateh modifieation of air and surface RADBKES to Task
Group Commanders and Radsafe CENTER if required (Maynard).

Check Radsafety cf EXYU group (House).

Speeial posteehct advisory to KEW.JALEIN through «OC
(House-Wignall),

Passe directive to CTG 7.4 reference Flight #2, WB-29
elowd trasicing (Pass informal notices thru Weather 2.1T
end 408 voice channels) (Wignall).

CJTF SEVEN directs TG 7.1 "fireedall" recovery to begin
im areas of low contamination ami directs TC 7.1 heli-
copter damage and dadsafe survey of all islands (H.use).

CJTF SEVEN directs 1 7.3 lagoon water sampling by heli-
copter at TaRR and Mil anchorages (House).

Isquse R-hour alert based on infcrastion imewn at this
time (House).
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D

Hé¢Shr

. HéShr

H¢éShe

H¢éne

HAéhr

Hééhr

HéTar

HAShe

Names_in ns cate “action by")

Get information reference air sampling at ENTWETCK and
BUCNT (Maupin).

Forward summary to CJTF SEVEN relative to ENIVETOK/ —
UJELANG (or other atolls) reference evacuation require=
ment (House).

Get damage survey results and radiation readings from
Radsafe CENTER (House).

Evaluate lagoon water sampling results (especially as
pertains to unloading at sites T.RE and NaN) (House),

CJTF SEVEN designates i-hour (Re-entry hour) to TG Can-
manders (special to Radsafe CENTER) and designates un-
restricted water arsi lanc areas. (Special refercnce to
possibility of secondary fallecut and to lagoon traffic
amd to Sites TARE and NAN for limited or full-tine
occupancy, also turns ower ladsafe Control of Shot atoll
to CTO 7.1 (Radsafe CENTER). (House)

Special CINCPACFLT advisory (including info addees) (dual
op messages) dispatched if native evacuation problcns
arises or trade routes are affected for mre than 24
hours (Maynard).

Check status of first andi second sample return aircraft
ard release or delay as necessary (Cowan).

ms yater sampling in remainder of lagoon beings
T 7.3)6

Prepare summary of pertinent off-site Tadsafe data fcr
Radsafe CENTER (Maupin),

Evaluate need for water sampling at distant atolls (Maupin

Check weather station adsafe reports (Maupin).

Get information reference air sampling at ENTWETOK ard
BIKINI (Maupin).

. Prepare re-evaluation summary for CJTP SEVEN relative to

EXIWETOK/UJELANG and other atolls (House).

CJTY SEVEN directs (info Nadsafe CENTER) water sompling
at eigrificant atolis if necessary (arrange with “ilOpns
for PEM rt amt Uadsafe CENTER for personnel am

equipment) (Maupin)
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Check ami evaluate weather island Radsafe reports (Maurin)

Get information reforence air sampling at ENTWETOX and
BIXINE (Maupin).

Check FIRED and ELMER intensities (Maupin).

Get informal preliminary technical reports from TG 7.1
(Cowan).

Get informtion reference air sampling at ENIWETOK ard
BIXINT (Maupin),

Pase directive to CTG 7.4 reference Flight #3, WB-29
clowd tracking. (Pease informal notice through Weather
RAT? and .0C woiee ehamels.) (Wignall)

Dispateh CINCPACFLE advisory (including info addees) (dual
op messages). Include information as in H minus 18 hour
forecast modified by current date. Inolude results of
serial surveys flights. (Maynard)

Dispatenh C/S US, and Chairman aC advisories (dual op
messages) (Cowan),

-—

Dispateh summary of off-site radiation data to ladsate
CENTER (Maupin).

Check weather station {ladsafe reports (Maupin),

Prepare summary report on itadsafe situation to CJTF
SEVER (House),

Get list of overcexposures from Radsefe CENTER (Maupin),

Pase directive to CT 7.4 reference Flight #4, 5-29
cloud tracking, (Passe informal actice through Weather
Raf? ami a0C voice chamnels) (Wignall).

(ae oe dadsafe survey results from Radsafe CENTER
House).

Get NYKOPO flight results (pass information to Madsafe
CRITER if pertinent to off-site water sampling) (Maupin).

Evaluate lagoon water sampling results (House).

Check weather station ladsafe reports (Meupin).
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Check status of third sample return aircraft an rolease
or delay as necessary (Cowan).

Pass summary of off-site iisdsafe data to ladsafe CENTER
(Maupin).

Prepare (Madsafe sucmary for CJTP SEVEN (House),

CINCPACFLT advisery (ineluding info addees) (dual cp
meeeses) Inelude results of aerial ourvey flights

C/S USA ard Chairman AIC advisories (dual op messages)
(Cowan).

Get list of over-exposures from Radsafe CENTE] (Maupin).

Get detailed nadsafe art lagoon sampling result
from Radsafe CHITER (House). .

(.pprae) Depart SIXINE on AGC.

Choek fourth sample return aireraft and release cr delay
as necessary (Cowan).

Get NYKOPO flight results (info Radsafe CENTER if
pertinent to off-site water sampling) (Ilaupin).

Prepare Mata of off-eite Jtadeafe cate to Radsafe
CENTER (Maupin).

Prepare Radsafe summary for CJTF SEVEN (House).

CINCPACFLT advisory (including info addees) (cual
op meoeagee) include results of serial survey
(Maynard).

USA and Chairman .RG advisories (dusl op messages)
~ (Conmad) .

Get list of over-exposures from Radsafe CENTE?
(Maupin).

Get informal preliminary technical reports fron TU 7.1
(Cowan).

Get NYOO flight resulta (info iadsafe CENTER if
pertinent to off-site water sampling) (Maupin).
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130

131

132

a

F
E
F

&
E
F

B
B
E

@
b
e

8
8
a

B
B EVENT (Names in parens indicate “action by”)

Prepare of offesite tadsate date for iladsefe
CENTER (Maapin).

Prepare Nadsafe summary for CJTF SEVEN (House), .

CINCPACFLT advisory (including info addees) (dual 2p
messages) include results of aerial surveys (Maynard).

C/S USA and Chairman .EC advisories (dual op messages)
(Cowan). .

Get list of over-exposures from Madsafe CENTER
(Maupin).

Get detailed Tadsafe survey ant oom water sacpling
reports from Radsafe CENTER (House).

Prepare ‘nuany of off~eite tadsafe data for iscsafe
CENTER (Maupin).

Prenare cadsafe summary for CJTP SEVEN (House).

CINCP..CFL? advisory if necessary (dual op messages)
Ufagnars)..

C/S USA and Chairman AKC advisories if necessary
(dual op messages) (Cowan).

o2h



15 July 195%

MEMOLLNDUM PO? TECOND

SUBJECT: Radsafe Pactors Considered at the Command Briefings

1. Hodographs and issultant wind diagrams; forecast winds for H
Hour: «

a. For each briefing heolographe were constructed for all per-
tinent cbservoc wincs since the previous briefing im-order to show devel-
opment of the wind pattern. Forecast winds for H Hour were also prosented
in hodograph forn,

2. Surfece DEX 3 to H plus 6 hours, limited bearings, racial iis-
tanees, hot area, coal aree and lung range fall-out plot.

a. Using the hodograph for forecast H Hour winds, the surface
NeDEX was incicatod by drawing boaring lines from ground sero enclosing
all wini vectors from surface to 60,000 foct and all winds betwecn 60,000
amd 90,000 fect. &@ fifteen degree scctor was adied to each limiting bear=
ing linc. « representative, or average, redial listence wes incicated
for a six-hour period of fall. ~i hot and a cool area wore iniicatac, the
hot area boing the sector from surfaco to 60,000 feet; tho cool area being
that arca inclosed by bearing lines 60,000 to 90,000 feet. The long-range
(2% hour) falleout slot (draw over a chart of native atolls and popula~
tions) was resented in ecnjunetion with the surface radex.

3. Sevonty-twoencur air particle trajectory forecast:

a. The air particle trajcctory forecest (constructed by the
Weather Contral) was used to approximate sampling arcas, tc evaluaze
contaminations cn air routes and to exterxi tho surface UE beyond H
plus § hours,

be oir DDB: Since the air UDEX <ces act normally affect the snot
decision, it was not cirectly used at briefing, unloss requested. This
iUDEX was plotted and kept displayed in the UDS.FE OFFICE.

5.° Orklocies:

a. SIKIKZ: @ outlook for BIKINI was <ctermined from the f.re-

cast hodograph for the wRot atoll.

b. ENTVETOK: ‘The outlook for ENTAXETOK was <ctorminel from tho

forecast hodograph for the shot atoll.

Inclosure 7



S. QGIBLAME! Both the longerange fallout slot and shct atoll
hodographs were usod to evaluate thu 2utlock for WELNGe

d, Native atolls in southeast quacrant: Both the fall-out pict
and shot atoll hodographs wore used t. evaluate the outlock for native
atolls in the scutheast quacrant,

@. Control destreyor: The ehot atoll hodoursph was used to
recomicmd positioning of the control destroyur such that it would be safe
for at least six hours, and be able to retire in the met favorable ‘ircce
tion in the event fall-out was cxeriencod,

f. uwTF for V..G8: This qubjoct was oresented in order to indicate
the major activity (drone liberty ship projcct) taking place within cr
near the surface DEX, and within close range of the armed device pricr
to H Hour.

@ air routes: (1) Throughi'.x8, (2) Through KW.JLED. tho
impact on the air routcs waa Jetermined by the 72ehour air particle trae
jectory forecest. In guneral, the trajectories at 10,000, 20,000 an:
30,000 feet, were considered to havo the aajor impact on these routes
betwoon H and H olus 24 hours.

h. Surface routes inside 500 miles (approximately one day cloud
travel): 4 display of all imcwn transient shipping was presented in cun-
junction with both the surface. .DEX and tho long-range fall-out plot.

4. CINCP.ACFLT advisories (72ehour trajectory, native cutlsx,
air amd surfaco routes): ‘The general foatures of the propused advisories
to CINCP..CPLT were presented for coordination ind concurrence of the
commander.

je Position of task force ships: Based on the surface radax,
reccemeniations wero maco relative to poeitiuning the task force shiss.
(The influence of cperational probloms reletive to the surface LEI and
fleet nositioning were resolved by the commandor aml staff basec on the
tadaafe briefing information.)

k. The cloud tracking plan was reviewed, as necessary, in as
it related to special features of specific forecast wind pattorns.

6, » general. cvde-all statement of favurability or wmfavorebility
of the Radsafe shot cumditions was given in sumury ami ceonclusicn °f tne
briefing.



15 July 1954

MEMOLNDUM POL SECOD

SUBJECT: Radsafe Briefing and iadsafe CFFICE Display Charts

1. adscfe Briofing Charts: Briefing ant display charts wore of
such sis@ ca to be amenable to easy~handling, cml large enough for legi-
bility in an crdinary sise roan. Charts were covered with acctate for
marking with grease pencil,

a. Hodograph and SurfaceDEX (See appendix & for miniature
rencrduction): Four or five cf such charts were preparod (Cesoniing upon
the complexity of the patterns, area cf coverage, and time -ver which the
changes in vbserved winds were necessary). Forecasts winds were slutted
separate from observed, . notobook of miniaturus of these hodccr-phs was
prevared for retention by the task force scumandor and as nerminent
reccrds,

b. jdm Partdcle Trajectory Forecast Chart (USF Weather Plotting
Chart Pacific Ielanis, aWS WPC S<4<2): This chart was prepared by the
Weather Central on a special weather station map drawn on a scale <f
approximately 72 nautical miles.to the inch. The chart was used at the
bricfing primarily for Nadsafe purpcses, following which it was sosted
in the Jadsafe OFFICE for further use in oreparing necessary Acvisories.

6. Longerange Fall-out “orecast Chart (Shoet #8 of «MS 1201):
This chart, which indicatos all native islands and atolls Likely to be
involved in the longerange fall-cut, was used to vresent the 2u-hour fall-
out plot. Native populaticns were indicated for each inhabited atoll.
« mindature of this forecast was oreparvc fcr the commander and for per
manent record,

d. Danger ares and Search .rea Chart (Shoet #@ of .J8 1201):
Because of the close intererelation between the fall-out slot ami thcse
subjects, relative information was plitted on the same chart a8 the lung-
range fall-out plot.

e. Transient Shipzing Chart (Navy HO Chart VSe2): This chert,
wnich cowerg the entire Pacific ares, was used not only to aresent the

transient shipping etatus, but also to maintain contimuity in ship aove-

nents from one shot to ancther.

f, Native Pozulation Chart (See “cpencix 3 for miniature):

Mindature copies of this chart wers cade available to tha comman..r ond

staff and used with the larzo iisplays (para le end ¢ above).

Inclosure 8



2, dadsafe OFFICE Display Charts:

&. Hodographs end Surface \ADEZ: ‘The charts used in the command
briefings (pare 1 above) were cleced wn iisnlay in the Aadsefe OFFICE.

5 De. «ir Particle Trajectory Porceast Chart: (Same as para 2a
above). ° -

c. Long Range Fall-out Forecast Chart: (Same as para 2a abcve)
This chart was iigplayed for the primary benefit of the JOC for aircraft
scarch interests.

d. Danger nares anc Search area Chart: (Same as pare 28 abvve}
This chart was displayed for the primary benofit of the JOC ani for air
craft search interests,

e, Transicnt Shipping Chart (Same as para 2a above).

f. Native Posulation Chart (Same as para 2a sbove).

ge «i RADEZ Chart: This chart was prepared for advisery sur
poses. It was used as the basis for the f.recast air DEX, by the .0C
as a basis for aircraft vectoring, ami to assist in analysis of cloud
tracicing.

h. Cloud Tracking Chart (Sections of USAF Li Naw charts of scales
40 NM per inch): This chart was used to slot cluud tracker flight pat-
terns and to record ineflight roports from those aircraft.

i. Onmeaite Rscdsafe Situation Charts (ENIWETOK, No. HO 6033;
BIKINI, No. HO 6032)(Sec miniatures in appeniices 1 amt 2): These charts
were used to record nost-shot Radssfe survey rusults em disvlayed fcr
the information of all interested sections, «an acetate over-lay of the
IVY MIKE isomintensity sattorn for H plus 3 hours was also displeyed on
these cherts,

$j. Offecite Radsafe Situation Chart: This chart was a comocsite
of severel area maps, to indicate covorage of the .EC's New York Cpersticns
Office falleous nrogrem and results.

ke caddation Intensities on Task Force Ships Chart (See .nzencix
5 for miniature of thie chart).

l. Chart for Status of iecovery (See .ppendix 6 for ciniature
of this chart). .

m. Chart for Critical Information (See appendix 7 for miniature
of this chart).



appendices:
1. Map of ENTWETOE toll
2. Map of BIXINT Atoll
3. Native Population Chart
be Hodogrash, egultant Wind

“Surface RADEX Chart
5. Chart for iaddlation Intensi-~

ties on Task Force Shins
6, Chart of Status of Recovery
7. Chart for Critical Information
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MEMO. =.. POL RECORD

SUBJECT: Special Radiation Soport (In addition to renorts tncluded
under Tab B, Cloud Tracicing Plan)

l. 4 snectal sersomne] dosage report was required from each task
group as of cach ahot nlus four cays. Zach report wes designed to te
complete in itself, i.e. to include ocverwall totels as of the report
date, of personnel in tha following categories:

a. Total exccsed sersomnel bclow 2.5r

b. Total sersonnel 2.§r to 3 9r

¢, Total nersonnol 3.9r to 7.8

a. Total sersonnel awe 7.8 Fr

e. Maximm exocsure in rentgens

2. Lagoon water samling roperts for re-entry were male by voice
over the cdirect VHP circuit between the indsafe OFFICE anc the .adsafe
CENTER. (See .npendix I for details cf ligu.n sampling plan.

3. Intensitics on task force ships were normally renortec by each
ship to TG 7.3 with CJTF SEVEN as infc addee. (See appencix II fer
detatle of resorting systens, )

4. Daily routine iadsafe surveys made by the ads*sfo CENTE.! were
dispatched by TWX to CJTF SEVEN with all task gruup commanders as infs
addressees,

5. Vorbal (ant occasionally informal written) reports were obtained
from several sections on 1 "bors" beais. Theso included the .0C, Project
6.4 (Drone Liberty Shipe, .TPe ami aorial relay aircraft), Project 2.5a
(Fall<out Distribution) and Helicopter Demige Survey,

appendices:
1. Lagoon Water Samling Plan
2. Code for iadiation Intansities on TP ships
3. Sequence for Oneeite vadiation sporting

G27
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COON _W..TES SJPLING P

1. General (SIXINT)

“a. Wator semmles will bc taken from BIKINT Lagoon for muasurce
mont of radicactivity. The results of these watcr measurements will bu used
to prevent shine from being >laccd in water of high racicactive intcn-
sity and to obtain informtion on currents inside the Lazccn,

be Helicovtors and Suats will bo used to take thoso samslcs,

c. Surface em deep simples will be takon as required. Surface
Samples will be taken at or noar the surface. Oeen samples will te tcken
about ninety (90) fect beliw the surface.

ad. Before sampling, helicopter piluts or boat coxswains will
be briefec as to the nvints ant denth where samles are desired. Watcr
Sampling points are munmbered anl l.icetod as follows:

Water Sampling
Point Number  lLvegtion (..11 directions truco)

la One sdlo northwest of northern tip of VICTO...
2 Midway tctween Coca Tower and northwest tip of UNCLE.
3 Midway between Coca Tower am northeast tis of OBCE.
y One alle north of eastern tip of SUG.i.
5 One mile north .f northeast tip of OBOE.
6 Midway betwecn OSOE and LOVE.
7 One mile west .f northern tip of NWN,
8 1g milos west cf scuther tip of LOVE and 4 mile cast

of bucy age,

3 One mile south of northwestern tip -£ HO.
10 2h miles southwest of northwest tip cf HOW anc 4 mile

west of bucy "13",
u Midway between Coca Tower anil northwest tip of HCl.
12 4 milc east of Coca Tower.
3 Midway between Coca Tower and Bu.70.
lL Midway between .dLE and B.i.V0.
15 “pe mile south of sourheastorn tip of CH.ILIE.
14 Midway betwoen Coca Tower and southcast tip of CHUL.
47 Midway betweon Coca Tower anc southwestern tis of 006,

and 4 milo northwest of bucy "JE".
is One milo scuth of ESY.

Estimated cistenccs from 2 t.wer, or isinni, or both, as the czse
may be, will civo sufficiont accuracy for locating the sb.ve svints,
as oxtromo sccuracy uf location is not necessary. ‘hunever 1 samuiin,
point armoars ty be at * placc where the watcr is sheliow, the icc?
semile at this sampling voint, if une is to se taken, shoul. se taken

nearby where the water is at Loast rinety (90) fe-t deop. It shoul-
be kept in mind oy helic.oter 7tl-ts am boat c-xawriins that Cu-ys “7
not remain in their orencr ositions.

(poel( 1)



2. sequirements.

‘a. .fter .ach shot, dbcfore a ship asy reenter the Lagoon,
surface sammles mist bo taken of that wart of the lacoun wherw the ship is
expected fo go, and a determination ande that the watcr in that irea ts not
excessively radicactive.

b. Since primary fall-out is possible from H Hour to about H
plus 4 hours, the first water samples will be taken at about H plus 4 hours.

Ge If TARE is not contaminated at H clus 3$ hours, sur.ace
samles will be takon at wator sampling points 1, 2, 3, &, 5, 6, 7 am
8 starting at H plus 4 hours. This should require two heliconters anc
about two hours tine, The samples can bu measured in less than cne
hour, and ( measurements permitting) ships proceed through Enirrikicu Pass
and to arca just west of NaN by about H olus 7ours.

ad. Surface samles at water sampling points 9 ami 10 aust bo
taken before ehips enter the arca southwost of HOW.

e. Water samling will bo dcno orimarily to orctect shiss ant
secundarily to obtain data on currents in the lagoun.

f. It is cstisated that on D day two helicopters will be
needed from H plus 3$ hours to sundown.

ge after D day water samples will normally te taken as follows:
(esswsing ENING Islami ant Water Samling Pointe 1, 2, 3, 4, am 5 are
not contaminated):

(1) Points 1, 2, 3, 4 amd § by boat.

(2) Points 13, 14, 15 ami 16 by heliconter. This will
require one helicuxter for about two hours.

(3) Other points by helicwpter if available, am. by boat if no
heliconter is evailable,

“he. High priority will be given to legoon water sampling ree
quirements because the operation desonis, among other things, upcn
ships being in such ccmiition that >orsemmel can atay aboard without
receiving oxcessive rediaticn.

3e Goneral (ENIWETOK).

a. Water samples will bo taken from ENIWETOK Lagoon similar to
the plan used om Oporation IVY. Por surposes of this documcnt the IVY

olen is attached as .opendix I,

arpendixs
%.= ENTWETOK Lagoon Water Sam) Plan (Opn IVY)

GuB7%aI( 2)



WATER SAPLING AND NEENTRY PRuCEDURE ASTER UIX= AND KING SHOTS

lL. Purpose. The purpose of this appendix is to outline the pros
cedur@ tobe followed in sampling and analyzing lagoon water pricr to
and after-reentry of TG 132.3 ships tote ENTVETOX Lagoon.

 

2. Scope. The sampling problem falls into three general cate-
gories, nansiy,

a. Samples obtained by helicopters cn a regular schedule.

b. Samples obtained by smal) craft on a regular schedule.

Ce Samples of opportunity (1i.e., samples will be picked up sy
TG 132.1 monitors on special survey or recovery operations).

3. It is presently planned to make the first area survey of the
lagoon water by helicopter at H plus 7 hours, talking water samples at
the surface and at « depth of 35 feet at the following locations:

a. vide Passage,

b. Deep Entrance.

c. Berth Les, anchorage A (Prior to reentry to lagoon).

d. Four samles on a line running from the northern tip of
RUNIT Island westward to RIGILI.

e. One sasple will be taken on a line from the coral head
(Mack) toward zero point, at the loo ar/hr iseintensity line at 35 feet
altitude,

It is presently planned to repeat this helicopter survey at C800M and
1L600M each day until it is definitoly deteruined that no significant
amount of radioactive material oxists in the lagocn waters. It is
plamed to sanple from the surface and at depths of 3§ fet from > small
boat in anchorages A and B, Samp.es are to be taken at -ach of the
berths where ships are moored. In addition any special survey or re=
covery partics which are gcing to an arca whore watcr samles will Se
of interest will be roquestcd to obtain a watsr sa. le,

be » After samplcs sre collected they will ov snalyz-d
in the oLogical trailer located aboard the 2ENDCVA. Samples will
be analyzod by evaporating and counting wiich will give a quantitative
enalysis cnd by counting with an emersion type zeigcr tube mich will
give a good cualitative analysis,

2Fol( a)



5. Co cus Wa Mo: e A continuous watcr monitoring
unit is being as ed for in tion in RENDOVA. This unit will
ehow a contimious trace om an Basterline-Angus recorder, In addition
two units are being assembled which will provide comtinuous monitoring but
will require reading at intervala since they do not hav. a continucus
recorders One will probably be installed in ESTES end the other in the
ship anchorod closest to the Wide Passage. when any of these monitoring _
units shows any significant change in rediation intonsity water samples
will be taken and analyzed in the radiological trailer,

8. - An evaluation of the sample analysis will be ore-
sented to 2.3 at about LICOM and 1900M eaeh day. Information mich
might affect operations of the Task Force will be transmitted to CJTF 132
when obtained.

Ge27=I(b)



oN Sst ON TP SHIPS

ract froma TG 7.3 lan 1-53

Change to OpPlan

Insert following page

" Apoe Q G

Radioactive Pallout leports

1. For one weck following each shot each ship will report radicactive fsll~
out encountered as follows:

a. A report will be made of fallout rcadings (gamma only) of 1 ar per
hour or higher,

b. Only the value of garma radiation will be reported.
c, Reports will be coded as follows: “Rabbit" followed by a number to

indicate average topside activity, the mumber indicating mr per hour (gama
only); "Cat" followed by a number to indicate maximm cctivity found on the
ship, the mumber indicating ar per hour (gamma only). Thus a 2.sssage "Rab=
bit 2 Cat 7" indicates the average topeide activity is 2 ar per nour (gomms
only, and the maximum activity found on the ship ie 7 m per hour (gamma
only}, Practional mumbers will be reported as the nearest whole number.
Thus if the average topside activity is 3.6 mr per hour (gamma only) and the
maximum activity found on the enip is 8.4 mr por hour (gemm only) the ms—
sage to be sent is "Rabbit 4, Cat &,

d. Now reports will bo matie wien oithcr the average topside activity or
the maximum activity found on tne ship is diffcrent from tha last previous

©, cteprrts will be sent by rzdio or light to USS BATROKO and to the
USS cSTES. These reports will bu delivered to the RadSafe Center on the
BATROKO and to the Radacfe Office on the ESTES.

f. Reports will bo sent on TG 7.3 UHP Admin or Cw Common or on TU 7.1
Pogo or Admin Nets, as aporopri-te.

g- One week after each shot, every ship will sund a lettor to CTG 7.3
(marked Attn: Atomic Oefonse Officer) enclosing 5 copy of ill reports of
radicactive fallout originated by it since the shot cccurred. Negative
lotter reports aro desired.

G=272II(1)



SEQUENCE FOR ON-SITE RADIATION REPORTING

1. COmeSite radiation intensity readings will be reported on Circuit
J-3137( Landeline telephone for ECHO) fram the Redsate Conter to the Adah
OFFICE as folleye:

—

&. For shet atoll islands:

(1) Island code name

(2) Intensity reading in wiliiereentgens per hour (mr/nr)
(numerical reading only will bo given; no reference
will be made to the units of intonsity.) -

(3) EXAMPLE: A report "TASB 1$" indicates EINMAN Island
intensity is 1§ ar/hr.

b. For lagoon or drinking water samplces, readings will be rovorted
directly by identifying the sample station and as gam, beta or alpha in
terms of microsuries (us) per milli-liter (al).

EXPLE: Lagoon qtation 4, gamma 10, beta 2.5 x 10%, alpha
3 x 107’.

ae

AACS ed

em me Ht
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MEMORANDUM FOR: CJT? SEVEN 160 March 1954

SUBJECT: Repert on “Soil and Yator Sampling Mission

1. In compliance with your oral instructions, the undersigned visited "ket j:
Erikub, Maleolap, Wothe, Majure atolls in tho Marshall Islands 5 through 7 Harch
1954 for the purpose of obtaining carth and drinicing matcr sanplos, and of masu
ing gamma cay doso ratcs, and alse checked tho radiological condition of the S.S.
ROQUE on its arrival at Majure 7 March 1954,

2. Tho first four atolls word visitod by Marshallese intorpretcr Taimshi
“ and the writer by msans of an UFel amphibleus aircraft. Majure mas rcachcd by

C=u7. Erikub might hawo beon omitted since it was not inhabited, boing property
of tho Wotjo tribe which geos thoro only cecasionally to gather copra. (This wm:
unknown until aftor the visit. )

3. At cach atoll, aly tho principal inhabitod ialand was visited, at cact
visited island an offort was mado to composo a representative seil avcrago by
collecting into ea singlc sontainor sovcral sanplcs, cach appracimtcly amc squer
foot of arca and eno inch depth. Water samplos wore colloctod from the principe
sources currently in uso. Ths gamma doeo ratcs aro avoragos for the inhabited
ACES,

be With rogard to cortain miner discropancios betwoon the survey acthods u
by Major R. D. Crea and the writor; it was originally plannd te scrform th sur
jointly, and whon it bocams advisable to scpnrate and survoy difforent atolls, r
timc remained for discussion of dctails of tochniques.

5. Gammeray dose rates on Yotjo and on Erilmb aro cach the average of MX
and AN/POR=39 avorage readings which agreed roasenably woll, Tho MX-5 ms rendc
inoperative whan the rubbor lifo raft was swaapod by surf on the first attcapt +
launch from the bosch at Erilab. Following tho Netho mrvey, the POR-39 develop
a tomporaturo=dopandert, roading of 0.4 < 2 or/hr, so that lator readings in this
range arc of very dubious reliability,

6. Tho following tabulation summarises tho atoll surwy. $ is Soil, W is
Wator Samplo:s

Olde IsRATT SAMI SLD
WOTUE ORMED S Mar 1400 $$ 3-5 apfnn, l-boach, Janidevil

ago, leback village.
Lo) 4 woll plus 4 catch basin.

ERIXUB ERISUB SS Mars 1715 36 1.5 orfhr. leaidevillage, 2
om path te beach. No inrabi

ants, no wator supply found.

xpd -



.
«

ATOLL IsliND DATE IDE SAMPLE und & SAMPLING

“L\LLOELAP KAVEN - 6Mar UH $7 1.8 ae/hr, 2villago, 2=path
to beach.

Wl2 Woll wator.
W13 From catch basin,

"OTHO - SOTHO 6Mar 1615 38 0.8 ar/hr, 1 by well; 2-aid-
village.

w Woll wator (no rain in catch
vasin for 2 ao.)

UAJURO ULIGA 7 ier 1200 89 0.5 arf/hr, & from near Admin

wio
Bldg.
Tap wator.

7. Pacific Microncaian Lino 3.S. "ROQUE", Mastor: Lawrence Blanc, home port,
Guam, left Eboye 0840 UW on 1 March, sntcrodchanacl to UtinikLagoen about 1200 &
on 2 March, and ancher:d in Lagoan at 152k M on 2 Marehs decked at Uajuro (Uliga
Is.) 163K on 7 March. Readings (mr/hr) aftor docking: 2-3 insids dock struc
turo, 10 on open deck, 5<8. in sloopirg quarters on uppor.dcek, 10=30 cn rope und
crnvas., Prior ractctisn.levele c-rnct bo sstiaatod because of rain equalls and ux
certainty about when decks Inst washed, Luister ms advised to kare .decks weaned
Gown as soc 18 ceovaniont, He wes told that the activity wuldoct hurt arzocc,
but tat {t was undesirable to have it around longer than necossar7.

8. eas: Futuro visite to Erilaib and Maloclap should not bo
attompted by UFel oxsopt under cmditions of greater urg.ncy. The writor!'s prior
experiences in such eparations is wory limitod, but free his om obscrvations pl:
rh: roanarks agde by thosc bottcr qualified to judgo, it appears that a fair ano.
of risk is inveived,

9. Egpocially netablo was the very cooperative attitude of the Navy persons:
at Noejaicin and the Marshall District administrative Officials at Majuro in sup-
porting this alission.

{ef T. Ne mite

1 Inel: DR. T. NeSHITE
Marshall Islands Atoll Health Division
Samples cellocted ot. i. Lash
Whitc, 587 Murch 1954
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i ISL LL SAMPLES BY T. N, SHITE UARCH 1

Earth samplos wore colloctod as follows:

&t cach island visitcd several samples were dug and put into the sas
oneegallon “Locecrcam carton". Each samplo (i.0¢ cach digging) approximated onc
square foot te a depth of onc inch. The number and locations ef tho samples wr:
seloctod to represent, as wll as sould bo judged, an average of the arcas uscd
by tho inhabitants, aftor tho sampics wore mixed in the carton. ircas that wers
unusually shaded or unshadod by treos wore avoided. The largo "pebbles" in thc
composité roprosont coral gravel from "main stroot"® through tho villags.

Wator samplos wore sclectod according to the principal sources in curront us:.

Inclesur: 1
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HEADQUARTERS TaSK UNIT 13
Task 761

APO 187 (HOW) P.O. Bax 8
c/o Postmastor

San Francises, Cslifornig

TW3~54=375 12 March 1954

SUBJZCT:" Radiological Survoy of Dewnind tolls Contaminated by BRAVO

1. scknowlodgcnent,
d

Tho meabers of tho survey toam wish to oaxpross their appreciation to
Captain, officers and mombers of the crew of tha USS NICHOLIS (DDE 449) for the
assistance and csoporation in conducting the survey herein reported, Captain
Elliot turned over all possible facilitios of his ship in order to assist in tz
survey. LT Prink, tho Exccutive Officer, organised all the operations of the
beat partics, and it was only through his porsonal direction and participation
that it was possible to carry out the small boat surveys under cxtreacly dire:
cenditions, Since most of tho lagoon waters wore net navigable by a DOE, it w
necessary to make long boat trips in high ecas and land on tricky coral recfs.
That it was possible to mako, without mishap, a detailed surwey of five widely
scparatedatolls in tho course of throo days with-only two boats wis largely ¢:
to his effortea.

2. Intredusticn .

The BRAVO Shot. contaminated a number of atolls in gormrally castward
dircetion from Bikini to such an axtont thnt it bocams neccessary to cvacuato t
Native populatios from Rengolap, ilinginao and Utirdk jtolls and the silitary
porsannol on Rengorik Atoll, Following this covacuation CJTF SEVEN organized ¢
subject detailed radtological survey of tho atolls to the castwnrd of Bikini
(Ref. CJTP SEVEN Eninmctok 0604002), The date from this survey wero requircd £
the following purpoacs:

a. The wvalnation of thc mdiation offccts on cvacuccs,

bv. Tho cstimation of tho clapscd timc before rececupancy.

ce Tho astimation of tho rosidual radiation cffsets of larg: yiclds
surface dotcnations.

Ta connection with this survey, tcams from various Task Groups and ‘&
Wilds, Trust Torritary Reprosontative, returned to the atolls to sccure thc
cvaguatod habitations, sarvico cilitary cquipment, and obtain documcnt:ry pot

graphy.

3e Operational Schedule
8 March = 0800} Survoy tonam rendezvous aboard USS NICHOLIS (DDE 449,

in Rengelap Lagoon.

a Jf
f~)
} fd



SUBJECT: Radlological Survey of Downwind .tolls Contaminated by BR

8 Mareh - 1000 = 1800 Two partics in smll teats surveyed Living ara
on Rongolap Ialand and castorn half of Rongclap toll

- . 9 March = O700 ~ 1130 Two partics in emll beats proeceded from the 7
. which was stationed outside Utirik jtell and surveyed

Utirik and ion Ielands, tho main islands of the jtell

9 March ~ 1500 = 1700 Onc party in a small boat landod on tho outer
reof af Bikar Island and surveyed the island, tho onl:
large island of Bilar Atoll.

LO March ~ 0700 = L100 Two partics in small boats preeceded from the 7
which was stationod cuteide Rengerik atoll and survey
Eniwotak Ielnand (whore tho Task Ferco's Units had bccr
stationcd) and tho othcr important islands of the sto:

10 March =~ 1430 ~- 1900 Two partics in emill boats proeeeded fromth: If
which was stationed outsido Alinginac toll and surve:
tho inhabited islands of tho jtoll.

lL March - 0700 = 1400 Onc party in a emall boat surveyed the northw-
orn dalonds of Rongclap itell and one party recheck:
the living aroas on Rengolap Island and ostablishced a2
reference lecation for firture decay masurcoonts,

12 March ~ 0800 Survey tcam arrived Mnimotok Atoll via DDE.

be Tho following personnel from tcst projects in TG 7.1, TU 13, scrved as
mombors of tho survey tcan:

Horbort Scoville, Jr. TWel3 Staff
Richard Rast Projoct 2.1
Richard Souls Project 2.5a
Malmacr Stropo Projoct 6.4

Tho USS NICHOLAS (DDE 449) supplicd boat crows under the direction of LT Cliffor
Prink, Exocutive Officer, for surveys.

5. Ingtrosentaticn

Radiac ect Ai/POR-39 was solcetcd as the instrimmnt to be uscd in the
conduct of tho survey. Five (5) cach of AN/PDR=-39 wore crlivvatcd with an 8C
Curie Co™ source twenty-four hours bofore doparturc. Th: culibration yiclécd =
scro variation botwoen instrummts - any scalo. Upon cross chosking three of
these instruments, (a point of actual survey) in a radiaticn f1:ld of 0.320 -/tz
it was found that all threo instruments gave the samo reading.

Theso survey actors were subject to prolonged use under adverse condi=

tions of dampness (to tho point of aca watcr splashing over thea), salt ¢crosit

and continual rough handling, With ono oxecption, all instruments opceratcs
cfficicntly for tho duration of tho operation. On tho final day it was fo:

io
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SUBY Radiological Survey of Downwind tolls Contaminated by 82.15

that ono survey mctor could not bo properly tore adjustod. Tho four remining
N/PDR@39, still operated cfficiontly and sccacd to bo in good working order.

-  .€mc (1) cach Beckman M5, and onc (1) cach LN/POR]274 wis brought alo:
for any low intensity checks necessary. Two (2) cach calibrated iN/POR-TLB, we:
on hand to scrvo as sparcs in the cvent of opcrational failure with the /N/PUR-:
None of these instrumnts woro roquircd.

6. Tho average and ovcimim gaoma doso rates measured on tho various islanc
of cach atoll are plottcd in Figures 1 threugh 5. All moasurcacnts were mde at
waist hoight unlcss cthorwieo intiicatcd, Tho moxtmim readings do not include
Moasurements made with the instrumcnt next to a contaminated surfacc,

Dotailed surveys were mido of all the inhabitcd loenlitics., Tynpicsl
readings are given in Tables 1 and 2 for tho nativo villago of Rongclap [siand,
and the TG 7.4 camp on Miwctak Island, In gencral, tho villages and thc caps
appeared te havo slightly lower avcrago doe ratcs than the remainder of tho
island, This can perhaps bc ascribed to differcat geometry of tho contaninatios
and to slightly greater penctration into the loosc gravel in the native villag::
Tho desc rates inside the native huts apposred to bo almost tho samo as ths dos:
rato cuteide. The doso rato in the middle of tho military barracks, tcnts, and
shacks was 1/3 to 1/2 that outside. This reduction is probably largely a gcosc:
effect. The doso rato fcll off rapidly on tho bases below the high tide mrk,
There was no cvidence of rain washing off thc combaainatod mtcrial. The foila
on tho windward aides of tho islands appcarod ¥ ba slightly abowo avcrage con=
tamination. °

Liz)

‘ READINGS IY uP Ce A

Location fost
Rongolap Island (average) 375
Contor of village _ 20
Near comtral cistern oT  30Q °
Near southcrn cistorn 220
Noar northorn cistcrn 350

TABLE2
“1%, s IN Ci XK . = LR

Outside Desc Inside Doss

lecaticn (ar/nr) Batic_(ar/he)
Eniwotak Island (avorege } 260 --
Moss hall 2» Ws
Tont, cdgo of min camp
Latrino 260 160
Slecping quartcrs 260 90
Dispensary 2X 19

x -

— - 7



Radio Statican 290 160
Woather Station (N and of island) 20 110
Proj 6.6.Station (3 end of island) 240 ~-

In order to estimate tho rate of decay bctween 8 and 11 March, the follow
ing radiation measurements were taken mm thres days on Rengolap Island:

@larch =Lderch

c
e
s
l
a
!

Contral living arca (village) 280 ar/nr 170 ar/hr q
Southern most cistern 220 ar/hr 145 or/nr
Roof of cistorn (Southern aost ) 240 arshr 10 or/hr
Ground (contact) cistern arca 220 ar/hr 120 ar/ne

iO arca was selectod 30 yards inland {rem tho Rengolap ccmtcry as a mas.
ing point for future decay measurcacets, This arca is outlined with 2s clas
on pails. The waist hoight reading was 210 or/hr at 1000 hours, ll Mareh 195...

Te Samplecollections

mumplog wore collectod free tho mtcr supplics of all inhabit...
aroas. Abeut two quarte of watcr wore transforred to a polycthionc bottlo at
cach sito, Theso will be turned ovar to tho Now York Oporations Cffico, .EC .-
analysis.

paris wore collcctcd at all inhabitod arcas and also at scvere:
oninhablt In collcoting tho scil samples a onc foot by onc foot
square was maricxton the ground and sail to about ono inch of depth was remon”
frem the square and transferred to acardboard eontaincr, Tho primary samplics
will be turmod over to tho Now York Oporation Offico, 430, for analysis, and
somo amillor samples will bo analyzed by Program 2 of TU 13.

Listed in Table 3 arc the samplos talon with tho doso ratc mcasurced
at waist hcight at tho location where thoy wre tains.

3
SamploNow tel. Island Bate xr

w Rongolap Rongelap (Noren end). 8S Mar LO
2 Rongelap Rongelap (Center of village) & Mar 280
3 Rongelap Rongelap (1 milo north of

village) Sor 340
b Rongelap Rongelap (near South cistern

of village) Siar 220
5* Rongelap Eriirippe 8 Mar 2200
on Rongelap Eniaetolk 8 iar 900
™ Rongelap Kabelle @ iar 2000
ee Utirik Uririte 9 Har a0
9 Bilar Biller 9 Mar 1&

10 Rongorik Eniwotaic lO usr 280
ls \dlinginae Sifo 10 &r 120

*Small additional sample taken for analysis by Program 2 of TU 13.

x

ped =D



SampleNo, dtodd island Rate rr

1 Rongelap Rongelap (central cistern) 8 Mar 300
2 Rongelap Rongelap (North part of

. village) S8lar 450
3 Rongelap Rongelap (Nerthernazost .

cistern) 8 Mar 400
4 Rongelap Rongclap (Southernmost

clatern) 6 Mar 220
5 Utirdile Utirik (elstern near church) 9 Nar uO
6 Utirde Utirik (cistern at south of

« Village 9 sar 40
7 Rongerik Eniwetak (Distillation water) 10 Mar 240

In addition to tho above, a sample ef foilage was taken at the wind
ward side of Bilar Island, The radiation field ws 180 ar/hr on 9 “arch 195.
at this point.

8. Recemmendat

ae Tho mdtiological survey proved that a large yiold surface deto:.
tion cen produce extremely serious radiological contamination over ea distanc
more than 120 adles downwind and important contamination about 250 miles cc:.
wind.

b. The center of tho contamination pattern from the BRuL% Shot Lic.
semewhat north of Rengelap and Rongerik tells and probably not far fron a L
between Bikini and Bilar.

ce fAithough the fall-out wis serious on Rongelap Island located at
the extrome southeast tip of the atoll, the contamination was about ton tim:
greeter at tho north side of the atoll, twonty ailes amy,

d, The combamination decroseed by a factor of about eight over the
downwind distance of SO milcs betweon Rongolap and Rongerik,

@. Standard ailitary field housing provides a sigificant cegrea co
protection to personnel inside.

f. The AN/POR]39 proved to be a vory sntisfactory instrumnt for
field gurvay work under rigorous environmental conditions.

G- A single DOE with txo (2) whalo boats is not a completely sati_-
factory method of conducting a broad mdiological survey of the type jut

ed, Future surveys should consider using vessels capable of ortering

more of tho atolls and of handling a helicopter and several small bocts.

° eae /s/ Herbert Scoville1. Rad. Survey Rongelap er 6

2. Rad, Survey Utirik DR. HERBERT SCOVILLE

3, Rad. Survey Bikar Teehnical Director

4, Rad. Survey Rongerik AFSTP
5. Rad. Survey Ailinginae r
6& Summary of Rad. Survey
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HEADCUARTERS
JOINT TASK FORCE SEVEN

. APO 187 (HOW) c/o PM
San Francisco, Calif.

J=3/370.05 9 April 1954

SUBJECT: leports on Evacuation of Natives and Surveys of Several
Marshall Island Atolls«<

TO: See Distribution

1. Reference is made to letter this headquarters, J-3/729.3, subject:
Radiological Surveys of Sever&l harsnall Island atolis, catea 18 warch 1954
(Secret, Restricted Data).

2. Attached herewith for your information and retention are copies of
additional reports and memoranda pertaining to the above reference.

3. In addition to the above material, motion picture and still photo-
graphy was accomplished on various phases of the initial pre-evacuation
surveys and on the reception of natives at Kwajalein. Contact black and
white prints of the still photography are being prepared as further materia.
to document the native evacuation effort. These prints will not be of pro-
fessional quality and will be forwarded primarily to indicate the over-all
photographic coverage. Distribution will be made approximately 30 april
1954, availability of prints permitting distribution to the following only:
C/S USA (dxpgt), DMA (AEC), Obi (AEC), HICQITERPACIS, CINCPAC, CINCPACFLT,
ChaFSWP, COMNAVSTAKWAJ. Additional prints in specific sizes and quality,
and motion picture coverage, may be procured in accordance with annex T <=
CJTF SEVEN Operation Order 3-53. Particular attention is invited to para-
graph 2b, annex T covering Distribution and Control of photographic
materials by the Atomic Energy Commission and the Department of defense.

PLMfafow 2
P. W. CLARKSON
major General, USA
Commander

\¢ “13



DISTR
CTG 7.1 (30 cys)
CTG 7.2 (1 cy)
CTG 7.3 (1 cy)

CTG 7.§ (1 cy)
CINCPAC (1 cy)
CINCPACFLT (1 cy)
HICOMTERPACIS (1 cy)
COMNAVSTAKTAS (1 cy)

DMA/AEC (1 cy) :
DBM/AEC (1 cy)
Ch aFSUP (1 cy)
CG FldComd (DET) (1 cy)
C/S USA, ExAgt (1 cy)
LaSL H Div (1 cy)
HaSL, NYOOQ (c/o Mgr Opns) (2 cys)
USS RENSHAT (DDE-499) (1 cy)
USS PHILIP (DDE-498) (1 cy
USS NICHOLAS (DDE=449) (1 cy)

9 Incls:
i.

26

3

Report by CO USS PHILIP, Ser 001,
subjs Evacuation of Rongelap and
Ailinginae Atolls on 3 ar 54, dtd 5 Mar 54.
Report by CO USS fuistal, Ser 038, subj:
Report of Evacuation of Natives, Utirdk atoll,
4 Mar 54, dtd 18 Har 1954.
Report by CO USS NICHOLAS, (and lst Ind by
CTG 7.3, Ser 0698 dtd 25 Mar 54), basic ltr ser
049, subj: Radsafe Survey 8-1] tar 54, dtd 20 Har 5d.
Report by CO USS NICHOLAS, Ser 054, subj: Report of
Rongelap Survey Trip, 25-26 Mar 54, dtd 23 War 54.
Hemo for CJTF SEVEN, subj: DDE “rip to Aongelap atoll
26 dar 54, dtd 30 Mar 54.
M/Rs Miscellaneous Radsefe surveys of Rongerik.
M/R: Kwajalein NYOO Flight ABLE Results.
Drinking Vater Samples (Analysis Report).
Soil Samples (Analysis Report).



USS PHILIP (DLE 498) ©
Care of Fisut Post Orfice

— San Francisco, C.sirornia

DDE498: VLM: GWA: wi

H2el
Serial: O01

§ Mar 1954

From: Commanding Officer
Tor Commander, Task Group 7.3

Subj: Evacuation of Rongelap and Allinginae Atolls on 3 March 1954;
report of

Ref: fs) COMTASKGROUP 7.3 Disp 020848Z of March 1984
b) COM JTF SEVEN Disp 0212252 of March 1964

Encl: (1) Passenger lists of evacuees from Rongelap end Ailinginas
Atoll

(2) Radiological statistics reported by monitor teams, Rongelo
and Ailinginae Atolls

(3) Location of water cisterns, Rongelep [sland

1. In compliance with reference (a), the PHILIP got uiderway from
Bikini at 21464 on 2 March and arrived and anchored off Rongelep Island
in the Lagoon at 0730M on 3 Marck, A PBM-SA (VP-29) aircraft, No. 2088,
piloted by LCOR 'fSLCH which previously had been dispatched from Kwajalein
anchored ebout 100 yards off the beach of the same island shortly before
the PHILIP anchored. Prior to anchoring, the PBM, in good radic com-
munication with the PHILIP, made a thorough reconnaissance flight around
the atoll. Also on departure the previous evening, the Commanding
Officer of the PC 1846 offered much valuable navigational and general
information which was of great help to the PHILIP.

2. The beach party including the Commanding Officer, Executive Officer,
Raediclogioal Safety Officer ond ea three man monitoring team proceeded
from the PHILIP in a motor whale-boat to the PSM and picked up Mr. Marion
WILDS, eivilian representative of the Civil Administration Unit, Marshalls
Trust Territories of Pacific [slands, und Oscar DeBrum, Marshallese in-
terpreter. The teach was such as to allow an easy closeein landing with-
out danger to the boat.

3. The party was met at the beach by John, the Magistrate of Rongelaop.
Monitoring of the {sland commenced immediately, On the basis of initial
readings it appeared obvious that evacuation was definitely in order.
The Commanding Officer, U.S.35. PHILIP presented Mr, Yilds with the gex-
eral picture based on monitoring information, and on being informed that

Commander Joint Task Poree SEVEN had stated that the actual evacuation
should be resussted by trust territory officials, Ur. Tilds was very
emphatic rezarding the need for avicuaticn, Through the interpreter

At -37

ENCLOSURE (1)



DDE S98: VL: S77: wk

Keel
- . Sarial: 101

5 dar 1984

it was explained that it was to the best interests of the Rongelap
people to leave the xtcll and that the PHILIP was there fer that
purpose. Mr, “ilds was present dyring .ll the convarsation with
John the Kagistrate and was of much assistance as also was LCOR
V. L. MURTHA, Executive Officer of the PHILIP whose Uajuro [sland
Sovernment background proved very haipful in convincing the siare
shallese that they should leave,

4. The information that the people would leave Rongslap was passed
_vary quickly. Each person wos asked to bring a small handbag as tho
only baggage since the monitors raadings indicated o high dosnge on
sleeping mats, palm Saskets, and other personal belongings, [+t is
considered very important that once the accepted leader is estaslishad
and identified that all requests be made through him without exception.
This procedure expedited the entire operation.

5S. It was decided to utilize the PAM to transport the elderly and the
sick to Kwajalein. John designated sixteen (16) persoms and this party
w-a ombarked in the aircraft in about an hour and a half after the
party first landed, These passangers ave listed in Enclosure (1) which
is forwarded herewith.

6. Fortunately, the Marshallese wero ast reluctant te leave tha island,
The magistrata explainad that tne paople had been sick and he obviously
doducod that all of the seople would soon be providad tho nacessiry
madical care. John was apprehensive about the safety of his boct, :
30 foot sloop, The sloop was towed by the ship's whals Yeat to 2 Setter
lee. Two anchors were dropped and the boat appearsd to bo im good colding
ground,

7, The forty eight (48) remaining kurshallese wors transportsd via two
“hip's whale boata to the PHILIP, Nomis of evacuees aro listed ico
anclosure (1).

a. DSescontamination of the Larshallese commenced {mnodistaly upon :a
barkation., Routes had basen proviously established snd tho de-conts-.na-
tion teams on station ready to guide the passengers to the da-contcnin:-
tion center (after craw's washroom). Clothing as placed in two G,7. 225s

aft and after a thorough shower clean cslothas wore readily availidls =¢
tne exit. The crxvw donated sufficient white and dungarces trousers,

dungaree and "fT" shirts without which tha de-contwination could act “:ve

besn as effsetiva,
.
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3. Women and children were billetad in tho torpedo room and the
mon provided tomporary shelter under o canvas tarpaulin rigged on the
Ol levol betreen the stacks. Cots werx aveilable as seats im both
locations, The after officer's h3aad and washroom, o short dis-«
tance from the torpedo room was designated for use by the women and
children, The men had the use of the after crew's head and washroom.
Tha separation of the Marshallese vas mandatory due to the Limited
space avezilsable in the torpedo room. A continuous 2¢ hour sentry
watch, all petty officers, was set at both locations to insure privacy
and to assist in wy requasts made by tha Marshallese,

10. All children wero providod milk shortly aftar de-contm ination.
Tho Marshallese went through tho regular mess line for moals and had
the same ration as the craw. The meat course was the least popular,
The majority of the party asked for more soup, dread ond vagotablas,
Hot soup was most in domand, Ice crocm was the natural favorite of
all the children.

ll. The contaminated clothing was washed in tha ship's laundry with
a strong soap solution, driod, pressad snd returnad within four hours
aftor the party emb-rked,

12. Slaeping accommodations, although crowiod, wera considered adaquate,
Twelve (12) cots and two (2) straotchors woro sat up in the torpode roon
and the remaining dock space covarod with kapok lifa jackats, The mon
slept on the fantail under the deck arming. Life jackets proved to be
comfortable pallets ond are excallont insul :tion cgainst worm or d=mp
Cacks. ‘ith the abows arrangomsnts aach parson hed 2 sleoping spscc.

13. Tho P3M plansCommander repoertad that he thought ho s:w somuy poopls
on Enisatok Island (Rongelap Atoll). A oorty, including Jonn cond Oscerr
333rum, sha interpreter, londsed on this island at 0312¢h1. «a thorough
3aarch wag made but ne Marshalluso wore locited, Tho liagistrate insured
tho seareh party thst he was curtain thit there werd no persons thoro
sinco « beat was not nocrby, iionitor tarm readings indicstod an average
of 3,02 Reentgens, with 2 maximum roading of 53,55 Rountgons, wonitor
tasm statistics are included in enclosure (2), [¢ was lucky that this
island was not tnhabite’.

14, Six (8) semolos of water trken from wells on Rongolsp hiv doen
forwardad in compliance with rsforanca 5) Appreximeto Locations of
wells aro indicitad in anclesure (3),
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15, The ship then procosded to Ailingincee itell. Tho Magistrito
helioved Lt possible that a party was on Eniduk [sland. A party ws
landed, conducted a thorough search but found no ons, Tho ship roe
mained in tho vicinity of Enibuk while the two while boats prococdad
to Sifo Island. A sloop was sighted xtchored in tha lagoon off Sifo
Tsl«nd, The party landed and John the Kuzistrate once again explained

the noad for loswing Rongslep, Eightoen (18) Marshallese wore trons-
ported from this island. goth this group, and John, assured the party
that ther3 wera no tflarshallose on sony of tho othor isl-nds wd the

2vacuation wis considsred compliatcd, Tho sloop wes anchored off tho
i3zlend in a good los. Tho same procedures for nandling tha 18 ovacuccs
fram 3ifo were follomed 1s dascrioad tn ths orscauding piragraphs.

13. The PRILIP dopzrted from .ilinginso -t 1d0CH on 3 March and crrivad
af tho Uaval Station Kwajcloin .t O830ii on 4 tiarch, Tha Marshallsso
wore disembarked during tha morning of 4 Uarch and removad to the Sarcl
Dispensary, On arrival, tho PHILIP wes visitod by Commandor, Maval
Station, Awnjrloin, and raprosontativas sf Somm-ndor Joint Task Force
SUVEt, .

17, In spite of the willingness of tho pvoplse to Liavo their homes
thera was undorstandible concom ovor tha safety of tha two sloops left
Schind at Rongolap «nd Sifo., Thiso bosts aro a community issot for
hauling copra and returming tho Secsic food staplis, mvdicines and
clothing during the period that Trust T2rricory ficld trip ships «r2
not svallable, Thard was = considorabls smount of sopra in 1 drying
shod on Eniactok ond a smaller amount on Sifo, it was mest dishcortcning
to tha usagistratea to Leave the cepra behind since hs himself had preosrsd
the copra om Eniastok last woek. i11 Livoastock, including about onc
nundred chickens ond ton pigs ward sdandonci on Aongolop. Two dogs wor?
sl3o laft on the island. Since tho pecplo wore: not given sn astimsts of
tho duration of their ovacustion, tho concem over tha ias0r32 itons will
no doubt increase as the. absence from tncir homscs grows long-r.

13, It is rocommended that airersft soriodicaully chack the condition
of the two sloops st Rongelao and Sifo. [It is further rocommended that
som? considaration bo given to ths transfsr of livostock, copra ind
persons) belongings on Ronselas, Sifo, cni-atek, There is « possibility
thet thase animals could be of nucn vrlue for seiontific rasucarch,

13. Tho Marsnallaso wars soxevllont passangsoss, most coopirative, asver

damanding -nd axomplary in conduct, [Tt wan 3 distinct ploasuroa for the
crewof tho PHILIP to haves soon affordid tie spoortumity So assiat thess

Valet peoples in tha arccuction.

Zopy ta:
TinCPrcFLt
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a LIST OF ARSHALLESE EVACUATED VIA POM FROM RONGELAP [SLaND
ON S.MARCH 1984

 

 

BE Sex AGE

1. Loman Mele + 66
2. Kanena Hale 78
3. ULutar Female 83
4. Jelen Yale 70

§. Koma Femcla 63
6. Tibaj Vale 28

7. Bekirt Female 82

8. Jenat Female $2
9. Hetty Female 6

10. Rinok Femals 17

ll. Almira Femala 49
12. Ellin Femcle 24

13. Luvretak Female 78
14. Jabwe Male 30

1s. antak “ale 48

16. Anjor Fomsala 59

Page L of Enclesure (1)
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A LIST OF WARSHALLESE EMBARKED ABOARD THE USS PHILIP (DDE 498)
FROM RONGELAP ISLAND ON 3 MARCH 1984

  

 

"YAMS se Ch

1. Naoptali Male 49
2. Fhkuiak Male 43
3. Belle Male 37
4, Hoinrick Mole 36
§. Zitikos Male 44
6. John «Hale 31
7, Beaj Mole 30
8, Jia Male 20

9. Jorkan Male 15°
10. Wario Mole 12

ll. Kitmar Male 7
12. Sakratas Male 7
13. Herry Male 8
14. Elite dole 5
18. Jeban Male 4

16. Iroji Mals 13
17, Zinier Male 2
18. Alet Male 2
19. OSejen Male 2
20. Lakij Male T
Zl. Oik Male 2
22. Joj Male 4
23. Kiuaja Fesale &9
24. Marta Female 53
28. Jedra Fomale §0

26. Mwenarihi Fenale 38

27, Zila Female 37
28, Nejak Fomale 31
29. Mina Female 3

30, Mitswa Female 28

Sl. Muje Female 26
32. Rekio Female 12
33. Zatak Male 60
4%. Zije Female _%
38, Mine Fenale 2
3. MNerje Female 7

37, Hetsi Female 18
38, Jimaco Female 15
39. Hruko —~ Female 1§

40, \Mweo Female 13

41. Marry Famale 9

42. Waikt Female 3

43, Jonita Femele 4

44. Ermita Female 3

48, Jemlik Female 2

46, Kiojan Female 15
47, Niktimos Yale 20

48. Biliet Sale - 33

rage -
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A LIST OF WiaSHALLISE ERB! °KED 480.20 THE USS PHILIP (DDE +98)
FROK SIFO ISLAND ON 3 iRCH 1984

 

 

re sok =

1. Jojee fala 3§
2. daub Mole 2

3, Jaken Male 42

4, Katea Male 4
§. Jancor vlale §7

6. Torty Femala 56
7. pes Femela 13
8. Jonbok Fensle 10

9. Jabdbkeon Female 1

10. Kaban Fomale 19
ll. Bolkixs Fomale 2
12. Biliem Femalo 12

13. Wameko Femala 18

14. John Female 2

18. Katy Fenale 16
16. Lija Famale 37
17. amon Pemals 25

18. Kajim FPemala 3s

*

ae a)
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RAD SAFE REPORT

- 2(Evacuation and Decontamination of “arshallese Natives)

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

IT. Data:

O& 1 Reabines (in i 1 1 ‘ime of ¢

a :Islond ' HEDiesCe: axe Inhabited +: Readings +
— 7"3 2 to t i t

2 5 :Ronselap 1 1473: “1900s Yos 1 O31:
eat t ‘ t 2 t

0g tEnisetok : 236 +: 3680 + No : 0312484:

a : t t 2 $ t

co atbaibul : 448 3 550 No : OS1848M ;
= Ot t t i f

3 Srsito : 412 3 480 Yes 1 OSL71M ;
: t t t 2 t t

Totals : ¢ oe 2 teen e ¢
 

II. OSCONTACINATION: (PERSONNEL)

1. Decontamination readings ore as follows:

Average Readings

 

 

 

t ; petore walter :
1: ISLAND 1: Decontamination: Decontamination t
8 : t t

1 _Rongelop : 60 MR/ER t 28 ‘R/ER '
t ? t

1 Sifo 1 40 MR/ER 1-18 “SR/ER '

NOTE #1. Clothin; was slightly contaminated evon after de-
contaminating procedures wero employed due to its
rough surface and prolongid exposure to radiation.
However, maximum readings of less than 50 MR/ER did
not warrant discarding women's clothing due to tho
short time it was co be worn,

MOTE #2. Decontamination upon leavin; the ship: 20-22 UR/SR.

Enclosure (2)
we - 27



LOCATICN OF WELLS SAMPLED 3 MARCH lyou, RONGELAP ISLAND.

V>

  
ZneLosure (3)
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USS ReNSHAN (DDE=499)
ZFleet Post Office In Reply Refer -2

San Francisco, Califomisa DDEL39/LHA: ree
} Ag

-~ . Serial: 038
18 Maren 1952

 

From: Commanding Officer, U.S.S. RENSHAW (DDE~499)
To: Commander Task Group ScViN PONT THRES

Subj: Report of evacuation of Natives, Utirik Atoll, & Maren 1954

Ref: (a) CTG 7.3 conf disp 0312202
(>) CTG 7.3 conf disp 0320402

Encl: (1) Informal Narrative of Evacuation of Utirlk Island Natives

lL. In accordance with reference (b), enclosure (1) 1s submitted herewith.

2. A limited number of photographs were taken of some phases of the evacu-
ation by the ship's official photographer. These are not being processed
and it is later planned to submit prints as a supplement to this report.

3. The four drinking water samples mentioned in enclosure (1) as obtained
from the regular living area, Utirik, were delivered to CJTF 7 on 8 karen
1954 via Major R. OD. Crea, USA, Staff cUTF 7.

s/
L. H. ALFORD

Copy to:
CTU 7.33

Enclosure (2)
to CTG 7.3 ltr
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INFORMAL NARRATIVE OF EVACUATION OF NaTIVES FROM

- UTIRIK ATOLL, MARSHALL ISLANDS

Having received orders at just before dawn on 3 warch 1754, to proceed
to Utirix atol., tne Nensnaw, immediately departed from the patrol area nortn
of Eniwetok Atoll and set course eastward to pass south of Bikini enreute.
Speed was adjusted to arrive at daylight the next day and the 400 mile voyage
was completed without incident.

Meanwhile, new activity was evident in Renshaw. Charts, sailing direc-
tions, tide tables and all possible sources of information on the Atol. were
searched and avidly studied. although the decision that the natives would
be evacuated was not known on board until late in the night of the 3rd, plans
were firmed up for handling the people. Swveral schemes were put forward but
the final plan was made with the invaluable knowledge and assistance of =. X.
Tryba, BMC, USN. He had served a tour of duty in trust territories west of
the Marshalls and had experience in evacuation of natives.

Although the Douglas A. unro (DE-L22) was detailed to assist Rensnaw,
her estimated arrival was not until OLI33QM, hence plans were made for the
possibility of receiving on board Renshaw all the reported 180 natives of
tne Atoll.

The appreach to the target Atoll was cade from the westward and nortn <r
Taka Atoll which is only 4 miles SW of Utirik. It was sighted at about 063CL
on the moming of & uwarch and course was set southeastward to pass between
the two atolls, Enroute to the south side of triangular shaped Utirik Atol.
we passed close to the reef on the western side in order to get a look at
Utirik Passage. There was no thought of entering this channel inasmuch as
Sailing Directions were very definite that no ship larger than a PC should
make the attempt. Wevertheless, a look was desired to determine if charted
beacons were present (they weren't) and to determine the feasibili: of cur
boats entering the lagoon or perhaps even the DE should it be founa toc dan-

“ gerous on the south side for the evacuation. Theoretically, it would nave
aven been possible for Renshaw to enter at high tide about 160M when cur
18 ft. drag aft would clear the channel about 3 ft. if the charted deptns
were correct and if the sun at cur backs made the channcl aud coral heads
visible. It was reckoned that tne thrill of entering this channel for tne
C.0. would be about like that of Russian roulette.

Upon rounding the SW tip of the Atoll, course was set eastward to skirt
the reef along th3 soutnemn leg which appeared to offer the best lee frea
wind and surf for the evacuation. Fortunately the weather was excepticna_y
good with light NE winds and only soderate swelis. at 0735a tne ship cove
to at about 500 yds just south of Utirix Is., tne Largest of the atoli. inc
on which all the natives were reported to ive. at this time trust terri-
tory officials and interpreters had -ot arcived ner had an ETA been rec2ive:.

In view of our directive to commence ivatuaticn at daylignt it was dec.ies
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to proceed at once as best we could until the trust officials arrived or
if necessary without them. It was hoped that we mignt find a missionary,
a pidgin English native or even a trust representative asnore.

Consequently at apout 0740 the gig (26 ft. LB) was launched and 2 -
beach party was embarked with tho executive Officer, LCDR ?. fh. Easton, USN,
in charge. He was to try to get ashore as soon as possible, organize tne
natives for evacuation and determine the best location and means for tne
evacuation. Included in this party were tne Radsafa Officer, menitor, nos-
pitalran, signalman, etc. «s soon as this party shoved off, a second uB

was launched with tne Gunnery Cffiebr in charge, who was to saarch alors
the reef for a break or a more favoracle spot ror safe boat nandling in «ne
evacuation.

Now, as the boats left the snip, we commenced execution of our plans
for receiving the natives on board. Awnings were rigged on the fantail with
side strips from.tnha deck to the redge ropes, additional life Lines were
rigged for the safsaty of children. Fore and iaft and vertical accesses to
the fantail were closed or roped off and awnings rigged where necessary to
ensure privacy for the nativos. Tha entire crew's washroom and head.aft
(largest on board) wore set aside for the natives and for their decontamin-
ation inasmuch as this is the ship's main station for this purpose. an out-
side salt water shower was rigged, 4 receptacle was provided for their clotres
and sufficient clean dungaree shirts, trousers, etc., were raised by an
appoal to the crew, to thus clotme all tne natives. «a pigepen was fasnicned
by closing off access to a 3" gun tub. fe planned to tether chickens to
life lines on the Jl deck and let the dogs roam free amongst the populace.

Meanwhile, the Executive Officer and party approached the south snore
of the island at & point about 1500 yds west of the easter tip. The island
here and olsewhere has a continuous outer perimeter of table reefs extending
some LO yds out into the water over which the waves produced a surf of xcdin
size and presented considerable small boat hazard. Having selected a point
where the surf was s % and appeared to offer the best spot, the Executive.
Officer commenced pad g ashore in a small, one-man rubber raft (wo xept
it after picking up «@ bailed-out jet pilot last fall), which had a line
attached to it from the boat. after sone ,fo,ress towards tne beacn ne
appeared to experience difficulty with the surf and some unseen force resulting
in no progress. Considerable humr and some conser were evoked at signt <f
the Executive Officer furiously paddling, oach stroke wnirling the raft 13C°
around but making no progress. It was later determined thet the line frca
boat to the raft had fouled in the coral, sucurely anchoring him to seawarc.
By this time a few of the natives had appeared and some of them swam 2-7 252
nelped him ashore amidst friendly greetings.

 

at about this time, Navy 312 seaplane arrived from Kwajalein, .ac-<c

  

  

 
  

 

 

 

 



Utirik Is. - after establishing radio communications with the plane and as-
certaining the number of passengers, the sxecutive Officer wes directed to
cross over to the lagoon side and use the rubbor raft or any means to land
the plane passengers. With the friendly help of the cooperative natives,
tne X.0. with the rubber raft, set out in an outrigger cance towards the -
seaplane in the lagoon. But just as he approached the plane it taxiied away
apparently not distinguishing him among tne natives. It had been suggestod
to tne plane that if he had difficulty landing passengers in the lagoon, ne
might try landing scutside the lagoon near tne ship. Upon hearing this
Suggestion, the plane took off immediately and after one try, a tremendous
bounce, another circle and approach, landed near the snip about O915H.

Meanwhile, the gig having disembarked tne Executive Officer was in-
structed by him to procced eastward about 500 yards to a small cove where
the natives said landings could be made with more ease and safaty. This
was done but calling it a cove is a misuse of the term. Ease and safoty
did not seem ta fit the situation either but it did appear less dangerous.
By using the anchor to seaward tne gig was slowly worked up to the reef
édge where the Radsafo Officer and his team disembarked and waded ashore
to the same friendly welcome, handshakes and "Good Moming! from every native
large and small. During tnis time the Executive Officer had retumed to the
beach from the lagoon and his try at receiving the plane passengers and ad-
vised the native chief to prepare his pecple for evacuation. Soma of the
natives who seumed to understand and spoke some broken English were of great
assistance in this. At this time the ship was advised by the X.0. of the
necessity for evacuation on southern and seaward side of Utirik Island and
that native boats would be of no practical assistance. The Gunnery Officer
in the MWB, after searching for several miles along the south leg of tne
atoll, reported there were no breaks in the reef nor landing places of any

After the gig had tisembarked the remainder of the beach party, it was
returned to the ship having lost its anchor in leaving tho reef. It arrived
in the vicinity of the ship just in time to meet tne plane and take aboard
its passengors. They consisted of Karshall Island Trust Territory repre-
sentative, iarshall Island interpreter, and two public relations civilians
attached to staff, CJTF 7. after a oriaf consultation on board ard pro-
curemeant. of another boat anchor, the gig was again dispatched to the beach,
me the MB enroute and receiving from it a radioman with a portable
SCR~300 radio which greatly facilitated the operation. This party was oct
by the Executive Officer and the group then set owt for the village. The
seaplane departed shortly for <wajalein.
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While this was going on the Radsafe Officer and his team were maxing
their survey with radiac instruments AN/POR-27E. The first readings taken
wore on the seaward side of the island where intensities of LLO mr (with ~
and without beta shield) ware found. Readings of 120-130 mr (with and with-
out snield) were indicated along the foot path connecting the seaward side
of the island to the village on the lagoon side. Upon arrival at the village,
several natives were monitored with the following rea $ common to all; over
all body 100 ar (with and without shield), hands 100 mr (with and without
shield), gonads 105 mr with shield ‘and 110 mr without shield, feet 115 ar
with shield and 120 mr without snield. Since the readings in the air over
the entire middle section of the island was 100 mr, it is believed that the
100 ar readings stated in this report were due to background intensity effects.

Other items monitored in the village and their intensities were; thatcned
roofs 12§ or with shield, 130 ar without shield, 4 water samples from wells
100 mr with and without snield, all food with exception of coconuts 100 ar
with ariwithout snieid, coconuts in tneir various forms of preparation ranged
from 130-150 without shield, fish cleaning table 12k or with shieid, 130 or
without shield. A short field trip was made intothe undergrowth and grass
areas surrounding the village where readings of 160 aor with shield, 170 or
without shield, were found close to the ground, indicating concentrated and
trapped contaminating particles. The monitor made his way via projecting
coral pieces some 10 yards into the lagoon where the water gave a 50 mr read-
ing with and without the snield. The hospitalman was assigned the task of
collecting water samples and succeeded in obtaining 4 samples of drinking
water from 4 of the cost commonly used cistern reservoirs in the village. [+
is believed that the very low contamination of the water was due to the
roofs over each reservoir.

Upon arriving at the village the cxecutive Officer with Trust Territory
official again informed the natives through the interpreter of the necessity
for evacuation. The interpreter was askud not to scare the natives or uncul;
rush them. Nevertheless, he had the floor and after a few words, the natives
really moved though it is not believed he shock them up too badly. It was
carefully explained that we would take along their pigs, chickens, dogs, ccats
or anything we could lead. But after a conferwnce with the Trust official
in which the degree of contamination, decay and ultimate return ofthe natives
were discussed, it was decided, on recommendation of the offictal, to leave
the livestock and boats behind. The natives agreed to this and 2fter being
reassured that their possessions and animals would be safe until their retum.
began streaming toward the evacuation beach. Possessions taken along rarely
exceeded two bundles each, and one of wrich was usually a woven bedcing 13°.
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Kt this time, about LOLSM, the ship was advised by the X.0. that the
evecuation would commence about LLOO and a life raft was requested for
use in shuttling the natives over the reef and through the surf to the
boats standing off about 50 yards. At approximately 104QM the boat arrived
with the raft and the evacuation commenced at 1050. By this time the ma-
jority of the natives were gathered on the beach and ready to go. Women,
children and old people were shuttled out to the boats first, with their
possessions, followed by the men. Kuch cooperation and assistance were
realized from the able native men whose alertness, willingness and ability
to swim proved invaluable during the evacuation and reduce’ the number cof
ship's personnel required. At about 1200 the evacuation was about half
completed but the wind was freshening, tne tide was flooding and the surf
was kicking up. The operation became increasingly hazardous and two raft
loads of evacuees were very nearly upset in the surf. The corel was chew-
ing up the suspension ropes and lattice work of the raft and in a radio
consultation between the X.0. and C.0., serious consideration was given
to ceasing the operation and trying again from the lagoon side. Since
this would delay the operation several hours and also was fraught with
danger as already indicated, and since we could see the end in sight, it
was decided to continue. Most of the women, children and aged were al-
ready gone and no one had been hurt other than a few coral cuts. Another
raft was dispatched and the pace was stepped up, though less people wers
loaded on each raft and extreme care was exercised.

_-

Ten LNB loads of about 15 people each were required to complete the
evacuation of the 154 natives. fhe last raft load left the beach at about
12Z,5U leaving as forlomm a set of dogs as you nave ever seen. at 125 all
the natives were on board and none too soon because the wind and surf con-
tinued to increase. The native chief named Compass, has been repeatedly
asked how many natives were on the atoll and if we had them all. He was
insistent that all were on Utirik Island, none were on other tslands of tre
atoll, and none were on Taka Atoll, & - 5 miles away. He first said there
were 161 natives present and proudly brought out a card index file to prove
it. Carwful questioning however indicated that at least two infants nad
died a day or two before and that tho old boy didn't have tnig PARI reccr<s
up to date. The next figure we got was 157 but further questioning indi-
cated he was counting two or three imminent but as yet unborn babies. The
last figure of 154 was arrived at after a count on board and was concurred
in by the chief and Trust official. « breakdown was aa follows: xen 4”,
women §§, children under 16, boys and girls, 2% sach.

At about LIOR! when rafts were secured and boats were hoisted, course
was set for Kwajalein to arrive at dawn on the 5th. at about 1345 wa cet

the D.a. dunro {pe-u22) coming up from Kwajalein to assist us but there
was notning further for her to do but “all in aster and return to “wo /32--".
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It did not seem prudent to further move the natives around by dividing thea
up between the two ships, inasmich as no great overcrowding was evident.
The Munro, had a medica. officer on board and offered his services which
fortunately were not needed. It was comforting to know he was available -
however, should any of the pregnant women fall due and payable while on
board.

Reception and handling of the natives on board worked out fairly well
and generally as was expected. cach one was monitored as they came on beard
and readings were around 7 mr/hr’which was substantially lower than the
average of 20 ar/hr readings on the beach. This indicated that wading cut
to the rafts nad helped quite a bit in reducing presence of fall-out ma-
terial on feet and clothing. Some of the children were routed through tne
showers as scon as thay came on board. But it was decided to feed all of
them before starting decontamination of adults. Serving lines were set up
on the fantail using regular steam table trays of food and giving the natives
paper plates, cups, etc. They didn't eat very well, pernaps from the ex-
citement or maybe they just don't like meat loaf. They did better on tne
bread, masned potatocs and oranges.

Aftar lunch the Trust Territory official made some suggestions for
changing and improving our facilities which included careful partitioning
and segregation of tne women's side of the head and washrooms. He explained
that under conditions of excitement and strange surroundings the women are
extremely modest. Then commenced decontamination measures and consideratle
resistence was encountered. But by prodding end cajoling we managed to
get all about 10% of them through the showers. These were the aged, infim
and sick. With no readings higher than 7 ar/hr it was decided not prucent
to force the old people in the showers. Next the problem of clothing arose,
Ne had sufficient clean dungarees for them all and planned to run all their
clothes through the laundry and give them back to put on before leaving tne
ship. But here again stiff resistence was encountered. We tried but they
couldn't seem to understand taking their clothes away and the women wanted
no part of the dungarees. Clothes were monitored and since they averaged
only about 3-4 mr/hr it was decided tnat the situation did not call for sucn
drastic measures. All of these cattears were discussed with the Trust Terrm-
tory official, and decisions were concurred in or made on his recommen-
dations. Careful observation of the natives and questioning of the inver-
preter as to their mood, excitement and general morale convinced us that
forcing them to give up their cicthes would really snake them up.

By late afternoon they ware settled down on their mats and generally
quiet except for the kids, some of whom took several showers. They were

bright-eyed and cute as could be. Some faw of the women, as 1s their wont,
talked quietly but steadily all aftemicon from the tine they came accam
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Yo fixed up a fine supper for them of boiled fish and rice with tomatoes

and Mima beans mixed in. By this time they had gotten used to their sur
roundings, had recovered their composure and their appetites. They really
stowed away the chow. This was followed by ice cream and cookles, heavily
sweetened grape ade and some bright colored hard candy we had left over
from last Christmas. The men were given cigarettes and all seemed contented

. and happy. Finally, we showed them a movie and there was not the slightest
reaction of any kind from any of them the whole time, It should be re-
membered that most of these natives had never been off the atoll and as far
as is known had never sean & movie.

The night was passed without incident and they seemed to rest wall on
their straw mats. The weather continued good and since we were proceeding
downwind at a speed of only LL mots there was prectically no motion of tne
ship. Next moming they ate and seemed to enjoy a big breakfast of hot
cakes, bacon, bread and jam. After considerable rubber necking as we en-
tered Kwajalein hartor and during tne process of mooring to the pier, the
natives were disembarked at about O50900Mi to waiting buses in custody of
CosNavStakwaj. As they went over the side one could not help but cbserve
and admire the innate dignity of these simple muman beings and their naive
but forthright and optimistic attitude towards life. These seemed to be
expressed in a conversation with the native chief through the interpreter.
The chief was asked what they had seen and he replied with gestures
indicating a large explosion. He was then asked what they thought of it
and his reply was not the negative one as mignt be expected that the world
was coming to an end, but, "The world, we think she etart over again."

ENCLOSURs (1)a a
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JOINT TaSK PORCz SEVEN
' TaSK GROUP 7.3 FF3/7,3/10:jmt

APO 107 (HOY), 6/0 Postrister al6-10
Son Franeises, Currrorma Ser: 0698

2§ dar 1954

PIAST INDORSELENT ON USS NICHOLLS (DDE-449) ltr P-22 ser 049 of 20 Mar 54

From: Commander, Task Group 7.3
To: Commander in Chief, Pxcifto
Vies Commander, Joint Task Tome SZVED

Subj: RadSafs Survey Sell Carch 1954

1. Forwarded as «. matter of information,

2. The recommendations of the Commanding Officer, USS NICHOLAS (DDE-=239),

will be considered c-refully if additional surveys of this type are ra-

quired,

B.C. 3ROTOU

Copy tar
cTG 7.2
COMCORTDESDIV 12 (without basic)
USS NICHOLAS (202-249) (without basic)
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USS NICHOLAS DDE-+439) DDE449/mr
Fleet Post Office Pe22

San Francisco, California Sor: 049
20 Mar §4

Fron: Commanding Officer
Tor Commmder Task Croup 7.35

Subj: Radsefe Survey 8-11 March 1954

Ll. The Task Group 7.1 survey partyvond Mr, Marion wilds, trust Territory
representative, arrived Rongalep at O745:!, 8 Merch and boarded NICHOLAS
shortly theresfter. ‘forking parties, as indicated in Commandor Joint Tase
Porce SEVel disprtch 0604002, wore made ivatlable to Dr. Scovillo's party.
Dr. Scoville informed the Commanding Officer that all reports of gscma
intensitites «nd other scientific data would be reported only to Commander
Joint Task Force SEVEN, Te specifically requested thet oo other commands
be made information addressee, Ocily dispatohes indicating results of
RadSefa survey on each xtoll, orisinated by Dr. Scoville, wore «addrossed
accordingly. On derarking it cniwetok at 0850, 12 Uarch Dr. Scovilla's
party trsnsported all earth md water samples to Parry Islind.

2. The following islands, in «tolls, were visited, Mr, “ilds sccompaniod

working parties cshore on ail ex-inhabitatod islands where native property
was secured as directed by hin.

a. Rongelzp itoll; 8 snd 11 Aarch 1954:

(1) Rongelap Island:

(«) Bative houses wero closed up snd property left in the
open, that could be ruined by wecthor, wis moved inside,

(b) Ome dog md three cots wero killed as possiblo mencce
to livestock,

(co) One thirty foot sailing schoonor was tanoched xbova Aign
water mark and filled with sea water, ‘lasts were unshippod sand plsocca in

a shed nlong with sails,

(4) Two sacks of rice snd fivo sacks of flour wero openod =nc

placed outside as feed for pigs and chickons,

(e) Buckets, p-ns and largo clim sholls wero placod under
eaves of houses to provide drinking water for livostock.

»w- 38



- _ (£) All livestock appeared to be in good condition. It is
baliaved that sufficient wator will be available .lthough « snortaze of
food ts expectad to develop in the near future,

(g) Water ond soil samples were taken cs directed by Task
Group 7.1 personnel sand intensity levels wera taken, ,

(2) The tslends listed in gubeperagraph (3) through (15) =xre
sll wiinhebitated except for prrties of antivas thet go from Rongalap to
make copre, collect sea Sirds end fish. Thero was no nativa property
found. Intensity Lavels were tzkwn by Task Group 7.1 personnel.

(3) Esircn Island.

(4) srbar Island.

(§) Susch Island.

(6) Eniale Islend.

(7) Snteetok Islend.

(8) anidjet Island. *

(9) Knbelle Island.

(10) Zrilripou Island.

(11) Lukuen Island,

(12) Gejen Islend.

(13) Lomumilal Island.

(14) serik Island.

(15) Yeon Islond. —-

be Utirik tells; 9 March 1954

(1) Itirik Island:

(a) Three canoes were serichod sbove high weter acrk.

4-39
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(b) Souses were closed uo sgainst wecthor and property left
in the woather, that could be spoiled, wis moved inside,

. (co) Water catchments wera provided for Livestock by pl-cizs
old prams, dSDucksts and large clam shells uider vaves of houses.

(4) Six dogs wore killed to protect livestock.

(a) Ll livestock tppesrad to be in good condition.

(f) ater and soil semplus were obtoinad and intensity
levels teken,

(2) aon Isl-nd:

(a) Uninhabitated - intensity levels token.

Ge Bikar toll; 9 Korch 1954

(1) Bikar Island:

(a) Uninhebditated - intensity levels takon.

d. Rongsrik toll; 10 fiarch 1984

CL) Endwetek Islands

(2) Air Fores personnel were Louded along with « ship's
working party, Spoiled meat cnd other consumables were dumpod in ths saa,
Equipment was tasted and secursd -geinst the wocther is dirsctued oy Jir

Force personnel.

(b) Tater ard soil scmplus were ootained snd intensity
levels token,

(2) The islends listod in sud-p:ragreoh (3) througa (3) «ro on-
inksbitatad, Intensity levols, only, «srs trxsa.

(3) Rongerik Island.

(4) Mortlock Isl ud.

(5) Lsteodsvk Talend.

°6) Joek Isl-nd.



—-

@, <alinginese .toll; 10 warch 1954

€1) Sifo Island:

(a) Native property, left by people mo were visiting from
Rongelap Island, was protectod agciast thy weather, ll clothinz, tools,
etc. were pliced inside s canvas sheltor on tep of dried palm fronds, ond
covered with -dditions] canvas,

(6b) 4 thirty foot‘sailing schooner wis movud to 2 s2fo cncotcr-
756 in the lee of cniuatrkku Island. The boat was anchored in a scandy scot
in ‘ha evant thit it snould sink. Jeaching wes impracticable due to the
limited time available.

(2) Enibuke Island:

(2) Metive property secured, intonsity Levals tcken.

(3) Sokonikairu Island:

(a) Uninhsbitated ~ intensity levels t-ken.

3. Navigation and genorel information:

a. Hongelag. atoll:

(1) Entrance can be mads quite readily through South Pass and .orth
enst Pass. ‘YWeet Poss shows quite plainly, hovwvor, no oass:ge was attemsted
because soundings are not adequate, Eavigationcl fixes, using tangents :2rc
good, The Small oat eassi.s in tho UVorthwost part of the atoll is difficu-
to see and wppecrs to be very dangerous when heavy swells ore rmmnicg.

(2) Landings can be readily aade on all islonds by motor whaleboat.
Qn most of the islands tho beach gradisnt wns quits steep, pormitting exsy
beaching of boats. i sharp lockout gnould ba maintained at c11 tines for
coral heads and dark, yellow, or dark green, witer should be 2ivoidad.

Oe Bikar stoll:

(1) Bikar Island Passzze is very difficult to find snd 9053+53
through the lagoon is difficult oven for a small boat, A lending was
made with wery little difficulty in the lee of Sikar [sland st low cid.
Tt was found xdvisable to put tho bow of tha boat agninst tha ruer, which

risss steeply at low tidy, and let the party wade ecshors, The witer is
only kmeo deep at this portod of the tide, Backwash from the rvef sasuc
be cvrefully witched,
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(2) Tns dslang 2nd surroundin: .cter twsrs aitn fisn, turtles ~
and gua Olris.

c. Rencorie Atoll:
.

(4) Tha smip ada not attecpt ssssc-s unto tna atoll oacauss of
the poor navigational aids available. It 18 s3irevaa trat 3a smalo. drurt
Vesss, SMOuu stuerisnce very siltic dissicuity in wesing paSSaqu.

(<¢) Smass, Boazanc is rourn, owt 16% Sanrureus. Extrara cars
saciid ow exercised when approaching Soc« Island as msny cores Reads ar.
pP3s3nt ang tha water is very shaliow.

qd. Alingince ADOLL:

(2) Only stati, dost antry .as maas. A snalio. drart vessel should
haves very little difficulty making entry. Navigational cuts were very poor,

(2) Small boating was rough but not dangerous.

e. WQirdik atoll: .

(1) The four beacons shown on HO chart 6023 have been replaced
by two black buoys. It is understood that tha Trust Territory AKL makes reg-
ular entry into Utirik Atoll through Utirik Passage. The beacons on and
around Utirik Island are missing.

(2) Small boating is not difficult, but a sharp watch should be
maintained for coral heads.

4. Recommendations and Summary:

a. Survey of these atolls froma DDE type vessel is somawnat inefficient
in that Rongelap is the only atoll, of the five visited, that can be entered
and navigated safely, thus limiting the mmber of islands that can be coversd
in a given time. Boat handling operations outside the atolls were difficult
due to Reavy swells. ‘Yith the forces available, it is beliaved that tna is2
of a DOB is the most practicable solution for similar missions. For operatiocs
subsacusmt to "CASTLi", it is recommended that a smaller class snip of snalic.
draft be used. This would permit entry into most lagoons shortsning doat runs,
in soms cases twanty miles.
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b.- Make boat entry into windward part of lagoon wherever possible.
This permits boats to run down wind, speeding tne operation and helping to
Kaep instruments dry.

c. Haintain radio communication with boats, In this rsspect, this
command used SCR 536 which were the only battery type radios available.
Communications were fair. It is recommended that an SCR 608 or similar
small battery radio witn at least: a thirty mile range be used if possible.

d. It was found advisable to provide the bosts with overlays of tne
atolls showing magnetic compass coursws between islands and passas.

@. Provide boats with food, water, binoculars and rifles. Tha last
for protection against sharks in case a man fails over board.

f. Use stcrn anchor when beaching to prevent breaching. Go not let
boat remain on beach, but haul out and await return of party.

g-« Beach in the lee of island whenaver possible.

h. It was found impossible to cover all of the islands in sach atoll in
the time allo tted. Rough weather and long boat runs between islands in a-
tolls slowed up cperations, Task Group 7.1 scientific personnel dssignate4
tha dalands thay desired to survey anc landings were made on all so dasi. atec.

i. Yorking partiss were kapt firmly in hand. Zach working party wags
required to remain in sight of a commissionsd officer and Mr. Wilds. As
far as could be determinsd, no nativa property was molested or pilfered.

je It is estimated that the maximum accumulative dosage received by any
ona person in the parties was 2.5R. “ilm badges, worn by all personnel asncr-
or in the boats, have been forwarded ~o tha U.S.S. BAIROKO for developing.

—~—— . fs/d. C. ZLIO8
J. C. ELLIOT

Copy to:
CQCORTEESDIV l2

HBS
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U. $. $. ‘TICHOLAS (208-449) DDl445/xw
c/o Fleet Post Office P22

San Francisco. California Ser: C54

28 Warch 1954

From: Commanding Officer
To: Commander Task Group 7.3

Subj: Rongelap Survay Trip 25 - 26 March 1954; report of

1. Ths USS NICHOLAS (DDB=-449) daparted BIKINI atoll at LSOCOM, 25 KMarcn
1954 for SONGELAP Atoll in accordance with Commander Joint Task Force $ivi:
2311312 and Commander Task Group 7.3 2323232 of March 1954. The following
personnel from Task Group 7.1 were on board:

Dr. Lauren R. Donaldson
Gr. Thomas L. Shipman
Dr. cdward s. Held
Or. Ralpn F. Palumbo
Cr. Paul R. Olson
Dr. Thomas N. ‘hite

Mr. Ailiiam Wi. sobbins
Mr. Pascuale R. Schiavona
Major Charles U. Sarnes, USAF

2. Ths ship arrived off the South Entrance, RONGELAP Atoll at 26010CM and
put a whale boat in the water at 260630M to mest the plana arriving froea
Kwajalain with Or. dond's party.

3. The shin then proceeded to Northeast Pass, RONGILAP Atoll, antarzd and
anchored. Or. Donaldson and his party departed the ship at O830M.

4. The plane from Kwajalein arrived off SONCELAP at OS905M, was met by tne
whalaboat. Dr. Sond, Mr. Marion Wilds, tnree Public Health Service Officers,
tnrsae Natives and adiscellanaous equipment was transported to the beacn. Th:
plana was guided to an anchoraga about two hundred (200) yards off snora
rom the village where it was anchored.

&. Personnel from the NICHOLAS assisted Or. cond to accomolisn -n3
following: Capture five young pigs and one sow; capturs fiva chickens,
obtain soil, fruit and vegatetion samplss. One boar was killed and an iu-
topsy was parformed on the spot. The animals and other samplas wars pi2ced
in cages and transported to the cslane. Or. Sonds party departed RONCZLAP
at 1300M, 26 March 1954. The whalaboat then depart2d RONGILAP Island and
proceeded :orth to rejoin the snip, stopping at SUSCH and -NIASTOK Isic:
to msasurs radioactive intansity. in: nember of RadSurvay Taam accompani-:d

this boat to conduct RadSurvey on Soutneastern Islands. Or. Uonaldsen's

party worked in tha Northeast part of RONGLaP atoll, collacting fisn, so:.,

birds, invertebratas, algaa and vegetation samplas. Ona mambsr of RacSarve,
Taam accompanied this this party to conduct RadSurvey of Northern islancs.
It was not possible to collact rats, as desired, dus to tha unexpectec 22-

parturs of the snip as diracted by Comandsr Task Croup 7.3 2602172 cf warcr

1954. How

oNCLOSURS ( rd - e ~
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5S. Or. Sond expressed the opinion thrt his sission had bern scconpe
lished to his satisfaction, Or, Joncldson stxted that his mission a:is
been eccomplished satisfactor’ly, ‘ir, oxrion Tilds, Trust Tarritory
Representative requested th-t tha boat it ILING-HIE be beached wnen-
ever practicable. all boets at RONTELP have buen boached by NICHOLS.

6. Prior to the ships departure, thrie xT-176/PRC1O radioa werc ob-
tained by Mr. P. Schiavone Crom Tisk Unit 7.1. Thess radios wore ver;
satisfactory and for superior to the 3C-611-F used om the least trip.
It ts recommended that this typos ridio be used by ships on futuro «rics
if they wre required to operate smcll boats a long distance from the
ship. Rocoption wes excellont at twenty (20) ailes.

7, The ships doparture from RONCEL-P Atoll was delayed wtil 262130:
beceuse the motor whaleboat experienced a fuel pump failure on returnicg
from K.3SLLS Islond, where they were collacting rat traps.

8. The ship rejoiced Task Group 7.3 off JIKIZI atoll at 27013Q,

Copy to:
COLJOTITSEFORCE SEVEW
COMCORTDISDIV TULLTs

4.45



30 March 1954

MEMORANDUM FOR: CJTF SVN

SUBJZCT: DDE Trip to Rongelap Atoll, 26 Marcn 1954

l. Reference JTF SEVEN DTG 2302202 March 1954. Purpose of subject
trip, conductad by USS NICHOLLS (DDE 449) was to:

a. Beach smill boats belonging to Rongelap Marshallase.

b. Conduct radsafs re-survay of Rongalap.

c. Collact approximately S00 pounds contaminated top soil re-
questad by ncC Division of Blolegy and sedicine.

d. Collect samples of darine lifa and vegetation.

@. Collact domastic animals remaining at Rongelap village.

2. The undersignad actad as JTF SEVEN and TG 7.1 represantativs
and was responsible for axscution of lb and le. Since the NICHOLAS will
mke &n overall report, and dstailad reports on ld and le will be made
by the project officers concernad, the details in this report ars con-
fined to lb and le. .

3. It is noted that the scope of activities lb and ld ws coors
limited than had originally 5:en planned. As will be clear from tha ro-
port of the NICHOLAS, this wis because 26 karch becams Rel after ths work
startad. Thanks mainly to tna oxcullent planning and managament of Capt.
Jossph Eliot and Executive Oificer Clirford Frink, much more was 2cccz-
olisned than might raasonably have besa axpacted undvr thesa circumstances.
lc and ls ware accomplished assantially as olanned, but la oad to ba
omitted.

L. The radsafa ra-survey was conducted by Mr. P.R. Schiavonsa of TC
7.1, TU=7, using two recently calibrated AN/PDR-39 instrumants. Readings
on Rongelap Island were taken during the aorning amd on ths othsr islancs
during the afternoon of 26 March. - we)

Island

ar

far ey .

Ronselap lO at 0330 at standardposition astate-
lishad by Seovills Survay

Bossh 50 South sad

Enia sto x

Labardj 200

Kaballa 500
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On RongeBap Island, the readings in the huts appeared to be 10% 15%
Less than outside, Inside the huts the readings at sround lovol were
about 70% of those 1t head level. Readings over gravel zreas und
near the cisterns were about 30 mr/hr; i:side tna cisterns, zo0ut 12-15
ar/hr.

5. The top soil s-mple wes obtained from Ladindy Island a small
island well coversd with Sushee ond grass, but without palm tregs. <t
had been planned to get the samplo from KAZELLE, but this could not Se
done without taterfering with the fish snd vegetationcollection.

6. Special mention should be meade 2f the work of “Mr, PA. Schisvors,
mmo did sn excellent job of getting supplies and equipment not iviailrvole
on the NICHOLS, as well as conducting tne radeasofo survey.

3/ T. mite

t/ T. HITs
H Gdviston, Last



UEMORAN. a CR RECCRD:

SUBJECT: Miscellaneous Radsafe Surveys of Aongerik (surveys conducted
by OTC 7.4)

RCNCESIE

WZ March, 2200 WxE

Living drea Readirgs:s .

Mess hall interior 40 - 100
Hospital interior 50—— 75
Walk from hospital to ness 100 = 110
Store room (behind mess) 50 - 5§
Exterior stere room tent 100 = 150
General Area extericr 100 = 150

veather Station Site Readings:

exterior areas local 150 - 160
Interior all tents 50 - 7§
Interior building 50 - 60

Aray Site Readings:

General area 140 - 19
Interior tents 70 = 80
adjacent to trailer 160 = 180

0.

Landing on beach 42 ar/hr
Living ares 60 or/hr
Inside mess hall 22 ar/hr
Inside dispensary 26 mr/or
Inside barracks 23 mr/ar
ESB end of island (Rawinsonde) 47 ar/hr
Along road to Rawinsonde area 4) 40 or/hr
Inside weatherbuilding 23 or/hr
Kerk area outside 60 ar/hr
Aray area (around trailer 40 ar/ar
Inside foilage area 40 ar/hr
Inside tent 19 or/hr

Inside weather building 21 or/hr
Living area Still 60 ar/hr
Inside barracks 23 arvhr
Inside dispensary 25 ar/hr

Inclosure 6
-44

ar/ar
ar/hr
ar/hr

ar/hr
mr/hr

ar/hr

or/hr

ar/hr

Vaist

Waist

waist

waist

waist

raist

naist

Vadst
Vadist

alist

“aist

“walst

Level

Lavell

level

eval

Level

Lavel

lave.

Level
+ ,
~8VvV8.

Laval

Level

level
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26 Warch, 1500 MIKE

Arm e- Out 42 or/nr Waist Level
In 20 ar/hr Waist Level

weather Site Out  &O ar/hr Waist Level
In 18 or/hr Waist Level

Living Out . 35 ax/hr Waist Level
. In 1§ ar/hr waist Lavel

=,

ARMY AREA (Location of samples taken) os’ OC cAN
‘ ws,

Trailer ~S,
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|4 4 Marked by pile of rocks «_ a
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LIVING AREA (Location of samples taken)
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.“ f @ Dispensary
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Marked by
wooden crate Ce . =

(x) “Barr.

—“barre

 



 
j;EATHER SITE (Location of samples taxen,

- Shelter Tent
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| | -duilding
}

|

|

eo

f
C Instrument Case Oe

\ \
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?

(s/t R. A. House
fF. A. HOUSE

Lt Col., USAF
Ch. Teeh Sr, J=3
JTF SEVEN



MEMORANDUM FOR RECOPD:

SUBJECT: Kwajalein-NYO0O Flight ABLE Results

l. NYOO-Kwajalein Flight Able, consists of an serial survey at
approximately 200 feet altitude over the following atolls nortn of Kwaj-
alein: Lae, Ujae, Wotho, dikini, Ailinginae, Rongelap, Rongerik, Taongi,
Bikar, Utirik, Taka, diluk, Jemo and Likiep. The aircraft are equipped
with scintameters which are sensitive samma radiation measuring instrc-
mants with a wide range, designed to neasure ground contamination from
altitudes of 200 to 500 feet.

2. Following Ruacw snot at 2618252 March 1954, Flight Able was
flown on the following dates with results indicated: (In mr/nr ground
contamination )

Island (Atol2) to 4020302 te 3102087
Lae (Lae)

2

f

Ujae (Ujae)
Viethe (othe)
Enibuk (ALlinginae) .
Rongelap (Rongelap)
Rongerik (Rongerik)
Sydilla (Taongt)
Bikar (Bikar)
Utirtk (Utirike)
Taka (Taka)
Kapen (ailuk)
Sema (Jem)
Liktep (Lilcdep)

r
O
o
w
a
R
p
r
o

*
N
w
a
i
n
e
Q
Q

r
P
n
N
n
N

o
r
e

r
w

Q
o

L
e
r
s
e
B
a
o
a
a
o

O
O
P

oe
&
H
U

(s/t) R. A. HOUSE
Le Col., USAF
ChTechOpns Br, J-3
JTF SEVEN
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4) At CLLO hours on March 2, the vessel shifted -its course ¢
its na port of Yaizu, where it arrived at 0600 in March lL, omars

(5) In the following two cr three days, all the crew reported slight
headaches and- scme of them were nausecus. In 7 or & days, evidence sf sums
on exposed parta of the body began to appear.

In r@spomse to certain questions which the Ambassador asked the
Foreign Service, the following information was received. It sheds some ~
light on the sequence of events during the 2 days following the return
of the Fukuryu Maru to Yaizu, but before the mishap had come to the
attention cf the Embassy.

(1) The crew first contacted the ship's owner, and the director of the
Fisherman's union. On the day 2f their return crew members who were seriously
affected consuited a physician of the Kyoritsu Hospital,

(2) Two of the fishermen, Yamamoto and Masuda, who were in more serisus
condition left the Kyoritsu on March 15 for Tokyo where they visited Doctor
Shimizu at the Tokyo University Hospital.

(3) Professor Shickawa made radiation measurements of the ship on
March 16 and on the basis of his findings all of the crew members consulted
a physician who recommended that the men be hospitalised.

THE ROLE OF THE JAPANESE SCIENTISTS

During the latter half of March the Japanese presa was fed continually
with sensational statements from Japanese Scientists. The notivations
of the Japanese were never quite understood by us but the following factors
may be errumerated as pertinent to our lack of progress in dealing with them:

~ (1) In a long private conversation that I had with Dr. Tsuzuki at his
home on the evening of March 2h, he was frank in stating his apprehension
that the American scientists would deny him and his associates professional
recognition due them for their accomplishments in the diagnosis and treat—-
ment of the fishermen. He referred frequently to his experience in 1945
when he lead the teams of Japanese investigators into Hiroshima and Nagasaki
only to have his work interrupted by the Occupation investigators who
undertook their own studies. Or. Tsuzuki seemed to accept ay assurances that
in the present situation it was the intent of the American scientists to
assist the Japanese and that all of our findings would be evailable to them
and could be used as they saw fit in their own publications.

Dr. Teusuki was cutwardly frierily to both Dr. Morton and nyself
until the time of his departure for Geneva on March 31. Despite this, the
lack of cooperation continued to be manifest on the part of the Japanese
investigators, I do not know whether this was because we misjudged Dr.
Tsuzuki's friendliness, or because he lacxed influence on his japanese.
colleagues.

(2) There was much evidence of rivalry among various Japanese zedical
groups. In particular, the staff at Tokyo University headed Dr. Tsusuki,

were initially at odds with the group at the National Institute of Health,
headed by Dr. Kobayashi. Moreover, the local physicians at Yaisu, where

all but two of the patients were hospitalised until March 29, were anxisus
for various reasons that the patients remain there. -Their lack of cooperaticn

with the American scientists say have been motivated by their knowledge that
the Americans advised that the patients be transferred to Tokyo; ~ .
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SAKPL® _COLLICTION
wm. ~- IMTS
ne 6 March

2 6 March

M3 6 March

Mb, 7 March

"5-8 =64 March

“1. «5 March

12 0} Mareh

m3 0©=66 March

#9 6 March

™LO 7 March

Wil 3 Marek

12 6 March

m3

08=

8

—

Merch

OL 8 March

INCLOSURS #8

0800

1700

1300

0900

1600:

1130

1630

0930

me

DRINKINGAATERSAMPLES (Analysis Report)

LOCATION

Likiep Island
Likiep Atoll

Jemo Island

apluk Island
Ailuk Atoll

Mejit Island

Utirik Atoll

Ormed Island
Wet je Atoll

Kaven Island
Maloelap atoll

Kaven Island

_ Maloelap Ato1

Notho Island

Notho Atoll

Dalap Island
Majure atoll

Rongelap Island

Rengelap Island

Rongelap Taland

Rongelap Island

d/n/m
DESCRIPTION (ON SikPLE DATS)

Collected from largest 7

cistern on heaviest popu-
lated island of atoll

Same as 7 5

Same as 41 202C

Sams as 1 2500

Composite of & water san- 430

ples taken by USS RENSHAW

Composite: & from catch- ww
basin

lL froa well 67

1 from catch-basin 3L

1 from well (catch-bdasin 7

dry for 1 month plus)

Tap ‘eter L

Comoosite of 94,000

6 bottles. 120 ,000

Chart included &7,000 No. 2 Nc

to show Location 24,000

of bottles on 11,000

Rongelap Island 63,000

Central cistern cco *

of village

Cigtern water froa 73,000"

north part of island

Cistern «ater from 3,220 5

northern apst village

- $72

—
—
—
q



DRINKING YéTIR SAMPLES (Awdysis Resort) Coat's

 

DATS TIME LOCATION LESCRIPTION

a5 § Warca Rongalap Island South cistern in
village

WS 9 March Utirdk Island Cistern

WL7 9 Maren Utirik Island Castern

418 LO harch cniwesak Island Distillation water
Rongerix Atoi.

* computed as of 3 lurch

A/amd
(ON SAMPLE Catz!EEtonene

coc +

7200+

33,00C*

a
sc



“SOIL SAMPLig(aNALYSI3 REPORT)

SAMPLE COLLECTION a/n/ gm
NO.-. - GATE Tel LOCATION DESCRIPTION QN SaLPLE DaTz)

SL 6&rch 0800 Likiep Island JU,zsr layer bare soil 23 ,0C0
Likiep atoll: in random spots un-

sneltered by trees or
shrubs etc.

$2 6 March 1200s Jamo Island Same as above 23,cee

$3 6 March 1700s Adluk Island Same as above 23,200
Adluk atoll

S84 7 ¥areh 1300) Mejit Island Same as above 30,20

83§ § March 1600 Ormad Island Composites of 5 samples 15,2€0
“Sot je Atoll (1 beach, 3 midevillage,

1 back village)

$6 5 March 1730s Erikub Island Composite of 2 samples 4,300
Erikub Atol) (. midevillage, 1 half-

way to beach

57 6 March 1130° Kaven Island Composits of 4 sazples e500
Wloelap atoll (2 from village, 2 from

paths to beach)

$8 6 Yarech 16% *otno Island Composite of 3 samples Zyecc
“othe atoll (L by well, 2 aidevillags)

$9 7 March 1200 Celap Island Composite of & samples 98
“el kajuro Atéell (near admin Bidg)
aT ~

S10 7 Mirch $1200 Utirik [sland Composite of 3 samples 270,20.
(Colrvétion date of 310 is uncertain, probably 3 liarch 1954
by Pili Survey Party. «alysis values given is corrected to
7 warch.)

SlL 8 March Rongelap Island Sotl from north part of 1,3¢0,li0—
island

S12 6 barch Rongelap Island Center portion of island 7,40,-.- ~

$13 8 March Rongelap Ishand 1 mile aorth of Rongelap uo ,-.-**
village

INCLOSURE #9

woe



SAtPLe
NO.

S14

517

$18

S19

Sel

COLLECTIO
7
aay
Ee

8 Meren

8 March

8 March

8 Warch

9 Maren

9 Maren

LO Merch

lO March

9 March

30

N

[31T

- —_—

PLES (ANALYSIS 22FORT) CONT'D

LOC.TICN LESCAISTICN

village

Sritrippu Island
Rongelap Atoll

eniwatal Island
Rongerik ‘tol.

Kabella island
Rongelap ntow

Utirik« Island

Bikar Island

Eniwatak Island
Rongsrik «toll

S3ifo Island Temporary village
pilinginae atoll

Bikar Island Foliage, windward side

o/aygo
(ON $akPh2 Sars.

Rongelap Island Near south cistarn of 630,20 +

35,00 ,20C *

3,200,20¢

20,00 7»,2co: *

§ 600, 29CC-*

280 ,oo0

1, 200 ,O0C +

34,000 *

£60 20

* d4/m/gm of plant ash (iquiv. to 1.4 x 104 d/m/gm plant as received)

*t Cucputed as of 3 liarch

Soil values may be roughly tpanslated to curbes per square mile %,
dividing by 13, or to d/2x/ft

H SS

by auitislying by 6CO0.



HEADQUARTERS
JOINT TASK FORCE SEVEN

APO 187 (HOW), c/o Postmaster
San Francisco, California

J23/370,05 l May 1954 _

SUBJECT: Liscellanecus Reports Related to the Atomic Detonation on 1 March
1954

TO: See Distribution

1. References:

a. JTF SEVEN letter, J-3/729.3, subject: Radiological Surveys of
Severel “‘arghall Island Atolls, dated 18 March 1954 (SECRET - RESTRICTED DAT,

. bv, JTP SEVEN letter, J-3/370.05, subject: Reports on Evacuation
of Batives and Surveys of Several Marshall Island Atolls, dated 9 April 1954
(COMPIDENTIAL).

2. Attaehed herewith for your information and retention are copies of
additionsl meterial pertaining to the above references. The limited number
of contact prints available permits distribution of sets to the following
only: C/S USA (Exigt), DUA (AEC), DB (AEC), HICOMTERPACIS, CINCPLc, CIVc-
FACFLT, ChAFSKP, COIUIAVSTAKWLJ. Additional orinte may be obtained as indi-
cated in reference 1b,

PithMrs
& Inel ae - oF P. W. CLARKSON ~~

1, Preliminary Reports (Eisenbud) Major General, U.S. Arny
to DB: (EC) ‘Bugher) on Cone Commander
tamination of tke:Pulsryu Haru
and Agecciated Probless in Japan
(undated).

2. Charts: The-Route or Pesition of
Fukurya Haru ¥.

3. HW/R: =Adddtional Ground and fir
Redsafe Survey Deta During Period
BRAVO to BRAVO plus 5 days.

4. Black and White Contact Prints
(247 separate prints) Relative to
Surveys, Evacuation and Care of
Rongelap and Utirix Natives (1 set
to each command or agency indicated
above)



J-3/370.05
1 way 1944

SUBJECT: Liscallanecus Reports Related to the: “tomic Detonation on 1 “arch

1954

C/S US, Extgt (1 c7)
L'SL H Div (1 cy)
HSL, NYOO (c/o Ugr Opns) (2 cys)

USS REMSHu (DDE-499) (1 cy)

USS PHILIP (DOE-498) (1 cy
USS NICHOLAS (DDE-449) (1 cy)



JOHN C. BUGHER, WD

MERRIL EISENBUD _

CONTAMINATION OF THE FUKURYU MARU AND ASSOCIATED PROBLEMS
IN JAPAN: PRELIMINARY REPORT

T Rave recorded some of the observations made during ny visit to
Jepan to assist in the various problems arising cut of the aishap to the
Fukuryu Maru. I am sending this ci-:ng to you at this time because you
will no doubt want a preliminary report pricr to ay return to the states
in about 2 weeks. °

~

This memorandum is intended to augment the report that Dr. Morton
will submit to you. I have attempted to limit myself to factors other
than thoge associated with the clinical phases of the problem, with which
Dr. Morton's group ere concerned. oO

 

THE_INCTDENT
The aishap which befell the Fuluryu Maru became kmewn to the Embassy

and the world on March 14 through reports in the Japanese press. This
was two days after the l00-ton fishing vessel had returned to its homs
port of Yaisu. The facts of the incident, as determined ty the Japansse
Foreign Office and communicated (1) to the ambassador, are as follows:

(1) The course of thevessel from its departure on January 27 to its re-
turn to Yaizu on Marci lb is plotted in Figure No. 1. At Oll2hours on
March 1 a streakofifght reported by the crew is believed to identify the
time of detonation. The vessel's position was approximately 11° 534! north

amd 166° 341 eeste This position is only « few milesfrom the easternzcst
limit of tha Marshall Yhtands danger area in effect at that time.

(2) Two blasts in*succession were heard about 7 ot 4 minutes after
the light hed been seen. The crew is reported to have become apprehensive
and began at that- time to haul in their fishing lines, an cperatioa which

continued until 1090 hours, at which time the vessel headed north "to get
out of the area", — -

(3) At about 0700 on March 1, ashee began to fall, turning the deck
white. The pgsition of the vessel at this time is given at 11” 563/:'!
north and 166° 24! east. ‘The ashes kept falling until noon at which tine
the position of the vessel was estimated at 12° ibt north and 166° 53!

east.

(1) Aide Memoire of March 27 H- SF

week /
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(3) Many of the accepted procedures or modern American medical
practice seemed strange to the Japanese, and their concepts are strange
to Us. For example, access to patients by any physicians was denied
for several days because the Japanese physicians found their patients
to be in a Righly excited state and preferred not to disturb then.
Japanese physicians indicated on several occassions that the taking of dup-
licate blood smears by Japanese and american investigators was an unnessary
duplication, and an ordeal that the patients should not be expected to

undergo.

In my initial conference with the Japanese scientists I was forced
to the conclusion that they were not well equipped to deal properly with
the rediclogical aspects of the problem. For example:

(1) Some of the top scientists took the position that because a
naw Kind of bomb was involved, the problem itself was «4 new one, and
that unless they know all about the bomb, they could evaluate neither
the injury to the fishermen nor the aspect of long-range contamination
of Japan and its fishing crews throughout the Pacific.

(2) The were quick to identify qualitatively some of the radioactive
isotopes in the ash and immediately concluded that deposition of these
radiowisotopes in the tissues of the men was the prime factor in their
medical status. This decision was reached without benefit of radio-chemical
urine analyses of the patients. This procedure which was beyond the capa~
bility of their laboratories is of course a prerequisite to understanding
the amount and kind of fission product absorption that actually occured.

(3) The University of Tokyo group administered parentally a massive
dose of ash to one mouse, and following sacrifice 12 hours later, de-
termined by radiography that radioactivity was present in the mouse skeleton.
The activity of the dose was not measured. The fact that the redioactivity
was detected by the scientists in the skeleton of the mouse was widely
publi- ized as evidence for their conclusion that the patients were carrying
dengerous internal deposits of radicactive isotopes.

AS individuals, the scientists seemed anxious to cooperate. In oy
initial conversations with them they freely asked for help and seemed
gratified at some of the things that we could do for them. Uy participation
on the American team was limited to the radiological aspects of the case
and only incidentally to the patients themselves. Unfortunately the nature
of Dr. Morton's participation required that he be given direct access :2 =ne

patients and this the Japanese consistently refused to grant. As the days
went by and the Japanese became more resolute in their decision to demy
access to the patients, other areas of the problem became infacted by tre
uncooperative atmosphere. This will cecomm apparent in subsequent
portions of the report.

OFE“RS OF ASSISTANCE TO THE JAPANESE

When I arrived in Tokyo on Uarch 22 Dr. Morton had already offered to
the Japanese the full facilities of the Atomic Bomb Casuality Commission.
General Hull had likewise offered the facilities of the Far East Command.
These offers were accompanied by a spirit of sympathy and the desire to
assist the Japanese investigators in their efforts to evaluate the
incident and to restore the health of the fishermen. #t a meeting with *-°>

4 6&4 .
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Japanese scientists and government officials on March 2), I made a furthe
offer, in behalf of the Atomic Energy Commission, to provide whatever .
facilities were available for evaluation of the radiological factors im
volved in the incident. I repeated the assurances repeated earlier by Dr.
Morton that we wished sincerely to be of assistance, that our icipation
was not motivated (as some Japanese suggested) by the opportunities for
scientific studies, and that whatever data we obtained would be turned -
over to the Japanese investigators to be used by them in any way they saw fit.

At this point it would be desirable to list the radiological studies
which had been already made by the Japanese. These studies are of interest

because they indicate the extent of Japanese capabilities in this field, and
define the extent to which our factlities would be helpful to the Japanese.

(1) Using s Cutie Pie, they measured the radioactivity of the Fukuryu
Maru. These data appear completely satisfactory and prove to be in good
agreenent with measurements made with American calibrated equipment.

(2) They measured radicactivity of the fish and fishermen, using
portable survey equipment. However, their equipment was not calibrated
and their data were given in counts per minute as determined by the original
factory calibration.

(3) They determined that the ash recovered from thd vessel was
radioactive using an end window Gi tube and scaler. Their counting systen
was not calibrated and they reported counts per minute with no knowledgy
of the factor required to convert their data to standard units.

(4) They completed a qualitative radiochenical is of the ash
and reported the following: Sr 89, Y91, Zr9S, Nb9Se, RulO3, Ruldé,
RhLO6, Sbl27, Tel32, TL32, 1232, BalsO, LalbO, Cethl, Celuh. (More
iectereo have completed a semi-quantitave analysis for a few
isotopes).

(S) They had scanned the bodies uf the fishermen with a GM robe.

(6) They nad edministered «duse of ash to 1 mouse, ad described
earlier. tga 3 “ iA - ;

(7) Using an imersion type GM tube, they had demonstrated radio-
activity in the urine of 3 fishermen. As before, their equipment was not
calibrated and the absolute activity could not be determined.

With this as the status of their investigation at the time of cy arrival,
and following several hours during which I acquainted the Japanese with our
experience in this field, I offered the following services to then:

(1) Complete radiochemical analysis of 24 hour urine collections fron
all patients. In view of the importance of this analysis in evaluating
the status of the patients, I urged that these samples be furnished
immediately and assured them that in one week it would be possible to
give them a report for the constituents of principal Qlological importance,
I explained the need for serial samples and suggested that collections be
made at weekly intervals. They seemed amxtious to accept this service.

~
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ACTION: This offer was made on karch 24. On March 26 we obtained
urine from two patients, On April 1 we cbtained urine from 5 more. ¥e
have not obtained urine from the remaining 16 patients despite our re-
peated attempts to do $0,

(2) I offered tu scan the fishermen for radiation, using twu Scinti-«=
meters that I nad available.

ACTION: I have been unable to do this because they have not permitted
the American team to have access to the patients.

(3) In response tu the Japanese request I offered to previde a report
on the biologically significant radioeisotopes present in the ash.

ACTION: Dr. Nakaizumi gave me 6 small amount of deck sweepings froa
the Fuluryu Maru. This I have sent to the Health and Safety Laboratory
for future study. The composition of the ash was actually known to the
Commission from analysis performed by the Air Force on the matertal obtained
from the Fukuryu Maru Prior to ay visit. Authorization for transmission
of this information to the Japanese was communicated to me in telegram No.
2199 from the Secretary of State to the ambassador, I transmitted this
information to Dr. Kobayoshi on April 7.

(kh) I offered to arrange for animal studies which would provide
useful infurmation on absorption and metabolisa of the various radic-
chemical components of the ash, .

ACTION: The Japanese reported the extent of the total amount of ash
recovered is 50 millocuries. They now deny that this auch is available
and have no inventory of the material, Except for the small amount of
ash turned ever to ae by Dr. Nakaisumi amd a similar amount which I recovered
on a subsequent visit to the FPukuryu Maru, mo ash has been made availatie
to use

(5) In response to Japanese requests, [ agreed to recommend monitoring
preeacdures fur the tuna inspectors.

ACTION: Monitoring procedures was devised Sut I deferred the questicn
of maximum permissable contamination until more information became availabe
on the extent and type of contamination. I agreed to stam by until the
first contaminated tuna were found by inspection, at which time I would go
to the scene of inspection and recommend specifically on the basis of ay cwm
observations whether the catch should be accepted or rejected. As noted
elsewhere in some detail, the Japanese never permitted se to examine tuna
which was alledgely contaminated.

SPECIAL PROBLEMS ARISING OUT OF THE INCIDENT

The mishap to the Fukuryu Maru created a number of separate, but inter-
related problems. Of these, the most urgent was the clinical status of
the 23 fishermen, a subject with which Dr. Morton is exclusively concerned
and about which he will report separately. Other problems which required
attention were:

fie? -
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)

(1) Contaminated Tuna.

(2) Apprekansion of long-range contamination of Japan and its Nsh~
ing grows. -

(3) Radiological factors affecting the fishermen:

(a) Estimating the whole body duse.

(bo) Estimated dese from internal emitters.

Contaminated Tunas

Some of the Japanese Government officials are already referring to
the latter half of March as the "great tuna panic’, Tha origin of this
panic beth in the United States and Japan is worthy of careful study,
the extent of the tuna consumption in the United States and Japan declined
during the second half of March 1s now known to ne at this time. For
a@ day prior to my departure from New York on March 19, and for 2 weeks
following my arrival in Tokyo on March 22 the subject of radioactive tuna
was a subject of popular conversation. When one considers the reaction
of the informed American public to the possibilites of contamination of

tuna it is not surprising that the Japanese were stampeded into appre-
hension over the immediate prospects of their eating radioactive tuna
and the long-range prospects of their fishing grounds being ruined.

(a) Tuna FishingIndustry ef Japan L,’

The Japanese fishing ‘leet at the present time consists of about
1,000 vessels operating out of ten major ports. The annual value of the
tuna catch approximates $26 million. The principal export species is
albacor. Sixty percent of the landed albacor catch went to Japanese
canners and forty percent was shipped abroad in freezers. percent
of the albacor are caught in the summer season which extends frog May
through July. ’ €Ri's season, the Mishing grounis are located
relatively cluse to Asiatic coast.

During the wihter mdhthy, January through March, the Jépanese
vessels range far cut to sea. The winter season accounts for forty

. percent of the annual catch,

(B) Contaminated Tuna in Japan

The Fokuryu Maru Landed at Yaisu with a catch of 28,000 pounds of
tuna. We must accept the fact that these tuna were excessively con-
taminated and that the decision of the Japanese to dispose of those

Le AM excellent report of technical information about the Japanese
Tuna fisheries in Japan is report No. <0 issued by the Natural Re~
sourcas Section of SCAP in March, 1948
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fish was a wise one. There is reason t2 believe that contamination was com

fined to the surface sf the Nish and cccured when the radioactive ashes
fell and entered the ships hold.

With the decision of the United States Food and Drug Administration
to monitor incoming shipments of tuna, the shipping companies operating
out of Japan initiated a requirement that the Japanese certify export
shipments as being free of radioactivity.

When I arrived in Japan on March 22, the Japanese had already monitored
their first outgoing shipment of frozen tuna. The Ministry of Yelfare
undertook to have its sanitation inspectors trained in the use of geiger
counters and began the routine inspection of both incoming and outgoing
tuna at five ports. ill vessels were instructed to return to one of these
ports. Five geiger counters were cbtained from the Far East Command and
loaned to the Japanese, [n addition, they mustered approximately the saze
number from various sources in Japan.

On March 24, at a conference with the Japanese Goverment officials,
they asked for my recommendation for maximum permissible contamination.
They also asked that I recommend the kind of examination that should be
made sf the fish.

Because of ay unfamiliarity with the mechanical details of handling
tuna shipments, I suggested that [ be permitted to study tuna loading
operations scheduled for the following day. Thereupon it was arranged
that I should accompany Japanese officials to Yokohama where the Satan
was being loaded with frozen albacor.

Tuna shipments invelve many fish and it is not an easy matter to monitcr
properly with inexperienced personnel and only a few survey instmments.
Based on my inspection of the Batan, I suggested that every tenth fish be
monitored for about 1 minute by passing an open window GW probe over the
surface of the fish, paying particular attention to the gills. I also
instructed them to insert the probe into the mouth of the tuna and into
the abdominal ineision through the fish.

There remained the question of criteria for rejection of fish fcund
to be contaminated. Again it is not a simple matter to evaluate the risk
to a consumer of tuna from meesurements nade in this way, I.informed the
Japanese that I wae unable to propose a realistic figure without some
study. Om the other hand it was my belief that significantly contaminated
fish were not likely to be found. Low level fall cut to the skins of the
fish was, of course, a@ possibility. This seemed to be of littlesignificance
in view of existing cannery practices which strips the skins from the fish
when processing begins. I told the Japanese [ would be standing by in
Tokyo, that they should continue to monitor the fish by the method I
proposed, amd that whan and if contaminated fish were found [ should be
advised and given the opportunity immediately to make a first hand inspecticn
of the fish. My recommendations would depend on what [-found.

No contaminated tuna have been brought to my attention. Newspapers

have occasionally reported incoming shipment of contaminated fish but the
Japanese had not requested that I rake an examination of then.

tee at Ma
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The following sequence of events illustrates some of the difficulties
we have had;

(1) - Of March 31 we read in one of the Tokyo English language news—
papers of two fishing vessels that were contaminated. The Embassy called
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs who reported the following information by
telephone: .

(a) The Koei Maru, then at the port of Misaki, was at 9 degrees,
22 minutes north, 178 degrees, 19 minutes east on March 1. The surface
of the ship was re ading 2443 counts per minute, the catoh 155 counts per
mimute and the men 500 counts per minute. The fish had been impounded await-
ing a decision as t5 their safety.

- ee ‘The Myojiim Maru was at Shiogone. On March 1 it was at 29
degrees, ites north, 177 degrees, 19 minutes east. The surface of
the ship was reading 50 to LOOcounts per minute, the fish 56 to 84 ccunts
per minute, and the crew 40 ta 90 counts per mime.

(2) The Embassy infcrmed the Ministry of Welfare of my interest in see-
ing the ships and fish and told them a special plane would be available to
fly me to the two ports. The Foreign office was requested to arrange for
access to the vessels ard waa invited to send whoever they wished to desig-
nate with me on this trip. A flight was scheduled for early on the morning
of April 2. .

(3) Around noon on April 1 the Foreign Ministry called the Embassy
and advised that the Mycjiim Maru had left Shiogone that merning, thet its
destination was not known, amd that the fish had been disposed of in an
unknown manner. The Embassy informed the Foreign Ministry that, this be-
ing the case, we would Limit cur trip to Liisaki.

(u) At & PM on the aftermoon of April 1 the Frreign Ministry again
called to inform the Embassy that the Koei Maru had left the port of Misaki
one hour before to dump ita contaminated catch at sea. The Enbassy asked
the Foreign Ministry to call the vessel back inasmuch as it was only <sne
hour off port but the Japanese stated this could not be accomplished.

To sumserise the tuna situation, it is ay beltef that n@ significantly
contaminated tuna have arrived in Japan except for the catch from the Pukuryu
Wart. Rigercus inspections procedures will undoubtedly disclose certain
‘amounts of low level radicactivity on the surface of the tuna but the
significance of this is minimized by the practice of skinning tuna Fricr
to camming. In the meantime the tunes market has stabilized and tuna
representatives of American tuna interests have informed me that their
companies are no longer concerned over the problen.

ao 4S



Apprehensisn of Long Range Contamination of Japan and its
Fishing Grounds |

Japenese apprehensions over the posibility of long range
radiologieal. contamination were very Similar to these we en~
countered in tha United States as a result of NPG operations.

A difference in Japan is due to the fact that none, if any, of —
the counting equipment is calibrated, Gi tubes are used without shields,
and under conditions where the background count is apt to be highly variable,
This, ccupled with the fact that they do not know the background activities
of such things as soil and biological materials, makes it very difficult
to evaluate the reports. Many of the reports of "ash” falling in verious
parts of Japan are undoubtedly dust’ or soot falls that oecur normally in
any industrial crea from time to time. Reputable scientists have examined
samples of potassiumrich soil and have reported their date is gross
counts without any reference to normal soil background. For this reason
I find it very difficult to take serious the frequent public report >of
SO to 100 counts per minute for the unspecified size of samples reported
from time to time,

At ay conference with the Japan scientists ond government officials
on March 2h, I explained the procedures we use in the States for
measuring fallout. IT urged them to use similar procodures for the
sake of uniformity and offered to loan them the equipment we used. They
seemed eager to accept and I requested 4 sets of equipment which has
since arrived from the States. However, since the arrival of this
equipment, I have delayed giving it to the Japanese because in their
present state of mind little good could come of it. I do believe,

however, that when the present confusion subsides, it will be usefil
for the Japanese to maintain a fallout monitoring network and I think
we should cooperate with them to the fullest extent.

In a conference with Dr. Kobayoshi on March 26, I informed hin =f
my conversation with Dr. Bugher and his offer in behalf of the Atomic
Energy Commission to provide financial support for marine bislogical
Studies directed at the long range contamination of the Pacific. Or.
Kobayoshi, through his interpretor, expressed his apprectation for this

offer but did not pursue the matter further and has not approached me
since,

With regard to fallout on the Japanese isicnds themselves, it is to
be remembered that the position of those islands in relation to possible
sites of weapons testing is such that the Russian testing program is apt
to produce more fallout than events in the Marshalls or Nevada.

Eatiasting the Whele Body Dose

I doubt that it will be possible to make a satisfactory estimate 2°:

either the Beta or Gemma dose the fisherman received. We know that the

ash fell in such quantities thet the deck of the ship became white, and —

there was sufficient material to develop visible footprints. Unfortunatzcy,

this is the limit of our information 2n how auch ash‘fell and how long

it remained on the ship. The fishermen washed the decks in order to -enc-2

the ash and according to their reports their washing was effective. “hen

the vessel arrived in Yaizu much cf whet remained was removed.

ta . ~
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Measurements made by various investigators during the period

between March 20226 are in agreement, It is curious that the Beta-
Gamma revia is about 1. This would indicate that the bulk of the ash
had by this time penetrated to the porsus wood structure of ths deck,
thus absorbing the Betas. The Gamma radiation over most of the ship was
approximately LO a.r. per hour when the ship arrived in port. If we extra-
palate this. back to H # 3 hours, the tine the ash began to fall, the into.

grated Gamma dose is about 100 R. Of course, the ash was falling from 4
plus 3 hours to about H plus 9 hours. If we take the mid=point of this
period as the start of exposure we find the expogureis about 70 8. This,
however, estimates the whole body Camma radiation from residual debris
still on the ship when the first measurements were made,actualdose
could have been 5 10, or even 100 tines higher depending on how mich asn
was washed off the ship and at what time.

We have made a number of discreet inquiries in the hopes that
photographic film might have been available aboard the ship and might possi-
bly be used as a dosimeter. All efforts to date have been negative.

Deposition of Internal Emitters

There was an urgent requirement to evaluate the extent to witich
fission products had been absorbed into the tissues of the fishermen.
As mentioned earlier, Dr. Nakaidsumi had concluded from his nouse axperi-
ment that the prognosis for the fishermen was adversely affected by the
probability of excessive deposition of long-iived bone-seeking isotopes.
The Japanese scientists were desperately lookingfor an agent to mobilize
these isotopes and Dr. Lewis believes that they had administered EDTA to
the patients, despite the fact that urine analysis was beyond their
capability and they were therefore unable to determine either the need f:r
EDTA or the effect produced by it. ‘part from the fact that they were
unable to undertake urine analysis at that time, it is also evident that
they did not understand the dynamics of fission product metabolism ard vere
not used to thinking in terms of urinary excretion levels as an index
of absorption and deposition.

They were arccious to provide me with samples of urine for State-side
analysis. Two sampleg.werpe delivered on Merch 26 and five more on Marcn
3. As yet we have not received samples from the remaining 16 patients.
The samples received were properly forwerded to the Health and Safety
Laboratory and I hawe had the results of gross analysis of the first two

oe I communicated these resulta to Dr. Kobayashi in the attached
letter which is self-expiinatory.
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THE FOREIGN SERVICE

OF THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

6 April 1°5U

fr. Rokuzs Kobayashi
Nationa} Institute of Health
Melfare Ministry
TOKYO

Dear Dr. Kobayashi: .

On March 26 we received two samples of urine from patients at
the Tokyo Univeristy Hospital. I am happy to be able to report at this
time that the radioactivity of these samples is so low that the deposits
of fission products in the tissues of the two patients can be accepted
as well within the limits of safety, The results follow:

~ 720 disintegrations per minute per liter
nf ® nw n-~ 4

Data on the individual radio-isotcpes will be telegraphed to ne
in another few days. It will then be possible for me to be more quanti-
tative in estimating the dose from absorbed fission products. However,
it ds most certain thet the storage 2f Long-lived radiceisotopes is in~
Significant in these men.

AS you know, the rate of excretion of fiseicn products at any
given time after absorption beers a relatisnship to the quantities de-
posited in the varisus tissues, The principal radiochemical constituents
at this time ore due to Sr 99, LallLO end the Rare Earths, These are
isotopes which have relatively snort half-lives and are eliminated from
the body with comparctive rapidity either by redicactive decay or ex-
cretion. In the case of these patients, Sr90 is most certainly an in-
significant fraction of the total absorbed redicactivity. The permissible
urinary excretion, considering the isotspes involved, would be greater,
by a large fector, than the values r.ported above.

T note that the newspapers continue to carry occasional state-=
ments 3f the Japanese investigators ts the effect that the prognosis ‘fcr
the fishermen is adversely affected by tne fact that long-life done=
seeking isotopes are deposited in their tissues. It is regrettable that
the public continues to be misinfcrned in this respect. Certainly the
results reported above argue convincingly that only minimal, nedicclly
insignificant amounts of fissiin orcducts have Seen sbsctrbed into the
tissues of the two patisnts fcr ~hom resuits ime available,

~?



6 April 1954
Dr. R. Kobayaabi = 2

: I regret that I am unable to give you the resulta of analysis
of urine from the 21 other patients. Knowing that those data would be
highly important to your committee in its evaluations of the medical
status of these patients, we have offered to undertake radiochamical
urine analysis of all 23 patiants. The urine froa only two patients
has been delivered to us in time to permit shipment to the States and
analyais by this date. More recently, samples from five additional
patients from the Tokyo University Hospital wore delivered to us, but we
have not as yot received samples from the 16 patients now hospitalized
at the Daiichi Hospital.

Respectfully yours,

Merril Bisenbud
Director, Health and Safety Laboratory
Unirced States Atomic Qnergy Commission

ME/ans/hee

COs Dr. Nakeidsuai
Dr. Kakehi

~
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HEADQUARTERS
JOINT TASK FORCE SzVEN

-~ - APO 187 (HON), c/o Postmaster
. San Francises, California

—

19 April 1954

MEMORANDUM FOR RECORD

SUBJECT: Additional Ground and Air Radsafe Survey Data During Period FRAVO
to BRAVO plus 5 Days

Ll. Following are readings from radsafe surveys during the period B to
B plus 5 days:

a. Special ground surveys from PEI survey flight and DDE evacuation
parties: (All times Zebra, March 1954.)

Waist heiz on
° . AN/PURinor/hr

éniwetak Island (Rongerik Atoll) 012315 20c
Rongelap Island 020645 100
Ailinginae Island 030445 be 5
Utirik atoll O301LL5 160
éndaetok Island (Rongelap Atoll) 020645 3000

ob. NYOO ABLZ, BAKAR and CHARLIs flights originating from Kwajaleic,
flignte GRORGs and ITEM criginating from Ouhu, flight saSY¥ originating froa
Guam, and flignt KING (Gilbert Ielands), using special airborne (P2V) survey
equipment (all times Zebra, March 1954, and readings extrapolated to tne =: +

(1) NXQOKwajalein FuientAnz:
ory engit Drs Intensit;

sol, (Zebra) sold (Zabes)  Tarfee)
Lee 020010 -080 Ujae 020024 100
Wothe 020100 1.000 AilLinginae 020128 4D0 000
Rongelap O@lLO 1350.000 Rongerik 020200 1720.000

*Taongi 02325 1.400 *Bikar 020428 600 .000
Qeirik 020451 240.000 «Taka 020456 160 .0CO
AiLuk 020516 76 .Q0O Jeng 020528 18.200
Likiep O20 $40 § .000

# uninhabited

Bret 3
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(2) NY¥OO Kwajalein Flignt BAKZR:

orc inatensit DTG intsnsit
atoll — (Zebra) or/hr aol, (Zebra) Tonfaey

Nam oo. © 02192 020 nilinglapalap 021945 -080
Namorie © 7 030223 +200 ebon 030047 0)
Kili 630024 -200 Jaluit 030008 .200
mild 022309 600 arac 022228 600
Majure 022216 2.000 Aur 022145 +400
kaloelap O22124 3.600 erikub 022102 4.000
“ot je 022051 2.0

(3) Kwajalein Flignt CHARLI™:

Kusaie ¢30100 - 800 Pingelap 030005 0

Mokil 622330 00 Ponape OZ1L5 .800
Ujelang C2201L5 800

(4) NYOO Guam Flight 2,$%:

Guam 0§21L0 000 Namonuite 060010 xO
Truk 0610 2000 Kuop Q60LLO 000

Losap 060135 000 Namoluk 060200 .000
Lukunor 060215 «000 Sat awan 0602 30 .000
Pulap O60LCK .000 quag 060615 0

| (5) N¥OOOanaFligtecsones
Kauai 051740 .200 Nithau 051755 280
Xaulae 051805 100 Ninos 051857 Lc
Necker 052000 - 100 Fr. Frigate Shl. 052032 »20
Gardner Pinn. 0§2124 .200 Maro Reef 052225 200

Laysan 05220 8 Lisianski 052330 «08
Pearl-Hermes Rf. 060025 .080 kidway 060055 2220

(6) FLtentIPDis
Cana 041718 0% Lanai 041747 Cu
Hawaii OuL8L$ CW aut 042035 <
dolokat OuaiLs 02

(7) bert Island TING:

Beru 052305 .080 Nukunau 052315 “080
Arorae O523Lu 040 Tamana 060015 Oud
Onetos 060028 040 Tabiteuss 060047 80
Arenuka 060135 040 abemama - + bang
Tarawa 060229 -0U0 wdaiang 060239 0
Marakei 60249 -000 ‘lain 060310 8

Nonout i OClia C&O

R. A. HOUSE :
ut Col USAF
ch. Tech Br, J=3

rho 7D
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READQUARTERS
JOINT TASK FORCE SEVEN .

APO 187 (HOW), c/o Postmaster
San Francisco, California

MEMORANDUM FOR RECORD 1 May 1954

SUBJECT: Black and White Contact Prints Relative to Surveys, Evacustion
-. =: and Care of Rongelap and Utirik Natives (Prints distributed +:

- following only: C/S, USA (Exigt), DMA (AEC), DBM (zc), HICCHe
TERPACIS, CINCPAC, CINCPACFLI, ChaFSTP, COMNAVSTAKRAS

TANEN LQCATION CAPTION
1 4 Mar 54 Utirik Trust Territory Representative and

. Taterpreter arriving Utirik from Kwaja-
Lein to meet USS RENSHAN,

2 4 Mar 54 Utirik JENSHAW receiving Utirik natives.

3 4 Mar 54 Utirik Teirtk natives on deck of RENSHAN,

4 4 Mar 34 Utirik Stziler

5 4 Mar 54 Utirdi Itirik Natives in whale boat.

7 & Mar 54 Utiodts Feeding Utirik natives on RENBRLAW,

8 4 Mar % Utirik Utirdik natives eating on deck of
RENSEAW.

u 5 Mar 5% Kwajalein RENSHAW arriving Kwajalein,

12 5 Mar 54 Kwajalein Utirdk natives being transported to
compound.

22-1012 ll Mar 54° Rongelap Thalo boat coming onto Rongelap.

22°1013 LL Mar 5% Rongelap Navy work party preparing gear to pull
native boat onts beach,

22-1014 Lt Mar 54 Rongelap Native huts on Rongelep ‘Taland.

22-1015 ll Mar 54 Rongelap Navy men pulling native boat onto beac,

2291G46—iédL:z‘CL:C‘CWMns’ %& Rengelep Simiior, different angle,

22-1018 11 Mar 5% Rongelep Whaleboat coming alongside USS NICHCLAS.

22-1019 ll Mar 54 Rongelap Crew of NICHOLAS preparing to hoist
whaleboat aboard.

2221020 10 Mer 54 Sifo Island Navy men taking native but apart.

22-1021 10 Mar 54 Sifo Island Mr, Strope taking sand sample from Sif:
Island for radiation tests.

22-1022 10 Mar 54 Sifo Island Men preparing native equipment for s=-~
tection,

+ - 43
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SUBJECTs Black and White Contact Prints Relativa.to Surveys, Byvacustion

2201023 |

22-1024 |

22-1025

221026

22-1027

22-1028

22°1029

22°1030

22-1031

22°1032

22°1033

22-1034

22-1035

22-1036

22°1037

22-1047

22-1049

22-1050

22-1051

22°1052

fice g&

TAKEN
10 Har 54

10 Mar 54

10 Mar 54

10 Har 54

10 Mar 54

10 Mar 54

10 Mar 54

10 Mar 54

10 Mar 54

10 Mar 54

10 Mar 44

3 Mar 54

3 Mar 54

3 Mar 54

3 Mar 34%

3 Mar 54

3 Mar 34

5 War 34

3 Mar 34

5 Mar 54

Location
Sifo Is.

Sifo Ts,

Sifo Is,

Sifo Te.“

Rongelap

Rongelap

Rongelap

Rongerik

Rongorik

Rongerik

o

Rongelsp

Utirde

Utirik

Utirik

Utirik

Kwajalein

Kwajalein

Kwajalein

Kwajeloin

Kwajclain

and Care of Rengelap and Utirik Natives

Ur, Wilds, Dept of Intertor representa-
tive placing native goods under cover
for protaction,

Mavy men cleaning native property befars
placing in tents,

W. @, Baum climbing cocomt tree to
secure sample for radiation tests.

Soule checking radiation of drying corr:
in tent aroa,

Taterior Rongelap School: Front-left.

Same as above: Front-right,

Extorior of Rongelap School,

Reefer storage.

Dumping spoiled food.

Whaleboat survey party going ashore
Enivotak,

Survey of native mt,

Aerial: Utirik Atoll from PEM,

Boy and old man on Utirds,

Tillage shet from lagoon.

aerial of island,

Sen Clarkson with native women and

children,

Jen Estes, Capt Sooy, Adm Clarke, sen
Clarkson talk to John, Magistrate of
Rongolap, and Kabdo from Utirdik.

Sen Clarkson, Adm Clarke, Kabdo, John.

OSHC Band playing for natives at Nove.

dispensary.

Nativos waiting for medics; Kabdo taxs
to Rud ’

4-704
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SUBJECT: Black and Thite Contact Prints Relative to Surveys, Evacuation
- and Care of Rongelap and Utirik Natives

een /as

22-1054

22-1055

2201056

22-1057

22-1058

- 22-1059

2221060

221061

22-1062

22-1063

221064

22°1066

22°1067

22-1068

22-1069

22-1070

LUEL

“§ Mar 54

5 Mar 54

5 Mar 54

§ Mar 54

5 Har 54

5 Mar 54

5 Har 54

5 Mar 54

5 Mar 54

3 Mor 54

5 Mar 54

3 Mar 54

3 Mar 34

3 Mar 54

5 Mar 54

5 Mar 34

LOCATION
Krajolein

Kwajalein

Kwojaloin

Krajalein

Kwajalein

Knajalein

Krajelein

Krajaloin

Ewajalcin

Knajaloin

Kwajaloin

Kwajaicin

Krajalein

Kwajolein

Xvajolein

Krajaloin

Kwajalein

’

CAPTION
T. Capolle and C, Rothrock, HMC, USN
behind desk start medical record on
Jinni and daughter, Alma

R, My King, HM3 and M, L. Duncan, HL3 ~
take blood samples from baby's toe,
mother next right,

M, L. Duncan, R, Wf, King take blood
sample from Utirik bey, mother noxt.

4, L. Duncan takes sample of bleed fren
Utirik man.

Similar, different native san,

Ww. E. Rica, aus, moking blood count at

ricroscepa,.

Le W. Kraushaor, HM2, preparing blood
somple for a cell count.

Simtlar, different angle.

Jtirik mother bottle feeding baby at
dispensary.

Morshallose waiting turn for finger-
prick at dispensary.

HM2 Kraushear, gotting blood sample fren
elderly Utirik nan,

Procedure moeting of Native Aid Operation;
loft to right: Adm Clarke, Lt Bowman, :.
DeBrum, M, Wilds, Cdr E.F, Grable, Lt
Guna, Leder R.D. Halpin, Cdr WJ. Hall,
Cdr Blasdel, Capt Di. Sooy.

Nativo women preparo fruits.

L.V. Defong issuing soap for nativcs'
decontamination baths in lagoon.

Male natives taking decontamination bats
in lageen.

LS: Native compound at Ervajalein.

Marshallese Church Service.

Bw-7s.



SUBJECT: Black and White Contact Prints Relative to Surveys, Evecuction
and Care of Rongelap and Utirik Nativas

TAKEN LOCATION CAPTION
22-1071 § Mar 54 Keajalein Natives loaving Church Servico,

22-1072 - § Mer 54 Kvajalein CWOHC H,J, Spangler with native boy c
. dispensary, -

2201073 5 Mar 54 Keajaloin Drs, Cdr WJ, Hall, Capt DclMent, Lt J.5.
Thompson,

221074 5 Mar 54 Keajalein Native vomen prepara for decontamination
bata,

22-1075 § Mar 54 Kcajoloin Similar: LS: Island background (DoJong
issuing soap).

221076 5 Mar 54 Kwajaloin Similar: LS: Lagoon background (CoJeng
issuing soap).

22-1077 5 Mar 54 Krajalein Docontemination bath: Mother with baby
in Lagoon.

22-1078 § «Mar S% Erejelein Keabdo and wife (Utirik) in compound.

22-1079 5 Mer 54 Krajalein Utirdk man vith children in compound.

2201080 «5 Mar 54 Keajaloin Native mother with baby drinking cccom:+.

221081 5 Mar 54 Krajalcin Native fother cith baby drinking ccocem:c.

22-1082 § Har 54 Keajeloin V,C, Eberle playing vith native «ids.

22-1083 5 Mar 54 Esajaloin 7.", Naylor, DC2, W.Z, VanNattan, A03,
CWC LG. Barr, J.C, Wostbrook, Akl:
Monitor toan,

22-1084 5 Mer 54 Kwajaloin Ors. Lt Thom:son, Capt DeMent, Gorden
Durning.

22-1085 5 Mer 54 Kwajclein ‘icstbreck sonitoring native conan with
baby,

22-1086 5 Mor 54 Kzejcoloin Westbrook acenitoring young native gir.

22-1087 5 Har 54 Knejcolein Dovong and Jestbrook monitor netive =2n
and boys,

22-1088 5 Hor 54 Keajelein L.'. Covong aeonitoring young bez,

2221089 § Mar 54 Krajelein ‘aylor and Vanlattan monitor native ~2n

22-1090 § Mor 54 Koajalcin Sailors monitor native man with tety.

[VOL &
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SUBJECT: Black and White Contact Prints Relative to Surveys, Evacuation
and Care of Rongelap and Utirik Natives

.

220109L 55 «Mar 54

2291092. «5 Mar 54

22-1093 5 Mar 54

22-1094 ll Mar 5%

22-1095 ll Mar 54

221097 ll Mar 54

22-1096 ll Mer 54

22-1099 12 Wer %%

22-1100 ll Har 54

22-1101 ll Mar 54

22-1102 ll Mar 44

22-1103 ll Mar 54

22-1104 ll Har 54

22-1105 li Mar 54

22-1106 ll Mar 54

22-1107 ll Bar 54

221108 ll Mar 44

22°1109 ll Mar 54

22-1110 ll War 54

[NEL &

LQCATION
Kwajalein

Kvajalein

Kvejalein

Kvajelein

Rrajalein

Konjeloin

Kvajelein

Kyajolein

Kvaojalein

Kaajalein

Kwajalein

Kvojalein

Kwajalein

Keajaleio

Kwajalein

Kwajalein

Kwajalein

Keajaloin

Krajalein

CAPTION
Sailors monitor natives at compound,

Naylor and VanNattan read netive boy's
foot. ~

DeJone reading lady's hair (geiger)

King John (Rongelap) talking to Ors.
Dunning, DeMent, Hall and Mr, 0, DeBrun.

Urs, Dunning, Dellent, unknown, Hall,
wnknown,

Sohlors play cepscoteh with native xids.

“aking chow to native mess (from truck).

Natives in chow line, Sailors serving.

ISHC Band playing for Marshallese,

Simtlar to 22-1100,

Native barber giving haircuts,

Ensign Peters ond Mr, Evans (ARC) vith
handout itens.

Peters and Evans handing cut ARC ites
to natives,

Similar to 22-1104.

Lt Nercelig (mrse) with Dr, Delfent,
Capt, USN,

Peters and Evans giving candy to sativa
ieids,

iacshallese playing volley-ball.

Peters and Evans unvrapping candy, :t:.
for natives,

J.C, Westbrook vith monitor and Cr.
Delent check natives! hair after decor=szi-

nation wash, Ensigns Johnson and Fet2rs
look on,
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SUBJECT: Black and White Contact Prints Relative to Surveys, Evacuation

and Care of Rongelap and Utirik Natives

 

22-1112 LL Mar 54

22-111 lo Mar 54

22°1115 ll Mar 54

22-1116 3 Mar 54

22e1117 3 Mar 54

22-1118 3 Har 54

22-1119 3 Mer 54

221120 3 Mar 54

22-1121 3 Mer 54

221122 3 Mer %

22-1123 3 Mer S.

2291204 #20 Har %

22-1205 2 Har 54

22-1206 2 Mar 54

2201207 20 Mar 54

JiGl, he

Krajolein

Krajolein

Kvajalein

Utirtic

UtirdLc

Utirik

Utdrdic

Utirdk

Utirdc

Utirik

Utirdk

Krajeloin

Kvrajalein

Evajalein

Keajalein

CAPTION
Navy wives donate clothes to Marshallese:
left to rights: Mrs, C,£, McLanahan, ‘rs,
R,S. Garke, Mrs, .H, Shannon, and Urg,
Agus a.

Jack Tobin (District Anthropologist)
with Rongelap Magistrate John and
Utirte's Kombo],

Naese (Lt) Marcella Smith, Dr. (Lt) J.S,
Thompson, and Jabwe (native doctor) and
Ellen,

T,E, VanNettan and WW. Naylor conitoricg
native clothing in laundry,

Utirdke Atoll before evacuation, Natives
in foreground, lstLt W.J, Larson, USuF,
(Instrumentation Officer) and Ens 2.P,
Keiser, USNR, arriving in rubber boat,
Seaplane in background.

Native colony on Utiritk Atoll,

Similar, beach scene.

Similar, native house.

Outrigger and native paddling toward
native colony at Utirik,

Native colony from lagoon - Utirik,

lstlt W.J. Larson getting soil samples,
trative calony in background,

Similiar,

Dr. Conard examining Jemlok, 2 years,
bald from BRAVO shot contamination,

Dr. Conard examining neck rash on /inake.

weft to right: Dr, Conard, natives,
Mahaffey, Evans and Pratt set for stilo
ahoto,

iroup shot of native children.
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SUBJECT: Black and White Contact Prints Relative to Surveys, Evacuation
and Care of Rengelap and Utirik Natives

2291209 4-20 Mar 54

22-1210 20 Mar 54

22-1211 20 Mar 54

220221220 Mar 5%

220121320 Har 54

22-12, 20 Mar 54

22-1215 20 Mar 5%

22-1216 20 Mar 54

22-1219. 20 Mer 5%

22-1220 -20 Mar 4%

2201221 20 Mar 54

22-1222 «20 Mar 54

220122320 Mar 54

2291224 20 Mar 54

2201225 10 Mar 5%

Mk G-

RQCATON CARTON
Kwajalein Portrait of Chief Hagistrate of Rongelos,

John.

Keajalein Weather staticn personnel being exazined
ty Dr, Conard,

Kwajalein Or. ¥V, Bond examining hair of Smith,

Kvojaloih Group shet of weather station personnel
subjoctod to fallout from BRAVO:: le
tO rights Seated, A/1C R, Harmer, S/Sgt
ue Winchester, A/1C Rs Pottingill, 4/1
3, andrews, A/2C D. Black, A/1¢C ¥. Snith,
A/1C L. Bushkins standing: 4/2C, 2, Baker
A/IC 3. Aabby, 8/Sgt C. Townsend, '!/Set
R, Pletsch, A/1C Asbill, A/1C, R. Roper,
A/1C Curbow, MIG J, Kapral, $/Sgt A,
Campbell.

Krajaloin Native children eating lunck,

Kvajolein Adulte and children eating lunch.

Evajalei#? Similar to 1213.

Kwajalein Similer te 1213,

Koajalein Similar to 1213.

Erajaloin Or. Conard examining notives.

Keajelein Sintilar.

Kgajalein Left to rights Dr. Conard, Marta, Jonita
and Bilict (interpreter) - examination.

Koojalein Left to right: Mahaffey, Evans, Cr.
Conard, Pratt with natives at exaninatica

Keajalein Dr. Conard and George Pratt discuss cnct
of native oxamination, camera in bacx-
ground.

Kyajolein Or. Conard examining back of neck of
native,

Rongerik ,
(Endmetak Is) Radsafe nan checking tent (ionispherc

recording station) for radiation leve..

+ 7a
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SUBJECT

+ TAG
2201235 10 Mar 54

22-1237 8 Mar 54

2201238 8 Mar 54

221239 8 Mar 524

2201240 8 Mar 54

22-124) 8 Mor 54

22-1242 8 Mar 54

22°1243 8 Mor §4

22°1244 8 Mar 54

22-1245 8 Mar 54

22-1246 8 Mar 54

2201258 8 Mar 54

22-1260 8 Mar 54

22-1261] 8 Mar 54

22-1262 8 Mar %%

22°1263 8 Mar 5%.

221264 & Mar 44

22-1265 8 Mer %%

22-1266 8 Mar 5%

22-1267 8 Mor 54

22-1268 8 Mar 54

22-1269 8 Mar 54

SCL #4

Black and White Contact Prints Relative to Surveys, Evacuaticn
and Care of Rongelap and Utirdk Natives

LOCATION CAPTION
Enivetak Is Navy man holding sick rat (radiation)

Rongelap

Rongelap

Rongelap

Rongelap ©

Rongelap

Rengelap

Rongelap

Rongelap

Rongelap

Rongelap

Rongelap

Rongelap

Rongelap

Rongelap

Rongelap

Rongolap

Rongelap

RongerLc

Rongerik

Rongerik

Rongertk

at Eniwetak main camp.

Native vorkshed along beach,

zaterior of native home.

Sinilar,

Radsafe mon checking cutriggor cance fcr
falioaut radiation,

Similar,

Beach scane of Rongelap.

Left to right: Mr, M.E, Wilds (Departzent
of Intertor Representative) and Lt Fink,
Executive Officer of USS NICHOLAS talking
tea destroyer by radio,

Radsafe man checking native conatary
for radiation,

Similar to 22-1244,

Typical native house in main part cof
villaga.

Pigs left at village after ovacuaticn.

Chickens left behind by catives.

ME. Wilds sitting in vhalebcoat,

Dr. Scoville sitting in whaleboat.

whaleboat anchored in lagoon,

Tyo whaleboats together in lagoon fcr
conference on procodure.

Whaloboat undorway in lagoon,

Navy personnel examining acss hall at
tain camp on Enivotck Island.

Similar, diffcrent view in ness “a.

“Natertor of reefer,

similar,

85
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SUBJECT! Black and White Contact Prints Relative to Surveys, Evacuaticn
- and Care of Rongolap and Utirik Natives

FOTO
2221270

22-1272

221272

22-1273

22-1274

22-1275

22-1276

22-1277

22-1278

22°1278

22-1280

22-1281

22°1282

22-1283

22-1284

22°1285

22°1287

22-1288

22°1290

2201291

22°1292

221293

22-1294

2291295

8 Har §4

8 Uar 84

| 8 Mar 54

8 Mar 54

8 far $4

8 Mar $4

8 Mar 54

8 Mar 54

& Mar 54

8 Mar 54

8 Har 54

8 Mar 54

8 Mar 54

8 Har 54

8 Mar 54

8 Mar $4

8 Mar 54

9 Mar~-Ser°

9 War5é

9Her 5%

9 Mar 54

9 Mar 54

9 Mar 54

9 Mar 54

Jer, ¢-

ROCAL
Rongerik

Rongcrik

Rongerik

Rongerik

Rengerik

Rongortik

Rongerik

Rongertk

Utirdk

Utirik

Utirik

Utirdc

Utirdik

Utirdk

Utirdk

Utirds

Utirds

. Rongortk

Rongclep

Rongclap

Ronsslep

RNongclap

Rongelap

Rongelsp

CAPTION
Interior of dispensary on Eninctak,

Similar,

Interior of supply room on Enivetak,

Similar,

Interfor of living quarters on Enivotck,

Sindlar, different angle.

Similar,

Sinilar,

3cach scone in front of villago.

Tiow along mein path in Utirik villago,

Villago sotne, Utirik,

Main ‘Bath locking azay from village,

Yativo home outside main part of village,

—_

sutriggcr cances alongbeach near villaz:.

Mon loading rediation samples in shalcbeat
on Utirik boach.

Whaloboat being raised aboard USS NICHOLAS

Radsafe man ghecking DOr. Seoville,

Mon ip moin cemp on Enivetak.

Radsefe mon landing on Rengelap bcach
from vhaleboat,

Redaafe con talking in village on Rongsicp

Sinilar,

Burac.. Chusoh at Rengelep village.

Sinilor, differcnt anglo,

Native vash house in Rengclzep vitlzazc.

-3



SUBJECT! Black and White Contact Prints Relative ts Survays, Svacuaticn

2201297 -- 9 Mar 54

22-1298 20 Mar 54

2291299 20 Hor $4

22-1300 20 Mar 54

22-1X1 20 Har 54

2221302 20 Mar 54

22-1303 QQ ilar $4

22-1304 2 Mar 54

2201305 20 Mar 54

22-1306 20 Mar 54

22<1307 20 Mor 54

22-18 20 Mar 54

22-1309 20 Mar 54

22-1310 20 Mar 54

22-1L 49-2 Mer %

221912. ter

22-1313 20 Har 5%

22eLTs 20 Mar 54

22-1315 20 Har 54

22-1316 20 Har 54

SA/Qi, the

Rongelap
Rongelap

Kwojeloin

Keajaloin

Kyajaloin

Kvajaloin

Kvajaloin

Keajaloin

Kvajealoin

Kyojaloin

Kuajgloin

Kvajolein

Krajaloin

Keajaloin

Kwajalcin

Kvajaloin

Ssajalein

Krajalcin

Krajolein

Keojaloin

Evajaleio

and Care of Rongelap and Utirtk Natives

a elie villoge sccne,

abandoned goose on Rongelap beach.

Dr. Cronkite oxanining King Tan of Jtirik

Siailar.

Similar.

Similar.

Native people of Utirik vatching cxaminc-
tion.

Tro typical native women and two girls,

Natives gatehing oxamination,

Dr. Conard behind nativos watching exmni-
nation,

Dr. Cronkeito oxemining nativo girl's
south,

Ur. Cronicite cxamining native boy's hair.

Portrait of King Ian of Utirik,

Croup shot of Ccorge Pratt, King Ian,
Dr. Cronicite and King Ian's wife.

TUe8 photographer photographing natives
for identification purposos,

3intiar.

Sinilar,

Interior of hospital, murse Kathiccn
Emil troating ear sore of Tima, Or.
Stalman in background.

Similer, Dr. Silman treating Titec.

Sintiar,

Nativo children treated for anal cracks.

aT as >
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SUBJECT: Black and White Contact Printa Relative to Surveys, Evacuation

22-17

2201315

22-1019

22-1320

22e1321

2201322

22-1323

22-1324

22-1325

22-1326

22-1327

22-1328

2221329

2201330

22°13

22°1332

2291333

2291334

22-1335

22-13%

2221337

2221338

TARY
20 Mar 54

F 20 Mar 54

20 Mar 5%

20 Har $4

20 Ker 54

20 Mar 54

20 Mor 54

20 Har 54

20 Mor 54

20 Har 54

20 Mar 54

2 Nor 54

2 Mar 54

20 Har 54

20 Har 54

20 Mor 54

2 Har 54

20 Har 54

20 Mar 54

2 Mar 54

20 Mar 54

20 Mer 54

[wal

LOCal
kzaj alein

Keajaloin

Krojoloin

Kvajalgin

Keajaloin

Keajolcin

Kreajalein

KrraJalain

Kvejoloin

Krajoloin

Krajaloin

Kyajoloin

Kvajeloin

Erejaloin

Krajoloin

Krajaloin

Krajoloin

Reajaloin

Krajelcin

Keajoloin

Krajaloin

Kwajalein

and care of Rongelap and Utirik Natives

CAPTae
Nativo modic troating mouth of native.
child,

 

Dr, Stmlman treating cyo of Noimira,

Nativo nodic treating anus of noativo
ehiid, ‘

Dr. Stulman treating nock sore on Ticcks,
Nurse Emil assisting.

Siniler,

Similar,

Similar.

Teleing blood samplo fron Airman Lagna,

Similar,

Taking blood samplea from weathor staticn
airman.

Dr. VY. Bond taking blood semplo fron
Bertalino,

Sinilor to 22-1328,

Similar, difforent aimuzan.

Bloed tosting and counting roor.

Similar, diffcrent vice,

Similar, difforoent vicv,

Dr. V. Bond taking blood samples ‘rer
native.

Similar, difforent angle.

Similar, but samplos from concn.

Similar.

Similar,

+ &
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SUBJECT: Black and White Contact Prints Rolativo to Survoys, Evacuation

PHOTONO. TAXEN
2201339 - 20 Mor 54

22°1340 20 Mar 54

22-1341 20 Mor 54

2291342 2D Mar 54

22°1343 20 Mor 54

22-1344 20 Uar 54

221345 2 Har 54

22°1346 20 Har 54

221347 20 Her %

221348 20 Mar 54

22°1349 2 Mar 54

2221350 20 Mor 54

22-133 10 Har 5%

22-1%4 10 Har 54

22-1365 10 Mer 54

22-136 10 Mar %

2201367 1O Mar 54

22-1368 ss«d10 Har 54%

22-139 «10 Mar 5%

22°1370 10 Mar 54

22-1371 . 20 or %%

SCL, te

Krajcloin

Kvajaloin

Krajoaloin

Kvajoloin«

Krajeloin

Krejaloin

Kyajaloin

Keajalein

Kvajalein

Kzajalcin

Krajoalcin

Kvajaloin

. afd Caro of Rongclap and Utirik Natives

CAPTION
Dr, Croniito and Dr. Bond talicing to
native child,

Native watching cxamination,

Similar, but with Dr, Bond in group.

Dr. Cronkite and Dr. Bond cxantning
native child,

Dr, Cronkite ommining nativo child,

Dr, Cronicitc oxmmining native baby on
lap of fathers

Closeup of native father and baby. (Cr.
Cronicite oxmmining baby.

Closcup of native father and baby.

Clesoup of King Ian of Utirik.

Similar,

King Ian, wifo ond son.

King Ian, wifo and tro sons,

Rengerik Atoll Hon unloading spoiled food from reefer
(Enivotak Is)

Enivotak Is Ucn loading spoiled food onto truck.

Enivotak Is Sintlor to 2291363.

Enivctak Is Mon loading spoiled food onto truck.

Eninotak Is Backing truck onto rcof to dispose cr
spoiled food.

Enirctak Is Ucn dumping spoiled food on recf,

Ailinginao Atoll Netive cooking arca on Sifc faicnc

Sifo Island {ntortor of native tont,

Krajalcin Natives vaiting for bleed sample toxins
at dispensary, -

az urd.

| |



_ SUBJECT! Black end White Contact Prints Relative to Surveys, Evacuation

Soeiry
NN 2221377

2201378

2201379

22-1380

2201381

2201382

22-1383

2201384

SCL

7 20 Mar 54 Kvajoloin

2 Hor $4 Kvajaloin

20 Mar 54 Krajalcin

20 ar 54 Kvajaloin

20 Mar % Kyejolein

20 Mar 54 Krajalein

20 Mar 44 Krajalcin

20 Har 54 Krajaloin

20 Har 54 Kerajaloin

(s/t) .

Z. n

-and Care of Rongolap and Utirik Nativos

TAN LOCATION
,

Similar, but with native woman and chiid.

Native being fed.

Siniiar.

Rod Cross Field man, Ur. Evans, distri

buting gum te natives,

Native nan shaving himself with safctz
razer blade,

CWOHC J.J. Spanglor vith native boy ct
dispensary.

Navy radsafo man checking nativos.

Closeup of radsafe man and radisticn
sounter reading foot of native,

Yativo children playing hop scotch,

—~

R, &. HOUSE
LtCol, USAF
ChTochOpns Br, Jo3 & Radsafo Officer



HEADQUARTERS
JOINT TASK FORCE SEVEN

APO 187 (HOW), c/o Postmsster
San Francisco, Californiz

Ja3/102..8 1 May 1954

SUBJECT: Survey of Rongelap and Utirilk Atolls

TOs Commander in Chief, Pacific
Navy No. 128, ¢/o Fleet Pest Office
San Francisco, California

1. Forwarded herewith is the report of the survey party which
visited Rongelap and Utirik Atolls during the period 2-23 April,
in order to determine what action mist be taken prior to return of
the native populations to these places.

2. I cameur in the reccamendations eubaitted, I reccomend that
you designate as scom as poesible your representative who will coor
dinate the activities of interested agencies in this project. I as=
sure you that the personnel and facilities af Joint Task Perce SEVEN
will te made available to your Project Officer as long as elements of
the Task Porce remain in the Forward Ares.

3. When I am advised of your approval of the reccmendations
contained in this report, edditional copies will be reproduced here
and forwarded to interested agencies for their use.

/a/ ? Clarkson
1 Inel P. W. CLARKSON

Report of Survey of Major Generel, USA
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HEADQUARTERS
JOINT TASK FORCE SEVEN

APO 187 (HOW), c/o Postasater
San Franeisce, California

JO apral 1954 ~_

SUBJECT: Survey of Rongelap and Utirik Atolls

THRU: Commander, Joint Task Porce SEVEN
APO 187 (HOW), c/o Postmaster
San Francisco, Californis

TO: Commander in Chief, Pacific
Navy No. 128, c/o Fleet Pest Office
San Francisco, California

l. Roferences:

a. Letter, CJIF SEVEN to CINCP.C dated 9 April 1954, subjects
"Return of Inhebitants of Rongelap and Utirik to their Home Atolls",

b, Message, CINCPAC to CJIP SEVEN, 1.00422 April 1954.

G. Message, CINCPAC to CMO, 1605012 April 1954.

2. In accordance with the provisions of references arand b, &
survey party visited Rongelap and Utirik Atolls during the period 21-23
April 1954. The mission of the survey party was to determine what action
must be taken price to the return of the native population to these atolls,
frea which they were cvacuated early in March 1954 as & comeequence of
the initial detenation of the CASTLE test series. The campositicn of the
survey party ig indicated in Inclosure 1. A narrative account of the ac=
tivities of the survey party, including observations concerning the two
atolls, is presented in Inclosure 2,

3. Im general, the conclusions of the survey party confirmed the
planning factors crtlined in reference a. The natives of Utirik atoll
may be returned to their homes shortly after the last shot of the CASTLE
series. On the other hand, the natives of Rongelep itall can net be re=
turned to theiy homes for approxcimetely me year. 1 May 1955 is recam>
mended as the plarming date for the return to Rongelap. The natives of
Rongelap should be examined pertodically to monitor their recovery fram



3U Aprdl 195,

SUBJECT: Surwey of Rongelap and Utirik Atalls:

the effects of the radiation received, and Rongelap Atoll should te
visited quarterly by RadSafe perscmmel to monitor the decay of the
contamination there.

4. The survey party suimits the following specific recomendations:

s. JIE

(1) Several days after ths last CaSTLE shot, Utirik Atall
should be inspected again by RadSafe personnel of JTF SEVEN or AEC to
determine whether or not additimal contamination has cccurred. If no
increase in axternal radiction and food and water contamination levels
is noted, the return of the natives may be undertaken without delay.
The contaminatian levels now present at the two atalls are indicated in
Inclesure 2, Research analysis of the foods and water collected is being
made by NRL and NY00.

(2) CINCPaCFLT should designate a preject officer to coor=
dinate the activities of interested agencies in the return of the Utirik
natives,

—

(3) CINCP.CPLT should designate and make aveilable a ship
which will trarspert the Utirik natives and their belongings franz Kuajeo
lein back to Utirik. In addition to the few personal effects the natives
have with thom, the following items should be ucved to Utirik. These
items should te assembled by the CINCPACILT project officer in coerdi-
nation with the local Kwajalein representative of TERP«ClS, and the funds
fer necessary purchases should be provided by JTF SEVE:

(a) Used lumber, already ande available by CanNavSta
Kwajalein.

(ov) Flour, salt and other staple items of food suppliss
adequate far ce sonth.

(oe) Limited amounts of nails, windew glass, metal roofing
and medical supplics as determined by CINCP.CFLT
project officer in coordination with Kwajalein rep=
resentative of TERPACIS.

(4) 10,000 gallons of fresh water to flush and refill
- Utirik cisterns.

(e) Appraximately 400 chickens, 120 pigs and smell num
bers of other animals as determined by CINCP.CFLT
project officer, in coordination with TERPACIS rep=

H 3%



SUBJECT: Survey of Rongelap ind Utirike Atolls

resentative. Sane of these animals are already
. being obtained by the TERP..CIS representatives at

7 7 Kwajalein.

(4) The survey party was advised that on a number of com
casions LSTs have entered the Utirik lagoon. The use of this type skip
da recemmended, if the CINCPACFL?project officer concurs after investi
gation of the lagoon chameli,

(5) Ne construction or repair work by U.S. personnel is rem ~
quired, since little deterioration of the buildings om Utirik has occurred
since the evacuation.

(6) No decontamination work is required, except for the
flushing and cleaning of cistorns recommended above.

b. RAGEAP

(2, The natives of Rongelap atoll should be relocated on an
island of ts Kwajalein Atoll for the period of appreximately me year.
BIKES Islend neo deen selected by TERPACIS representrtives at Kwjalein
for this wurpese. This ialend is under central of TERPACIS. CCMMAVSE.KS
cenears 4, this seiection. The relocation near NaVSTA Kwajalein is in so=
cord with thu -vcommendations of the Project Officer of Project 4.1, whe
will shostly :~«.clude the active medical surveil™esce of the Rongelap na=
tives atv Fwijaein.

(2) As in the case of the Utizik natives, CINCPACFLE should
desiget: 1 project officer to coordinate the activities of interested
agencies during the temporary relocation of Rongelap natives and during
their witimate return to their hanes.

(3) The tempora.y nature of this relocation shaild be given
wide publicity throughout ts Trust Territeries and U.S. news media, after
the novement has been comp.oted.

(bh) The AYO contractor at the Pacific Proving Grounds (Hclzes
and Narver, Ine.) should prefahricate as necessary snd supervise the con-
struction of amall wood dwellings, a combination school and cturch, a dis=
pensery, ond other buildings and cisterns for the &2 Rongelap natives to
be relocated temporarily in the Kwajalein atoll. Materials for this com=
struction will be provided fran Eniwetok and delivered to the site of the
new village by JTY SEVEN. Details of the construction required sre pre
sented in Inclosure 4.

hs



SUBJECT: Survey of Rongelap and Utirte Atolls

Cannon lebor for this construction should be provided
by the natives of Rongelap themselves, ss mich 28 possible. Holmes and
Narver personnel will perform the more difficult tasks. Native aber
should be paid wages by JTF SEVEN at &@ wage soale determined by the rep

_ resentatives of TERFACIS.

(6) Water and staple food supplies for one amth should
be provided initially, as in the case of the Utirik natives covered abcve.
Likewise, chickens and animale should be provided in numbers determined
by representatives of TERP.CIS‘and the CINCR..CFLT project officer. In
addition, the Rongelap natives mst be provided minimm food supplies
and other easentials on a contiming basis, since they will have no in-=
come fram sale of copra and since BUC Island provides meager quantities
of natural foods.

(7) Just prior to the time the Rongelap notives are moved
fro Iweja.es- ([:Jane to Rik. Island, @ ship should be sent to Rongelap
Tsland <2 pic’. us Sie clocbhing, beoks end other belongings (including two
3Sfoot slricu' of cae natin a. Decontamination af these items should be
perforand «.* Uayacia uncor cup*rvisiam of local ce JTP SEVEN ReadSafe
reomel .

3) ecchodic aedis.l surveys of the natives and RadSafe
PLEATS Ot tt atelss shoul¢ be canluctei by cunlified personnel opsra—
Sing ort of tavtia Zwajeleiz. Dr. Bughe:. DRA, i3', stated that his oaf—
“sca writi cacfodiscally send groups of quitfie: scrsamel te Kwajalein
tre this Jlse.

‘S$) ARC RadSafe personnel res! wz. in the Pacific Proving
“Once in ceagumction with representatives <f CEM, AEC, should make
Rr'odi. utzections of the “cards of Rongelap Atoll to ascertain the
“ate of dauty of the conmtazin:ticn, Reports of these inspections should
Bermied to interested surcies; ABC, CINCP.CFLT, JTP SEVEN, COMN.VST.

ULE.

(10) 4 raprosecative af CINCPACPL?, probably COMAVSTAKWaJ,
sheul.d seniter tne gemora. ws’ fire of the Rongelap natives during their
tenporary stay ab Kwijalei;: ° 21.

(22) Ie the eres of 1955, another survey party should visit
the isiands of Rengoiap AtcJ~ aci the natives in their temporary homes at
Kwajalein Atoll to determine shun these natives may be returned to their
homes and what additional action ast be taken pricr to their movement form
Kwajeleisf Atell. The same agencies should be represented om this later sum

vey party as on this group. Punds required for this movement and the con—
struction and supplies necessary at Rongelap [sland will be provided by

JTF SEVEN.



SUBJECT: Survey of Rongelap and Utirik atolls.

5. All members of the survey party agree om the reccmmend:tions
presented. CDR B. P. CRONKITE, Project Officer of Project 4.1 was not
a member of the survey party, but he was consulted several tines. His
views -were considered by the survey party. All data fram the testing__
of soil, water and food items will not be available and evaluated for
gcme weeks,

6. Pinally, the survey party emphasizes the importance of pub=
licizing the temporary nature of the relocation. It is poseible that
the natives will be content to remain at Kwajalein Atoll after they live
there a year, under subsidy of the U.S. Government. Mr. Neas, Oistrict
Administrator of TERP.CIS et Majure, stated at a conference at Kwajalein
om 27 April 195% that it is the policy of TERPACIS to discourage concen—
tration of Marshallese natives at a few commercially favorable locitions
and to discoursge too rapid acquisition of wealth by emall groups of
natives. This paliey confirms the recomend:ticn made above that the
subsidy provided the natives while at Kwajalein be held to the essen-
tial minimus.

 

4
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4 Inelss DAVID O. BYARS, JR.
Ll. Camposition of . Calonel, U. S. Aray

Survey Party. Senicr Member
2. Narrative Account of

Activities of Survey
Party.

3. Radialogical Surveys
of Rongelap and Utirik
Atolls.

4. Construction Required
to Establish Teaporary

Village for Rongelap
Natives,

 



COMPOSITION OF PAR’
WHICH VISITEDRnee 1 2h-Z} APBIL 1954

’

Name

Colonel David ©. Byers, Jr.

Dr, Thomas white

Mr, James G. Terrill, Jr.

Captain William Hone
U.S. Aray

Mr, David L. Narver, Jr.

Charles Rabree

Charles W. Kelley, Jr.

Marion Wilds

LCDR Robert W. Wells,

U.8. Navy

Mr. Douglas Dare

Sgt Willian W. Baum,
U.S. Air Porée

L? W. 8. Chapman
U.S. Mavy

John

Nicodemus

Jabwe

or zati

fiq, JT? SEVEN

Advisor to CTO 7.1
on RadSafe Matters

Advisor frum Public
Health Service te
c™ 7.1

Asa't RadSafe Advi-
sor to T 7.1 fran
Arsy Chemical Center

Project. Engineer,
Holmes & Narver, Ins.

Ass't Resident Mngr.,
Holmes & Narver, Inc.

Aas't Project Mgr.,
Holmes & Narver, Inc,

Representative of
District Administre-
tor, TERPACIS, at
Kwajalein (Pbeye)

Legal Officer, U.S.
Naval Station at
Kwajalein

Task Unit 9, 1 7.2

Task Unit 9, T% 7.1

Project 4.1, Neval
Medical Rosearch
Institute

Rongelap

Rongelap

Rongelap

Fupet

_ Senior Member

RadSafe, health and
decontamination

RadSafe, health and
decontamination

RadSafe, health and
decontamination

AES contractor for
repair and construce
tion required

Represent HICCMTER.
PACIS and interesta
af the natives

Represent CINC?.CFLT

Cameraman

Photographer

Callect samples of
soil, water and food
for test

Atoll Magistrate

Native

Native
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'
—

Wane
Compass

Kabwodwod

Saul .

INCLOSURE WO. 1

Organization

Utirise

Utirdic

Utirdc

Function

Atoll Magistrate

Native

Native



HEADQUARTERS
JOINT TASK FORCE SEVEN

APO 187 (HOW), c/o Postmaster
Sen Pranecdseo, California

30 Aprdl 1954

   UTTRIKattlie

19 A - The members of the survey party who are normally based
at minetee cine Operation CASTLE proceeded to Kwajalein by Cau7 aire
creft.

20 aw = The survey party assembled in the office of RalDM Clarke,
CON. » at 1000 hours. In addition to the survey party and ADM
Clarke, Dr. John Bugher, Director of Division of Biology and Medicine
of the AEC, and Mr. Jack Tobin, District Anthropologist of TERPACIS, were
present. Cal Byars cutlined the purpose and schedule of the trip. Mr.
Todbim tranalated for the natives present. The possibility of having to
relocate temporarily the Rongelap natives was discussed briefly. The
conference adjourned at 1100 hours. After the conference, Mr. Totin
and Mr, Wilds representing TERPACIS stated that the natives were very
glad to learn that definite action is being initiated to return then
to their hanes.

In the afternoon, sembérs of the survey party and Dr. Bugher visited
the office of Project 4.1 and discussed the work of that unit with the
Project Officer, COR B. FP. Cronkite. This unit works directly across
the street from the barracks in which the &2 natives of Rongelap are til-
leted. Project 4.1 has conducted extensive tests of cvacuated natives,
and results of the work will be made available to interested agencies.

At 1600 hours the eurvey party boarded the USS PHILLIP (DDE 198),
which sailed fran Kwajalein at 1800 hours.

A @ The PHILIP entered the lagoon of Rongelap Atoll at 0700
hours anchoredoff the beach of Rongelap Island. The entire party
went ashore in actor whaleboats and began a survey of the island. Chic-
kens were seised without delay. No cther animals or domestic fowls wre
obeerved, except several cats. The three natives from Rorgelap assisted
the survey party in identifying buildings, locating cisterns and wells,
and answering questions. All six natives were active in the collection
of elickens and soil, water and food samples. The Rongelap natives trans-

ported to the PHILIP sewing machines and cther personal effects fram the

dwellings.

22a ~ The survey party was divided into two groups. me group
returnadeengelep Island and continued the survoy of the native rill-
age. The other group proceeded by motor whaleboat to three islinds of
the Rongelap Atcll north of Rongelap Island. These islands were Busch,

44g



nislo and Pnisetok. Radiation levels were recorded on the three is-
lands; the intensity increased as the party moved northward, as was ex-
pected, Actual resdings are presented in Inclosure No. J.  Mialo
Taland, birds eggs were gathered for testing since the natives include
these in their diet.

Dr. White condusted an experiment on Rorigelap Island in which he
used fire-fighting equipment fran the PHILIP to wash down the thatch ~
roof of one of the native buildings. After a considerable drenching
the intensity of the roof waa reduced by ten percent, as some of the
contamination was washed off the roof onto the ground.

%

Members of the ship's canpany were spearfishing in the afterncan
and donated their catch to the callection of food samples which will
be tested.

The survey of Rongelap was concluded and the party returned to
the PHILIP. Certain general cbservations were presented in regard to
the current situation at Rongelap:

1. The presem intensity of radiation on Rongelap Island is 15-
20 millircentgens per hour (nr/hr).

Ze Little damage to buildings on Rongelap has ccourred since the
evacuation. The Rongelap natives confirmed this. However, heavy rains
or storms during the year or more that the natives will be absent will
probably cause considerable damage. An estimate of the repairs necessary
for the return of the population mist be based on a survey mace just
prior to this return,

3. The survey party was imcressed with the primitiveness of the
dwellings. The buildings were walled with woven panels of screp lim
ber and were inveriably roofed with thatch. The natives sleep on zats
which are laid on bare woodfloors or directly on the ground. No other
furniture is. present in the sleeping dwellings except a few wood baces
for storing clothes in each roam. The fantlies eat in adjacent buildings
or outside, The evacuation of the remvinder of the household effects of
the &2 Rongelap natives wil], not present mich of « problen.

he The only building in the village which showed the work of skilled
carpentry was the church. However, thie edifice had burned shortly before
2 Mareh.

5. The water supply is precarious. ‘There sre six concrete cisterns
im the village. These cisterna are concrete boxes abcaut five feet om a

aide, The rein falling om the tin roofs of the cisterns is callected by
draining it through gutters into the baxeg. Four of the six cisterns :m-

tained water, of which eamples were taken for testing.



6. A village can be emnstructad with little effort by Holmes
& Narver at ancther location for the temporary residence of the
Rongelap natives which will be at least as confortable and sanitary
as the present Rongelap village.

"7S USTs will have no difficulty in entering the Rongelep l:~
goon and beaching at the village, _

8. The items collected at Rongelap Island for testing included
eccoanuts, pandanus fruit, papayas, water (cistern and wall), soil
(surface and from three inches wider surface), pumpkin, eggs, fish,
clams, 12 chickens, and arrowrcet. These iteme afford a good cross
section of the diet of the Rongelap residerts.

9. There were few food supplies noted. There was a small store,
but its shelves were bare. The dwellings contained almost no food
items, .

23a ~ Again the survey party ws divided into two parts.
Qne group Dlew to Utirik stall, surveyed the conditims there and
returned to Rongelap Atoll lagoon. The cther group moved on the
PHILIP to Adlinginae Atoll. The destroyer stood off the southern
side of the atall end dispatched notcr whaleboats to Sifo and Enibuk.

At Sifo certain equipment left there by meabers of Task Group
7.2 was reecvered. Also, the camp used by the natives fran Rongelap
was inspected, Sifo will not be satisfactory as a site for the ten-
porary relocation of the Rongelap natives. The natives do not wish
to go theres; it is inaccessible to medical facilities; and the current
radiation levels are 6 MI/HR. At Enibuk Ialand the crew of the PHILIP
assisted the natives in moving the 30-foct sloop onto the beach. The
PHILIP returned to Rongelap Atoll lagoon and arrived just as the Si-16
returned from Utirik. The group from the Si-16 aircraft and the samples

fram Utirik were taken aboard the PHILIP, which sailed at 1930

of the survey party visited Utirik during the day.
The eight asmbers of the party who onde the flight to Utirik were: Colo-
nel, Byars, ir. Terrill, wr. Kelley, Mr. Wilds, Lt Chapman, Mr. Dare,

te Compass, and Native Kabwodwod. 4n SA aircraft
from Exxiwetok landed in the lagoon at Rongelap, took aboard the survey
eroup, and took off for Utirik at 0830.

The Si-36 landed at Utirik at 1000 hours. There are many coral
heads in the lagoon just under the surface of the water, but the pilot

the SA-16 was able to land without difficulty. The survey group
moved to and fram the beach in the six-aan rubber life reft fram the

F
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The following general observations concerning Utirik are sube
mitted: Details of the current contamination levels are presented
in Inclosure No. 33

~.1.° The village at Utirik 4s a similar to but larger than the
village-at Rongelap. Utirik is the only inhabited island in the atoll. —
The island is more productive than Rongelap; papayas, pandamis, and
bread fruit grow abundantly. The houses and cisterns were somewhat
better than those at Rongelap.

2. Three pigs were taker for testing, Several wild dcgs were
seen but were not captured. If any of these dogs are still alive when
the natives return, the dogs mist be destroyed. The dogs have killed
all the chickens abandoned at the time of the evacuation.

3. According to the natives, LSTs have bvached at the village,
despite narrow passage into the lagoon and the coral heads there.

4. The fallowing items were removed from Utirik for testing; socoa]=
nuts, pandamus fruit, papayas, grass, water, soil, three pigs, bread
fruit, and arrowroct.

The survey group returned to the Siel6 and departed from Utirik
at 1515 hours. The group returned to the PHILIP at Rongelap and the
destroyer got underway at 1830 hours.

24 April = The PHILIP docked at Kwajalein at 0800 hours. The
survey party, less the natives, moved to the Guest House where a con-
ference was conducted at 1000 hours. Mr. Tobin, District Anthropologist
for TERPACIS, was aleo present. The results of the survey trip were
discussed and plans for the drafting of this report were made.

The members of the survey party who are stationed at Eniwetok Atoll
returned by C-54 aircraft, arriving at Mniwetok Island at 1815 hours,
which concluded the trip.

INCLOSURE WO. 2



Eniwetok Atoll, M.I.
30 April 1954

MEMORANDUM FOR: Senior Member, Survey Party

SUBJECT: Radiological Surveys of RONGEL.P end UTIRIX Atolls

Submitted herewith is a report on the radiological survey of
certain islands of the RONGZCLIP, UTIAIKand .DLINGINAE Atolls con
ducted by the undersigned 21-23 April 1954. The contents of this
report are organised as follows:

I. RONGELAP and AILINGDAE

1. Preliminary Remerks.
2. Methods.

3. Dose rates -nd doses.
& Distribution of contemination.
§. Decantamination.
6. Pood and water data,

It. UTInIE ;

1. Preliminary Remarks.
2. Methods,

3. Dose rates and doses.
4. Distribution of contamination.
5. Pood and water data.

On. Thanas White
LaSL, advisor to CTG 7.1

I Attachments -—
Report

Janes G. Terrill, JP.

PHS, advisor to CTG 7.1

William M. Home
Captain, USA
Army Chemical Center

INCLOSU.E NO. 3 H 98
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I, RONOEL.P and nlLDiGlaz

1. PRELDOM REMIKS: Following the general conference at Kwajalein on
20 April, there was an informal confdérunce betwen representatives of the
Survey Team and Dr. Jom Bugher, Mr, Merrill Eisenbud, end COR Cronicite and
ather members of Project 4,1, on the problem of sampling the Rongelap food
and water supply and the soil, Mr, J, Todgn (Marshall District Anthropologist:
supplied a detailed list of food materiale, with the relative iuportance-cf
each indicated, After considerable discussion of sampling methods, it
appeared to be generally agreed that decisions on this carmplex problem night
be postponed for the fatlowing asin reasons:

&. Unless the radiation dese rate on Rongelapshould be found to be far
less than that expected from prior surveys, there would be no possibility of
returning the natives to their homes for many months,

b. Current findings on emtamination of the food supply, althaigh of
considerable inherent value, would be of little use in predicting the state
of the food supply at sane distant future date when ths pecple aight return,

Tt was therefore decided that the exphasisg in the dgongelap survey would
be on external radiation seasurenents and on decontamination problems; that
although food, water and earth samples would be collected as permitted by
other work, no special effort would be made to chtain analyses of theese
samples as a basis for any conclusions of this report. At this time the
services of Lt. William Chapman, USN, were offered by Project 4.1 for the
collection of food and soil samples for intergsted agencies.

2. METHOOS: Gamma radiation dose rates, except where otherwise specified,
were made with one or more AN/PDR-39 survey instruments at about three feet
above ground level. Three such instruments were tdken om the expedition,
and they gave readings in good agreement with me ancther. Where contact
readings are specified, the bottom of the instrument we placed in cartact
with the surface in question,

The results of the analysis of the food are only qualitative. The
technique used in determining tho radioactive content of the various food
stuffs would be eensitive sainly to surface contamination. Self adsorption
of beta activity ws not evaluated. Precise measurements using score
sensitive technigies will be made by NROL and NYOO. The technique used
should detect contamination levels to appracimtely 60 DPM (4 I 10-5 uc)
on the surface of samples, however.

The specific activity of the water samples was obtained by evapomting
to dvynesa oe milliliter of each of the samples in a glass counting cup and

the aetivity in the resulting sample using « GM tube and Berkley
scaler, Bisuuth-2l0 wis used as the standard to convert CPM to aicro-curies

per milliliter. The specific activity of the water samples fram Rongelap
indicate values tht are roughly 10,000 times greater than the tolerance 2f

10-7 uc/ml beta activity cstablished by the National Buresu of Standarcs

eta’
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J. ROMCELAP AND AILINGNAE (CONT'D)

Handbook $2 for lifetime consumption. The Utirik samples varied fram 100
to 1000 times the accepted tolerance. These data indicate the necessity
for thorough cleaning of the cisterns before refilling for general
cofisunption,.

Existing conditions made it impractical to attempt any assay for the
plutonium activity, which say be of importance in these samples.

3. ROSE BATES AND DOMES: AtLineee atoll, Zelands 23 igri, 6 sr/be.
All of the remmining report under t et @ heading pertains
to Rongelap AteLl.

EEat the standard position established by Scoville,
the re at ours on 21 April was 17 or/hr. This measurement, snd
those made on ll and 26 March fit a decoy forma 169t-1.526 r/day (t in
days after 1 March) within about 3%.

On 22 April readings were mide cn other Rongelap Atoll Islands as follow

TSAND AVE. MAX. EXPOVENT LOCATIONS
Emisetok 32 ar/hr 34 ar/hr “lok 2 stke=100 yds beach, just

north at western peninsula

Basch 17 arf/hr 21 or/he i) 1 stk-$0 yds beach, center
of path in south grove

Endaelo 20 ar/hr

With reasonable precision, these readings (and that on Sifo Island) are
related to previous observations by the same decay exponent.

ae 0 OR CONTAMINATION: Returning to the status of
Teland, it was noted, 1s on she 26 March survey, that the readings over grave
areas tadout 1$ ar/or) were consistently lower than cover grassy areas (about
20 mr/ar). ‘The amooth concrete floor of the roofless cmrech gave a contact
reading of about 6 ar/hr, while the contact reading on the bordering gravel,
about 18 ar/hr, was congistently higher than more distant gravel, adout
15 ar/he, as though the redicactive particles that landed om the concrete
had been swept into the nearby gravel by the wind, (a eimilar phenamencn ws
noted om Parry Island during the Greenhouse C,.:ration).s

No exeeptional contamination of sleeping mts wae noted, but this
question was not studied extensively. It was noted, however, that in those
hate that had few openings, the contact readings on the floor, doth om mat
and on dirt, were exceptionally low (4 - § mr/hr),

Contamination of thatched roofs was noted, particularly on windward
alopes, where the contact reading on the instrument was as much as 100% in
excess of that obtained when the instrument was held at the same height socve

ground at same distance fran the rocf, However, since the excess reacing ol

(no prior data) 1 stk-south end of island 

«,
magne

pm sed



I. RONGELAP AND. AILDIQUE (cayT'D)

began to appear when the instrument was within about six inches from the roof,
it seemed unlikely that dscontamination of the roof would effect any substantia)
reduction of exposure of. inhabitents im « mit.

A crude attenpt wes mide to ascertain depth of penetration of radicactivit;
in a patch of sci] near the center of tha village.. The place chosen was a
bare patch of loces soil in a grassy ures. Successive layers of about me
ineh in thickness was scooped up, each layer being put in @ separate can, and
then the radiations fran the cane were conpared on the beach where the vack—-
ground was mich lower, The third layer had no detectable activity; the first
layer had about six times the activity of the second. It is quite pcesible
that all of the activity in the second layer may have come fram spillage
during removal of the first layer. An effort was mide to collect an even
thinner layer. The technique was even more uisatiafactory, tut the results
indicated that the activity per uit volume was several times greater in the
thin layer than in the first inch. One can conclude that there was very
little if any activity below two inches, end that the activity may be entirely
superficial.

5. DECONTAMINATION: Since the state of the vegetation and the cisterns
indicated that there had been little if any rein on the island, an attempt
was made to find cut whether future rains sight effect any naturel decantagi-
nation. The ship's crew mounted a portable gesoline-driven water-pump on the
beach, connected « hose, and sprayed salt water on the thatched roof of me
tat, and on a neighboring grovel area. The contact reading om the roof of
the hut was reduced by 10% (after subtracting the generel background fran
the readings, this indicated appracimately 25% decontamination of the roof),
tut there was no noticeable reduction in contact readings on the floor of the
mt or on the washed-deow: gravel ares. While this experiment cannct be
regarded as conclusive, it suggests that ome should not be optimistic about
the effect of future reins. It should be noted: that Enfiwetok itoll experience
on this subject is conflicting. During Operation Greenhouse, the heavy rains
fast prior to George Shot had little effect on the Dog Shot fali-cat, Ut the
reins that fallowdd scon after the departure of the TaskForce appear te have
been fairly effective. However, even if the experience had been consisteat,
the terrain surfaces at Rengelap snd Eniwetok are so different that it would
be umeafe to draw sonelusicns.

Y% was evidentthat-dixy attempt at artificial decontamination wold be
diffienlt and very expensive relative to the cost of supporting the population
elsewhere until redicactive decay has reduced the rediatiom to an acceptable

level. Decontamination opsrations of the type used on Mniwetok Atoll (bull-
dosing and grading) would not be applicable because of the total destructim
of all vegetation and severe domege to the thin top-seil in the area covered.

Any reasonable non-destructive decontamination effort would have to be a

mammal job.



I, ROMGELAP aND AILINGNAR (CONT'D)

6. YOR AMD WATER Datir
DATE OF

Inxs. PROCURDONT

Drinking Water Cistern-Map 37 ba2loSS,

Drinking Water (clear) Cistern-Map 49 "

Drinking Water (stirred) Cistern-Hap 49 =“

Drinking Water Cistern-Map 19 "

Drinking Water Cistern-Map 8 "

Well Water (Brackish) Well-Map 66 ®

Jekra (Fresh) Collected on 4«22-54 bn22~Sh

Coconut Milk La23~Se

Meat from Pandarns Lal2~Sh,

Green Papayu-Intericr 4nd2-Sh

Ripe Papaya-Intericr b-22=Sh

Arrow Root-Interior : 7

Swipe-Exterior Arrow Root bnd2=Se

ndpe-Exterior Papsye— b-22-5h

* Refers to map of Native village - Rongelap Island - Rongelap Atoll

» -/902

ACTIVITY

2652X1L0=3 uc/al

8.03220~4 uc/al

1.90010~3 uc/al

1.19X10=3 vo/ml

None

None

2.52X10~3 uc/m).

None

None

None

None

Nene

974, DPM:

1640 DPM

b=25~5ke

ln25~5k,

byn2S~5ke

byn2Sm5ks

band5~5le

m2S=5p

lyn5aSly

bn25~5be



~

1. PRELIMINARYREMARKS? At the planning conference st Kwajalein am 20 April
it was agreed that radiation levels at Utirik ulght allow en early return of
the natives. Accordingly, it was dectded to make @ field study of food and
water &s.well as an external radiation survey based on the pattern employed
at Rongelap.

2. METHOOS: SSxcternal gemma dese rates were measured with AN/PDR-39 and
MX-5 survey instruments. These instruments gave readings in good agreement
with each cther, Average readings integreted over the exposure tims closety
checked dosimeter readings.

3. RATESDOSES: Prior te this survey, nostandard positions were
established om this island. A dfandard position was established on April 23
at 1100 hears. The reading at this point sad three feet above the ground wa
3.0 or/ar. Am average reading in the vegetated area of the island was 2.8 or/k
The readings about the buildings where gravel is prevalent averaged about 2.2
ar/hr. This data with the aeasurements made on & and 1) March fit a decay
formulas Dpz2cecl.42 p/day (t in days after 1 March)

This formile indicates that a level of 0.3 r/week would be reached in 75
to 80 days after 1 March, 15-20 May). An integration
doaage fran 1 June 1954 to 2 Jun 1955 gives a 3.4 Yr exposure. This can be
compared with ths 3.9 © external gamma per year level established by the
atomic Energy Cammiseion es 4 limit for offeeite populations.
external gama dodage over the year beginning June could be
not signifiecntly, higher if the decay rate leveled off to the conventioa]

rate,

air

fi

-

t°1.2 .

4.OFCONTAMINATION: ‘The contamination ws f
distributed over the ialand. The Aighest reading cut of doors

reduction in readings indoors, and this reduction we substantially larger,
& percent in a large building like the church, as compared with 4 small
tuilding like a typical » Grewal areas (2.2 ar/hr) gave lower
readings than the grassy areas (2.8 ur/hr).

The sleeping mats showed gars readings(1.0 - 1.2 ar/hr) about half
the levels citdcore(2.2 - 2.4 ar/hr) bat deta plas gam levels were
scpewhat bigeer (3.5 mx/tr) tinn the outdoor gamma readings. Contamination
of the thatched roofs was noted. It was neceemry to place the instrument
Close to (desethan 3} feet) and perpendicular to theroof surface to
consistently detect this effect with gama measurements, The MI-5 picked
wp this increase in contamination more consistently when detecting doth
beta gum.

w - {03



Tr. UTIRIK (conT'D)

5. aD WATER DATA:

iat
Drinking Water-Cistern near Church

Drinking WatexrCistern-north
settlement

Brackish Well Water-200 yds south
of Church-unprotected hale

Clear Well Water-350 yds south of
Chureh-corrugated metal siding & cover

Milk from Bread Pruit

Salids from Bread Fruit

Ripe Papaya-Interior

Creen Papsya~Interior

hes RooteInterior

hh

DATE OF
PROCURDENT

bad3eSb

bauSi,

Z3~She

23~She

Unz3~Sh

Lnad~See

Lma3~Sle

~ O44

acTIVITE
3.2x10% ue/al

3.9anL0~> uc/al

$.3X207F uc/nl

7.30075 uc/al

None

None

None

None

—
—

DaTZ OF
aNALYSIS

hymn BmSly

byndSmSle

bn25e5L

la25=5ie

m2SeSlo

bu25=5h

byn25=5h,

ba?=5p

bn25=5h.



Eniwetde Atell, H.I.
30 hpi 195%

ESTAMLISHTIMPORARY
We (Holmes & Karver, Ine.) are herewith submitting the following 8111 of
Material and cost estimate toconstruct a temporary village on the island
of Bikej-in the Kwajalein Atoll, Marshall Ialands,

The cost estimate outlined below is based on the followings ~

1. Construction is to be om Bikej Island.

2. HAM will furnish all mtertal.

3. The Reavy will transport the material to Bikej Island - (no cost in-
cluded).

be HAM will furnish ce (1) carpenter foreman, two (2) carpenters and
. ane (1) heavy equipment operator.

5. The Wavy Station Kwajalein is to fumish the four (4) Hal men housing
and trensportation betwen [wejalein and Bikej <- (no cost included
for transportation).

6. That heavy equipsent required (grader, ete) is available at Kwjalein
(ne cost included for equipment

7. That natives are avajlable for labor and as carpenter assistants ~
(no wages for natives included, but will be fimded by JTF SEVEN).

8. That the HAM carpenters are furnished with an interpreter.

9. HM will furnish portable generator and power saw.

16. Tools for native labor will be furnished by Navy Station Kwajalein.

OF

nee BF.
FrasingWaals egs
Maile f 3 Kege
ballafer PipedCuca) 16944 Sq. Ft.
eiogB Ridge Cap Lin. Ft.

eine Gutter 1636 Lin. Ft.
3/e 727 Sheets

Fipeeed,i= 410 Sheets

be

Door cence 4B
Door Hinges 48 Pair
Soat Hinges @ Pair
Shutter Hinges 1$2 Pair
Bye Bolta with Hooks ; 400

w 105



Paint | 52 Gals.

 

Screening 254 Sq. MM,
Mailing Stripe, 1" xX 1* 350 Lin. MA.
Sereen: Door 4
Messe Tables, 8! Long u

ot AL

Laber Material ~

Lumber 44,552 BF. LQ 4455
Rough Hardware Nails Kegs 12.0 145

Alumima Ride Cap This LiF 38% U5
Alumizrum Sheet for Gutter 1636 L.F. 20 325
3/8" Plywood 23264 S.F. 18 4190
1/2" Plywood 13120 S.F. «22 2885
Single Fiush Deors ly 08 13.00 570
Deor Handles LB ea 20 10
Door Hinges UB Pr. 1.75 85
Seat Cover Hingss 8 Pr. - 65 5
Shutter Hinges 152 Pr. 80 120
Eye Bolts & Hooks 400 ea «15 6&0
Screening 256 S.P. 215 49
fereen Door a 10.00 Lo
J. 21 Batling Strips for
3 mening 350 LP. 15 55

Pat=t . 52 Gal. 3.75 195

hess Tables. 12 @he 11.50 130

HAN Carpenters 3 for
3 weeks » 54 Man Days 15210

Bi Heavy Duty Man
1 Week # 7 Man Days 195

TOLL COST « 1705.00 17,265.00

The above total of 17,165 includes man power furnished by Hid.

The above bill of: material is needed to construct the temporary village in ace
cordanse with the drawings number Mise. 255 and 256 showing the sizes and con=
struction of the various buildings required end as stated in mamcrandum letter
dated April 27, 1954 from Mr. Marion Wilds, acting Destad Rep. Ebeye - for the
Trest Territory of the Pacific Islends,



‘

No previsions for cisterns are being nade at this tine for the temporary ril-
Lage at Bikej as there is available on the island (2) 15,000 gallon cisterss
which only need cleaning and filling,

At the time the natives are returned to their island of Rongelap, there will
be a need ta construct new roofs over cisterns, the cost of which will have
to be included in the eoet of moving the natives from Bikej Island to Ronge-
lap Island.Alsa at this time to include cost of repair or replacement due
to damage by eterm during the interval the natives are amy.

2 Attachmentas
1. - HAW dmawing Ne. Mise 255
2. H&N drawing No. Mise 256

« ~

w
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UNITED STATES PACIFIC FLEET
HEADQUARTERS OF THE COMMANDER IN CHIEF

CINCPACFLT FILE
FFl-1

- All
. Ser 01339

17 JUN 1954 ~

q

From: Commander in Chief U. S. Padific Fleet
Tor Commmder Joint Task Force Seven

Subj: Survey of Rongelap and Utirik Atolls

Ref: CJUTF SEVEN CONF ltr J-3/141.8 of 1 May 1954
CINCPAC CONF Msg 160501Z of Apr 1954
CNO CONF Msg 111955Z of May 1954
CINCPAC UNCL Msg 1221572 of May 1954
CINCPACFLT CONF Msg 1122142 of May 1954
CINCPACFLT CONF Msg 1.20062 of May 1954
CJUTP SEVEN CONF Msg 1204362 of May 1954
CJTF SEVEN CONF Msg 1404302 of May 1954=

r
e

T
m
m
e
a
n
h
a
n
o
n

1. Reference (a) forwarded the report of the survey party wiich visited
Rongelap and Utirik Atolls during the period 21-23 April 1954 in order to
determine requisite action for’ rehabilitation of these atolls prior to .
return of inhabitants whowere evacuated incident to hazards resulting from
the first test in the CASTLE series, CJTF SEVEN concurred in the recemmenda=
tiens of the survey repert and requested to be advised of CINCPAC's appreval
of these recommendations.

2. Reference (b) apprised CNO of CINCPAC's views and CUJTF SEVEN's prelininary
advice on the matter of rehabilitation. This was appreved by CNO in reference
(c) which further stated that no funds ether than normal suppert should
be expended without prior appreval,

3. CINCPAC delegated respensibility for the subject matter tm CINCPACFLT
in reference (d) and further directed CUJTF SEVEN to report to CINCPACFLT fcr
the tasks outlined,

be In reference (e) ant (f), CINCPACFLT provided guidance fer the resolution
of certain matters in connection with rehabilitation of the Rongelap and

Utirik natives.

5. CJTF SEVEN informed cognizant cemmamiers of the detailed plans for native
rehabilitation in references(g) and (h).

6. On the basis of the foregoing action, CINCPACFLT considers that ali basic
questions pertinent to native rehabilitation have been reselved and that
action is proceeding satisfacterily. is a matter of recerd, CINCPACFLT's
actien en the recommendations ef the survey report is summarized in the

4 ~- OF
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following paragraphs. This summery will also serve the purpose of providing
giidance for matters of possible future occurrence until completion of the
native rehabilitation project,

7. Comments on the specific recommendations of the survey party contained
in paragraph 4 ef enclosure (1)-to reference (a) are listed after each
recommendation which is qucted for conventent reference:

a. UTRLR

(1) "Several days after the last CASTLE shot, Utirik Atoll should be
inspected again by RadSafe personnel of JTF SEVEN or AEC to determine whether
or not additional cormtamination has occurred, If no increase in external
radiation and food and water contamination levels is noted, the return of
the natives may be undertaken without delay. The contamination levels now
present at the two atolls are indicated in Inclosure 3. Research analysis of
the foods and wator collected is being made by NROL and NYOO."

COMMENT: Concur.

(2) "CINCPACFLT should designate a project officer to coordinate the
activities of interested agencies in the return of the Utirik natives,"

COMMENT: Reference (f) provided for CO NAVSTA KWAJALEIN to coordinate
tho project and act ag the local representative of CINCPACFLT in the dis-
charge ef CINCPACFLT respensibilities in connection with the subject project.
It further prowided for CO NAVSTA KWAJALEIN to designate a project officer
at his discretion.

_ (3) "CTMCPACFLY should designate and make avatlable a ship which will
transport tha’Oeierk nativesafd their belongings from Kwajalein back to
Utirik. In addit{on to the fow perscrial effocts the natives have with them,
the following itemsshould be moved to Utirik. These items should te assemb-
led by the CINCPACFLT project officer in coordination with the local Kwaja-
lein representative of ACIS, and the funds for necessary purchases
shouldbe provided by JTF t ;

( a} Used lumber, already made available by ComNavSta Kwajalein.

(b) Floud, selt and other staple items of food supplies adequate

for one month.

(c) Limited amounts of nails, window glass, metal roofing and
medical supplies as determined by CINCPACFLT project officer

‘in coordination with Kwajalein representative of TERPACIS.

me toe
y
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(d} 10,000 gallons of fresh water to flush and refill Utdriic
cisterns. ~

(e) Appraximtely 400 chickens, 120 pigs and small numbers of
other animals as determined by CINCPACFLT project officer,
in coordination with TERPACIS representative. Some of these
arcimals are already being obtained by the TERPACIS repre-
sentatives at Kwajalein."

COMMENT: LST 1157 being utilized as provided for in references (¢), (g)
and (h). Reference (#) authorized the prevision of certain supplies by CO
NaVSTa KWAJALEIN subject to his discretion, CINCPACFLT has no project
officer for determination of mumbcrs of animals to be provided. This
determination and detailed arrangements regarding animals are considered to
be HICOMTESPACIS responsibilities.

(4) "The survey party was advised that on a number of ¢ccasions
LST's have entered the Utirik lagoon. The use of this type ship is reconmend-
ed, if the CINCPACFLT project officor concurs after investigation of the
lagoon channels."

COMMENT: Concur subject to requirements of safe navigation as determined
by the LST commanding officer.

(5) "No construction or repair work by U.S. personnel is required,
since little deterioration of the buildings on Utirik has occurred since
the evacuation,"

COMMENT: Satisfactory to CINCPACFLT in consideration of the fact that
CJTP SEVEN is best equipped to evaluate this matter and has concurred with
this recomendation,

(&) "no decontamination work is required, except for the flushing and
cloaning of cisterns recommended above."

COMMENT: Concur subject to the sam comments in subparegreph 7.a.(5)
above,

be RONCELAP
(1) "The natives of Rongelap atoll should be relocated on an island

of the Kwajalein Atoll for the period of approximately one year, BIKEJ
Island has been selected by TERPACIS representatives at Kwajalein for this

purpose, This island is urmer control of TERPACIS, COMNAVSTAKWAJ concurs
in this selection. The relecation near NAVSTA Kwajalein is in accord with
the recomendations of the P:o ject Officer of Project 4.1, who will shortly
conclude the active medical surveillince of tha Rongelap natives at Xwa‘a-eon.
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COMMENT: Majure Atoll has been selected as the site for temporary
relocation of the Rongelap natives, upson representation of HICCMTERPACIS _
for reascns of native welfare, as set forth in reference (¢e),

(2) "As in the case of the Utirik natives, CINCPACFLT should desig~
nate a project officer to coordinate the activities of interested agencies
during the temporary’ relocation af Rongelap natives and during their
ubiimate return to their homes."

COMMENT: Reference (2) provided for CCMNAVSTAKWAJALEIN to coordinate
movement of the Rongelap natives to Majuro. Responsibility for their wel
fare during their temporary residence on Majuro rests with HICOMTERPACIS,
CINCP.ACFLT will arrange for necessary coordination in cormection with their
ultimate return to Rongelap at a later date,

(3) "The temporary nature of thia relocation should be given wide
publicity throughout the Trust Territories and U. S. news media, after the
movement has been completed."

COMMENT: Concur, It is considered that this matter should be and is
being handled at departmental level by the Atomic Energy Commission, Departe
ment of Defense, Department of. Interior and other interested government
agencies. It is assumed that HICOMTERPACIS will previde for appropriate
publicity within the Trust Territories,

(4) "The AEC contractor at the Pacific Proving Grounds (Holmes and
Narver, Inc.) should prefabricate as necessary and supervise the construc=
tion of small wood dwellings, a combination school and church, a dispensary,
and other buildings end cisterns for the 4&2 Rongelap natives to be relocated
temporarily in the Kwajalein atoll. Materials for this construction will
be provided from Eniwetok and delivered to the site of the new village by
JTF SEVEN. Details of the construction required are presented in Inclosure
4"

COMMENT: .Concur, except for substitution of Mafjuro vice Kwajalein
as the temporary relocation site,

(3) "Common labor fer this construction should be provided by the
nativee of Rongelap thenselves, as mich as possible, Holmes and Narver
personnel will perform the more difficult tasks. Native labor should be
paid wages by JTF SEVEN at a wage scale determined by the representatives of
TERPACIS,*

COMMENT: Concur.

(6) "Water and staple food supplies for one month should be provided
initially, as in the case of the Utirik natives covered above, Likewise,
chickens and animals should be provided in numbers determined by representa-
tives of TERPACIS and the CINCPACFLT project officer, In addition, the

Rongelap natives mist be provided minimm food supplies ami other essentials

on Aaa continuing basis, since they will have no income from gale of copra inc
re, j

| |
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since SIKES Island provides meager quantities of natural foods,"

COMMENT: Concur subject to pertinent remarks previously expressed in
references (b) and (e), CINCPACFLT has no project officer for determina-
tion of mumbers of livestock to be-provided. This determination and
necessary procurement arrangements are considered to be HICOMTERPACIS
responsibilitics.

(7) "Just prior to the time the “ongelap natives are moved fron
Kwajalein Island to BIKEJ Island, ea ship should be sent to Rongelap Island
to pick up the clothing, books and other belongings (including twe 30-foet
sloops) of the natives. Decontamination of these items should be performed
at Kwajalein under supervision of local or JTF SEVEN Radsafe perecnnel,"

COMMENT: Arrangements for transfer of Rongelap natives boats and per~
sonal effects tc Majuro in LST 1157 have been made by COMNAVSTA KWAJALEIN.

(8) "Perlodic medical surveys of the natives and Radsafe surveys of
the atolls should be conducted by qualified persommel operating cut of Nav-
Sta Kwajalein. Or. Sugher, OEM, -EC, stated that his office would periodic
ally send groups of qualified personnel to Kwajalein for this purpose."

COMMENT: Concur,

(9) "ABC RadSafe personnel resident in the Pacific Proving Grounds
in conjunction with representatives of DEM, AEC, should make periodic
inspections of the islands of Rongelap atoll to ascertain the rate of decay
of the contamination, Reports of these inspections should be forwarded to
interested agencies; AEC, CINCPACFLT, JTF SEVEN, COMNAVSTA KWAJALEIN,

COMMENT: Concur,

(10) "A representative of CINCPACFLT, probably COMNAVSTAKWAJ, should
monitor the general welfare of the songelap natives during their temporary
stay at Kwajalein Atoll."

COMMENT: Mordtoring of general welfare of natives, wierever located, is
a contimiing responsibility of HICCMTERPACIS,

(11) "In the spring of 1955, another survey party should visit the
islands of Rongelap Atoll and the natives in their temporary homes at
Kwajalein Atoll to determine wien these natives may be returned to their
homes and what additional action must be taken prior to their movement fren
Kwajalein Atoll. The same agencies should be represented on this later
survey party as on this group. Funds required for this movement and the
Soraevenasm and supplies necessary at Rongelap Islarti will be provided cy

SEVEN."

#4 ~ }13-
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COMMENT: Concur, subject to substitution of Majuro vice Kwajalein as
the site of temporary residence of the Rongelap natives.

8. CJTF SEVEN is requested to confirm thst the AEC will undertake partici-
pation indicated in paragraphs 7.b.(8) and 7.b.(9).

9. By copy of this letter, HICOMTESPACIS is requested to advise as to
whether he concurs in the actions indicated in this letter, and specifically
to confirm the understandings as to matters for wiich HICONTERPACIS essumes
as indicated in the "COMMENTS" in paragraphs 7.4.(3), 7.0.(2), 7.6.(3),
7ob.(6), &.d.(10).

10. CJTP SEVEN is requested to provide copies of reference (a) to all infore
mation addressees listed for distribution in this letter. Further distribu}
tion of reference (a) at the discretion of CUJTF SEVEN is authorized, provided
& cOpy of this letter is bound with each copy of reference (a) so distributed.

H. G,. HOPWOOD
Chief of Staff

Copy tos
CNO (5 copies)
CINCPAC
COMMAWSEAPRON
CO MaVSTA KWAJALEIN
HICOMTERPACIS

AUTHENTICATED

/sf- A. BR.Olsen
A. RB. OLSEN
Flag Secretary

a 1b
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HEADQUARTERS
JOINT TASK FORCE SEVEN

WASHINGTON 25, D.C.

5-37729.3 6 July 1934

SUBJECT: Responsibilitiesfor Care and Disposition of Native Inhabitants.
of Rongelap and Utirik Atolls

—

TOs Manager
Santa Fe Operations Office
P. 0. Box 5400
Albuquerque, New Mexico

l. Hr. Jamee &. Reeves of your agency telephoned this headquarters
16 June and discussed with Colonel Byars, J-3 Division, Headquarters JI?
SEVER, the status of rz. Thomas a. Hardison as representative of General
Clarkson on matters concerning the care and disposition of evacuated ni-
tives. The question is pertinent since you agssumed on 2 Juno full respon-
sibility for all .ZC matters pertaining to the Pacific Proving Grounds.

2. On ls May 1954, CINCPACTLT requested CJTP SEVEN to advise that
agency of the name of tha person who would rupresent CJT? SZVEN in the
Porward aroa after the personnel of cvadquarters, JIF SEVEN returncd to
Vashington. In order to avoid the necessity of leaving indofinitely at
Eniwetok a staff officer of this headquarto.s, CJTF SEVEN designcted ir.
Herdison his represontative at Mmiwetok in cormection with the disposition
of native inhabitants of Rongelazp rnd Utirik atolls. mr. Hardison visited
Kwajalein and Hajuro Atolls sevcral times and was cminontly woll-qualified
to act as representative of CJTF sEVEN in this mcttcr.

3. As you lafow, the native inhabitants of Utirik itoll have bcen re-
turned from Kwajalein to their homa island. Tho native inhabitants cf
Rongulap Atoll have been tomporarily rolocatud for a pordod of about one
yoar on EBjit Island of Majuro. atoll, while the radiosctive contamin-=ticn
of Rongelap docays to accuptable levels. It is not now contemplatud tncs
extensive construction or ropair will be necossary on Rongelzp [sland ~hen
the inhabitants of that atoll are rcturned to thoir homes. Consequently,
it te doubtful that Holmes and Narvor, Inc., amd the .EC Resident ingincer
at Eniwetok will be callod upon to tako furthr action in regard to trc
care amd disposition of tho natives. tr. Hardison is, ther.fore, roin-svcd
of any responsibility as CJTF S<VEN roproesontstive in this mattcr.

L. The rosponsibilitics of intervatud agoncics for tha contimucd
eare and disposition of the natives of Rongclap and Utirik .tolis ar:
dolincated fer your information as follows:

we Jl 4.
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SUBUCT: Responsibilitiua for Carv and Disposition of Native Inhabicents

“. ° of Rongelap and Utirik .tolls
—

a. CINCP.S has ovorall responsibility undor tho Dcopartment of
Defonse for tho completion of tho project for the rcstoration of atolls,
with .2C assistance, sand for tho return of inhsbitants. CINCP..C dclegatcd
to CINICP..CFLI ita responsibility in this conncetion. CINCP..CFLIT instructcd
COMN..VST.UCLS to coordinate and-act as its local ruproscntative in the dis~
chargo of CINCP..CFLT responsibilitics in connection with the displeccd na-
tives. COAN.VST.KWJ designatcd LCDR Robert W. Wolls tho Project Offic_r
to represont CINCP..cFLT intcrests.

B. The routine welfare and caro of all Marshall Island nstivcs
aro contimuing rosponsibilitics of the High Commissioner, Trast Torritcry
of tke Pacific IsFands, es secnt for Dupartmnt of the Intcrior.

ce. Tho Division of Blology and Modicine, .EC, will contimie to
monitor tho phystcat condition of tho native inh-bit-ants of Rongel-p and
Utirds .tolls who were axposad to radioactive contamination -s a rcsult
of tho first shot of the C.STLE sories. Partics of modicsl and rwdsafo
porsonnol undcr tho dircection of Division of Bislogy and Kedicim, iC,
will visit tho natives ind tho itolls concerned periodisally in ordcr to
observe tha godical progress of the natives and to cscortsin the osarli.st
possiblo time for tho roturn of the Rongelap nstives to thoir homs. Theo
first visit of thts -.2C-sponsored group is planned for ..ugust or Sptcmbor
of this year. Ruprosumtatives of this headquertors will accompany tho =C

party.

d. JTF SEVEN naturally has o contiming intorest in this aattcr.
JT? SEVEN hea furnished funds to pay cortain modical oxpenses for tho natives
whilo at Kwijalein, for the procuremont of livestock to replace that lost
as a result of tho contamination, for tho construction of a temporary vil-
lage et Majure .toll, for the purchaso of food and clothing supnlics, ond
for other purposes. JTF SEVEN will contimic to provide funds for thc pro-
vision of food fd8*@le Rongulap natives while thoy aro :t Hejure and «ill
pay for intttal food stocks when thcy are returned to their homes. CTS
72 will represent CJTP SEVEN at Eniwotok in conncetion with tho disposi-
tion of Utirik afd Rongvlap natives, in tho ovent any problem arises woicn
cari amd must bo hendlod st tho Pacific Proving Grounds.

5. Santa Fe Operations Office has no routine rcaponsibiliti.s f:r
the ecntimuod caro and disposition of thec n-tives. The urectisn of thc
tomporary vill=go at Majuro under the supervision of br. dardison ws p-r-
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formed with promptnoss and officioncy. .ccording to reports reccived
here, the constructisn is oxcallont. Tho assistance and ccoper-ticn
provided t7 cirs Hardison and its assistants ts greatly approciatcd.

FOR Taz CCit.NDE:

/s/ BE. MeGinloy
Copy furnished: /+/ E. HeGINLEY
hr. 7. ... Hardisen Major Gonoral, U.S. .omy
USEC, Eniwctok Cudef of Staff

CTG 7.2, Eniwetck

ECHL, ITH: Lt Col
Grovnborg


